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ABSTRACT 
Phase entrainment and perceptual cycles in audition and vision  
Recent research indicates fundamental differences between the auditory and visual systems: 
Whereas the visual system seems to sample its environment, cycling between “snapshots” at 
discrete moments in time (creating perceptual cycles), most attempts at discovering discrete 
perception in the auditory system failed. Here, we show in two psychophysical experiments 
that subsampling the very input to the visual and auditory systems is indeed more disruptive 
for audition; however, the existence of perceptual cycles in the auditory system is possible if 
they operate on a relatively high level of auditory processing. Moreover, we suggest that the 
auditory system, due to the rapidly fluctuating nature of its input, might rely to a particularly 
strong degree on phase entrainment, the alignment between neural activity and the rhythmic 
structure of its input: By using the low and high excitability phases of neural oscillations, the 
auditory system might actively control the timing of its “snapshots” and thereby amplify 
relevant information whereas irrelevant events are suppressed. Not only do our results 
suggest that the oscillatory phase has important consequences on how simultaneous auditory 
inputs are perceived; additionally, we can show that phase entrainment to speech sound does 
entail an active high-level mechanism. We do so by using specifically constructed 
speech/noise sounds in which fluctuations in low-level features (amplitude and spectral 
content) of speech have been removed, but intelligibility and high-level features (including, 
but not restricted to phonetic information) have been conserved. We demonstrate, in several 
experiments, that the auditory system can entrain to these stimuli, as both perception (the 
detection of a click embedded in the speech/noise stimuli) and neural oscillations (measured 
with electroencephalography, EEG, and in intracranial recordings in primary auditory cortex 
of the monkey) follow the conserved “high-level” rhythm of speech. Taken together, the 
results presented here suggest that, not only in vision, but also in audition, neural oscillations 
are an important tool for the discretization and processing of the brain’s input. However, there 
seem to be fundamental differences between the two systems: In contrast to the visual 
system, it is critical for the auditory system to adapt (via phase entrainment) to its 
environment, and input subsampling is done most likely on a hierarchically high level of 
stimulus processing. 
Keywords: neural oscillations – perceptual cycles – phase – entrainment – audition – vision – 
electroencephalography – current-source density – subsampling – speech – noise – high-level 
– intelligibility 
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RESUME 
Entraînement de phase et cycles perceptifs dans l'audition et la vision 
Des travaux récents indiquent qu’il existe des différences fondamentales entre les systèmes 
visuel et auditif: tandis que le premier semble échantillonner le flux d‘information en 
provenance de l’environnement, en passant d’un “instantané” à un autre (créant ainsi des 
cycles perceptifs), la plupart des expériences destinées à examiner  ce phénomène de 
discrétisation dans le système auditif ont mené à des résultats mitigés. Dans cette thèse, au 
travers de deux expériences de psychophysique, nous montrons que le sous-échantillonnage 
de l’information à l’entrée des systèmes perceptifs est en effet plus destructif pour l’audition 
que pour la vision. Cependant, nous révélons que des cycles perceptifs dans le système auditif 
pourraient exister à un niveau élevé du traitement de l’information. En outre, nos résultats  
suggèrent que du fait des fluctuations rapides du flot des sons en provenance de 
l’environnement, le système auditif tend à avoir son activité alignée sur la structure rythmique 
de ce flux. En synchronisant  la phase des oscillations neuronales, elles-mêmes correspondant 
à différents états d'excitabilité, le système auditif pourrait optimiser activement le moment 
d’arrivée de ses “instantanés” et ainsi favoriser le traitement des informations pertinentes par 
rapport aux événements de moindre importance. Non seulement nos résultats montrent que 
cet entrainement de la phase des oscillations neuronales a des conséquences importantes sur 
la façon dont sont perçus deux flux auditifs présentés simultanément ; mais de plus, ils 
démontrent que l'entraînement de phase par un flux langagier inclut des mécanismes de haut 
niveau. Dans ce but, nous avons créé des stimuli parole/bruit dans lesquels les fluctuations de 
l’amplitude et du contenu spectral de la parole ont été enlevés, tout en conservant 
l'information phonétique et l’intelligibilité. Leur utilisation nous a permis de démontrer, au 
travers de plusieurs expériences, que le système auditif se synchronise à ces stimuli. Plus 
précisément, la perception, estimée par la détection d'un clic intégré dans les stimuli 
parole/bruit, et les oscillations neuronales, mesurées par Electroencéphalographie chez 
l’humain et à l’aide d‘enregistrements intracrâniens dans le cortex auditif chez le singe, 
suivent la rythmique “de haut niveau” liée à la parole. En résumé, les résultats présentés ici 
suggèrent que les oscillations neuronales sont un mécanisme important pour la discrétisation 
des informations en provenance de l’environnement en vue de leur traitement par le cerveau, 
non seulement dans la vision, mais aussi dans l'audition. Pourtant, il semble exister des 
différences fondamentales entre les deux systèmes: contrairement au système visuel, il est 
essentiel pour le système auditif de se synchroniser (par entraînement de phase) à son 
environnement, avec un échantillonnage du flux des informations vraisemblablement réalisé 
à un niveau hiérarchique élevé. 
Mots clés: oscillations neuronales – cycles perceptifs – phase – entraînement – audition – 
vision – electroencéphalographie – current-source density – sous-échantillonnage – parole – 
bruit – haut niveau – intelligibilité 
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RESUME SUBSTANTIEL 
Il est possible que la perception humaine ne fonctionne pas de façon continue, mais plutôt de 
manière discrète, à la manière d'une caméra vidéo. De nombreuses études suggèrent que le 
système visuel échantillonne son environnement, en extrayant des "instantanés" qui 
correspondent à des moments distincts dans le temps, créant ainsi des moments optimums 
et d’autres défavorables pour le traitement de l’input visuel (par exemple, Busch et al., 2009; 
VanRullen and Macdonald, 2012). Curieusement, les tentatives pour mettre en évidence une 
discrétisation perceptive par le système auditif se sont révélées infructueuses (İlhan and 
VanRullen, 2012; Zoefel and Heil, 2013). Ceci pourrait refléter une différence cruciale entre le 
système visuel et le système auditif : en raison des constantes fluctuations temporelles du flot 
auditif, un sous-échantillonnage brut pourrait se révéler déstructurant, dû à la perte 
d'informations essentielles. Dans une première expérience de psychophysique, nous avons 
sous-échantillonné temporellement des stimuli auditifs (des extraits auditifs de discours) et 
des stimuli visuels (des vidéos de discours en langue des signes) et nous avons testé l'impact 
de la fréquence de sous-échantillonnage sur les performances de reconnaissance auprès de 
sujets humains. Ainsi, nous avons pu montrer que la discrétisation des stimuli à l'entrée des 
systèmes visuel et auditif a un effet plus perturbateur pour le système auditif (VanRullen et 
al., 2014). En principe, ce résultat pourrait indiquer qu’un traitement discontinu mène à une 
perte d'informations trop importante pour le système auditif empêchant une correcte 
extraction des caractéristiques pertinentes pour la compréhension. Il existe cependant une 
alternative: le sous-échantillonnage auditif pourrait être réalisé à un niveau hiérarchiquement 
supérieur du traitement de l'information, c'est à dire après que l'extraction de certaines 
caractéristiques auditives soit achevée. Pour tester cette hypothèse, nous avons construit des 
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stimuli langagier ayant été sous-échantillonnés à des fréquences différentes, soit directement 
dans le domaine temporel (directement sur l’onde d'entrée) ou après extraction de 
caractéristiques auditives (obtenu par un vocodeur utilisant un codage prédictif linéaire). Dans 
une deuxième expérience psychophysique, nous avons montré que la reconnaissance auditive 
est plus résistante au sous-échantillonnage réalisé à un niveau élevé de traitement de 
l'information auditive en comparaison d'un sous-échantillonnage réalisé dans le domaine 
temporel (Zoefel et al., 2015). Bien que ces résultats ne prouvent pas que le système auditif 
procède à une discrétisation du flux auditif, ils (1) montrent qu'un sous-échantillonnage est 
possible dans une certaine mesure sans pertes majeures et (2) suggèrent que, s’il existe une 
discrétisation, elle devrait être opérée à un niveau relativement élevé du traitement auditif. 
Il existe aussi une seconde possibilité, qui permettrait le sous-échantillonnage temporel dans 
le domaine auditif, et qui n’est pas mutuellement exclusive de la première: les effets délétères 
du sous-échantillonnage pourraient être réduits activement si le système auditif pouvait 
décider du moment où les «instantanés» de l'environnement sont extraits. Basé sur des 
recherches récentes, un mécanisme physiologique important, les oscillations neuronales, 
pourrait s'avérer crucial pour cette alternative. Les oscillations neuronales reflètent des 
changements cycliques dans l'excitabilité des groupes de neurones (Buzsaki and Draguhn, 
2004). Comme des études précédentes l'ont montré (Schroeder and Lakatos, 2009; Schroeder 
et al., 2010), en jouant sur les phases d’excitabilité de ses oscillations, le cerveau peut 
contrôler activement quelle partie de l'information entrante est amplifiée (l'information 
coïncidant avec une phase de plus grande excitabilité) et quelle partie est négligée 
(l’information coïncidant avec une phase de faible excitabilité). Ce phénomène, la 
synchronisation d'un système oscillant avec un système externe, a été appelé l'entraînement 
de phase. Dans une expérience d'enregistrement électrophysiologique du cortex auditif 
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primaire chez le singe, nous avons confirmé que dans une scène auditive ambiguë, la phase 
des oscillations neuronales influence si deux inputs auditifs simultanés sont regroupés en une 
seule entité ou séparés en deux séquences distinctes. Ce résultat indique que la phase des 
oscillations neuronales a des conséquences sur le traitement et la perception des stimuli, et, 
que l'alignement actif de cette phase serait un outil important pour contrôler ou filtrer l'entrée 
des stimuli et leur traitement ultérieur. En outre, il a été suggéré que cet alignement (c’est-à-
dire l'entraînement de phase) entre la parole et les oscillations neuronales - sans doute le 
stimulus rythmique qui est le plus important dans l'environnement auditif humain - pourrait 
améliorer la compréhension de la parole (Luo and Poeppel, 2007). Toutefois, la parole est une 
construction complexe, et il n’est toujours pas clair à quelles caractéristiques de la parole le 
cerveau s'ajuste effectivement. Par exemple, dans un discours standard, l’amplitude du son 
et de son contenu spectral (la distribution de l’énergie dans les différentes fréquences), ci-
après définis comme des caractéristiques de bas niveau, fluctuent rythmiquement, et 
pourraient être "suivis" par le cerveau. Ainsi, lorsque l’amplitude du signal est large ou lorsqu’il 
a un contenu spectral "riche", le discours sera perçu clairement et les caractéristiques de haut 
niveau (notamment la quantité d'informations que l'auditeur peut extraire, c’est-à-dire 
"l'information phonétique") seront élevées. En revanche, lors de silence entre les mots ou des 
syllabes, l'amplitude du son, mais aussi l’information phonétique est faible. En d'autres 
termes, les variations de l’amplitude du son ou de son contenu spectral sont corrélées avec les 
changements de l'information phonétique et le cerveau pourrait s'y adapter. Toutefois, si l'on 
pouvait montrer que l'entraînement de phase à la parole persiste même en l'absence de 
fluctuations systématiques de l’amplitude et du contenu spectral, cela indiquerait un 
processus plus "élaboré" du cerveau: un "suivi" de l'information phonétique elle-même. Dans 
ce but, nous avons développé des stimuli parole/bruit, sans fluctuations systématiques de 
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l’amplitude du son et du contenu spectral, et qui conservent suffisamment les caractéristiques 
de la parole pour permettre la compréhension. En utilisant ces stimuli,  nous avons montré, 
dans plusieurs expériences, que le cerveau peut en effet s'adapter à ces stimuli parole/bruit. 
Dans une expérience psychophysique (Zoefel and VanRullen, 2015), des clics ont été intégrés 
dans les stimuli parole/bruit et les sujets devaient appuyer sur un bouton à chaque fois qu'ils 
les détectaient. Singulièrement, la détection de ces clics était modulée par le "rythme de haut 
niveau" (la discrétisation inhérente au langage) ayant été conservé dans les stimuli 
parole/bruit, ceci indique que la perception s'aligne aux aspects de haut niveau de la parole. 
Ce résultat était lié aux caractéristiques linguistiques de la parole, dans la mesure où il a été 
aboli lorsque les stimuli étaient présentés à l'envers. Dans une expérience utilisant 
l'électroencéphalographie (EEG) avec des sujets humains (Zoefel and VanRullen, in press), 
nous avons pu montrer que les oscillations neuronales (mesurées à l’aide de l'EEG) s'alignent 
non seulement aux stimuli classiques mais aussi  à nos stimuli qui ne conservent que les 
caractéristiques "de haut niveau", indiquant que l'entraînement de phase neuronal est à la 
base des effets perceptifs mesurés précédemment. Aussi il est intéressant de noter que les 
oscillations neuronales se synchronisent aux caractéristiques de haut niveau de la parole 
même en l’absence d'informations linguistiques (lorsque les stimuli étaient présentés à 
l'envers), ce qui indique que la compréhension de la parole est impliquée dans un processus 
sophistiqué à l'interface entre l'entraînement neuronal et le comportement. Dans une 
troisième expérience, les stimuli parole/bruit et des stimuli parole simple étaient présentés 
pendant des enregistrements intracrâniens dans le cortex auditif du singe. Comme dans 
l’expérience EEG, les deux types de stimuli utilisés induisaient un entraînement de phase, qui 
était de plus ici couplé à une modulation de l’activité neuronale dans les hautes fréquences. 
Cependant pour les stimuli parole/bruit (pour lesquels les fluctuations de bas niveau de la 
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parole étaient absentes) la synchronisation de l’activité neuronale s’établissait à un autre 
moment de la phase des oscillations neuronales et le couplage s’établissait avec des 
fréquences moins élevées. Ces résultats ont des implications importantes pour la théorie 
d'entraînement de phase, dans la mesure où nous avons démontré, pour la première fois, que 
celui-ci ne reflète pas seulement la réponse neurale aux fluctuations d'amplitude: il consiste 
également à un alignement à l’information phonétique. 
Tous les résultats décrits ici peuvent être combinés pour formuler une conclusion générale: 
Alors que l'idée du traitement discrétisé dans le système visuel est déjà relativement établie 
(VanRullen and Koch, 2003), pour le système auditif les résultats négatifs reportés dans la 
littérature semblaient être –  à première vue – surprenants. Nos résultats démontrent que 
cette absence apparente de sous-échantillonnage dans le domaine auditif n‘indique pas qu'il 
n'y a pas de discrétisation. Mais plutôt, et contrairement au système visuel, qu’il y a pour le 
system auditif, une nécessité d’utiliser des mécanismes neurophysiologiques pour éviter les 
effets destructifs du sous-échantillonnage. Ainsi, l'entraînement des oscillations neuronales 
aux stimuli rythmiques présents dans l'environnement pourrait être un processus 
fondamental pour le système auditif, le sous-échantillonnage étant probablement réalisé à un 
niveau hiérarchique élevé du traitement des stimuli. En utilisant ces deux processus, le sous-
échantillonnage temporel de l'entrée auditive pourrait être possible sans perte des 
informations essentielles. 
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The perception, if not the enjoyment, of musical cadences and of rhythm is probably common 
to all animals, and no doubt depends on the common physiological nature of their nervous 
system. 
Charles Darwin, 1871 
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GENERAL INTRODUCTION 
Every movie that is shown in cinema or television is a series of images, yet it appears smooth 
and continuous – a classical example for the fact that subsampling a continuous stream of 
information can be parsimonious without affecting its perceived integrity and continuity. Is it 
possible that the human brain uses a similar mechanism: Subsampling the vast incoming flow 
of information into “chunks” or “snapshots” of input, being at the same time parsimonious 
yet without losing essential information?  This question can be seen as the central theme of 
this thesis and we will follow it throughout this work. We will encounter phenomena that 
potentially represent reflections of the brain’s subsampling procedure and meet difficulties 
that the brain has to face on its way to an efficient stimulus processing. We will realize that 
these difficulties might be of particular importance for the auditory system, and that it might 
have developed a clever “tool” to face them. It will become clear that periodicity is an 
important feature of this tool, a feature that might be actively used by the brain for an optimal 
stimulus selection. All these points will be discussed in the following, chapter by chapter, with 
the focus on the comparison of arguably the two most important sensory systems for humans: 
Vision and audition. I will start by providing a short summary of the most important “periodic 
tool” for the brain, neural oscillations, and show how they were discovered and can be 
measured and analyzed. I will also shortly summarize the structure of the visual and auditory 
systems, and show that we can find neural oscillations in (almost) all of their hierarchical 
stages. The rest (and main part) of the thesis is composed of eight chapters, each of them 
based on a manuscript that is either published, submitted, or ready to submit. In the first 
chapters, we will meet the idea that neural oscillations are ultimately related to the creation 
of perceptual cycles, periodic fluctuations in perception that can be seen as evidence for the 
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brain’s discrete way of stimulus processing. These cyclic processes can be used to structure 
the system’s input, and individual elements of this influx are either grouped or segregated, 
depending on where they fall with respect to the oscillatory cycle. Moreover, we will see that, 
although neural oscillations play an important role for both visual and auditory systems, and 
mechanisms of discretization are plausible in both of them, the two systems do differ in their 
ways of stimulus processing and selection. We will come to the conclusion that the adaption 
of neural oscillations to the stimulus influx is of particular importance for the auditory system, 
due to its vulnerability to a loss of information if the related subsampling is done “blindly”. To 
the characterization of this adaption, also called phase entrainment, are dedicated the 
following chapters. They will mainly concentrate on speech sound, arguably one of the most 
important rhythmic stimuli in the auditory environment. We will see that the adaptation of 
neural oscillations to speech sound includes mechanisms that take place on a relatively high 
level of stimulus processing. The characterization of these high-level mechanisms, based on 
results obtained in this thesis as well as in other studies coming to a similar conclusion, is then 
summarized and discussed in a separate chapter, in the form of a review article. In the final 
chapter, a general discussion is provided, also in form of a scientific article. In contrast to the 
preceding chapter, which focuses on phase entrainment to speech sound, more general 
insights obtained in this thesis and elsewhere are summarized, explaining how neural 
oscillations are used by the visual and auditory system, resulting in an efficient way of 
environmental subsampling, stimulus selection and processing. Both similarities and 
differences between the two systems are illustrated.  
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Neural oscillations and how they are recorded and analyzed 
It is relatively unclear who described neural oscillations for the first time. It is speculated that 
in the 1870’s, almost 150 years ago, Caton observed, but did not record, spontaneous 
oscillations in the potential of cortical gray matter (Bremer, 1958). Certainly one of the most 
famous “discoverer” of oscillations is Hans Berger, who connected a string galvanometer to 
electrodes at the skull of patients and relatives and reported potential changes with surprising 
regularity (for a review, see Herrmann et al., 2015). Although already described in mammals 
in 1925 by Práwdicz-Neminski, it is Hans Berger who is generally accepted to be the inventor 
of the electroencephalogram (EEG; Berger, 1929). Indeed, the most prominent and “famous” 
neural oscillation, the alpha-rhythm, was named by him in 1930. Berger’s discovery was met 
with skepticism first, but soon oscillations at other frequencies were discovered (e.g., Dietsch, 
1932; Rohracher, 1935; Walter, 1936; Jaspers and Andrews, 1938). Already at that time, 
Berger (among others) seemed to have realized that the measured signals can be decomposed 
into different oscillatory frequency bands by the use of certain signal processing algorithms, 
such as Fourier transformation (Rohracher, 1935; Herrmann et al., 2015). Although the 
definition of these bands have changed somewhat (Figure 1), this notion is still kept up 
nowadays, and researchers have tried to assign different functions to the different frequency 
bands (for reviews, see, e.g., Başar et al., 2001; Lopes da Silva, 2013; Herrmann et al., 2015).    
 
Figure 1. Neural oscillations can be found at various frequency bands in the brain. 
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Given that they are evolutionary preserved (Buzsáki et al., 2013), it seems to be surprisingly 
difficult to find different roles for neural oscillations at different frequency bands. Slow 
oscillations (~0.5 – 4 Hz), also called delta-oscillations, seemed to be increased during sleep 
(Steriade et al., 1993), but they also adjust to rhythmic stimulations during wake, as we will 
see in detail in several chapters of this thesis. Theta-oscillations (~4-8 Hz) in the hippocampal 
gyrus of the brain are important for memory processes (Pavlides et al., 1988; Lisman and 
Jensen, 2013), but cortical theta oscillations might fulfill a different role, especially for audition 
(Luo and Poeppel, 2007; Strauß et al., 2014a). Alpha oscillations (~8-12 Hz) were long 
considered as the brain’s idle rhythm (Pfurtscheller et al., 1996), but it becomes increasingly 
clear that their role as an inhibitory rhythm is of particular importance (Klimesch et al., 2007; 
see also chapter 8). Beta oscillations (~12-30 Hz) might be important for the maintenance of 
the current cortical state (Engel and Fries, 2010), but they also seem to be involved in motor 
planning (Picazio et al., 2014) and even memory (Salazar et al., 2012) or audiovisual 
integration (Keil et al., 2014). Gamma oscillations (~30-70 Hz) are a relatively local 
phenomenon in the brain, potentially involved in binding or integration of stimulus features 
(Fries, 2009), but also in several other tasks (Schepers et al., 2012; Lee et al., 2014). Recently, 
evidence accumulated that even activity at higher frequencies might play an important role in 
the processing of information in the cortex (Lachaux et al., 2012). 
Another point should be mentioned here, as it is essential for the reasoning behind many 
results reported in this thesis. Already in the time of Berger, Bishop (1932) found that the 
excitability in the optic pathway in the rabbit changes in a cyclic manner. This result might not 
sound exciting at first glance, but it might have important consequences for our understanding 
of neural oscillations today: It is now commonly accepted that neural oscillations might 
underlie – or be a reflection of – these rhythmic changes in neuronal excitability. This is 
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important, because it creates a different role for these oscillations, besides the cognitive 
functions mentioned above: They can be used to control the input to the brain, with “windows 
of opportunity” (Buzsáki and Draguhn, 2004) for the input to be processed when arriving at a 
phase of high excitability, and unfavorable moments for stimulus processing at a phase of low 
excitability. This notion is a central idea for this work and will be taken up in many chapters of 
the thesis.  
Apart from their role, a question of similar importance but also ambiguity is where these 
oscillations actually come from. Although the membrane potential of single neurons already 
shows regular fluctuations (Llinás, 1988), it seems to be the interplay between many different 
neurons that produces the oscillations that are relevant for perception and behavior (Buzsaki 
and Draguhn, 2004): Neural oscillations, as they are commonly measured (see below), stem 
from synchronized activity of neuronal populations (Uhlhaas et al., 2009). Interestingly, 
different neuronal populations might have different preferred frequencies in which they 
oscillate (Hutcheon and Yarom, 2000). Also, synchronized populations do not necessarily have 
to be located in the same area: The famous alpha-rhythm, for example, might be produced by 
complex thalamo-cortical (Lopes da Silva, 1991) or cortico-cortical loops (Bollimunta et al., 
2008).  
Neural oscillations can be recorded at several levels (Figure 2) and some of them will appear 
in this thesis. Apart from their assumed reflection in psychophysical data (Chapters 1, 2 and 
4), they are visible in intracranial recordings (as local field potentials, LFP, or their second 
spatial derivative current source density, CSD; Chapters 3 and 6), on the cortical surface (as 
ECoG) or as recorded from the scalp (with EEG or magnetoencephalogram, MEG; Chapter 5). 
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 Studies have shown that oscillations measured at different levels are related: For instance, 
EEG oscillations can be associated with neuronal firing (Whittingstall and Logothetis, 2009; Ng 
et al., 2013). Nevertheless, there are differences between the levels of recording: Of course, 
the spatial resolution decreases from LFP/CSD via ECoG to EEG. At the level of LFP/CSD, 
laminar profiles can be recorded (Figure 3), and oscillatory activity can be differentiated 
between layers. Moreover, the current flow can be spatially estimated, resulting in sinks and 
sources of neural activity (Schroeder et al., 1998). However, simultaneous recordings are 
usually restricted to one or two brain regions, and often change site from measurement to 
measurement, making both comparison across experiments and a complete overview of brain 
activity difficult. Also, LFP/CSD are, for obvious reasons, rare for human subjects and, 
consequently, insights for the human brain have to be inferred from animal experiments. At 
the level of the EEG, at each electrode, the measured activity is a transformed mix from many 
different cortical sources (Lopes da Silva, 2013), and methods of source analysis have only 
Figure 2. Neural oscillations can be measured at different scales. Here, exemplary signals from LFP, ECoG, and EEG recordings 
are shown. The spatial resolution decreases in this order. Modified from Buzsaki et al., 2012. 
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partly met with success (Michel et al., 2004). EEG can only capture the activity perpendicular 
to the cortical surface, mostly from pyramidal cells (Lopes da Silva, 2013). However, EEG is 
cheap, can be easily applied in human recordings (Figure 4) and is an appropriate tool for 
research projects where spatial origins are not relevant.  
We now turn towards the analysis of neural oscillations. As mentioned above, the idea of 
spectral decomposition was introduced relatively early but is still up-to-date, as we will see 
throughout this thesis. Most studies concerning the functional role or clinical relevance of 
brain oscillations focus on the amplitude of the oscillations in particular frequency bands. 
However, as shown in Figure 5, an oscillation is not only defined by frequency and amplitude, 
but also by its phase. Indeed, the phase of neural oscillations will be the most important 
oscillatory parameter in this work. The phase of an oscillation can be defined as the fraction 
of a whole period that has elapsed with respect to an arbitrary reference (Ballou, 2005). Most 
commonly, a cosine wave is used as a reference. In Figure 5, two 1 Hz waves are shown, which 
Figure 3. Example for a laminar profile recorded intracranially in monkey primary auditory cortex. The current flow (left) across 
cortical layers (right) can be estimated and results in sinks (red) and sources (blue). The recording site usually has a sound 
frequency it is tuned to (green curve in inset). From Lakatos et al., 2013a. 
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are shifted by 
𝜋
2
. Due to the phase shift, they differ in their phase state for each arbitrary point 
in time. Alternatively, an oscillatory signal can be thought of as a rotating vector in the complex 
plane, where the radius r (or the absolute value) reflects the amplitude and the angle reflects 
the phase of the oscillation (Figure 5B). Thus, every rotation of a full 360° cycle (or 2π) by the 
vector represents a single cycle of the oscillation. As an example, the state of the two signals 
(blue and red) at time t = 0.5 s in Figure 5A is shown again in Figure 5B, this time in the complex 
plane. It can be seen that the two signals do not differ in amplitude (r = 1) or frequency (1 Hz), 
but only in their phase. There are several ways of estimating amplitude (or power, which is 
proportional to the squared amplitude) or phase of an oscillation. Most of the standard 
methods rely on the same idea: Waveforms with different frequency, phase and/or amplitude 
are compared with the signal of interest and the goodness of fit between waveform and signal 
is taken as an indicator of how much of this “reference” waveform is “hidden” within the 
signal. This waveform can be a sine or cosine wave, as in the case of the Fourier transform, or 
of a more complex shape, as in the case of Wavelet Transformation. Whatever the method, 
Figure 4. EEG is recorded from the scalp, commonly using between 16 and 256 electrodes. From Herrmann et al., 2015. 
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the ultimate goal is a decomposition of the complex recorded signal into different frequency 
bands (Figure 1), each of which defined by an amplitude and phase. This can potentially be 
done as a function of time, as in the case of time-frequency transformations such as the 
Wavelet Transformation (Herrmann et al., 2014). 
The visual system and its oscillations 
Light at wavelengths of ~350-750 nm stimulates receptors (rods and cones) in the retina. The 
signal is then transmitted to retinal ganglion cells, the first cells in the visual system that fire 
action potentials (Bear et al., 2006). Surprisingly (or not, keeping in mind that the retina is 
considered part of the brain; Bear et al., 2006), these cells already exhibit oscillations whose 
frequency seems to differ between spontaneous (1-5 Hz and 30 Hz) and evoked activity (~70-
90 Hz; Neuenschwander et al., 1999; Arai et al., 2004). These oscillations can reach and affect 
neural activity in cortical areas (Koepsell et al., 2009). From retinal ganglion cells, the neural 
Figure 5. A. Two phase-shifted oscillations (blue and red; frequency 1 Hz, amplitude 1 AU) differ in their phase state (top, in 
radians) at each arbitrary moment in time. B. Oscillatory signals can be displayed as a rotating vector in the complex plane. 
The radius r reflects the amplitude and the angle reflects the phase of the oscillation. The signals that are shown here 
correspond to the blue and red waves at time t = 0.5 s in A. Note, that their phase shift is now visible as the angle between 
them. 
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signal is transmitted to the brain via the optic nerve. There is only one relay station1 between 
the optic nerve and primary visual cortex (V1): the lateral geniculate nucleus (LGN) of the 
thalamus (Figure 6). The LGN is a six-layered structure with dense connections to higher 
cortical regions. These connections seem to be important for neural oscillations, especially for 
alpha and gamma frequency bands: The latter can be observed both in LGN and in the cortex 
and thalamocortical connections seem to be necessary for their generation (Wall et al., 1979; 
Deschênes et al., 1984; Usrey and Reid, 1999; Lorincz et al., 2009; Minlebaev et al., 2011; 
although a matter of debate for gamma oscillations, Bastos et al., 2014). Neural oscillations 
are abundant in visual cortex, both in primary and higher-order regions. As already described 
by Hans Berger and mentioned above, the alpha rhythm is the most prominent rhythm in the 
visual system (this topic is also treated extensively in the General Discussion), and this is 
particularly true for V1. Although alpha waves can readily be measured in and above V1, it is 
somewhat surprising that their origins are still debated and can be assigned to thalamocortical 
or corticocortical connections (or both; Steriade et al., 1990; Lopes da Silva, 1991; Jones, 2002; 
                                                          
1For both visual and auditory systems, only the principal ascending pathway is described here. Of course, many 
alternate pathways and connections exist, and there are extensive feedback connections from higher-level 
regions back to earlier stages of the pathways. Also, for both visual and auditory systems, the cortical areas 
seem to consist of “core” and “belt” regions and the ascending cortical pathway splits into a ventral “what” and 
a dorsal “when”-stream (Rauschecker, 2015). These are not treated further in this chapter.  
Figure 6. Schematic view of the visual pathway. There is only one relay station between retina and primary visual cortex: The 
LGN.  From Bear et al., 2006. 
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Bollimunta et al., 2008). The different regions of the cortical visual hierarchy seem to 
communicate by the use of neural oscillations in different frequency bands. Again, alpha and 
gamma oscillations seem to be of particular importance, with gamma band activity mainly 
associated with feedforward processing in supragranular layers whereas alpha band activity 
seems to be important for feedback processing in deeper cortical layers (Maier et al., 2010; 
Buffalo et al., 2011; Spaak et al., 2012; van Kerkoerle et al., 2014). There is also evidence that 
the alpha phase is coupled to the power of the faster gamma oscillations (Jensen et al., 2014). 
Finally, there are several regions associated with the processing of visual information that 
seem to be involved in oscillatory processes, but whose role clearly needs further 
investigation. One example is the lateral pulvinar, which is, again, tightly linked with alpha 
oscillations (Purushothaman et al., 2012), cortical processing and cognitive functions 
(Saalmann et al., 2012).  
The auditory system and its oscillations 
Only counting the number of relay stations between sensory organ and cortex, the auditory 
system is more complex than the visual one (Figure 7). Moreover, the characterization of 
neural oscillations in the auditory system is complicated by the fact that its input is already 
oscillatory: The ear gathers variations in air pressure (these variations can have a frequency 
between 15 and 20000 Hz to evoke neural activity in the auditory pathway) which is 
transformed into motion of fluid and finally into electrical (neural) signals, both of which in 
the inner ear, and most importantly, by the cochlea. It is interesting to note that the cochlea 
has frequency sensitivity (due to variations in mechanical properties: Different parts of the 
cochlea are activated, depending on the frequency of the sound input) and therefore already 
breaks down the input into its spectral components. 
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This “tonotopy2” of the cochlea is conserved up to the level of primary auditory cortex (A1; 
Figures 3 and 7; Saenz and Langers, 2014; Rauschecker, 2015), and beyond (although the 
tuning becomes broader at later stages of the auditory pathway). As explained above, the hair 
cells in the cochlea necessarily oscillate: They can “follow” (i.e. be in phase with) their rhythmic 
input (i.e. the sound) up to frequencies of 4 kHz (Palmer and Russell, 1986; Köppl, 1997; Heil 
                                                          
2 Note that the tonotopic organization of the auditory system is equivalent to the retinotopic organization of 
the visual system (Rauschecker, 2015). Therefore, the time domain can be considered of similar importance for 
the auditory system as the spatial domain for the visual system (Kubovy, 1988) and sweeps of frequency-
modulated tones for the auditory system might be equivalent to moving bars of light for the visual system 
(Mendelson and Cynader, 1985). 
Figure 7. Overview of the principal auditory pathway. CN: Cochlear Nucleus. SOC: Superior Olivary Complex. IC: Inferior 
Colliculus. MGN: Medial Geniculate Nucleus. A1: Primary Auditory Cortex. R: Rostral field. RT: Rostrotemporal field. 
Note that areas R and RT are mostly described for non-human primates, but there is evidence that there are 
corresponding regions in the human brain with respect to their histological and electrophysiological properties. The 
tonotopical organization throughout the auditory system is shown as color gradients. From Saenz and Langers, 2014. 
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and Peterson, 2015; of course, beyond those frequencies the sound is still processed, but cells 
cannot stay in phase anymore). Although many neurons seem to follow the sound envelope 
(rather than the fine structure) at later stages of the auditory system, it is clear that these 
stimulus-evoked oscillations make it difficult to decide when neurons merely follow their input 
(Figure 8), and when “real” (endogenous) oscillations are “at work”. This problem is existent 
through the whole auditory system and several chapters are dedicated to it (Chapters 4-7).  
In the first relay station of the auditory system, the cochlear nucleus (CN), high-frequency 
oscillations (0.4 – 1 kHz) are abundant and it is likely that they play a role for pitch processing 
(Wiegrebe and Winter, 2001; McMahon and Patuzzi, 2002). Not much is known about slower 
oscillations at this level, although relatively complex processes, such as auditory stream 
formation, might already take place here (Pressnitzer et al., 2008). The situation is similar for 
the superior olive (SOC), an early auditory structure associated with sound localization 
(Grothe, 2000): High-frequency oscillations seem to be present (Goldwyn et al., 2014), but 
slower oscillations are rare. Again, essentially nothing is known about neural oscillations at 
the level of the inferior colliculus (IC), although one study (Langner and Schreiner, 1988) 
reports “intrinsic oscillations” of very high frequency (periods of “integer multiples of 0.4 ms”). 
This absence of slower neural oscillations changes somewhat at the level of the thalamus, in 
Figure 8. Sound is an oscillatory stimulus (top). The potentials recorded in the cochlea can “follow” this rhythm up to 4 kHz 
(bottom). From Bear et al., 2006. 
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the medial geniculate body (MGN): Gamma oscillations seem to be the most prominent 
oscillations here (Brett et al., 1996). However, these oscillations also might be an important 
feature of cortical auditory processing and the MGN might merely modulate the gamma 
activity in auditory cortex (Barth and MacDonald, 1996; Smith et al., 2007). Oscillations at 
many frequencies can be found at the level of A1 and beyond: Delta (Lakatos et al., 2008; 
Stefanics et al., 2010), theta (Henry and Obleser, 2012; Ghitza, 2013), alpha (Frey et al., 2014; 
Strauß et al., 2014b), and gamma (Lakatos et al., 2005; Fontolan et al., 2014) frequencies seem 
to play a role for cortical auditory processing. Similar to the visual system, the phase of slower 
oscillations is coupled to the power of faster oscillations (Lakatos et al., 2005; Fontolan et al., 
2014), and gamma activity is associated with feedforward processing between primary and 
higher auditory areas, whereas slower oscillations might be responsible for feedback 
processing (Fontolan et al., 2014). There seems to be a general phenomenon for the auditory 
(and potentially also for the visual) system: The higher in the pathway of stimulus processing, 
the slower the frequency of the oscillations (Edwards and Chang, 2013). 
As it is apparent from this summary, neural oscillations are abundant in both visual and 
auditory systems, especially in cortical regions. Also, there are clear differences between the 
systems: For instance, in contrast to vision, the input to the auditory system is already 
oscillatory3 and can easily be followed. The spectral characteristics of neural oscillations in the 
auditory system seem to be more variable than in the visual one, where alpha oscillations are 
dominant. We will discover these differences – in particular their meaning for stimulus 
processing and selection – in the next seven chapters. The results described in these chapters 
                                                          
3 It is acknowledged here that light – as the principal visual stimulus – can also be considered a wave and thus 
oscillatory. However, as retinal cells cannot follow the frequency of light, this fact is disregarded here. 
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(and elsewhere) lead to a final summary and conclusion in the form of the eighth chapter, the 
General Discussion.  
What this thesis is about 
Having introduced neural oscillations and their abundance in the visual and auditory systems, 
we can now come back to the question that was presented at the beginning of this 
Introduction. Does the brain subsample its environment or: Is perception discrete or 
continuous (VanRullen and Koch, 2003)? Sudden changes are rare in nature. If perception 
were indeed discrete (and not continuous), instead of taking one “snapshot” at a particular 
moment in time followed by an absence of stimulus processing, one would rather expect a 
smooth, periodic, or cyclic change from one “snapshot” to the other, with most incoming 
information being processed at the time of the “snapshot”, and the least likelihood of input 
being perceived between two subsequent “snapshots” (i.e. after half the period of the 
perceptual cycle with respect to the moment of a “snapshot”). Following this notion, and 
combined with the information summarized in this chapter, it becomes clear that neural 
oscillations are the optimal “candidate” for a reflection of these perceptual cycles. Perceptual 
cycles4 create “windows of opportunity” for incoming information to be perceived or 
processed, with these windows gradually cycling between being open and closed. If neural 
oscillations reflected perceptual cycles, one would expect them to be linked to perception as 
well – and, importantly, one would expect the phase of neural oscillations to be related to the 
instantaneous state of perception. Indeed, this is what has been found in the last few years: 
Busch et al. (2009) showed that the pre-stimulus phase of alpha oscillations in the EEG is 
                                                          
4 It is important to distinguish perceptual cycles from a mere “low-pass” filtering of information, such as when 
the pace of information is too fast for a system to follow (and is therefore lost), as the latter does not show 
cyclic properties. 
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predictable for the perception of a visual stimulus at threshold. Dugué et al. (2011) reported 
that the likelihood of perceiving a phosphene induced by transcranial magnetic stimulation 
(TMS) depends on the alpha phase as well. Finally, it has been shown a presented luminance 
sequence (with an equal amount of power at all frequencies within a given range) 
“reverberates” in the brain for more than one second at a frequency of 10 Hz (VanRullen and 
Macdonald, 2012). Another evidence for perceptual cycles stems from a phenomenon called 
“continuous wagon wheel illusion”: If a signal (here: the wagon wheel) is a moving periodic 
visual pattern, and the information processing system is taking temporally discrete samples 
with a sampling rate lower than a critical limit, then the system’s representation of the signal 
is inaccurate (this effect can be described by the term “aliasing”). This inaccuracy can be 
experienced as a pattern that seems to move in the wrong direction. Interestingly, the critical 
limit frequency has been found to be located at approximately 13 Hz and thus, again, lying in 
the alpha band (Purves et al., 1996; VanRullen et al., 2005). The perception of the illusion goes 
along with a peak in the power spectrum of the EEG at the same frequency (VanRullen et al., 
2006; Piantoni et al., 2010) and is thus reflected on a neural level as well. 
These findings strongly suggest that perceptual cycles do exist in the human brain and that 
they are intimately linked to neural oscillations (in particular in the alpha range). However, it 
is intriguing to see that all of the above mentioned studies report findings in the visual domain. 
Can we find perceptual cycles in the auditory domain as well?  I tried to answer this question 
in this PhD thesis and – given the prominence of neural oscillations in the auditory system – it 
might be surprising to find a (at first glance) negative answer, as presented in Chapter 1: 
Perceptual cycles seemed to bring about too many drawbacks for the auditory system. 
However, this answer brought up more questions: What can the auditory system do, in order 
to avoid these drawbacks and afford perceptual cycles? Two solutions are presented in this 
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thesis. First, as shown in Chapter 2, perceptual cycles in the auditory system might be located 
on a hierarchically higher level, where auditory stimuli are temporally more stable. Second, 
the auditory system might adjust (entrain) to its (dominantly rhythmic) input, and thereby 
decide which information is processed (at the moment of the “snapshot”) and which 
information is lost (between “snapshots”). The entrainment of the phase of neural oscillations 
to rhythmic stimulation, in particular for auditory input, has often been demonstrated (e.g., 
Lakatos et al., 2008; Stefanics et al., 2010; Henry and Obleser, 2012). However, considering 
phase entrainment as the auditory system’s “tool” for an efficient way of stimulus selection 
(as it is necessary to avoid disruptive effects of perceptual cycles), it needs to be shown that 
this tool can be used actively. In Chapter 3, it is shown that, in an ambiguous auditory scene, 
it is the neural phase that “decides” whether two simultaneous auditory inputs are grouped 
into a single stream or segregated into two separate streams. For Chapters 4-7, speech/noise 
stimuli have been constructed without systematic fluctuations in amplitude and spectral 
content – in order to entrain to those stimuli, the auditory system would have to actively 
disentangle speech and noise features (because it cannot “follow” the fluctuations in 
amplitude anymore). Phase entrainment to the constructed speech/noise stimuli is shown in 
a psychophysical experiment (Chapter 4), using EEG recordings (Chapter 5) and intracranial 
recordings in monkey A1 (Chapter 6) and an overview of phase entrainment to high-level 
features of speech sound is given (Chapter 7). Having described all these results, we can come 
back to the apparent discrepancies in the use of neural oscillations for stimulus processing 
and selection (including subsampling and perceptual cycles) between the visual and auditory 
system. On the basis of the obtained results, a general framework to explain these differences 
is presented in Chapter 8, the General Discussion.   
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CHAPTER 1: ON THE CYCLIC NATURE OF PERCEPTION IN 
VISION VERSUS AUDITION 
In the previous chapter, we have seen that neural oscillations are ubiquitous in the brain and 
that they reflect cyclic changes between more and less favorable moments for stimuli to be 
processed, due to underlying rhythmic changes in neuronal excitability. We will now make a 
step onto a more abstract level and try to see these oscillations as a cyclic reflection of 
discrete processing in the brain (and ultimately, perception). 
As summarized above and reviewed in the following article, there is plenty of evidence for 
periodic changes in perception, called perceptual cycles: For instance, the detection of a 
visual target at threshold depends on the EEG phase at 7 Hz (Busch et al., 2009) and a given 
luminance sequence reverberates in the brain for up to one second at a frequency of 10 Hz 
(VanRullen and Macdonald, 2012). Perceptual cycles would represent clear support for a 
discretization of information in the brain, both on a neuronal and perceptual level. However, 
evidence for perceptual cycles is abundant for vision, but remains sparse for audition. Most 
of the above-mentioned findings have been failed to be replicated in the auditory domain: 
The perception of an auditory click in silence seems to be independent of EEG phase (Zoefel 
and Heil, 2013); No “neural reverberation” of auditory stimulation could be found (İlhan and 
VanRullen, 2012); The attempt to create an illusion similar to the continuous wagon wheel 
illusion (as explained in the preceding chapter), by measuring the perceived motion direction 
of a spatially periodic sound source, failed (unpublished). This chapter is dedicated to shed 
some light on this controversy. The current state-of-the-art is described and several 
psychophysical experiments are presented, all of them speaking against perceptual cycles in 
audition.  
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As mentioned above, measuring the perceived motion direction of a spatially periodic sound 
source did not succeed in revealing an auditory “wagon wheel” illusion. However, it might be 
possible that sound frequency or “pitch”, rather than spatial position, may be the proper 
equivalent to the spatial location of visual objects. Thus, periodic stimuli were designed that 
moved in particular directions in the frequency domain—so-called Shepard or Risset 
sequences (Shepard, 1964). Participants were presented with sequences of each temporal 
frequency in randomized order, moving up or down in frequency space, and asked to report 
their perceived motion direction (up/down). Note that an auditory “wagon wheel” illusion 
introduced by those stimuli would not merely result in performance at chance level, but, 
critically, in performance below chance level, as perception is “biased” towards the “wrong 
direction”. It was found that the direction judgments were only accurate up to 3–4 Hz, and 
deteriorated rapidly at higher temporal frequencies. This low-pass sensitivity function 
critically limits the possibility of measuring a “wagon wheel” illusion in the auditory domain: 
If perceptual performance is already at chance at the hypothesized frequency of the illusion, 
then this illusion will simply not be observed—whether the perceptual process relies on 
periodic sampling or not. In other words, if auditory perceptual cycles exist, then it must be 
at a sampling rate above 3–4 Hz (if the illusion occurred at frequencies below 3-4 Hz, then it 
would have been possible for our subjects to perceive it, and they would have systematically 
reported reversed motion). 
Why is it so difficult to observe auditory perceptual cycles? In this chapter, we present the 
following hypothesis: In contrast to vision, the auditory system heavily relies on temporal, 
continuously changing, information. Whereas a visual scene might be stable for a relatively 
long time, acoustic stimuli are fluctuating by nature (as they can be described by their 
spectral content, a variable that can only be defined in time). Consequently, whereas “blind” 
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sampling of the environment (i.e., taking “snapshots” that are unrelated to the stimulus 
input to the system) might not disrupt the integrity and perceived continuity of visual 
information, the same sampling mechanism could be destructive for auditory processing. 
This notion was confirmed in a psychophysical experiment. Participants watched and 
listened to sequences of 3-s long video and audio snippets (respectively) in different blocks 
while performing a two-back task (responding to a repeat of the penultimate snippet). The 
visual and auditory inputs were subsampled in a representation space roughly equivalent to 
the first sensory stage of each system: the retina (with the entire image representing a 
subsampling “frame”) and the cochlea (with the instantaneous complex frequency spectrum 
resulting from a wavelet decomposition of the audio signal as a subsampling “frame”), 
respectively. That is, for both sensory systems, the consequences of the most severe 
possible temporal subsampling strategy were evaluated, by subsampling the very input to 
the system. It was found that visual performance only started to deteriorate below 2.5 
frames per second, but auditory performance suffered for all subsampling frequencies below 
32 Hz. Thus, vision is indeed an order of magnitude more robust to temporal subsampling 
than audition, arguing against the feasibility (or even the existence) of auditory perceptual 
cycles.  
Nevertheless, is it possible that we cannot discover auditory perceptual cycles in the same 
way as we do for vision? And if so, why is this the case? In the following article, several 
explanations are presented and suggestions are made that can “keep alive” the notion of 
perceptual cycles in the auditory domain. These suggestions are then taken up again and 
developed further in Chapter 2.  
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vision versus audition
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1Universite´ de Toulouse, France
2CNRS-CerCo, UMR 5549, CHU de Purpan, Toulouse, France
3Meram Medical Faculty, Konya University, Konya, Turkey
Does our perceptual awareness consist of a continuous stream, or a discrete
sequence of perceptual cycles, possibly associated with the rhythmic structure
of brain activity? This has been a long-standing question in neuroscience. We
review recent psychophysical and electrophysiological studies indicating that
part of our visual awareness proceeds in approximately 7–13 Hz cycles rather
than continuously. On the other hand, experimental attempts at applying simi-
lar tools to demonstrate the discreteness of auditory awareness have been
largely unsuccessful. We argue and demonstrate experimentally that visual
and auditory perception are not equally affected by temporal subsampling
of their respective input streams: video sequences remain intelligible at
sampling rates of two to three frames per second, whereas audio inputs lose
their fine temporal structure, and thus all significance, below 20–30 samples
per second. This does not mean, however, that our auditory perception
must proceed continuously. Instead, we propose that audition could still
involve perceptual cycles, but the periodic sampling should happen only
after the stage of auditory feature extraction. In addition, although visual
perceptual cycles can follow one another at a spontaneous pace largely
independent of the visual input, auditory cycles may need to sample the
input stream more flexibly, by adapting to the temporal structure of the
auditory inputs.1. Introduction: perceptual awareness, a discrete process?
Our conscious perception of the world appears smooth and continuous.
A moving object is not seen to disappear here and reappear there, but as suc-
cessively occupying all positions in between. Similarly, the sound of an
approaching car seems to steadily loom closer, without being interrupted by
brief recurring moments of silence. And yet, it is not at all certain that the
brain mechanisms supporting our sensory perception are themselves continu-
ous; rather, visual and auditory perception may well be intrinsically discrete
or cyclic [1–5]. We are not referring here to the discreteness of individual neur-
onal events (action potentials, synaptic release) but to the potentially discrete
nature of perceptual experience itself. In this case, the continuity of our inner
experience would merely be an illusion, a temporal ‘filling-in’ created by our
brain to hide its recurring (albeit brief) moments of blindness and deafness,
perhaps in the same way as the ‘blind spot’ of the retina is hidden from our
consciousness by spatial filling-in mechanisms [6].
The notion of perceptual ‘snapshots’, ‘moments’ or ‘cycles’, once popular
[1–4] but later discarded without ever being firmly disproved [7] has regained
momentum in recent years owing to a number of converging experimental
studies. As we shall see in the following sections, however, most of this new
experimental evidence concerns the periodicity of visual perception; it has
been more challenging, it seems, to uncover similar signatures of auditory
‘snapshots’. After reviewing the corresponding findings, we consider the
major differences between the visual and auditory modalities, both in terms
of cerebral organization and information processing demands, that could justify
a difference in temporal perceptual organization. Finally, we speculate that both
systems, under the influence of neuronal oscillations, may, indeed, represent
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The notion of discrete perception was a prevalent idea
after World War II and until at least the 1960s [1–4]. Even
though some authors considered this discreteness to be an
intrinsic property of all sensory modalities [1], most of the
available experimental evidence came from studies of visual
perception [3,4]. One possible reason for such a bias is the
fact that the hypothesis of discrete perception was always
strongly tied to the observation of large-amplitude ‘alpha’
(8–13 Hz) oscillations in electroencephalographic (EEG)
recordings [8]. Because these alpha rhythms were found to
be more heavily modulated by visual [9] than by auditory
inputs, scientists naturally focused on the visual modality.
Most of these previous studies have been reviewed elsewhere
[5]; for various reasons, they failed to convince the larger scien-
tific community, and the notion of discrete perception was
gradually proscribed. In the past 10 years, however, significant
experimental advances have occurred that somewhat restored
the option of a discrete perceptual organization in the visual
domain. These recent advances are reviewed in the following.
(a) The continuous wagon wheel illusion
In engineering, the term ‘aliasing’ refers to a potential artefact
occurring when a signal is sampled by a discrete or periodic
information processing system: if the sampling rate is lower
than a critical limit (the Nyquist frequency), then the system’s
representation of the signal is inaccurate. A special case of
aliasing occurs when the signal is a moving periodic visual
pattern, and the information processing system is taking tem-
porally discrete samples; in this case, the resulting aliasing
has been termed the ‘wagon wheel illusion’, and is vividly
experienced as the pattern seems to move in the wrong direc-
tion. This illusion is most commonly observed in movies or
on television, owing to the periodic sampling of video cam-
eras (generally around 24 frames or snapshots per second).
But it is also possible to experience a similar effect under
continuous conditions of illumination, such as in daylight
[10–12]. This must imply that aliasing can also take place
within the visual system itself. Thus, this continuous version
of the wagon wheel illusion (or c-WWI) has been taken as
evidence that the visual system samples motion information
periodically [11–14].
This ‘discrete’ interpretation of the c-WWI is supported
by several arguments. First, the illusory reversed motion is
perceived only over a specific range of stimulus temporal fre-
quencies, and this range is compatible with a sampling rate
(the number of ‘snapshots’ per second) of approximately
13 Hz [11–13]. Second, the critical frequency range for the
c-WWI was found to be largely independent of the spatial
frequency of the stimulus [12,13] and of the type of motion
presented (e.g. rotation versus translation, first-order versus
second-order motion) [12]. Such an aliasing determined
exclusively by the temporal properties of the stimulus is
precisely what would be expected from a discrete sampl-
ing perceptual system. Third, during the c-WWI, there is
only one frequency band of the EEG oscillatory spectrum
that changes significantly, right in the same frequencyrange of approximately 13 Hz [15,16]. Altogether, these
experimental findings converge towards the conclusion
that the motion perception system (or at least part of it)
samples information periodically, at a rate of approximately
13 samples per second.
Alternative interpretations of the c-WWI have also been
put forward which do not rely on temporal subsampling
and aliasing. Although all authors agree that the illusion is
a bistable phenomenon, coming and going with stochastic
dynamics as a result of a competition between neural signals
supporting the veridical and the erroneous motion directions
[17], most of the disagreement is now focused on the origin of
the erroneous signals. While we assume that they arise from
periodic sampling and aliasing, other authors have argued
that they originate instead from spurious activation of low-
level motion detectors [18,19] or from motion adaptation
signals that would temporarily prevail over the veridical
input [20,21]. We have argued, however, that this alternative
account is incompatible with the available evidence. First, the
c-WWI is maximal at around the same temporal frequency
for first- and second-order motion patterns, whereas motion
detectors in the brain have widely different temporal fre-
quency response properties for the two types of motion
[22]. Second, focused attention was found to be necessary
for the c-WWI to occur [12]; furthermore, attention modu-
lated not only the magnitude, but also the spatial extent
and even the optimal temporal frequency of the c-WWI
[23,24]. Although the absolute amount of motion adaptation
could be assumed to vary with attentional load [25,26], there
is no evidence to date that the frequency-tuning of motion
adaptation (or of low-level motion detectors) can also be
modified by attention. Third, motion adaptation can be
strictly dissociated from the c-WWI: by varying stimulus con-
trast or eccentricity, it is possible to increase the amount of
motion adaptation (as measured by both the static and the
dynamic motion aftereffects) while decreasing the c-WWI,
and vice versa [27]. Lastly, there is converging evidence
that the neural correlates of the c-WWI primarily involve
the right parietal lobe [15,28,29]; if the illusion was due to
adaptation of low-level motion detectors, then its correl-
ates would probably not be expected in such a high-level
hierarchical region.
In conclusion, we believe that reversed motion signals in
the c-WWI originate from attention-based motion perception
systems that sample inputs periodically at approximately
13 Hz, thereby producing aliasing. At the same time, other
motion perception systems (e.g. the low-level or ‘first-order’
system) continue to encode the veridical motion direction; it
is the ensuing competition between these opposite signals
that explains the bistability of the illusion.
(b) Ongoing electroencephalographic signatures of
perceptual cycles
The c-WWI implies that a certain part of the visual sensory
input (namely motion signals) can be sampled discretely or
‘periodically’. One might predict, therefore, that it would be
possible to record neural signatures of this sampling process
in the form of a brain signal that waxes and wanes with every
sample. Neuronal oscillations in various frequency bands are
a natural candidate of choice for such a signature. Recently,
our group and others have tested this prediction by assessing
the influence of the phase of ongoing EEG oscillations (even
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Figure 1. Pre-stimulus EEG signatures of visual, but not auditory perceptual cycles. The time– frequency maps represent the significance of ‘phase opposition’
between target-perceived and target-unperceived trials. This measure is determined by comparing the average phase-locking (or intertrial coherence, ITC) of
each trial group with surrogate phase-locking values obtained over trial groups of the same size but randomly drawn among perceived and unperceived trials.
A significant phase opposition at a particular time and frequency indicates that perceived and unperceived trials are associated with different phase values.
(a) A pre-stimulus phase opposition was found at approximately 7 Hz in a visual experiment where subjects (n ¼ 12) were free to attend to the target location
(which was known in advance). The inset on the top-left represents the scalp topography of the pre-stimulus phase-opposition at this frequency, with a maximum
around frontocentral electrodes. (b) The same result was replicated in a visual experiment with explicit attentional manipulation, but only for targets appearing on
the attended side (n ¼ 13). (c) However, no pre-stimulus phase opposition was found in an auditory experiment in which subjects (n ¼ 21) were required to
detect auditory clicks in a silent background. (No scalp topography is shown here as there were no significant pre-stimulus time– frequency points). (Online version
in colour.)
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tion of a visual stimulus (for a detailed review, see [30]).
In our first study [31], we presented dim flashes (6 ms
long) in the visual periphery, with the luminance set around
perceptual threshold. That is, only half of those flashes were
perceived by the observers, while the other half remained
unnoticed. The pre-stimulus phase locking on frontocentral
electrodes was found to increase just before flash onset, for
both the perceived and the unperceived trials (figure 1a).
This effect occurred specifically for an EEG frequency band
around 7 Hz, meaning that certain approximately 7 Hz pre-
stimulus phase values facilitated the conscious perception
of the flash, whereas other phase values impaired it. Indeed,
when considering the phase of the 7 Hz band-pass-filtered
EEG just before stimulus onset on each trial, we could predict
the subsequent percept of the subject well above chance.
In the same year, Mathewson et al. [32] also reported that
the pre-stimulus phase of low-frequency oscillations (around
10 Hz) predicted the trial-by-trial perception of masked
stimuli. Such a relationship between visual perception and
the phase of spontaneous oscillations implies that visual
inputs are not processed equally at all times, but periodically
sampled by the visual system.
In our next study, we sought to determine the role of
top-down attentional factors in this periodic sampling [33].
Because the target location was known in advance, we
reasoned that subjects may have covertly attended to that
location in order to improve their perceptual performance.
Would ongoing oscillations still modulate target perception
at an unattended location? In this new experiment, therefore,
there were two possible target locations, and a central cue
indicated before each trial the location at which subjects
should pay attention. When the target appeared at thatattended location, everything happened exactly as in the pre-
vious experiment, and indeed, we confirmed our previous
results in this condition, with a strong impact of approxi-
mately 7 Hz pre-stimulus EEG phase on target perception
(figure 1b). When the target appeared on the other, unat-
tended side, however, the phase of ongoing oscillations had
no effect on perception (data not shown here). In other
words, ongoing EEG phase was related to visual perception
solely by the implication of attention. We thus hypothesized
that attention samples visual information periodically, and
that each approximately 7 Hz ongoing EEG cycle is the signa-
ture of a new attentional sample [33]. This conclusion is well
in line with another body of recent experimental work that
will be reviewed in §2(d ).
We have also applied the same generic method, identify-
ing pre-stimulus EEG phase opposition between the different
outcomes of a given cognitive process, to perceptual tasks
other than the mere detection of a peripheral flash. For
example, we recently showed that the phase of ongoing EEG
oscillations at approximately 10 Hz can also predict the percep-
tion of a transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) phosphene,
i.e. an illusory visual percept that follows the administration
of a TMS pulse [34]. Similarly, we showed that saccadic reac-
tion times to a peripheral target differed for different pre-
stimulus 10–15 Hz EEG oscillatory phases [35]. The likelihood
of identifying a target in a difficult search array (a T among Ls)
was also found to depend on pre-stimulus oscillatory phase,
this time at a slower frequency of approximately 6 Hz [36].
All these studies together seem to imply that there is an
ongoing succession of ‘good’ and ‘bad’ phases for visual per-
ception and attention, i.e. that perception and attention are
intrinsically periodic or cyclic phenomena. As such, these
studies constitute a solid initial body of evidence for the
rstb.royalsocietypublishing.org
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that a proper demonstration of discrete perception should
involve more than just a cyclic fluctuation of sensory excit-
ability. A truly discrete system, just as in the epitomic
example of the video camera, should also exhibit a period-
icity in the fine-grained perception of time itself, a so-called
temporal ‘framing’—meaning that two events separated by
a given time interval would be perceived as occurring
simultaneously or sequentially depending on whether they
happened to fall within the same or distinct perceptual
cycles. None of the experiments mentioned above can speak
to this question, because they did not directly probe time per-
ception. One such experiment on temporal framing was, in
fact, published byVarela et al. [37] (see also [38]). They reported
that the perception of two flashes separated by approximately
60–80 ms changed drastically as a function of the phase of the
alpha rhythm (7–13 Hz) at which the first flash was presented;
at one phase, they would be perceived as simultaneous, at the
opposite phase as sequential. Unfortunately, this result
has never been replicated, despite several attempts by our
group and at least one other (D. Eagleman 2003, personal
communication). Critically, however, one of our more recent
experiments can also address this issue, albeit indirectly [39].
We examined the ‘flash-lag’ effect, a common illusion in
which a steadily moving object is incorrectly perceived ahead
of its true location at the moment of a flash [40]. The perceptual
lag is generally accepted to reflect the time necessary for updat-
ing the conscious representation of the world after the ‘flash’
signal [40,41]. We showed that the trial-to-trial magnitude of
this flash-lag effect systematically varied along with pre-stimu-
lus 7–15 Hz EEG phase. That is, the oscillatory phase at (or just
before) the moment of the flash determined whether an earlier
or a later part of the ongoing motion sequence would be tem-
porally grouped (or ‘framed’) with the flash. This may be the
only solid evidence to date for a periodicity affecting not only
sensory excitability, but also the fine-grained perception of time.(c) Perceptual echoes
The various EEG experiments described in §2b indicate that
ongoing brain oscillations create ‘perceptual cycles’ in
which visual inputs are processed periodically. As a result,
we were naturally led to ask the following questions. First,
could these perceptual cycles be recorded not just before
the time of stimulus presentation (i.e. in the ongoing EEG
brain signals) but also afterwards, during stimulus proces-
sing itself (i.e. in the evoked EEG brain activity)? Second,
for a visual event occurring at a particular instant, how
many subsequent cycles would actually process the corre-
sponding visual information? Do the perceptual cycles
begin anew with each new sample, or do they also integrate
the contents of past cycles, and if so, for how many successive
cycles? We designed a simple experiment to answer both of
these questions [42]. We presented a ‘white noise’ visual
stimulus to our observers while recording their EEG activity.
The stimulus was a static disc whose luminance varied
randomly at each screen refresh. This random sequence of
luminance intensity values had equal energy at all tempo-
ral frequencies (between 0 and 80 Hz, only limited by
the 160 Hz refresh of the computer screen). We then cross-
correlated the recorded EEG activity with the stimulus
sequence on every trial, and averaged the results to obtain
a cross-correlation function, describing the strength ofcorrelation between the stimulus and the brain response
recorded after a certain lag, for all successive values of the
lag. One might have expected this cross-correlation function
to resemble a classic visual-evoked potential (VEP) [43], a
sequence of positive and negative deflections lasting about
300–500 ms [44,45]. Instead, we found a much longer-lasting
response in the cross-correlation functions, which took the
form of an approximately 10 Hz oscillation that extended,
in many subjects, for 10 or more successive cycles (figure
4a). This oscillatory cross-correlation response implies that
visual events in the world are represented cyclically in the
brain, and that this periodicity is also visible in post-stimulus
EEG activity. Furthermore, it indicates that a given instant in
the world is not merely represented at one instant (or in one
‘cycle’) in the brain, but in several successive cycles. Argu-
ably, this property could provide a significant contribution
to the apparent continuity of our subjective experience.(d) Periodic attentional sampling
Many of the perceptual periodicities described in §2a–c are
tightly linked to visual attention. For example, the temporal
sampling causing the wagon wheel illusion in continuous
light (c-WWI) only occurs when attention is focused on the
moving pattern [12]. Similarly, the phase of ongoing EEG
oscillations only modulates the probability of detection for
attended stimuli [33]. The ongoing EEG phase can also predict
the likelihood of detecting a target in a difficult search array
[36], an archetypal attentional function. The 10 Hz perceptual
echoes were also shown to be enhanced by focused attention
[42]. In other words, ongoing perceptual cycles in the brain
could be attentional by nature. Is attention a cyclic process?
This question becomes particularly interesting when multiple
attentional targets must be monitored: in this case, does
covert attention periodically sample the targets, just like our
gaze, often dubbed ‘overt’ attention, would? Or does the atten-
tional system process all of the targets in parallel? This is a
question that has been vastly debated in the past few decades
[46,47]. We have recently argued that discrete versus continu-
ous perception and sequential versus parallel attention are
but two facets of the same debate [48]. The cornerstone of
this theory is that attention is intrinsically periodic (figure 2):
when a single attentional target is present, this periodicity is
expressed as a sequence of successive discrete samples of the
unique target; when multiple targets are present, this period-
icity naturally provides attention with a means to scan the
targets in a sequential manner.
There are many recent pieces of experimental evidence in
support of this notion. The idea that rhythmic attentional
sampling could occur not just in the presence of multiple
potential targets (a classic form of ‘switching spotlight’
[49–51]), but also for a single attended object (a notion we
called ‘blinking spotlight’) originated in a 2007 study in
which we modelled the effect of set size on psychometric
functions for target detection as a function of target dur-
ation [52]. To summarize, we contrasted different models
of attention and found this ‘blinking spotlight’ to explain
human performance better than either the ‘switching spotlight’
or the ‘parallel attention’ models. The intrinsic sampling rate of
attention was estimated around 7 Hz (in agreement with sev-
eral subsequent EEG experiments, such as those illustrated
in figure 1).
(a) (b)
tim
e
Figure 2. Discrete perception and sequential attention could reflect a unique
periodic sampling mechanism. (a) A sensory process that samples a single
visual input periodically illustrates the concept of discrete perception.
(b) A sensory process that serially samples three simultaneously presented
visual stimuli demonstrates the classic notion of a sequential or ‘switching’
attention spotlight. Because many of our findings implicate attention in
the periodic sampling processes displayed in panel (a), we proposed that
both types of periodic operations (a,b) actually reflect a common oscillatory
neuronal process. According to this view, the spotlight of attention is intrin-
sically rhythmic, which gives it both the ability to rapidly scan multiple
objects (as in the classic ‘switching’ spotlight), and to discretely sample a
single source. This dual behaviour is what we refer to as a ‘blinking’ spotlight.
(The yellow balls linked by red lines illustrate successive attentional samples).
(Online version in colour.)
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paradigm in which they drew attention using a salient cue at
one of two possible target locations. The observers reported
target detection (a contrast decrement in a continuously
moving pattern) at either of the two locations. After the salient
cueing event, detection performance was found to oscillate at
both locations, but in counter-phase such that optimal
performance at one location coincided with minimal perform-
ance at the other. In other words, it again seemed that attention
periodically and sequentially sampled the two locations, with
an intrinsic sampling rate of about 7–10 Hz.
We have also used the c-WWI effect to address this question
[24]. We varied the set size (number of simultaneously pre-
sented moving wheels) and the wheel(s) rotation frequency
while asking observers to report any occurrence of reversed
motion. As previously (see §2a), we found that reversals were
most likely to happen in a specific range of temporal frequen-
cies. For a single target wheel, the effect was compatible with
aliasing caused by attentional sampling at approximately
13 Hz, exactly as in our previous studies. But when set size
increased, the effective sampling frequency systematically
decreased. When four wheels were present, illusory reversals
still happened, but they were now compatible with each
wheel being sampled at only approximately 7 Hz. One
interpretation, in line with the idea of a ‘blinking spotlight’,
is that the successive attentional samples, instead of repeatedly
sampling the samewheel, were now sequentially exploring the
different wheels (or a subset of them); as a result, each wheel
experienced aliasing at a lower frequency.(e) Conclusion: discreteness in visual perception,
attention and awareness
It is becoming more and more evident that, in the visual
domain, neural oscillations in the 7–13 Hz range havedirect perceptual consequences that can be described as per-
ceptual ‘cycles’. This does not mean, of course, that higher-
frequency oscillations, e.g. in the gamma range (30–80 Hz),
do not influence perception, but these inherently more local
oscillatory signals are less easily accessible to our EEG sur-
face-recording methods. It is important to insist that it is
not only sensory excitability that fluctuates cyclically at
7–13 Hz, but also higher-level perceptual representations
involving visual attention, and possibly even visual aware-
ness. There is, indeed, a tight relationship between these
perceptual cycles and attentional processes, as reviewed in
§2d. Attention is often considered as the gateway to con-
sciousness [54,55], and it follows that if the gate opens
periodically, the contents of awareness will also update
periodically. Furthermore, we have described at least one
instance in which the conscious perception of temporal
simultaneity (i.e. which events in the world are experienced
as a single ‘group’, a ‘snapshot’ or a mental ‘frame’) is con-
strained by the phase of ongoing oscillations [39]. This type
of temporal framing is a hallmark of discrete perception, of
the successive ‘moments’ of awareness [2].3. Perceptual cycles in audition
After having reviewed the available evidence for discrete per-
ception in vision, we now turn to the auditory system. It
might be expected that the same experimental paradigms
that helped uncover visual perceptual cycles could be simi-
larly applied to audition to reveal its intrinsic discreteness.
We may anticipate such auditory cycles to occur in the
same frequency range as in vision (7–13 Hz), but this is not
mandatory. In particular, because the frequency of visual
cycles coincides roughly with the maximal range for
steady-state visual-evoked responses (SSVEP) [56–58], one
might predict that auditory cycles would occur instead
around 40 Hz, which is the optimal frequency for auditory
steady-state responses (ASSR) [59,60]. Another possibility,
supported by certain theories of speech processing [61–65],
could be that periodic auditory samples are taken at the
same rate at which the relevant phonemic or syllabic events
are expressed in normal speech, roughly between 2 and
8 Hz. Unfortunately, as we shall see, this straightforward
approach of adapting our experimental paradigms to the
auditory domain has not met with overwhelming success.
(a) No auditory wagon wheel illusion
In an initial attempt at directly translating the c-WWI para-
digm (see §2a) to the auditory modality, we sought to
measure the perceived motion direction of a spatially peri-
odic sound source, such as a sound rotating around the
listener through a circular array of speakers. By analogy to
the illusion in the visual domain, we hoped to observe
decreased perceptual performance, or even reversed motion
perception, within a narrow range of temporal frequencies
of the sound movement. Identifying this frequency of aliasing
would then allow us to determine the intrinsic sampling fre-
quency of the auditory system. It turned out, however, that
such perceptual judgements of auditory sound motion can
only be performed accurately at low temporal frequencies
of sound movement, less than approximately 2–3 Hz
(in agreement with previous reports [66,67]). If perceptual
performance is already at chance at the hypothesized
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Figure 3. Auditory sensitivity for the direction of periodic sounds in the frequency domain. Shepard sequences [69] were created as a superposition of pure tone
sweeps, increasing or decreasing in frequency over time. The sweep speed varied for different sequences: each tone increased or decreased logarithmically between
the boundaries of audible space (set between 80 and 11025 Hz) over a fixed duration T; a new tone was inserted into the sequence (and an old tone disappeared)
every T/40, such that at every instant 40 sweeping tones were simultaneously present. The temporal frequency of this periodic sound motion, therefore, was defined
as TF ¼ 40/T. In different trials, this temporal frequency was varied between 1 and 8 Hz. Each sequence was 12 s long, with a Gaussian amplitude profile in both
time and frequency space, to limit the perception of artefacts linked to sequence onset/offset and tone insertion/disappearance, respectively. Examples of upward
and downward sequences for TF ¼ 1 Hz and TF ¼ 8 Hz are presented as spectrograms in the figure (colour map indicates stimulus energy at each time and
frequency), and the corresponding sound files can be downloaded from http://www.cerco.ups-tlse.fr/~rufin/audiovisual/. Participants (n ¼ 6) were presented
with 10 sequences of each temporal frequency in randomized order, moving up or down in frequency space (randomly determined with 50% probability),
and asked to report their perceived motion direction (up/down) by pressing arrow keys on the keyboard. To limit the possibility of relying on perceived pitch
differences between upward and downward sequences, the frequency-domain Gaussian amplitude envelope (s.d. 0.25 log units) was centred at one of three
frequencies (700, 800 or 900 Hz), randomly chosen for each trial. The direction judgements were only accurate up to 3–4 Hz (t-test against 0.5 ¼ chance-
level, p, 0.05), and deteriorated rapidly at higher temporal frequencies. This low-pass sensitivity function critically limits the possibility of measuring a
c-WWI effect in the auditory domain. Error bars represent standard error of the mean across subjects. (Online version in colour.)
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observed—whether the perceptual process relies on periodic
sampling or not. In other words, the only conclusion that can
be drawn from this attempt is that, if auditory perceptual
cycles exist, then they must occur at a rate faster than
3 Hz—hardly a revealing conclusion.
We then reasoned that sound frequency or ‘pitch’, rather
than spatial position, may be the proper equivalent to the
spatial location of visual objects. Indeed, the ‘retinotopic’ neuro-
nal organization of early visual cortex is not found in the
auditory system, where neurons are instead organized in a
‘tonotopic’ manner [68]. Thus, we designed periodic stimuli
that moved in particular directions in the frequency domain—
so-called Shepard or Risset sequences [69]. Again, we were
disappointed to find that the direction of these periodic fre-
quency sweeps could not be reliably identified when the
temporal frequency of presentation was increased beyond
3–4 Hz (figure 3; no temporal aliasing is visible, i.e. no
performance below chance or local minimum in performance).
In sum, although temporal aliasing (as measured in
the c-WWI) is, in principle, a choice paradigm to probe the
rhythms of perception, our attempts so far at applying this
technique to the auditory domain have been foiled by the
strict temporal limits of auditory perception. Of course,
the auditory system is widely regarded as a temporally precise
one, but this precision observed for specific auditory features
(discrimination of nearby pitch frequencies, interaural time
delays) does not extend to periodic sound motion, either
in the spatial or in the frequency domains. This limitationprecludes using the wagon wheel phenomenon to determine
the sampling rate of audition or possibly, the absence of dis-
crete auditory sampling. What we can safely conclude is that,
if discrete sampling exists in audition, then it must be at a
sampling rate above 3–4 Hz (if aliasing occurred at frequencies
below 3 Hz, then it would have been possible for our subjects
to perceive it, and they would have systematically reported
reversed motion).
(b) No ongoing electroencephalographic signatures of
auditory perceptual cycles
One major and undisputable piece of evidence in favour of
ongoing perceptual cycles in vision is the finding that the
conscious detection of a flash at luminance threshold fluctu-
ates along with the phase of ongoing EEG oscillations (see
§2b). Similarly, a dependence of auditory detection on
ongoing EEG phase would indicate the existence of ongoing
auditory perceptual cycles. We attempted to measure this
relation by presenting threshold-intensity ‘clicks’ (0.5 ms
square wave pulses) in a silent environment, and asking
participants (N ¼ 21) to report their perception via button-
presses. Upon applying the same time-frequency phase
opposition analysis techniques (figure 1a,b) as in our previous
visual experiments [30,31,33], we were unable to reveal
any systematic relationship between pre-stimulus phase and
auditory perception in any frequency band (figure 1c).
A similar negative report was independently published by
Zoefel & Heil [70].
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Figure 4. Perceptual echoes in the visual, but not in the auditory modality. Each panel is a time– frequency representation of the cross-correlation function between
a white noise stimulus sequence and the simultaneously recorded EEG response. The cross-correlation is computed for several lags between the stimulus and EEG
signals; then, a time-frequency transform is applied separately for each subject (n ¼ 12); the grand-average results are expressed as a z-score (comparison against
surrogate cross-correlation functions obtained by randomizing stimulus–EEG pairings). (a) When the white noise stimulus sequence reflects the changing luminance
of a disc in the visual field, after a transient broadband response for time lags below 200 ms, a long-lasting reverberation (up to lags of approx. 1 s) is observed,
peaking at approx. 10 Hz. (b) When the white noise stimulus sequence encodes the changing loudness of an auditory pure tone (1000 Hz carrier frequency), the
transient broadband response is present, but no subsequent reverberation is observed in any frequency range. The increasing width of the transient response above
30 Hz is likely due to the auditory middle latency response (MLR) [90], a short-lived auditory potential (,50 ms) which appears smeared in time owing to our
wavelet time– frequency transform (using an eight-cycle window length at 50 Hz). The same 12 subjects participated in the visual and auditory experiments.
(Online version in colour.)
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cannot be detected with the very same experimental method
that has successfully and repeatedly allowed us to reveal
periodicities in visual perception. One critical aspect of this
method was the presentation of auditory targets in a silent
environment—the auditory equivalent of a flash in the dark.
In fact, Ng and colleagues recently reported that auditory
perception does vary with the phase of 2–6Hz (theta-band)
EEG oscillations when the target sound is embedded in an
ongoing sequence made up of several superimposed naturalis-
tic background noises [71]. However, the use of background
noise in this study also implies that the relevant EEG oscil-
lations cannot be considered as spontaneous or ongoing
signals any more, but are instead driven or entrained by the
background noise [72,73].
Phase entrainment to auditory streams has been
demonstrated in many previous studies using rhythmicbackground sounds at delta (1–4 Hz) and theta (2–8 Hz) fre-
quencies, and auditory detection performance was found to
covary with the entrained oscillatory phase [74–77]. This
phase entrainment mechanism is thought to serve a critical
role in speech perception [64,78–85] by aligning the optimal
oscillatory phase to the peaks of the speech envelope (which
also recur at a frequency roughly between 2 and 6 Hz), and
thereby enhancing speech intelligibility [65,78,86,87]. How-
ever, it is difficult in such entrainment studies (even the
one by Ng et al. [71] in which the entraining background
noise contained energy in several frequency bands, including
theta), to tease apart the contribution of low-level physical
differences in the entraining sound to the perceptual chan-
ges recorded at different theta phases. Because the EEG is
entrained by (or ‘phase-locked’ to) the background stimulus
[88], different EEG phases directly correspond to different
moments in the background entraining sound, with
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ness and pitch); in turn, these varying physical properties
can conceivably affect target detection probability (e.g. through
masking or contextual enhancement phenomena). In this
way, a rhythmic background sound can both entrain EEG
oscillations, and modulate auditory detection in a periodic
fashion. Yet, the perceptual modulation in this case is not
intrinsically periodic: should the stimulus amplitude profile
resemble, say, the outline of Mount Everest or the New York
City skyline, so would the listener’s perceptual performance.
In other words, the existing evidence so far is insufficient to
decide whether the frequently observed theta-band periodic
fluctuations of auditory performance reflect an intrinsic
periodicity of the auditory system (i.e. true perceptual cycles)
or an intrinsic periodicity of the auditory environment
(or both).
To conclude, contrary to what we have observed in the
visualmodality, itwould appear that the presence of an entrain-
ing (and ideally, rhythmic) auditory background stimulus may
be a necessary condition to observe rhythmic fluctuations in
auditory perception [73,76,89]. Even then, owing to the possi-
bility of low-level confounds, it is not yet evident that such
entrained rhythmic fluctuations can be considered as a signa-
ture of ‘entrained’ auditory perceptual cycles. It is likely, on
the other hand, that purely ongoing or spontaneous oscilla-
tions (i.e. those recorded in silence) do not reflect an ongoing
auditory sampling process, as they do in vision.(c) No auditory perceptual echoes
The cross-correlationparadigm that allowedus to reveal percep-
tual echoes in vision (§2c) could prove a useful tool to test the
hypothesis of ‘entrained’ (in opposition to ‘ongoing’) auditory
perceptual cycles. Indeed, this paradigm is designed to reveal
the resonance properties of a sensory system, that is, whether
it presents a frequency-specific response (an ‘echo’, which is
also a form of phase entrainment) during a white noise stimu-
lation sequence. In the visual system, this echo was found
around 10 Hz, and lasted for up to 10 cycles (figure 4a). If one
assumes that auditory perceptual cycles exist, but are only
active when they can be entrained by a background sound
(an assumption suggested by the data reviewed in §3b), then
they may be expected to show up as an auditory echo in this
cross-correlation paradigm. More precisely, one might predict
observing a resonance in the theta-frequency range, in accord-
ance with the numerous theta-phase entrainment results
described in §3b (and in particular the strong theta-frequency
periodicity of human speech signals and human speech
processing mechanisms). Another (non-exclusive) hypothesis
could be that auditory echoes occur in the gamma-frequency
band, around 40 Hz: indeed, while alpha (approx. 10 Hz)
is the optimal visual stimulation frequency to produce an
SSVEP [56–58], gamma (approx. 40 Hz) is the optimal
frequency for ASSR [59,60]. A direct auditory equivalent to
our approximately 10 Hz visual echoes could thus also be
expected around 40 Hz.
Unfortunately, no significant auditory perceptual echo
was detected in our experiments [91], either in the theta nor
in the gamma range, or in any other frequency band
(figure 4b). While definite, this absence still does not disprove
the existence of perceptual cycles in the auditory system for at
least two reasons. First, although echoes were associated with
perceptual cycles in vision, this association is not mandatory:a reverberation and integration of sensory information over
several cycles is likely to be detrimental to auditory percep-
tion, so audition may instead rely on cycles that are more
temporally independent (i.e. ‘short-lived’ echoes). In this
case, figure 4b (and much of the existing literature
[62,64,80]) suggests that the cycles may occur in the
theta (2–8 Hz) and/or gamma (30–80 Hz) frequency
ranges. Second, the absence of long-lasting auditory echoes
in our experiment merely indicates that perceptual sampling
and reverberation do not affect the processing of auditory
loudness (the sensory feature that varied in our white noise
sequences), even though they affect the visual equivalent,
luminance perception. It is still possible, however, that
perceptual sampling and reverberation could involve higher
hierarchical levels of representation, after the extraction of
basic auditory features. In accordance with this idea, oscil-
lations have been repeatedly shown to contribute to speech
perception by temporally framing the input stream according
to the speech envelope [64,65,78–87]. This suggests that
auditory echoes, absent with low-level stimuli such as
amplitude-modulated pure tones, may still be observed
with stimuli having more complex semantic content, such
as speech. In that case, we predict that they should be visible
around theta or gamma frequencies.4. Different sensory inputs, different rhythmic
sampling strategies
So far, all of the experimental paradigms that have succeeded
in demonstrating visual perceptual cycles have also failed at
revealing the auditory equivalent. Short of embracing the
conclusion that perceptual cycles simply do not exist in the
auditory domain, we must contemplate the possibility that
these cycles could be implemented in very different ways in
the two systems and thus may not be responsive to the
same experimental approaches. In particular, it might prove
useful to consider the different computational requirements
with which each sensory modality is faced in terms of statisti-
cal properties and temporal structure of their respective
sensory inputs, as well as their respective anatomical and
functional architectures. This could help us explain why a
processing strategy that is efficient for visual inputs may
not be directly applicable to auditory inputs. In particular,
we suggested above (§3c) that in audition, contrary to
vision, perceptual sampling and reverberation could be
restricted to higher hierarchical levels of representation,
after the extraction of basic auditory features. There are two
arguments to support this hypothesis: first, directly sub-
sampling an auditory input stream (after conversion to the
wavelet domain) has much more devastating consequences
than the equivalent temporal subsampling of a visual input
stream; second, a great deal of auditory feature extraction
takes place subcortically, whereas visual processing is predo-
minantly a cortical phenomenon. These arguments are
developed in the following sections.
(a) Perceptual effects of visual versus auditory
subsampling
In the visual environment, important events and changes
tend to occur on a relatively slow time-scale. If one were to
take two pictures of the same scene, separated by 150 ms
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Figure 5. Auditory and visual vulnerability to input stream subsampling. The same participants (n ¼ 4) watched and listened to sequences of 3 s long video and
audio snippets (respectively) in different blocks while performing a two-back task (responding to a repeat of the penultimate snippet). Video snippets depicted an
actor reading a children’s book in American sign language, whereas audio snippets were recordings of a speaker reading an English literary classic. In each block, all
snippets were temporally subsampled to the same frequency. A 2 s long excerpt from a video snippet at 2.5 frames per second is illustrated on the left, and the
spectrograms of a single 2 s long excerpt from an audio stream subsampled at 1024 Hz (top) and 16 Hz (bottom) are shown on the right. The corresponding video/
sound files can be downloaded from http://www.cerco.ups-tlse.fr/~rufin/audiovisual/. The two-back recognition task performance is expressed in terms of sensitivity
(d‘, corresponding to the z-scored difference between hit rates—correctly detecting a two-back repeat—and false alarm rates—incorrectly reporting a two-back
repeat). It is an order of magnitude more robust to temporal subsampling for vision than for audition. Error bars represent standard error of the mean
across subjects. (Online version in colour.)
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would likely remain unchanged between them. Movement
on a biological time-scale (e.g. human actions and displays
of emotions, the displacement of preys or predators) will
result in only minor differences between the two pictures;
furthermore, these inconsistencies can easily be recovered
by temporal ‘interpolation’ (and indeed, the so-called
apparent motion mechanisms in the brain seem to excel at
this task [92]). Only the rapid movement of a spatially
periodic stimulus (such as a wheel) could conceivably
create a difficult ‘correspondence problem’ between the two
images [93], but this is admittedly a rare situation (this situ-
ation describes, in fact, the temporal aliasing discussed in
§2a). In other words, our visual system may be fairly robust
to temporal subsampling of the visual environment. By con-
trast, auditory stimuli are defined mainly as temporal
fluctuations: vocal or musical pitch, speech phoneme distinc-
tion or speech recognition all require processing fine-grained
temporal information in different frequency ranges. This has
moved certain authors to propose that the time dimension in
audition could be equivalent to the spatial dimension in
vision [94]. A periodic sampling or sensory reverberation of
the auditory input stream could therefore dramatically alter
signal intelligibility.
There are a number of existing studies reporting subjec-
tive judgements of video quality at different sampling rates
[95,96], converging to the conclusion that frame rates above
approximately 5 Hz are generally deemed acceptable. To
the best of our knowledge, there is, however, no equivalent
data on the perceptual effects of temporally subsampling
the auditory input stream, and no direct comparison of the
two modalities using the same task in the same subjects.
We therefore implemented such a comparison in a new
experiment (figure 5). Our comparison approach was volun-
tarily naive. We subsampled the visual and auditory inputs
in a representation space roughly equivalent to the first sen-
sory stage of each system: the retina (with the entire imagerepresenting a subsampling ‘frame’) and the cochlea (with
the instantaneous complex frequency spectrum resulting
from a wavelet decomposition of the audio signal as a sub-
sampling ‘frame’), respectively. That is, for both sensory
systems, we evaluated the consequences of the most severe
possible temporal subsampling strategy, by subsampling
the very input to the system; then we simply asked ‘will
the system be able to cope?’ Of course, a positive answer
does not imply that perceptual cycles actually occur at this
frequency, but a negative answer casts serious doubt on
this idea. In addition, any difference in sensitivity between
the two sensory modalities can inform us about viable
strategies for each system.
We hasten to mention that past studies have investigated
the influence of temporal distortions on auditory perception
and more particularly on speech processing [63,65,81,97–
103], converging on the notion that audition can withhold
temporal degrading of speech envelopes down to 16 Hz or
even lower (approx. 4 Hz in [99]). But none of the distortion
methods used was equivalent to a strict temporal sub-
sampling of audio inputs. For example, the now classic
‘Shannon’ method [98] consists of low-pass filtering the
audio signal envelope, and does it independently for several
separate spectral bands.
In our experiment, one original 10min video and one
original 10min audio sequence were used as the primary
stimuli. The audio sequence was a 8000 Hz recording of a
male native English speaker reading aloud an English literary
classic. The video sequence was a 30 frames s21 (silent)
recording of a male actor reading a children’s book in
American sign language, shot from a static camera angle.
Both audio and video recordings were cut into 3 s long ‘snip-
pets’. The snippets were contiguous excerpts that did not take
into account the structure of the story. Although some snip-
pets were certainly more informative than others, before
temporal subsampling they were all intelligible or visually
distinct (the participants had no prior experience with
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(separated by 1 s blank intervals) in a randomized order
to four human observers and listeners who were instruc-
ted to perform a two-back task: indicate by a button press
any snippet that matched the one presented two snippets
ago. These two-back repeats occurred randomly with a
probability of 33%.
Audio and video snippets were presented in separate
blocks of 30 snippets, and in each block a different temporal
subsampling was applied. For video subsampling at fre-
quency TF, we selected a subset of frames (one frame every
30/TF, rounded to the nearest frame), and simply played
the videos with a frame rate set to TF. For every snippet
and subsampling frequency, two subsampled versions were
created by starting the frame subset selection either on the
first frame, or on the nearest frame to 1 þ 30/TF/2. When-
ever a two-back repeat occurred in the sequence, it was
always between distinct subsampled versions (this was
done to prevent the use of static information for recognition).
For audio subsampling at frequency TF, we first conver-
ted the snippets into the wavelet domain to approximate
cochlear transduction (continuous Morlet wavelet transform
of order 6). Discrete samples were taken every 8000/TF
point, and all points between the samples were replaced with
a linear interpolation of the two surrounding samples. Both
amplitude and phase of the complex wavelet coefficients were
interpolated to avoid artefacts created by discrete phase tran-
sitions. As for video subsampling, we created two subsampled
versions of each audio snippet by starting the samples on the
first data point, or the nearest point to 1 þ 8000/TF/2. Finally,
we converted the signals back to the timedomain via the inverse
wavelet transform.
As expected, we found a dramatic difference between
the two modalities’ sensitivity to temporal subsampling
(figure 5).While visual performance only started to deteriorate
below 2.5 frames per second, auditory performance suffered
for all subsampling frequencies below 32 Hz. That is, audition
was about an order of magnitude more vulnerable to this
subsampling than vision.
The observed difference in temporal robustness may
explain, in part, why the auditory system does not sample
incoming information as the visual system does. In the visual
system, we have suggested that ongoing sampling induced
by brain oscillations could take place at frequencies between
7 and 13 Hz (§2). As can be appreciated from figure 5, little
information is lost by directly subsampling visual inputs in
this frequency range. On the other hand, directly subsampling
the auditory inputs in the same frequency range has dramatic
consequences: the fine temporal structure is irremediably lost,
and the signals cannot be recovered (even through temporal
interpolation, which was an integral part of our auditory sub-
sampling procedure in the wavelet domain). This may be an
argument for the notion that auditory sampling involves
higher oscillatory frequencies, for example in the gamma
range [59,62,80,104–106]. Yet our results do not imply that
brain oscillations at lower frequencies have no bearing on
auditory perception. As mentioned before, there are still two
possible (and non-exclusive) oscillatory sampling strategies
involving lower frequencies that could remain compatible
with these data: first, by sampling auditory representations
not in an ‘ongoing’ manner (a regular succession of
samples, blind to the temporal structure of the inputs) but in
a more flexible manner, ‘entrained’ by the temporal structure;second, by sampling auditory representations not at the
input level (e.g. cochlea or subcortical nuclei) but at a higher
hierarchical level (e.g. auditory cortex).
In an attempt to address the former possibility, we
repeated the above auditory subsampling experiment, this
time comparing two modes of audio input subsampling:
ongoing or ‘blind’ subsampling, as before, and entrained or
‘flexible’ subsampling. To create these ‘flexible’ subsampling
stimuli, we first extracted the speech envelope of each snippet
(weighted average of instantaneous signal energy across
frequencies weighted by the average human cochlear sensitiv-
ity). Instead of selecting regular sampling points throughout
the snippet (‘blind’ sampling), we distributed the same
number of sampling points at the peaks and troughs of the
2–8 Hz band-pass-filtered speech envelope (starting with the
highest peak and its immediately preceding trough; adding
peak/trough pairs in decreasing order of peak amplitude; in
case more sampling points were available than the number
of peaks and troughs in the speech envelope, the remaining
points were assigned so as to minimize the maximal sampling
interval duration). In sum, this flexible subsampling kept the
same average sampling rate as for blind sampling, but con-
centrated the samples at those moments where phonetic
information was maximal. Yet we found no significant differ-
ence in the sensitivity of human listeners (n ¼ 7) between the
‘blind’ and the ‘flexible’ subsampling of the input stream at fre-
quencies between 8 and 64 Hz (two-way ANOVAwith factors
‘frequency’¼ (8,16,32,64 Hz) and ‘sampling type’ ¼ [blind,
flexible]; main effect of frequency F3,48¼ 17.45, p, 0.0001,
no main effect of sampling type or interaction, p. 0.5; data
not shown). That is, audition remains an order of magnitude
more vulnerable to temporal subsampling of its inputs than
vision, even for a ‘flexible’ auditory subsampling. This finding
definitely rules out the possibility that sampling at lower fre-
quencies (less than 30 Hz) could occur early in auditory
processing, since neither ongoing (‘blind’) nor entrained (‘flex-
ible’) subsampling applied directly to the input stream would
leave enough temporal information for further processing. In
addition, it is worth noting that early subcortical audi-
tory structures can display exquisite temporal resolution
(greater than 100 Hz) that seems incompatible with temporal
subsampling [107].
The last remaining option to rescue the notion of auditory
perceptual cycles is, therefore, that they could sample auditory
representations at a higher hierarchical level, after the stage of
auditory feature extraction: such representations are more
stable temporally, and would suffer less from a moderate
loss of temporal resolution. This strategy is, in fact, the one
used in modern speech compression techniques or ‘vocoders’
(e.g. LPC, MELP or CELP [108]) that extract phonetic features
from high temporal resolution signals, but can then transmit
the features in (lower resolution) temporally discrete packets
or ‘frames’. In future work, it may be interesting to apply tem-
poral subsampling (either ‘blind’ or ‘flexible’ subsampling) to
the output of one of these vocoders and test human auditory
recognition in the same way as above: we predict that the
auditory system may prove significantly more robust to this
subsampling of higher-level representations.(b) Differences in hierarchical organization
As mentioned previously, there are important architectural
differences between the auditory and visual processing
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the most relevant discrepancy for our purposes can be sum-
marized as follows: visual perception (even for salient low-
level features such as luminance and spatial localization)
depends, in great part, on cortical activity, whereas audi-
tory stimuli reach primary auditory cortex after an already
extensive processing by subcortical structures [109,110].
Consequently, applying an architecturally similar per-
ceptual sampling strategy in the two systems (perceptual
cycles that sample sensory representations at a similar cortical
level, possibly under the influence of attention) could then
have very different functional consequences, compatible
with what we have observed experimentally. Apparently
simple visual tasks (e.g. flash detection in the dark; figure
1) would suffer periodic fluctuations in performance, but
equivalent low-level auditory tasks (e.g. click detection in
silence) would appear continuous, because their outcome
can be determined on the basis of subcortical representations,
prior to any perceptual sampling. Perceptual cycles would
only be observed with higher-level auditory stimuli such as
music or speech that are not differentially processed at a sub-
cortical level and thus require cortical activation for efficient
discrimination. In agreement with this idea, a recent study
demonstrated that arbitrary white noise auditory stimuli
could elicit theta-band phase entrainment, but only after suffi-
cient exposure, presumably turning the meaningless patterns
into meaningful auditory objects [111]. Note finally that this
reasoning remains compatible with the postulated role for
attention in perceptual cycles (§2d), because attention is
primarily a cortical function in both visual and auditorymoda-
lities [112–114]. Until direct anatomo-functional evidence is
uncovered, we prefer not to speculate onwhether primary sen-
sory areas (both auditory and visual) participate or not in this
‘high-level’ periodic perceptual sampling.
(c) Conclusion: ongoing visual attentional cycles,
entrained auditory attentional cycles?
To recapitulate, we can now critically evaluate the possible
existence of perceptual cycles in the two modalities on the
basis of experimental evidence reviewed in previous sections.
We organize this evidence for perceptual cycles along two
dimensions of interest, that is (i) whether they sample hierarch-
ically ‘early’ or ‘late’ representations, and (ii) whether theysample in an ‘ongoing’ (blind, stimulus-independent) manner
or in an ‘entrained’ (flexible, stimulus-dependent) manner.
Visual perception samples sensory representations at
approximately 7–13 Hz (§2). Vision could afford to sample
at a hierarchically early level, because it is robust to input
subsampling down to at least 5 Hz (§4a). But it probably
does not. Indeed, we have seen that visual perceptual
cycles are mainly an attentional phenomenon (§2d ) and this
is more in line with a high-level (or at least a cortical)
sampling (§4b). Vision samples in an ongoing manner,
mostly blind to the stimulus content (§2b and §4a). Yet
it also has the capability to entrain to and resonate with
stimuli that contain an appropriate rhythmic structure (§2c;
[56,57]). The periodicity of visual perception, in sum, is best
described as an ongoing series of attentional cycles at
approximately 7–13 Hz.
Audition does not sample at a hierarchically early level in
either an ongoing way (§3b and §4a) or an entrained (flexible)
way (§3c and §4a). If it does sample, then it must be at a
higher level, that is, a cortical level (§4b). Many reports of
attentional control of phase entrainment [74,75,115] suggest
that the sampling may also be attentional, as in the visual
system. Can this high-level sampling be an ongoing process
as in vision, or must it be entrained by the temporal structure
of auditory inputs? The lack of ongoing EEG phase influence
in audition (§3b) as well as the finding that phase entrainment
strongly facilitates intelligibility [65,78,86] compels us to
favour the latter alternative, just like other authors have
recently argued [73,76,89].
To sum up, if perceptual cycles exist in audition, then they
must be a relatively high-level or attentional phenomenon (as
in vision), and they must proceed by stimulus entrainment
(contrary to vision). Based on numerous studies of rhythmic
entrainment and speech processing, we believe that the cycles
are most likely to be observed in the theta-frequency range
(though gamma-frequency sampling cannot be categor-
ically ruled out). But the big ‘if’ lingers. Definite evidence
for auditory perceptual cycles is still lacking.Acknowledgements. We are grateful to Daniel Pressnitzer and Leila
Reddy for providing useful comments on the manuscript.
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CHAPTER 2: THE ABILITY OF THE AUDITORY SYSTEM TO 
COPE WITH TEMPORAL SUBSAMPLING DEPENDS ON 
THE HIERARCHICAL LEVEL OF PROCESSING 
The name says it all: In the previous chapter, reasons for the apparent lack of perceptual 
cycles in audition were discussed. It was concluded that direct subsampling of the auditory 
environment might prove detrimental for the brain, as essential information for the 
extraction of auditory features would be lost. However, different solutions were provided 
that can “keep alive” the notion of perceptual cycles in the auditory system. Two solutions 
are shortly summarized in the following: 
1.) Auditory input is mostly rhythmic (speech, music, animal calls etc.). Note that “rhythmic” 
implies “predictable”, making it possible to adjust auditory perceptual cycles such that 
“snapshots” are centered on particular(ly relevant) moments in time without loss of 
information.  This mechanism can be called phase entrainment (e.g., Schroeder and Lakatos, 
2009) and is treated extensively in Chapters 4-7.  
2.) Perceptual cycles are a high-level phenomenon in audition: As shown in Chapter 1, taking 
“snapshots” of the actual input to the auditory system might be detrimental. However, it 
might still be possible to take “snapshots” after the input has been processed. For instance, 
after the stage of auditory feature extraction, stimulus representations are more stable 
temporally, and would suffer less from a moderate loss of temporal resolution.  
This chapter concentrates on the second hypothesis which will be underlined with 
psychophysical findings. Whereas consequences of temporal subsampling have been 
compared for vision and audition in Chapter 1, this chapter concentrates on the auditory 
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system. Again, speech stimuli were constructed, subsampled at different frequencies. 
Temporal subsampling was applied on two “simulated” levels of the auditory system: At the 
cochlear level (simulated by subsampling the very input to the system, in the Wavelet 
domain1) and at the (potentially cortical) level of auditory features (simulated by a vocoder 
using linear predictive coding, LPC). We then tested auditory recognition of our stimuli by 
randomly presenting them to subjects, asking them to indicate any snippet that matched the 
one presented two snippets ago (2-back task). We can show that auditory recognition is 
more robust to subsampling on a relatively high level of auditory processing than to 
subsampling in the input domain. Although our results do not prove discrete perception in 
audition, they (1) show that subsampling (i.e. perceptual cycles) is possible without critically 
disrupting temporal information and (2) suggest that, if subsampling exists, it should operate 
on a relatively high level of auditory processing: Perceptual cycles on a higher level of 
auditory processing can reduce harmful effects of discretization and enable discrete auditory 
perception. 
 
 
 
 
Article: 
Zoefel B, Reddy Pasham N, Brüers S, VanRullen R (2015) The ability of the auditory system 
to cope with temporal subsampling depends on the hierarchical level of processing. 
Neuroreport 26:773-778. 
                                                          
1
 Note that cochlear processing can be mimicked by the Wavelet Transformation, as both filter their input 
signal into many narrow, logarithmically-spaced frequency bands.  
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Evidence for rhythmic or ‘discrete’ sensory processing is
abundant for the visual system, but sparse and inconsistent
for the auditory system. Fundamental differences in the
nature of visual and auditory inputs might account for this
discrepancy: whereas the visual system mainly relies on
spatial information, time might be the most important factor
for the auditory system. In contrast to vision, temporal
subsampling (i.e. taking ‘snapshots’) of the auditory input
stream might thus prove detrimental for the brain as
essential information would be lost. Rather than embracing
the view of a continuous auditory processing, we recently
proposed that discrete ‘perceptual cycles’ might exist in the
auditory system, but on a hierarchically higher level of
processing, involving temporally more stable features. This
proposal leads to the prediction that the auditory system
would be more robust to temporal subsampling when
applied on a ‘high-level’ decomposition of auditory signals.
To test this prediction, we constructed speech stimuli that
were subsampled at different frequencies, either at the
input level (following a wavelet transform) or at the level of
auditory features (on the basis of LPC vocoding), and
presented them to human listeners. Auditory recognition
was significantly more robust to subsampling in the latter
case, that is on a relatively high level of auditory processing.
Although our results do not directly demonstrate perceptual
cycles in the auditory domain, they (a) show that their
existence is possible without disrupting temporal
information to a critical extent and (b) confirm our proposal
that, if they do exist, they should operate on a higher level of
auditory processing. NeuroReport 26:773–778 Copyright ©
2015 Wolters Kluwer Health, Inc. All rights reserved.
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Introduction
Recent research suggests that the visual system does not
continuously monitor the environment, but rather sam-
ples it, cycling between ‘snapshots’ at discrete moments
in time (perceptual cycles; for a review, see VanRullen
et al. [1]). Interestingly, most attempts at discovering
analogous perceptual cycles in the auditory system failed
[2,3], indicating crucial differences between the visual
and the auditory systems. A reason for this becomes evi-
dent when comparing the temporal structure of visual and
auditory stimuli: whereas visual scenes are relatively
stable over time, auditory input changes rapidly over time.
In fact, whereas the visual system might rely particularly
on the spatial dimension, time might be the most
important factor for the auditory system [4] – and thus,
subsampling auditory input in the time domain might
destroy essential information [1]. Does this mean that
perceptual cycles cannot be found in the auditory domain
because it is impossible to subsample the auditory stream
without losing important information? In this article, we
argue that this is not necessarily the case – rather, it is
possible that subsampling does take place in the auditory
system, but on a relatively ‘high’ level of auditory pro-
cessing: auditory information might be more temporally
stable after a certain amount of feature extraction,
enabling auditory subsampling without a significant loss
of information. Thus, in this study, temporal subsampling
was not only applied to the direct input to the auditory
system, but we also subsampled the auditory stream on a
higher-level representation (i.e. on the output level of a
vocoder extracting auditory features by the use of linear
predictive coding, LPC [5]). We predicted that the
auditory system may prove significantly more robust to
subsampling on the level of auditory features than when a
similar subsampling was applied on the input level. We
tested auditory vulnerability in a two-back recognition
task (see Methods). An improved performance in this task
for stimuli subsampled on a higher-level representation
than for those subsampled at the input level would sup-
port the possibility that auditory perceptual cycles operate
on a hierarchically high level of auditory processing.
Methods
Participants
Seven participants (four women, mean age 26.2 years), all
fluent in English, volunteered to participate in the
Supplemental digital content is available for this article. Direct URL citations
appear in the printed text and are provided in the HTML and PDF versions of this
article on the journal's website (www.neuroreport.com).
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experiment. All participants provided written informed
consent, reported normal hearing, and received com-
pensation for their time. The experimental protocol was
approved by the relevant ethical committee at Centre
National de la Recherche Scientifique (CNRS).
Stimulus construction
One original 10-min audio sequence [sampling rate
(SR)= 44 100Hz], a recording of a male native English
speaker reading parts of a classic novel, was used as the
primary stimulus in our experiment. The audio recording
was cut into 200 3-s long ‘snippets’. These snippets were
then subsampled, either at the input level (‘input condi-
tion’; i.e. at the level of the very input to the auditory
system, such as in the cochlea; Fig. 1, top) or at the level of
auditory features (‘feature condition’; i.e. at a level beyond
cochlear processing; Fig. 1, bottom). ‘Subsampling’ a given
input stream does not necessarily mean ‘forgetting’ or
‘ignoring’ information. It might just be that the temporal
order of information is lost, while the information itself is
preserved. Thus, in our study, for both conditions (input
and feature), we simulated ‘subsampling’ of the auditory
system by shuffling auditory samples within a given time
interval: for a SR of 4Hz, for instance, all samples within a
250-ms window were shuffled. Of course, the larger this
interval, the more difficult for the system to restore the
exact (order of) information. However, we hypothesized
that this restoration would be easier if the subsampling
takes place in the auditory feature domain than when the
input is subsampled at the input level as the former is
temporally more stable. For every snippet, to prevent the
use of static information for recognition, two subsampled
versions were created by starting the shuffling interval
either on the first sample or on the nearest sample to 1+
SR/SF/2. Sample sound files are available for both condi-
tions as Supplemental digital content, 1–18 (http://links.lww.
com/WNR/A322, http://links.lww.com/WNR/A323, http://links.
lww.com/WNR/A324, http://links.lww.com/WNR/A325, http://
links.lww.com/WNR/A326, http://links.lww.com/WNR/A327,
http://links.lww.com/WNR/A328, http://links.lww.com/WNR/
A329, http://links.lww.com/WNR/A330, http://links.lww.com/
WNR/A331, http://links.lww.com/WNR/A332, http://links.lww.
com/WNR/A333, http://links.lww.com/WNR/A334, http://links.
lww.com/WNR/A335, http://links.lww.com/WNR/A336, http://
links.lww.com/WNR/A337 http://links.lww.com/WNR/A338,
http://links.lww.com/WNR/A339).
Subsampling at the input level
For the input condition (Fig. 1, top), snippets were
converted into the wavelet domain to approximate
cochlear transduction (continuous Morlet wavelet trans-
form of order 6). Snippets were divided into intervals,
with the reciprocal of this interval corresponding to the
desired subsampling frequency (SF). The amplitudes of
the complex wavelet coefficients within the respective
interval were shuffled. The phase information at the first
sample of each interval was preserved and interpolated to
avoid artifacts created by discrete phase transitions. After
shuffling, final snippets for the time condition were
obtained by applying the inverse wavelet transform.
Subsampling at the feature level
For the feature condition (Fig. 1, bottom), auditory fea-
tures for each snippet were extracted using an LPC
vocoder [5]. More precisely, linear prediction coefficients
αk were constructed such that each auditory sample s at
time t can be seen as a linear combination of past p
samples (p is the order of prediction):
s0 tð Þ ¼ 
Xp
k¼1
aks tkð Þ; ð1Þ
where s′(t) is the predicted auditory sample. A pre-
emphasis filter [6] was applied on s before s′(t) was cal-
culated. 11 αk (among which the first is unity) were cal-
culated for each frame of 30 ms, with 20 ms between
centers of subsequent frames (resulting in an overlap of
10 ms between frames). For each frame fr, after a
Hamming window was applied, αk were constructed
using the method of least squares, that is the following
total prediction error E was minimized:
E frð Þ ¼
X1
t¼1
e2 fr ; tð Þ; ð2Þ
where
e fr ; tð Þ ¼ s fr ; tð Þs0 fr ; tð Þ
¼ s fr ; tð Þþ
Xp
k¼1
ak frð Þs fr ; tkð Þ: ð3Þ
This was done using the Levinson–Durbin algorithm,
which we do not explain in detail here, but which is
described thoroughly in the relevant literature [7,8].
Two more parameters were extracted for each frame: the
gain g (defined as the power of the speech signal in each
frame) and the residual r:
r fr ; tð Þ ¼ e fr ; tð Þ
g frð Þ : ð4Þ
Discrete cosine transform (DCT) was applied to the
residual of each frame; all except the first 50 DCT
coefficients were discarded (as energy of the speech
signal is concentrated in those 50 coefficients) and the
inverse DCT was applied to obtain residuals with an
improved signal-to-noise ratio [9]. Gaussian noise was
added to the residuals (signal–noise ratio ∼ 1:1) to
improve the final sound quality of the reconstructed
speech snippets.
For subsampling, αk, gain, and residual were always
shuffled together (i.e. αk, gain and residual for a given
frame were never separated). The step size of 20 ms
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between frames restricted our maximal SF to 50 Hz,
without any additional subsampling/shuffling. After
shuffling, final snippets for the feature condition were
obtained by filtering, in each frame, the residual, multi-
plied by the gain in the respective frame, by the obtained
αk:
sfinal fr ; tð Þ ¼
Xp
k¼1
ak frð Þrg fr ;tkð Þ; ð5Þ
where rg fr ; tð Þ is r fr ; tð Þg frð Þ:
Experimental paradigm
For both conditions, snippets were presented (separated
by 1 s blank intervals) in a randomized order to our par-
ticipants, who were instructed to perform a two-back
task: they were asked to indicate by a button press any
snippet that matched the one presented two snippets
ago. These two-back repeats occurred randomly with a
probability of 33%. Whenever a two-back repeat occurred
in the sequence, it was always between nonidentical
subsampled versions (with the same subsampling interval
durations, but differing in the exact delay at which sub-
sampling intervals were applied; see above). Stimuli were
presented in separate blocks of 30 snippets. In each
block, a different SF was applied. Participants completed
60 trials for each SF and condition. The two conditions
(‘input’ and ‘feature’) were tested on separate days.
Data analyses
We hypothesized that the auditory system is more robust
to temporal subsampling at the level of auditory features
(feature condition) than at the input level (input condition).
This robustness was tested in an auditory recognition task
for snippets of different SF. Of course, with decreasing SF,
performance will decline in both conditions. However, if
Fig. 1
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Overview of the experimental approach. Original snippets were subsampled, either at the input level (input condition; top) or at the level of auditory
features (feature condition; bottom). In both conditions, subsampling was realized by shuffling auditory samples in a certain time interval, with the
reciprocal of this interval corresponding to the SF in the respective snippet. This shuffling was performed in the wavelet domain (corresponding to a
cochlear representation of the sound) for the input condition and in the feature domain (obtained by an LPC vocoder; corresponding to a cortical
representation of the sound) for the feature condition (see Methods). Note that subsampling in the input domain corresponds to simulating perceptual
cycles on the level of the cochlea, whereas subsampling in the feature domain simulates perceptual cycles on a higher level (beyond cochlear
processing) of the auditory pathway.
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our hypothesis is true, the precise SF where auditory
recognition starts to decline will be lower for the feature
than for the input condition.
We defined auditory recognition as d′, the sensitivity of
our participants in the two-back task. d′ takes into
account both correct responses (participants’ response
‘repeat’ when there was actually a repeat) and false
alarms (participants’ response ‘repeat’ when there was no
repeat):
d 0 ¼ z hitsð Þz false alarmsð Þ;
where z(p), pϵ[0,1], is the inverse of the cumulative
Gaussian distribution [10]. Performance in these signal
detection tasks usually results in psychometric curves
that have sigmoidal shapes [10]. We thus defined the
lowest sustainable SF as the inflection point of those
psychometric curves in both conditions. To test whether
perception was significantly more robust against temporal
subsampling in the feature condition, for each partici-
pant, we fitted a sigmoidal curve to the performance in
both conditions and calculated its inflection point (in Hz).
Inflection points were then compared across conditions
using Student’s t-test to test whether the robustness of
auditory perception against temporal subsampling differs
between the two conditions.
Results
In this study, participants were presented with speech
stimuli that were subsampled (at different temporal SF)
either at the input level (input condition) or at the level
of auditory features (feature condition). Using a two-back
task (see Methods), we tested the robustness of the
auditory system to this subsampling – if perceptual cycles
do exist in the auditory system, they can only occur at
frequencies that prove to be robust against temporal
subsampling. Of course, positive results would not imply
that they actually do occur, but our approach can inform
us whether sampling on a hierarchically high level of
auditory processing (i.e. in the feature condition) can
reduce the detrimental effects of environmental sampling
(i.e. loss of information) and thus ‘keep alive’ the notion
of perceptual cycles in the auditory system.
The performance (measured in d′; see Methods) of our
participants (N= 7) in the two-back task for both conditions
is shown in Fig. 2. For both conditions, of course, perfor-
mance increased with increasing SF, and both curves
resemble sigmoid psychometric functions. However, this
curve is shifted toward lower SF for the feature condition,
indicating that the auditory system is more robust against
subsampling at the level of auditory features than at the
input level (Fig. 2a). When we define the lowest sustain-
able SF as the inflection point of those psychometric
curves under both conditions (Fig. 2b; see Methods), this
SF is significantly lower [t(6)= 2.61, P= 0.023] for the
feature condition (15.1± 5.3Hz; mean and SD across
participants) than for the time condition (37.0± 21.5Hz).
Thus, subsampling on a hierarchically higher level of
auditory processing would occur with a clear advantage for
the auditory system as the SF could be reduced without a
significant loss of information.
Discussion
In a previous study, we showed that subsampling the
auditory stream in the input domain has detrimental
effects on stimulus processing already at SF below 32Hz
[1]. This result suggests that, if the auditory environment
is indeed monitored in a discrete manner, this sampling
cannot take place on the very input to the system as
important information would be lost (or the SF would
have to be so high that subsampling would be useless).
Instead of rejecting the idea of perceptual cycles in
audition, we proposed an alternative idea, which is sup-
ported by experimental findings in the present study:
subsampling in the auditory system is less detrimental to
performance if it takes place on a hierarchically higher
level of auditory processing – on the level of auditory
features. Our results are in line with the work published
by Suied et al. [11]: although they used short vocal sounds
instead of speech sound, they were able to show that
participants could still recognize those sounds even
though they were reduced to a few perceptually impor-
tant features, with the number of features (10 features/s)
similar to our perceptual ‘threshold’. We extend their
findings by systematically testing different SF and by
comparing perceptual consequences for subsampling at
the level of the cochlea with those for a hierarchically
higher stage of auditory processing.
Whereas there is plenty of (psychophysical and electro-
physiological) evidence for perceptual cycles in vision
[12–15], equivalent experiments consistently fail for the
auditory domain ([2,3]; reviewed in VanRullen et al. [1])
or remain debated [16–19]. Thus, it is possible that the
reported experimental approaches for the visual system
are not appropriate for the investigation of the auditory
system. Our study directly contributes toward resolving
this discrepancy by providing an answer to why this could
be the case: perceptual cycles might operate on different
hierarchical levels in the two systems and thus might not
be captured with the same experimental methods
(although this does not necessarily mean that the visual
system is not influenced by high-level factors; for
instance, some evidence for perceptual cycles in vision is
modulated by attention [15]). The visual world is rela-
tively stable over time and subsampling does not disrupt
essential information, even when the very input to the
system is discretized. This was verified in our previous
study [1], where, in a two-back recognition paradigm
similar to the one used here, human observers could
robustly recognize visual inputs at subsampling rates
below 5Hz. In contrast, the fluctuating nature of auditory
stimuli makes it necessary to extract features that are
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both relevant and more stable before subsampling can be
applied (see Results [1,20]). Indeed, whereas early
auditory representations of speech seem to entail all
acoustic details, representations at later hierarchical
stages are rather categorical (i.e. relatively independent of
acoustic information) and thus more stable in time [21],
and therefore, more robust to subsampling. This property
of an increasing abstraction of auditory representation
along the pathway begins beyond the primary auditory
cortex and is particularly outstanding in the anterior
temporal cortex (ventral stream) [21], making it, although
speculatively, a good candidate for perceptual cycles in
the auditory system: ‘auditory objects’ are ‘built’ within
this stream [22], transforming spectrotemporal (i.e. time-
resolved) properties of the input stream into more
abstract ‘identities’ (i.e. relatively independent of the
time domain). The superior temporal sulcus – in which
certain neurons respond more strongly to speech than to
other sounds [23] – is part of this stream.
Auditory perception in our study did not prove as robust
to temporal subsampling as observed previously for
vision. This does not necessarily imply that auditory
perceptual cycles, if they exist, must be faster than visual
ones. Instead, it may just be that our ‘feature’ decom-
position did not fully capture the complexity of the
auditory representation at which subsampling occurs.
The higher in the hierarchy of the auditory pathway, the
slower are the ‘preferred’ frequencies of the auditory
system [24]. It thus remains to be shown in future studies
whether subsampling an even more complex decom-
position of the auditory signal can result in performance
that equals that obtained in vision.
More studies are necessary to find an appropriate
experimental approach for perceptual cycles in audition
and to characterize them with respect to their location in
the auditory pathway. One step forward toward auditory
perceptual cycles has been published recently by our
group [25]: in that study, specifically constructed noise
was mixed with speech sound to counterbalance fluc-
tuations in low-level features of the latter (i.e. fluctua-
tions in amplitude and spectral content). Importantly,
these mixture speech/noise stimuli remained intelligible,
indicating that high-level features of speech (including
phonetic information) were preserved and fluctuated
rhythmically. We could show that the detection of tone
pips is modulated by this ‘high-level rhythm’ and, con-
sequently, that phase entrainment, the brain’s adjust-
ment to regular stimulation, indeed involves a high-level
component. This finding is in line with the present
study, suggesting a periodic mechanism on a high level of
auditory processing.
To conclude, our data suggest that, even in the auditory
world of continuous, rapid temporal fluctuations, the idea
of discrete perceptual processing can be kept alive: dis-
cretization on a hierarchically high level of auditory pro-
cessing is possible without disrupting essential
information. Of course, our experiment does not prove
that perceptual cycles do exist in audition; however, we
Fig. 2
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conclude that (a) there is a possibility that they exist and
(b) if so, they are a high-level phenomenon.
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CHAPTER 3: THE PHASE OF NEURAL OSCILLATIONS 
ACTS AS A TOOL FOR THE SEGREGATION AND 
INTEGRATION OF AUDITORY INPUTS 
In the previous chapter, we have seen that perceptual cycles in audition might rely on a 
hierarchically higher level of processing. However, as discussed in Chapter 1 (and 
summarized in the Introduction of Chapter 2), there is a second (and not mutually exclusive) 
possibility how the auditory system might be able to avoid disruptive effects of subsampling: 
By an active control of its neural oscillations. These oscillations reflect perceptual cycles; by 
shifting their phase such that the “snapshot phase” coincides with the “input of interest” 
and the phase between “snapshots” is aligned with irrelevant information, the loss of 
information (caused by temporal subsampling) can be reduced: Indeed, information is still 
lost – but only the irrelevant one. Of course, this mechanism only works if the input is 
predictable – but rhythmicity is an inherent feature of the auditory environment, and 
rhythmicity implies predictability. In the following article, evidence for an active control of 
the oscillatory phase in the auditory system is presented. In an auditory scene, single events 
are not perceived as individual elements, but rather grouped to form a single “auditory 
object” or segregated to form separate auditory stream (Bregman, 1994). The idea 
underlying this chapter is that perceptual cycles (i.e. neural oscillations) might play an 
important role for auditory stream formation: Individual events might be grouped or 
segregated, depending on the oscillatory phase they fall into. Clearly, this would provide the 
auditory system with an important control mechanism: As mentioned above, by changing 
the phase of its oscillations, it could decide on stream integration and segregation. Indeed, 
using a popular paradigm for the investigation of auditory stream formation (“ABA 
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paradigm”) and recording in the primary auditory cortex (A1) in the monkey, we show that 
the neural phase can be used as a tool for stream integration and segregation. Tone triplets 
(ABA) were presented that can be heard as either a single stream or two separated streams, 
depending on the frequency separation between A and B tones. The monkey listened 
passively to the tone sequences while current source density (CSD) profiles and 
single/multiunit activity (see General Introduction) was recorded. In line with our 
expectation, we observed a phase shift of neural oscillations in A1 when the assumed 
perception changed from segregation (for large frequency separations between A and B 
tones) to integration (for small frequency separations), thereby shifting the perceptual cycles 
hypothesized to enable stream integration and segregation. Importantly, the same phase 
shift was apparent when comparing moments of identical stimulation but different 
“stimulation history” that might have influenced the monkey’s percept, suggesting that the 
observed phase difference reflects a change in the state of endogenous oscillations. 
Moreover, neural phases were more consistent for assumedly integrated than for 
segregated tone triplets, indicating the presence of one integrated stream in the auditory 
environment rather than two for the segregated percept. These effects were largest in the 
supragranular layers of A1, in line with previous reports of strongest adaption to auditory 
stimulation in those layers (e.g., Lakatos et al., 2008). Thus, our findings support the idea 
that perceptual cycles can be controlled by the auditory system, for stimulus selection and 
potentially for an efficient subsampling of its environment.  
Article: 
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Abstract 
Due to a continuous influx coming from multiple sources, the integration and segregation of 
individual streams is a key feature for the auditory system. It would be thus very beneficial 
to possess a tool that can simultaneously be used to segregate relevant streams, and group 
or parse their elements. Recently, it has been hypothesized that the phase of neural 
oscillation might be highly relevant for this task: Whereas the low excitability phase might 
represent the “parser”, stimuli falling into the high excitability phase might be grouped to 
form a single auditory object and thereby get segregated from the background in the 
auditory scene. We investigated this hypothesis by presenting one monkey with tone triplets 
(ABA paradigm) that can be heard as either a single stream or two segregated streams, 
depending on the frequency separation between A and B tones. The monkey listened 
passively to the tone sequences while neuronal activity was recorded intracortically in 
primary auditory cortex (A1). In line with our expectation, we observed a phase shift of 
neural oscillations when the assumed perception changed from segregation to integration. 
Importantly, the same phase shift was apparent when comparing moments of identical 
stimulation but different “stimulation history” that might have influenced the monkey’s 
percept, suggesting that the observed phase difference reflects a change in the state of 
endogenous oscillations. Our results indicate that neuronal oscillations are used to perform 
multiple simultaneous operations for the meaningful interpretation of the auditory 
environment: segregation, parsing and integration. 
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Introduction 
Auditory events are rarely perceived as individual, isolated elements. Rather, the brain 
continuously groups and parses them, forming different “auditory objects” (Griffiths and 
Warren, 2004; Denham and Winkler, 2014; Nelken et al., 2014) in order to interpret and 
evaluate its environment. The “fate” of the individual auditory element (i.e. to which 
auditory object it is assigned to) depends on various spectrotemporal properties. For 
instance, auditory elements with similar frequency (Bregman and Campbell, 1971; Van 
Noorden, 1975) or similar timing (Elhilali et al., 2009; Shamma et al., 2011) are usually 
combined and assigned to the same auditory object (for a review, see Denham and Winkler, 
2014). The formation of auditory objects is assumed to underlie the segregation and 
integration of auditory streams in the presence of multiple auditory sources, such that 
auditory elements assigned to the same auditory object are integrated to form the 
perception of a single auditory stream, whereas auditory elements assigned to different 
auditory objects are segregated to be perceived as separated auditory streams (e.g., Nelken 
et al., 2014). One popular paradigm to test auditory stream segregation and integration is 
the so-called ABA paradigm (Van Noorden, 1975). Here, a triplet (“ABA”) of tones is 
presented, with different tone frequencies for A and B tones. The presentation rate of B 
tones is half that of A tones, because every second B tone is “omitted” (with respect to a 
regular ABAB presentation scheme). The spectrotemporal properties of A and B tones 
leading to stream segregation and integration have been described extensively in 
psychophysical experiments (for a review, see Moore and Gockel, 2012). For instance, the 
ABA triplet can be perceived as one integrated stream when the tone frequencies for A and 
B tones are similar, and as two segregated streams (one stream of A tones and another 
stream of B tones with half the presentation rate) when the tone frequencies for A and B 
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tones are far apart. However, despite the vast amount of psychophysical literature, the 
neural mechanisms underlying stream segregation and integration remain mostly unclear.  
There is increasing evidence that neural oscillations, reflecting cyclic changes in the 
excitability of neural populations (e.g., Buzsáki and Draguhn, 2004), play an important role 
for the structuring of auditory input. For instance, auditory inputs that coincide with the high 
excitability phase of neuronal ensemble oscillations are amplified whereas stimuli coinciding 
with the low excitability phase are suppressed (e.g., Schroeder and Lakatos, 2009). Based on 
this property, if properly aligned to the input stream via oscillatory entrainment, the 
oscillatory phase might be used by the auditory system to parse its input (e.g., Giraud and 
Poeppel, 2012; Ghitza, 2013): The high excitability part of the oscillatory cycle might act as a 
“window of integration” (e.g., Dehaene, 1993; van Wassenhove, 2009) and stimuli falling 
within one high excitability phase become united to form the percept of one integrated 
item, while items falling within successive high excitability phases  might be perceived as 
being part of the same stream (i.e. integrated). Thus, by examining the relationship of 
neuronal oscillatory phases to the timing of auditory stimuli in the environment, 
theoretically we can devise how the brain is integrating and segregating the available 
auditory inputs.   
We tested this hypothesis by presenting monkeys with the ABA paradigm while neural 
activity was recorded intracortically in A1. We expected a change in the phase of neural 
oscillations in relation to the timing of ABA stimuli when the assumed percept changed from 
segregation to integration (1 vs. 2 and 3 vs. 4 in Figure 1). In two experiments, the 
frequencies of A and B tones were systematically varied such that the assumed percept 
continuously changed from segregation to integration, and vice versa. In these experiments, 
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we were able to confirm our expectations of a neural phase shift associated with a change in 
the assumed percept. These results were confirmed when moments of identical stimulation 
were compared and the monkey’s percept was inferred based on the “stimulation history” (a 
“perceptual bias” by “stimulation history” was verified in human subjects). Our results 
provide important evidence for the neural mechanism of simultaneous stream segregation 
and integration and for an important role of neural oscillations for auditory object 
formation. 
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Figure 1: Predictions in the current study. Sequences of ABA triplets were presented that can either be perceived as two 
segregated steams of A and B tones (1,3) or as a single, integrated stream of triplets (2,4), depending on the frequency 
separation between A and B tones. We hypothesized that a change in neural phase (at a frequency corresponding to the 
presentation rate of B tones and triplets) might underlie a change in percept. We assumed that the high excitability phase 
(shaded red) might be centered on the B tones when A and B streams are perceptually segregated, and that this phase 
might be shifted – now centered on the first A tone – in the case of stream integration. Note that this description is true only 
when the frequency of B tones corresponds to the BF of the recorded site in A1 (1,2) – based on previous results (Lakatos et 
al., 2013; O’Connell et al., 2014) a phase reversal is expected when this frequency changes to a non-BF (3,4). Moreover, as 
stimulus processing is focused on the triplet (presented at fB) in the case of stream integration but can focus on either of the 
two separated streams (presented at fB and fA) in the case of stream segregation, we assumed a high phase consistency at 
fB for the former, and a lower/higher phase consistency at fB/fA for the latter, respectively (shown schematically as bars). 
This assumption was used for “channel picking” (see Materials and Methods). 
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Materials and Methods 
Subjects 
In the present study, we analyzed the electrophysiological data recorded during 10 
penetrations of area A1 of the auditory cortex of one female rhesus macaque weighing 6 kg, 
who had been prepared surgically for chronic awake electrophysiological recordings. 
Recordings in another subject are ongoing. 2 penetrations were excluded due to excessive 
movement or electrical artefacts. Data for Experiment 1 was recorded in 7 of the remaining 
8 penetrations, and data for Experiment 2 was recorded in 7 penetrations (see below for the 
description of the two experiments). Before surgery, the animal was adapted to a custom-
fitted primate chair and to the recording chamber. All procedures were approved in advance 
by the Animal Care and Use Committee of the Nathan Kline Institute. 
Surgery 
Preparation of subjects for chronic awake intracortical recording was performed using 
aseptic techniques, under general anesthesia, as described previously (Schroeder et al., 
1998). The tissue overlying the calvarium was resected and appropriate portions of the 
cranium were removed. The neocortex and overlying dura were left intact. To provide access 
to the brain and to promote an orderly pattern of sampling across the surface of the 
auditory areas, plastic recording chambers (Crist Instrument) were positioned normal to the 
cortical surface of the superior temporal plane for orthogonal penetration of area A1, as 
determined by preimplant MRI. Together with socketed Plexiglas bars (to permit painless 
head restraint), they were secured to the skull with orthopedic screws and embedded in 
dental acrylic. A recovery time of 6 weeks was allowed before we began data collection. 
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Electrophysiology 
During the experiments, the animal sat in a primate chair in a dark, isolated, electrically 
shielded, sound-attenuated chamber with head fixed in position, and was monitored with 
infrared cameras. Neuroelectric activity was obtained using linear array multicontact 
electrodes (23 contacts, 100 um intercontact spacing, Plexon). The multielectrodes were 
inserted acutely through guide tube grid inserts, lowered through the dura into the brain, 
and positioned such that the electrode channels would span all layers of the cortex, which 
was determined by inspecting the laminar response profile to binaural broadband noise 
bursts. Neuroelectric signals were impedance matched with a preamplifier (10X gain, 
bandpass dc 10 kHz) situated on the electrode, and after further amplification (500X) they 
were recorded continuously with a 0.01–8000 Hz bandpass digitized with a sampling rate of 
40 kHz and precision of 16 bits using custom-made software in Labview. The signal was split 
into the local field potential (LFP; 0.1–300 Hz) and multiunit activity (MUA; 300–5000 Hz) 
range by zero phase shift digital filtering. MUA data were also rectified to improve the 
estimation of firing of the local neuronal ensemble (Legatt et al., 1980). One-dimensional 
CSD profiles were calculated from LFP profiles using a three-point formula for the calculation 
of the second spatial derivative of voltage (Freeman and Nicholson, 1975). The advantage of 
CSD profiles is that they are not affected by volume conduction like the LFP, and they also 
provide a more direct index of the location, direction, and density of the net transmembrane 
current flow (Mitzdorf, 1985; Schroeder et al., 1998). At the beginning of each experimental 
session, after refining the electrode position in the neocortex, we established the “best 
frequency” (BF) of the recording site using a “suprathreshold” method (Steinschneider et al., 
1995; Lakatos et al., 2005). The method entails presentation of a stimulus train consisting of 
100 random order occurrences of a broadband noise burst and pure tone stimuli with 
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frequencies ranging from 353.5 Hz to 32 kHz in half-octave steps (duration: 100 ms, r/f time: 
5 ms; inter-stimulus interval, ISI: 624.5 ms). Auditory stimuli for tonotopy and for the 
behavioural task were generated at 100 kHz sampling rate in Labview using a multifunction 
data acquisition device (National Instruments DAQ USB-6259), and presented through SA1 
stereo amplifiers coupled to FF1 free field speakers (Tucker-Davis Technologies). Loudness 
was calibrated using measurements made with an ACO Pacific PS9200/4012 calibrated 
microphone system. 
 
 
Figure 2. Stimulation protocol in Experiment 1 (A) and Experiment 2 (B). The frequencies of A tones (blue) and B tones (red) 
were varied systematically between BF and non-BF of the recorded site, resulting in a continuous change in the assumed 
percept. This change was slower for Experiment 1 (changing from “complete” integration – i.e. A and B tones having the 
same frequency – to “complete” segregation – i.e. either A or B tone at BF and the other at non-BF – within 81 triplets) than 
for Experiment 2 (changing from “complete” integration to “complete” segregation within 15 triplets). The pattern shown in 
A for Experiment 1 was repeated 4 times and that shown in B for Experiment 2 was repeated 15 times. Note that, for each 
pattern, every constellation between A and B tones appears twice, but the two occurrences in each pair differ by their 
“stimulation history” (one preceded by integration, the other by segregation). The phases for pairs at a bistable constellation 
(shown in green or brown in B) could be statistically compared in Experiment 2, since here they occurred numerous (15) 
times each. This gave us the possibility to compare neuronal activity related to physically identical stimuli with potentially 
differing percepts (“biased” by the respective “stimulation history”). C. The “perceptual bias” by “stimulation history” was 
verified in (4) human subjects. Subjects had to indicate perceptual changes in the stimulation protocol shown in B by a 
button press. The time of button press (averaged across subjects; the median across trials was used for within-subject 
analysis in order to take into account the commonly skewed distributions of reaction time) with respect to the bistable 
constellations shown in B are shown, for different “stimulation histories”. Button presses occurred well after the bistable 
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constellations (and significantly later than a common reaction time, shown in red) for both “stimulation histories”, indicating 
that, indeed, perception was biased by “stimulation history”.  
Experimental design 
Neural mechanisms of stream segregation and integration were investigated in two 
experiments using the ABA paradigm (Van Noorden, 1975). In these experiments, the 
frequencies of A and B tones were varied systematically (Figure 2), cycling between BF and a 
non-BF, the latter chosen, for each penetration, as the frequency two octaves above or 
below the BF of the respective recording site. Two octaves were chosen since psychophysical 
experiments show that when the frequency of A and B tones is 2 octaves apart, the percept 
is always segregation of A and B streams (e.g., Deike et al., 2012). Either A or B tones 
gradually changed their frequency, but never both at the same time. Thus, the assumed 
percept gradually changed from integration (when the frequency of A and B tones were 
similar or equal) to segregation (when the frequencies were far apart) and vice versa. The 
speed of this change was the main difference between the two experiments: The tone 
frequencies changed from BF to non-BF (or vice versa) within 81 triplets in Experiment 1 
(Figure 2A), and within 15 triplets in Experiment 2 (Figure 2B). As Figure 2 demonstrates, A 
and B tones changed their frequencies such that each possible constellation of tones 
occurred, with respect to tone frequency and direction of change. The pattern shown in this 
graph (comprising 648 triplets for Experiment 1 and 120 triplets for Experiment 2) was 
repeated 4 times for Experiment 1 (resulting in a total number of 2592 triplets) and the 
respective pattern was repeated 15 times for Experiment 2 (resulting in a total number of 
1800 triplets). For one of the recordings in Experiment 2, only the first 60 (of 120) triplets of 
the pattern was presented, but 25 times (resulting in a total number of 1500 triplets). 
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For all experiments, tones had a duration of 25 ms (including 5 ms rise/fall time). All stimuli 
were presented at 40 dB SPL. An ISI of 121 ms between tone onsets was used (similar to 
Micheyl et al., 2005), resulting in a presentation rate of A tones of 4.13 Hz (“fA”) and in a 
presentation rate of B tones of 2.07 Hz (“fB”).  
Data analyses 
Several predictions can be made based on previous findings on “the rules of entrainment” 
and our main hypothesis, and all of them are summarized in Figure 1. As explained above, all 
of them are centered on the idea that the neural phase should co-vary with the assumed 
percept and therefore behave differently when the latter changes from stream segregation 
to stream integration or vice versa. We expected this change in phase to be maximal at fB, as 
it reflects both the presentation rate of B tones and that of the ABA triplet. We furthermore 
expected – in the case of B tones having a frequency that corresponds to the BF of the 
recording site – the neural high excitability phase to be centered on B tones in the case of 
stream segregation (1 in Figure 1), and to be centered on the beginning of the triplet (i.e. on 
the first A tone) in the case of stream integration (2 in Figure). A reversal of phase was 
expected in the case of B tones having a frequency that corresponds to the non-BF of the 
recording site (3 and 4 in Figure 1; O’Connell et al., 2011). When phase differences between 
trials of stream segregation and integration are mentioned in the following, we always mean 
the circular difference “integration minus segregation related phases”. 
As a first step, A or B tones were labeled “BF” if their frequency was BF ± 6 semitones of the 
recording site or “non-BF” if it was non-BF ± 6 semitones. Based on the results of previous 
psychophysical experiments in humans (e.g., Deike et al., 2012; Moore and Gockel, 2012), 
the percept “segregated” was assumed if A tones were BF and B tones were non-BF, or vice 
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versa (1 and 3 in Figure 1). The percept “integrated” was assumed if A and B tones were 
either both BF or both non-BF (2 and 4 in Figure 1). Note that for both percepts, two possible 
constellations of A and B tones exist (the constellation number in the following corresponds 
to the respective number in Figure 1): For segregation, A tones could be non-BF and B tones 
BF (constellation 1), or A tones could be BF and B tones non-BF (constellation 3). For 
integration, both A and B tones could be BF (constellation 2), or both could be non-BF 
(constellation 4). Thus, two possibilities exist to compare trials of segregation and 
integration: 1 vs. 4 and 3 vs. 2, but also 1 vs. 2 and 3 vs. 4. Note that for these comparisons, 
one tone (A or B) is always fixed to BF or non-BF, respectively, and the other is BF for stream 
segregation but non-BF for stream integration (or vice versa). For the first possibility (1 vs. 4 
and 3 vs. 2), A tones are fixed to BF or non-BF, respectively, and B tones are either BF or non-
BF, depending on the assumed percept. However, this comparison can be contaminated, as 
the change of B tones from BF to non-BF (for a given comparison) can affect the phase at fB, 
as the latter reflects both the presentation rate of B tones (resulting in rhythmic evoked 
potentials at a rate of fB only if B is BF) and that of the ABA triplet. This is not the case for the 
second possibility (1 vs. 2 and 3 vs. 4): The presentation rate of A tones (fA) is not equal to 
the rate of triplets, making a contamination less likely. We therefore chose the second 
possibility for our comparison of stream segregation and integration (i.e. 1 vs. 2 and 3 vs. 4 in 
Figure 1) and focused the analysis on neural phases at the onset of B tones. In order to 
estimate oscillatory phases, data were downsampled to 500 Hz and instantaneous phase in 
single trials was extracted by wavelet decomposition (Morlet wavelet of order 6). In order to 
minimize an artificial bias of phase estimation (Zoefel and Heil, 2013), a linear interpolation 
was applied to the single trials before wavelet analysis in the 0–100 ms time interval (with 
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respect to B tone onset) which in the case of most BF tones contained evoked-type 
activation (Lakatos et al., 2013).  
All analyses were done separately for supragranular, granular, and infragranular layers. For 
each layer, one channel was chosen based on two different criteria: First, we used the 
laminar profile in response to the BF as obtained in the “suprathreshold method” which 
normally results in clear sinks and sources that can readily be assigned to the different layers 
(e.g., Lakatos et al., 2013). Second, we based channel selection on the following idea: We 
expected neural phases at fB to be more stable for stream integration than for segregation. 
This is because, in the case of integration, the oscillatory cycle is assumed to consistently and 
invariably group the ABA triplet, whereas, in the case of segregation, the attentional focus 
has to be divided between two streams (A stream and B stream), resulting in oscillations that 
sometimes track one stream (at fB) or the other (at fA) – and inevitably in phases that are 
more variable and less consistent. Based on Lachaux et al. (1999; their PLV), this phase 
consistency can be quantified as the inter-trial coherence (ITC), ranging between 0 (no phase 
consistency across trials) and 1 (perfect phase consistency across trials), and calculated as 
follows: 
𝐼𝑇𝐶(𝑡, 𝑓) = |
1
𝑁
∑ 𝑒𝑖(𝜑𝑛(𝑡,𝑓))
𝑁
𝑛=1
| 
where 𝜑𝑛(𝑡, 𝑓) is the phase of trial n at time t and frequency f, and N is the number trials. 
We expected the ITC at fB to be larger for integrated trials than for segregated trials. Thus, 
we calculated an “ITC profile” pr for each recording as follows 
𝑝𝑟 (𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑛) = 𝐼𝑇𝐶(𝑡, 𝑓, 𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑛, 𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛) − 𝐼𝑇𝐶(𝑡, 𝑓, 𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑛, 𝑠𝑒𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑔𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛) 
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where t and f are set to the onset of B tones and to fB, respectively. We then assigned those 
channels to the three layers (supragranular, granular, infragranular) that showed a peak in 
this profile.  
We focused on fB for our procedure of “channel picking”, in order to keep it as simple as 
possible. Logically, though, we also expected the ITC at fA to be larger for segregated trials 
than for integrated trials, as only in the case of stream segregation, A tones are perceived as 
an independent stream (otherwise they are fused into an integrated stream at half the 
frequency). Therefore, it is possible to characterize the response of the chosen channels as 
the ratio between the ITC at fB and the ITC at fA. As shown in Figure 3, this ratio is higher for 
integrated than for segregated trials (significant for supragranular layer, t(26) = 2.62, p = 
0.015, and for infragranular layer, t(26) = 2.80, p = 0.010, but not for granular layer, t(26) = 
2.03, p = 0.053; Student’s t-Test). This might indicate that neural oscillations followed the 
ABA triplet in a more consistent manner when stream integration occurred (as phase 
consistency was higher at the frequency of the triplets than at the frequency of the A tones) 
than when the two streams were assumed to be perceptually segregated (for integrated 
trials, the ratio between ITC at fB and ITC at fA is significantly larger than 1 for supragranular 
layer, t(13) = 2.62, p = 0.021 and for granular, t(13) = 2.34, p = 0.036, but not for 
infragranular layer, t(13) = 1.97, p = 0.070; Student’s t-Test). In the case of stream 
segregation, the ITC ratio shifted towards a more counterbalanced relation between ITC at 
fB and ITC at fA, indicating a balanced tracking of the two simultaneous streams (for 
segregated trials, the ratio between ITC at fB and ITC at fA is not significantly different from 
1 for supragranular layer, t(13) = -0.59, p = 0.563 and for granular, t(13) = 0.13, p = 0.900, 
and even significantly smaller than 1 for infragranular layer, t(13) = -2.22, p = 0.045; 
Student’s t-Test. However, we note that this neural behavior – at least partly – depends on 
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our method of “channel picking”: We therefore can only describe it, but not treat it as an 
actual result. 
 
Figure 3. Ratio of phase consistency (measured as inter-trial coherence, ITC) at fB and fA for the different layers in A1, 
averaged across recordings (pooled across experiments; thus, there are 14 recordings).For all layers, this ratio is higher for 
an assumed stream integration than for stream segregation, indicating that the neural phase mainly followed the ABA 
triplet in the case of stream integration and was divided between two separated streams (one presented at fB, the other at 
fA) in the case of stream segregation. Standard error of the mean across recordings is shown as error bars. 
Note that this difference in ITC (ratio) is independent from the question whether the phases 
for segregation and integration differ. We tested this hypothesis as follows: For each 
recording, CSDs, downsampled to 125 Hz and epoched in windows of -250 ms to +250 ms 
around B onset, were sorted into four “categories” (segregation/BF, integration/BF, 
segregation/non-BF, integration/non-BF; Figure 1) and averaged across trials within each 
category. Example average signals for each category from a supragranular channel in one 
recording are shown in Figure 5A. A sine wave with frequency fB was fitted to each average 
(i.e. to the signals shown in Figure 5A, and the corresponding signals for other recordings) 
and its phase was extracted for each category and recording. We expected a difference in 
fitted phase for segregation vs. integration. In order to test for significance of this phase 
difference, we developed an analysis based on the following logic: Assuming different 
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phases for integration and segregation trials, phases should be more coherent for both 
segregation and integration trials separately than phases across all trials.  
 
Figure 4. A. When two phase distributions with different circular mean are shuffled, the ITC of that shuffled distribution 
(dashed black line) is lower than the ITC calculated separately for the two distributions (red and blue lines). This 
mathematical fact underlies our analysis, in which the ITC, calculated separately for stream segregation and integration, is 
compared with a surrogate distribution in which trials of stream segregation and integration were shuffled. In our 
simulation for A, even small phase differences between the distributions result in high p-values (continuous black line). An 
example plot for significance values found in the “real” data is shown in C. Note that the significance “blobs” seem to be 
spatially and spectrally specific, as (1) they seem to correspond to the different layers in A1 (their profile shown in B), and (2) 
they are only visible for frequencies involved in the paradigm: fB and fA. 
In other words, under the hypothesis of a phase difference between segregation and 
integration at time point t and frequency f,  
𝐼𝑇𝐶𝑠𝑒𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑔𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛(𝑡,𝑓) + 𝐼𝑇𝐶𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛(𝑡,𝑓)
2
>  
𝐼𝑇𝐶𝑎𝑙𝑙1(𝑡,𝑓) + 𝐼𝑇𝐶𝑎𝑙𝑙2(𝑡,𝑓)
2
 
whereas the null hypothesis predicts    
𝐼𝑇𝐶𝑠𝑒𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑔𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛(𝑡,𝑓) + 𝐼𝑇𝐶𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛(𝑡,𝑓)
2
=  
𝐼𝑇𝐶𝑎𝑙𝑙1(𝑡,𝑓) + 𝐼𝑇𝐶𝑎𝑙𝑙2(𝑡,𝑓)
2
 
where 𝐼𝑇𝐶𝑎𝑙𝑙1and 𝐼𝑇𝐶𝑎𝑙𝑙2 reflect the ITC across the first and second half of all trials, 
respectively, but independently of the assumed percept. The split into two halves of trials 
assures that both sides of the equations above consist of the same number of trials. Our 
notion was underlined by simulations, as illustrated in Figure 4A: Here, several pairs of phase 
distributions were constructed, with a certain (circular) mean phase difference between 
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each pair. When the ITC was calculated for each phase distribution separately, the ITC was 
~0.45 (blue and red lines in Figure 4A), of course irrespectively of the phase difference 
between the pairs. However, when the phases of each pair were shuffled and the ITC was re-
calculated, the ITC of this shuffled distribution was well below 0.45 (black dashed line), even 
for very small phase differences between the two distributions. For our analysis, we thus 
calculated the ITC, separately for segregation and integration, and compared the average 
with a surrogate distribution (reflecting 𝐼𝑇𝐶𝑎𝑙𝑙), obtained by a permutation procedure. Here, 
data for segregation and integration were shuffled and split into two halves (𝐼𝑇𝐶𝑎𝑙𝑙1and 
𝐼𝑇𝐶𝑎𝑙𝑙2) before re-calculating the average ITC across the two halves. This procedure was 
repeated 1,000,000 times. Thus, it was possible to obtain a range of ITC values under the null 
hypothesis of no phase difference between segregation and integration.  P-values were 
obtained for the recorded data by comparing “real” ITC values (averaged across recordings 
and BF/nonBF categories) with the surrogate distributions (averaged likewise). For our 
simulation in Figure 4A, those p-values are shown as a continuous black line, showing that, 
even for very small phase differences, significant p-values are obtained and confirming the 
validity of this analysis. For the actual analysis, p-values were corrected for multiple 
comparisons using FDR (Benjamini and Hochberg, 1995). An example plot of the outcome, 
for one representative recording is shown in Figure 4C. Several “blobs” of significance are 
visible – importantly, these “blobs” are spatially and spectrally specific, as (1) they seem to 
correspond to the different layers in A1, as shown in Figure 4B, and (2) effects are found for 
fB and fA, with no significant effects at other frequencies. 
For all analyses described so far, the frequency of stimuli (i.e. the frequencies of A and B 
tones) differed between the assumed percepts (i.e. stream segregation and integration), 
making them difficult to compare. We provided a solution for this in Experiment 2: As visible 
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in Figure 2, in our stimulation protocol, every constellation between A and B tones appeared 
twice, but the two occurrences in each pair differ by their “stimulation history”: One 
occurrence is preceded by an assumed percept of segregation, the other by a percept of 
integration. As the change from stream segregation to integration (and vice versa) was 
relatively rapid in Experiment 2, we assumed that, at bistable constellations (two pairs of 
which are present in our protocol, shown in green or brown in Figure 2B), the percept might 
be influenced by this “history”. Thus, this experimental protocol had the advantage of 
potentially differing percepts (“biased” by the respective “stimulation history”) despite 
identical stimulation. To test this, we compared neural phases at these pairs of bistable 
constellations (± 3 trials, in order to increase the number of trials), expecting different 
phases for the two occurrences in each pair, depending on the “stimulation history”. For 
each pair and each of the two occurrences, the circular mean across repetitions and trials 
was calculated: As phases were extracted at the respective bistable constellation ± 3 trials 
and there were 15 repetitions per recording, this means that, for each occurrence, the 
circular mean was determined across 7*15=105 phases. For each of the two pairs, the 
circular difference between the two mean phases (for each pair, there is one mean phase for 
“stimulation history” segregation, and one mean phase for “stimulation history” integration) 
was calculated and pooled across pairs and recordings. Significance of these phase 
differences was calculated by means of a permutation test as explained above. For one of 
the seven recordings in Experiment 2, this analysis could not be performed, as the pattern 
shown in Figure 2B was shortened to 60 (instead of 120) triplets. 
All analyses were performed in MATLAB, using the toolbox for circular statistics (Berens, 
2009) where appropriate. 
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Results 
We designed experiments in order to test neural mechanisms underlying auditory stream 
segregation and integration. One monkey was presented with triplets of tones (“ABA”) that 
can either be perceived as two separated streams (A stream and B stream) or as a single 
stream of triplets. We hypothesized that the neural phase at a frequency corresponding to 
the presentation rate of both ABA triplets and B tones (fB) reflects this percept. We further 
assumed that the high excitability part of neural oscillations is centered on the B tone in the 
case of segregated streams (if the frequency of B tones corresponds to the “best frequency”, 
BF, of the recording site; 1 in Figure 1). We expected a phase shift in the case of integrated 
streams, such that the high excitability part is centered on the beginning of the triplet (i.e. 
on the first A tone; 2 in Figure 1). Moreover, based on previous research (e.g., O’Connell et 
al., 2011), we expected a reversal of phase for both segregated and integrated percepts 
when oscillations are recorded in regions of A1 tuned to frequencies not corresponding to 
the frequency of B tones (non-BF; 1 and 2 vs. 3 and 4 in Figure 1). Thus, our experimental 
protocol resulted in four trial “categories”: segregation/BF, segregation/non-BF, 
integration/BF, integration/non-BF (see Materials and Methods and Figure 1). Our 
expectations were tested in two experiments, where the frequencies of A and B tones were 
systematically varied such that the monkey’s percept could be biased based on the 
frequency separation between A and B tones. Note that in these experiments, the exact 
stimulation (i.e. the frequencies of A and B tones) might differ between percepts (i.e. 
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segregation and integration). Thus, we additionally compared phases extracted under 
identical stimulation but with differing “stimulation history”. In short, our results suggest 
that, in all experiments and even in the case of invariant stimulation, the phase of neural 
oscillations reflects whether two simultaneous auditory input streams are perceived as two 
segregated or one integrated stream(s). 
 
Figure 5. A change in the assumed percept goes along with a change in neural phase. A. CSD signals, averaged across trials 
within each category for a supragranular channel in a single recording. For each category, an oscillation is apparent whose 
frequency corresponds to fB (~2 Hz). This oscillation exhibits a phase difference when the assumed percept changes 
(compare the two black and the two gray lines). Time 0 corresponds to the onset of B tones. B. Circular phase differences of 
sine waves (frequency fB) fitted to the signals shown in A (divided into seven bins and depicted as the percentage of phase 
differences falling into the respective bin), pooled across experiments, recordings and BF/non-BF categories. For all three 
layers, a phase shift is visible that approximates 
𝜋
2
. 
Percept related changes in the phase of neural entrainment 
We found that a change in the assumed percept from stream segregation to stream 
integration resulted in a change in phase consistency, with a larger ratio between the ITC at 
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fB and that at fA for an integrated than a segregated percept (Figure 3). This result partly 
was due to our method of “channel picking” (see Materials and Methods). However, it does 
not allow to draw any conclusions about the exact neural phases underlying this change in 
percept: It might be that, although phase consistency is affected, the phases themselves do 
not differ between stream segregation and integration (as hypothesized in Figure 1). For 
each recording, we therefore fitted sine waves at fB to the averaged CSD signals for each 
trial category (see Materials and Methods) and compared the fitted phases across percepts. 
As an example, the averaged CSD signals from the supragranular layer in one recording are 
shown in Figure 5A. Importantly, a phase shift can be seen for each pair of signals 
corresponding to a change in percept (segregation/BF vs. integration/BF, and 
segregation/non-BF vs. integration/non-BF). Results are shown in Figure 5B when circular 
phase differences (at the onset of B tones) are pooled across recordings, across experiments, 
and across BF/non-BF categories. Although the effect is rather weak, the phase difference 
for segregation vs. integration that was already observed in Figure 5A is visible now as a 
phase shift that seems to approximate 
𝜋
2
, with stream segregation lagging behind stream 
integration. Interestingly, this phase shift would correspond to the interval between A and B 
tones in the ABA triplet. Assuming the oscillatory high excitability phase to be centered on 
the B tone for stream segregation, in contrast to our expectation (2 in Figure 1), this result 
would indicate that it is centered on the second A tone (i.e. on the triplet offset) when the 
stimulus is perceived as a single stream of ABA triplets. 
 
Figure 6. P-values (color-coded), as obtained by a permutation procedure, for the neural phase differences between stream 
segregation and integration shown in Figure 5 (corresponding to fB) and at other neural frequencies. Significant phase 
differences at fB and fA are obtained for all layers (but for no other frequencies). Note that only three channels (one for each 
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layer) are shown; data between channels are interpolated. The FDR-corrected significance threshold is marked in red on the 
colorbar. 
 
In order to test the significance of this effect, we designed a permutation test (see Material 
and Methods and Figure 4). Results of this test (averaged across experiments and across 
BF/non-BF categories) are shown in Figure 6 for the different layers of A1. As it can be seen, 
for all layers, phases at fB significantly differ between percepts. Note that a significant phase 
difference is also found for fA. However, we refrain from interpreting this difference as a 
functional role for oscillations at fA during stream integration is difficult to assign and 
contamination by evoked potentials cannot be ruled out. Importantly, we do not find an 
effect for any other frequency but fB and fA, indicating that our observed effect is specific 
for frequencies involved in our stimulation protocol.     
Although in evidence for the single recording shown in Figure 5A, in contrary to our 
expectation (1 and 2 vs. 3 and 4 in Figure 1), we did not observe any significant phase 
difference (e.g., a reversal in phase) between oscillatory signals for BF vs. non-BF stimuli 
when pooled across experiments and recordings (data not shown). This finding is in contrast 
to previous studies (O’Connell et al., 2011; Lakatos et al., 2013) and merits further 
investigation in future experiments. 
Taken together, our results indicate an important role of the phase of neural oscillations for 
stream segregation and integration and ultimately, for the formation of auditory objects. 
However, in the analyses described thus far, the actual stimulation (i.e. the frequencies of A 
and B tones) differed between the assumed percepts (i.e. stream segregation and 
integration), making them challenging to compare due to possibly differing bias related to 
evoked event related components. Thus, we designed an additional analysis of data 
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recorded in Experiment 2, where phases observed under identical stimulation but potentially 
differing percept were compared.  
Stimulation history related neural phase shift  
In the course of the experimental protocol applied in Experiment 2, certain supposed 
bistable constellations of A and B tones were present: For each recording, there were two 
pairs of bistability (green and brown patches in Figure 2B). Importantly, for each pair, one 
occurrence of bistability was directly preceded by stream segregation, whereas the other 
was preceded by stream integration (compare the “stimulation history” of the patches with 
identical color in Figure 2B). As the experimental protocol in Experiment 2 changed very 
rapidly from segregation to integration and vice versa, it might thus be that the “history” of 
stimulation affects perception at the time of bistability: towards the percept of the 
preceding trials. We verified this hypothesis in a psychophysical experiment on human 
subjects (N = 4) in which the experimental protocol of Experiment 2 (Figure 2B) was 
presented. We asked subjects to press a button immediately after their percept switched 
from stream segregation to integration, or vice versa. Indeed, we found that perception was 
biased by preceding trials: For both “stimulation histories”, the indicated perceptual change 
occurred significantly later than 500 ms after the bistable constellations (history segregation: 
t(3) = 9.63, p = 0.002; history integration: t(3) = 5.26, p = 0.013). The “threshold” of 500 ms 
was chosen conservatively, because it is a commonly observed reaction time in response to 
near-threshold sounds that are, by definition and in contrast to stimuli applied here, difficult 
to detect (Zoefel and Heil, 2013). Thus, our finding indicates that, at the bistable 
constellations shown in Figure 2B (shaded patches), the percept at each pair of identical 
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stimulation is indeed biased towards the percept evoked by the preceding stimulation (at 
least in human subjects). 
Thus, for each pair and recording in our monkey experiment, we compared the circular 
mean phase at fB across trials where the preceding trials were characterized by stream 
segregation with those with a “history” of stream integration (note that, for each pair, there 
are 105 trials per “stimulation history”; see Materials and Methods). Those phase 
differences, pooled across pairs and recordings, are shown in Figure 7A: Again, a phase 
difference of ~
𝜋
2
 is visible, reflecting a phase shift corresponding to the interval between A 
and B tones in the ABA triplet. P-values of this phase shift were determined in a permutation 
procedure similar to the one above (Figure 6), for all three layers and for phases at several 
neural frequencies. Results of this test are shown in Figure 7B: Importantly, the observed 
phase shift shown in Figure 7A (at fB) is significant for all layers – and this effect is frequency-
specific, in that significance is only obtained for neural frequencies corresponding to our 
rhythm of stimulation (i.e. fB and fA; the effect at frequencies higher than fA is probably due 
to frequency smearing). Thus, under invariant stimulation, differences in “stimulation 
history”, assumed to reflect differences in the monkey’s percept, go along with a significant 
shift in the phase of neural oscillations. Due to the identical stimulation at the time of phase 
extraction, the observed phase difference must reflect an endogenous phase shift of neural 
oscillations, with the oscillatory cycle either segregating the triplet into two separate 
auditory streams (1 and 3 in Figure 1), or grouping the ABA triplet into an integrated 
auditory object (2 and 4 in Figure 1).  
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Figure 7. Circular phase differences and corresponding MUA responses between trials with different “stimulation history”. A. 
Phases at fB were extracted from bistable ABA constellations in Experiment 2. These constellations had identical stimulation 
but were preceded either by stream segregation or stream integration (colored patches in Figure 2B). The circular phase 
differences between trials of different “stimulation history” is shown, pooled across pairs of identical stimulation (green and 
brown in Figure 2B) and across recordings. Phase differences are divided into seven bins and depicted as the percentage of 
phase differences falling into the respective bin. B. P-values (color-coded), obtained by a permutation test, for the phase 
shift shown in A (corresponding to fB) and at other neural frequencies. Significant phase differences at fB and fA are 
obtained for all layers (but for no other frequencies; the significant effect at frequencies higher than fA is probably due to 
frequency smearing). Note that only three channels (one for each layer) are shown; data between channels are interpolated. 
The FDR-corrected significance threshold is marked in red on the colorbar.  
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Discussion 
Already more than 80 years ago, it has been recognized that the phase of neural oscillations 
reflects rhythmic changes in neural excitability (Bishop, 1932). This property makes the 
neural phase an ideal candidate for the parsing of an input stream: The oscillation’s high 
excitability phase might represent the “focus” of input processing within each oscillatory 
cycle, whereas the low excitability phase might represent the “parser” between different 
cycles.  
In the auditory world, the brain continuously has to group individual auditory elements and 
segregate the streams these form. Single auditory elements that are segregated, based on 
their spectrotemporal properties, are assigned to different auditory objects; auditory 
elements that are grouped are perceived as one auditory object (e.g., Nelken et al., 2014). It 
seems to be a logical assumption that the phase of neural oscillations might play an 
important role for the segregation and integration of auditory streams. It is all the more 
surprising that – although the formation of auditory objects are characterized thoroughly on 
a psychophysical basis (Bregman, 1994; Griffiths and Warren, 2004; Rose and Moore, 2005; 
Moore and Gockel, 2012) – the underlying neural mechanisms are poorly understood and 
only a few studies have built the link between the segregation and integration of auditory 
streams and the phase of neural oscillations.  
The “cocktail party effect”, describing a multi-speaker scenario in which auditory streams of 
single speakers have to be segregated from others (Cherry, 1953), is an example for the 
importance of stream integration and segregation in the auditory environment. Whereas A 
and B streams can be considered the two “auditory objects” in our study, the stream of each 
individual speaker fulfills all criteria of an auditory object in the case of the “cocktail party” 
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(Simon, 2015). Indeed, for human subjects, it has been found recently that the phase of 
neural oscillations “tracks” the speech envelope of several speakers in this scenario (Ding 
and Simon, 2012a; Zion Golumbic et al., 2013). When the intensity of one of the speakers is 
changed, only the neural representation of that speaker (but not those of others) is 
enhanced, indicating that the neural phase can encode independent auditory objects (Ding 
and Simon, 2012b; Simon, 2015). Moreover, the “tracking” of the stream in the attentional 
focus is enhanced (Ding and Simon, 2012a; Zion Golumbic et al., 2013). Similar effects have 
been described for non-human primates: In the presence of both an auditory and a visual 
stream, the high excitability phase of these oscillations is aligned with the attended stream 
(Lakatos et al., 2008). These results underline an important role for neural oscillations for 
stream integration and segregation, and for their phase as a tool for input amplification and 
attentional selection (Schroeder and Lakatos, 2009). Ghitza (2011, 2013) and several other 
authors (Giraud and Poeppel, 2012; Jensen et al., 2012; Peelle and Davis, 2012; Zion 
Golumbic et al., 2012) have discussed the role of neural oscillations as a “parsing rhythm” 
and their considerations have been underlined with psychophysical findings (e.g., Ghitza and 
Greenberg, 2009; Ghitza, 2012, 2014). Moreover, the existence of a “window of integration” 
on a perceptual level has often been speculated (for a review, see van Wassenhove, 2009). 
In our study, results provide compelling evidence that one reflection of this “window of 
integration” is the phase of neural oscillations and that it can be shifted based on the length 
of the to be integrated auditory information: This was possible, as the applied “ABA” rhythm 
can be perceived as being part of the same stream, and does so when hypothetically falling 
into the oscillatory “window of integration. Indeed, we were able to show that an assumed 
change from stream segregation to stream integration (or vice versa) goes along with a 
change in neural phase that corresponds to the interval between A and B tones in the ABA 
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stimulation. The latter finding is well in line with the notion that the high excitability phase is 
centered on the individual (B) tone in the case of stream segregation (1 in Figure 1) but 
otherwise groups the triplet into a single stream (2 in Figure 1). Our findings are in line with 
results from previous studies: In Kösem et al. (2014), subjects were presented with visual 
and auditory events with certain delays between them. It was found that the phase of neural 
oscillations (measured with magnetoencephalogram, MEG) at the end of an experimental 
block with a certain audiovisual asynchrony is shifted when compared to the beginning of 
the block, and that this phase shift is correlated with the perceived audiovisual simultaneity 
as tested after the respective block. Although perception and phase shift have not been 
tested in the same trials and the link between them is therefore relatively indirect, this result 
is further evidence for the neural phase being related to the integration of (in this case: 
auditory and visual) information. Although we concentrated on the auditory system in this 
study, a similar idea – linking the phase of neural oscillations and feature integration – has 
been formulated recently for vision (Wutz and Melcher, 2014). It has been argued that visual 
information is processed over time, and that features belonging to one visual object are 
processed within one cycle of the alpha band (~7-13 Hz). Indeed, the successful separation 
of visual targets (separated by less than one alpha cycle) has been associated with a stronger 
phase-reset of alpha oscillations than for unsuccessful trials, indicating an important role of 
the oscillatory phase for temporal integration and segregation also for the visual domain 
(Wutz et al., 2014).  
Although the effect was rather weak and more experiments are necessary to substantiate 
our findings,  our results seem to indicate that the phase difference of neural oscillations 
between trials of stream segregation and integration corresponds to about one tone of the 
ABA triplet, and that during segregation, oscillations consistently lag behind those during 
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integration. Assuming that the high excitability phase of those oscillations is centered on B 
tones during segregation (1 in Figure 1), this would mean that it is centered on the second A 
tone during integration. We can only speculate why this is the case. First, it is important to 
note that, although we chose the oscillation for our analysis whose frequency corresponds 
to the presentation rate of ABA triplets (and B tones), the high excitability part of this 
oscillation might be too short to include the complete triplet. Therefore, the high excitability 
part might be centered on the most informative part of the triplet instead. Both the onset 
and offset of the triplet might be informative, as they are preceded and followed by a longer 
silence, respectively, and therefore signal a change in the input stream. Humans tend to 
automatically group sounds and accentuate one (or more) beat within the group (resulting in 
meter; Essens and Povel, 1985); this meter can even be seen in electrophysiological data 
(Nozaradan et al., 2012). Which beat is accentuated seems to depend on experience (Iversen 
et al., 2008), indicating that it is not necessarily the first beat of the group that is considered 
most important (and on which the high excitability phase would be centered). Indeed, when 
three physically identical tones are presented in a row, the first and the third tone are 
perceived as most important (Povel and Okkerman, 1981). Although monkeys seem to be 
able to perceive and follow rhythms in principle (Merchant et al., 2015), first results suggest 
that they do not perceive meter as humans do (Honing et al., 2012; Fitch, 2013). However, 
this result does not have to mean that they do not prioritize parts of the ABA triplet when it 
is grouped into a single stream. Clearly, research is in its infancy here and more work is 
needed to characterize rhythmic processing and grouping in animals. Finally, although the 
relation between the phase of neural oscillations and neuronal excitability is well established 
(e.g., Buzsáki and Draguhn, 2004), the detailed characteristics, linking oscillatory phase and 
neuronal activity, are currently relatively unclear: Therefore, it might well be that the phase 
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of lowest excitability (i.e. the hyperpolarizing phase) happens directly after the most ideal 
high excitability phase of ongoing oscillations. Thus, if an oscillation’s high excitability phase 
has to encompass the whole auditory triplet, the most ideal phase would be shifted to the 
end of the triplet, in order to avoid a coincidence between low excitability phase and triplet. 
Of course, in this study, we did not measure the monkey’s percept, as it would have been 
possible in the case of human subjects. However, evidence based on earlier research 
suggests that mechanisms of stream segregation for non-human primates operate in a very 
similar way as for humans, as laid out, for instance, by Fishman et al. (2001). Nevertheless, 
the availability of psychophysical data for non-human primates would be an important goal 
for future studies. Moreover, it would be interesting to see whether the results (i.e. the 
phase shift) observed here are directly transferable to (EEG/MEG) data recorded superficially 
in human subjects, in which subjects are actually able to report their percept. 
Independent of the role of neural oscillations, potential neural mechanisms of stream 
segregation and integration have been postulated before (reviewed, e.g., in Denham and 
Winkler, 2014). Bistable constellations of the ABA paradigm have played an important role: 
Researchers were interested in neural mechanisms that determine whether the perceived 
rhythm switches from segregation to integration or vice versa. Here, neural adaptation 
seems to be a hypothesis favored by the multitude of studies. For instance, using single-cell 
recordings in monkey A1, Micheyl et al. (2005) were able to show a general decrease in 
neural response magnitude within the temporal course of the experiment. Building on 
human psychophysical results, showing a tendency to report stream segregation after a 
sufficient exposure of the (bistable) ABA paradigm (Bregman, 1978; but see Deike et al., 
2012), the authors suggest that a “one stream” percept is mainly evoked when the response 
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to both A and B tones exceeds a certain threshold; due to neural adaptation, after a certain 
presentation time, this threshold is not reached anymore, explaining the tendency to hear 
two segregated streams. Data reported by several studies suggest that forward suppression 
(in the sense of the A tone suppressing the response to the B tone) is an associated 
mechanism: For instance, Fishman et al. (2001) found that, using ABAB sequences, 
responses to B tones in monkey A1 were suppressed when the presentation rate increased, 
the latter associated with a tendency to hear stream segregation (Van Noorden, 1975). 
Similar results were obtained by Bee and Klump (2004) in the starling’s forebrain. These 
effects can also be observed in humans: Somewhat surprisingly, when subjects reported 
stream segregation, Gutschalk et al. (2007) found an increased activity in auditory cortex, 
using fMRI, and Snyder et al. (2006) found an increased P1 component in response to B 
tones, using MEG. Our results extend the findings described in this paragraph by suggesting 
that an additional mechanism – besides neural adaptation and forward suppression – might 
underlie stream integration and segregation. The important link is the finding that the neural 
phase is associated with a change in neuronal activity (Jacobs et al., 2007; Whittingstall and 
Logothetis, 2009). Thus, the pattern of neural responses to A and B tones, as an important 
factor that influences the way that simultaneous auditory streams are processed or 
perceived (as suggested by the studies described above), can easily be changed by the brain 
by shifting the phase of neural oscillations, as demonstrated in the present study. Again, 
human data would be interesting at this point: If a modulation of the oscillatory phase, e.g. 
by transcranial alternating current stimulation (tACS; Herrmann et al., 2013), would 
influence the reported percept, e.g. during a bistable ABA paradigm, this would indicate a 
causal role of entrained brain oscillations for stream segregation and integration.  
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To conclude, we were able to demonstrate that the phase of neural oscillations exhibits a 
shift when the assumed percept in a simple auditory scene changes from stream segregation 
to integration. This finding supports previous, and mostly theoretical, considerations about 
the neural phase integrating auditory input into auditory streams and reveals an important 
role of neural oscillations for the formation of auditory objects.   
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CHAPTER 4: SELECTIVE PERCEPTUAL PHASE 
ENTRAINMENT TO SPEECH RHYTHM IN THE ABSENCE 
OF SPECTRAL ENERGY FLUCTUATIONS 
In the previous chapter, we have seen that perceptual cycles can “decide” on the “fate” of 
auditory input: Whether they are grouped or not depends on the underlying oscillatory 
phase. However, this chapter did not answer the question yet whether these cycles are able 
to adapt (entrain) to rhythmic input. As explained in previous chapters, the entrainment of 
the phase of neural oscillations might be of particular importance for the auditory system: 
The alignment of “snapshots” with relevant events can avoid harmful effects of temporal 
subsampling.  
Arguably the most salient rhythmic stimulus in the auditory environment is speech sound. 
Indeed, phase entrainment of neural oscillations to speech sound has been demonstrated 
repeatedly (e.g., Luo and Poeppel, 2007; Giraud and Poeppel, 2012; Peelle et al., 2013). 
However, speech sound consists of large fluctuations in amplitude and spectral content: 
Neural oscillations might merely “follow” these fluctuations, as moments of high amplitude 
in speech sound evoke an strong neural response, moments of low amplitude in speech 
sound evoke a weak neural response, and moments of high and low amplitude alternate 
regularly. Thus, by presenting everyday speech sound, we cannot answer the questions that 
appears so often in this thesis: Can neural oscillations actively align their phase with relevant 
moments? Can they select the input their “snapshot” is centered on? The answer to these 
questions has critical implications for the feasibility of perceptual cycles in the auditory 
system and the following four chapters are dedicated to their answers. In the following 
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article, the construction of speech/noise stimuli is presented. They were constructed in a 
way that rules out the mere “following” of fluctuations in amplitude or spectral content of 
speech – but does not disrupt the possibility to adjust to the high-level information of 
speech sound that usually co-varies with these fluctuations. To do so, original speech 
snippets were mixed with complementary noises, designed to counterbalance changes in 
spectral content: When the spectral content of the original speech was already rich, that of 
the added noise was poor and, consequently, the perception of speech predominated that 
of noise – and vice versa. In contrast to an adaption to fluctuations of sound amplitude or 
spectral content, which could happen on a sensory level, the ability of the brain to “track” 
changes in phonetic (high-level) information in our stimuli would indicate a process on a 
rather “high” brain level, as speech and noise (with, on average, the same spectral content) 
can only be distinguished after several stages of auditory processing. Perceptual 
entrainment to the constructed speech/noise stimuli was assessed by presenting clicks at 
auditory threshold at random moments during the stimuli, resulting in two predictions: (1) If 
there were entrainment to the speech sound, click detection should vary as a function of the 
remaining high-level information. (2) Based on previous results in monkeys (O’Connell et al., 
2011), we expected the modulation of click detection by high-level information to change 
phase with the (sound) frequency of the click, when the latter changes from irrelevant 
(located beyond the spectral content of speech) to relevant (located within the principal 
spectral content of speech). Indeed, we show that the auditory threshold can be entrained 
by the rhythm of speech even when high-level information is not accompanied by 
fluctuations in input sound amplitude or spectral content. This entrainment is frequency-
specific in that fluctuations in high-level information differently affected click detection 
depending on whether the frequency of the click was part of the principal frequency content 
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of the speech sound or not. Interestingly, perceptual phase entrainment was abolished when 
the speech/noise sound was presented in a time-reversed manner, indicating that linguistic 
information underlie the observed effects.  
To conclude, our findings demonstrate that perceptual phase entrainment to rhythmically 
occurring sounds, potentially reflecting flexibly adjusted perceptual cycles in audition, does 
entail a high-level process.   
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Selective Perceptual Phase Entrainment to Speech Rhythm in
the Absence of Spectral Energy Fluctuations
Benedikt Zoefel and Rufin VanRullen
Universite´ Paul Sabatier, 31062 Toulouse Cedex 9, France, and Centre de Recherche Cerveau et Cognition, Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique,
31052 Toulouse Cedex, France
Perceptual phase entrainment improves speech intelligibility byphase-locking thebrain’s high-excitability and low-excitability phases to
relevant or irrelevant events in the speech input. However, it remains unclear whether phase entrainment to speech can be explained by
a passive “following” of rhythmic changes in sound amplitude and spectral content or whether entrainment entails an active tracking of
higher-level cues: in everyday speech, rhythmic fluctuations in low-level andhigh-level features always covary.Here,we resolve this issue
by constructing novel speech/noise stimuli with intelligible speech but without systematic changes in sound amplitude and spectral
content. The probability of detecting a tone pip, presented to human listeners at randommoments during our speech/noise stimuli, was
significantly modulated by the rhythmic changes in high-level information. Thus, perception can entrain to the speech rhythm even
without concurrent fluctuations in sound amplitude or spectral content. Strikingly, the actual entrainment phase depended on the
tone-pip frequency, with tone pips within and beyond the principal frequency range of the speech soundmodulated in opposite fashion.
This result suggests that only those neural populations processing the actually presented frequencies are set to their high-excitability
phase, whereas other populations are entrained to the opposite, low-excitability phase. Furthermore, we show that the perceptual
entrainment is strongly reduced when speech intelligibility is abolished by presenting speech/noise stimuli in reverse, indicating that
linguistic information plays an important role for the observed perceptual entrainment.
Key words: entrainment; envelope; high-level; oscillation; phase; speech
Introduction
Speech is intrinsically rhythmic. The brain makes use of this
rhythmicity (Schroeder and Lakatos, 2009) by entraining its neu-
ral oscillations so their high-excitability phase matches informa-
tive features, increasing speech intelligibility (Ahissar et al., 2001;
Luo and Poeppel, 2007; Kerlin et al., 2010; Ding and Simon,
2013), while the phase of low excitability is alignedwith irrelevant
information. It has been shown repeatedly that the neural phase is
correlated with auditory perception (Henry and Obleser, 2012;
Ng et al., 2012; but see Zoefel and Heil, 2013). Neural phase
entrainment (between2 and 8 Hz) is an integral part of many
current theories of speech perception (Poeppel, 2003; Ghitza, 2011,
2012, 2013; Giraud and Poeppel, 2012). However, in normal speech
sounds (Fig. 1A, top), the ongoing rhythmic modulations simulta-
neously affect all aspects of the signal, from low-level acoustic fea-
tures (sound amplitude, spectral content) to higher-level phonetic
ones (Fig. 1A, bottom). Neural phase entrainment to speech, there-
fore, can take place at all stages of auditory processing, even the
earliest ones, such as the cochlea, in which neurons respond selec-
tively to certain sound frequencies. This raises the possibility that
much of the previously reported speech entrainment phenomena
could merely derive from the rhythmic activation of the very
input to the auditory system. In other words, speech entrainment
could well reflect a passive, low-level process having little to do
with phonetic information processing, or speech per se. Indeed, it
is well known that phase entrainment can happen with rather
low-level stimuli, such as pure tones [the basicmechanism for the
auditory steady-state response (ASSR); Galambos et al., 1981],
and that intelligibility is not required for entrainment to speech
sound (Howard and Poeppel, 2010; Stefanics et al., 2010; Luo and
Poeppel, 2012; Peelle et al., 2013). Logically, rhythmic activation
of the cochlea must thus be sufficient to induce at least some
forms of phase entrainment to speech, a conclusion that we do
not question in this study. The specific question we ask is, rather,
whether such low-level rhythmic activation is a necessary condi-
tion for phase entrainment to speech.
One way to demonstrate the existence of genuine high-level
phase entrainment to phonetic information would be to create
artificial speech stimuli in which only phonetic information, but
no other aspect of the signal, fluctuates rhythmically. This
strategy appears problematic, however, particularly as pho-
netic information is a rather ill-defined notion. Here, we took
the complementary approach of designing speech stimuli in
which the lowest-level information (sound amplitude and spec-
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tral content, corresponding to information processed in the co-
chlea) does not fluctuate along with the rhythm of speech (see
Materials andMethods andDiscussion). In short, we constructed
speech/noise hybrid stimuli (Fig. 1B, top) with spectral content
comparable across phases of the original signal envelope (see Fig.
3). Higher-level features still fluctuated rhythmically (Fig. 1B,
bottom) and speech remained intelligible, providing potential
means for (high-level) phase entrainment. Entrainment was as-
sessed by presenting tone pips at auditory threshold at random
moments during our stimuli. Can phase entrainment still happen
without rhythmic fluctuations in the lowest-level acoustic sig-
nals? Answering this question has critical implications for current
theories of speech perception.
Materials andMethods
Stimulus overview. As the heart of this study, we developed novel speech/
noise stimuli without systematic fluctuations in amplitude and spectral
content. Here we give a short overview, while the detailed procedure of
stimulus construction is provided below. Original speech snippets were
recorded (sampling rate, 44,100 Hz) of a male native-English speaker
reading parts of a novel. Experimental stimuli were constructed bymerg-
ing original speech with noise. Critically, spectral content and energy of
the stimuli constructed in this way were designed to be statistically com-
parable at all phases of the original signal envelope. In normal speech
sound, both spectral content and energy are not constant but fluctuate
over time. Thus, whenmerging original speech snippets with noise, spec-
tral content and energy of the noise had to be specifically adapted to the
instantaneous characteristics (i.e., envelope phase; Fig. 1A, bottom) of
the original speech. To do so, for each of the original speech snippets, a
complementary noisewas constructed: when spectral energy (the specific
distribution of power across sound frequencies) of the original speech
was high, that of the noise was low and vice versa. As spectral energy in
the original speech fluctuated rhythmically (2–8Hz), the perception of
speech and noise in the constructed snippets also alternated rhythmically
by construction. Importantly, the perception of speech was driven by
high-level features and not by changes in sound amplitude or spectral
content, as the latter was kept statistically comparable by stimulus con-
struction (Fig. 1B, bottom, black line).
Use of terms and definitions.To avoid ambiguity of some critical terms,
we will shortly describe the usage of the most important expressions in
the context of this study.
We defined “signal envelope” as the weighted sum of the instanta-
neous energy of the signal across frequencies. “Weighted” refers to the
fact that frequency sensitivity is not constant in the auditory system, and
energy at some frequencies is amplifiedmore strongly by the system than
energy at other frequencies (see Stimulus construction). Our choice of
envelope definition wasmotivated by an observation fromGhitza (2001)
stating that degraded envelope cues can be recovered by cochlear filter-
ing. For instance, frequency-modulated stimuli with flat broadband
(full-signal) envelopes can exhibit amplitude fluctuations at the cochlear
output level (Ghitza et al., 2012). Importantly, here we aimed to avoid
this confound by (1) extracting the signal envelope by wavelet transfor-
mation (which can be seen as a filtering of the speech signal into many
narrow frequency bands); (2) spacing those “frequency bands” on a log-
arithmic scale (Ding and Simon, 2013), thus mimicking the spectral
organization of the cochlea; and (3) weighing each of those frequency
bands by the cochlear sensitivity at this particular frequency (see Stimu-
lus construction). In fact, running original speech snippets through a
bank of gammatone filters (a well known alternative method for simu-
lating cochlear processing; Immerseel and Peeters, 2003) before calculat-
ing their envelope (as the sum of energy across frequencies) resulted in
envelope phases that were strikingly similar to those obtained by our
method (see Fig. 7C).
Low-level and high-level features of speech are not well defined in the
literature. In this study, speech/noise stimuli were constructed so that
they could not passively entrain the lowest levels of auditory processing
(such as the cochlear level, where speech and noise would excite the same
cells to the same extent). Based on this, we term as “low-level” those
speech features that are equated in our stimuli: sound amplitude and
spectral content. Logically, then, we term the remaining features as “high
level,” as they enable the listener to distinguish speech and noise on a
processing level beyond the cochlea; and we emphasize that our high-level
features include (but might not be restricted to) phonetic information.
When using the term “frequency,” we always refer to sound frequency
(i.e., to speech sound or click frequency; the latter explicitly stated as
such) and not, for instance, to the frequency of a brain oscillation.When
using the term “phase,” we always refer to the (Hilbert) phase of the
signal envelope (and not, for instance, to the spectral phase of the speech
sound).
Participants. Eleven participants volunteered in Experiments 1 and 2
(see below). Two participants were excluded from further analyses, one
because of poor speech comprehension in the speech-attended condition
task (see Experimental paradigm; d of0.35), which was far below the
average performance of the 11 subjects (0.71  0.50), and the other
because of missed button presses in 89% of the trials during the same
task. Both reasonsmight have prevented proper phase entrainment.Nine
subjects remained in the analyses of Experiments 1 and 2 (seven female;
mean age, 27.8 years). Ten participants volunteered in Experiment 3
(four of whom had already participated in the other two experiments).
One participant was excluded from further analyses due to an inability to
differentiate forward and backward speech/noise sound, indicated by a
poor performance in the associated perceptual task (see below; 51.7%
correct) that was significantly worse (p 0.001; Student’s t test) than the
mean performance of the other participants (on average, 81.5% correct).
Nine subjects remained in the analyses of Experiment 3 (four female;
mean age, 28.1 years). Participants of all experiments were fluent in
English, reported normal hearing, and gave written informed consent.
Figure 1. Overview of the experimental approach. A, In normal speech sound (top), low-
level features (such as slow amplitude fluctuations, here labeled as signal envelope and shown
as the black signal, bottom) and fluctuations in high-level features (including, but not restricted
to phonetic information; gray signal, bottom) covary.B, We constructed speech/noise snippets
inwhich spectral energy is comparable across phases of the original signal envelope (A, bottom,
black signal). To do so, original speech and complementary noise were summed, with the
spectral content of thenoisematched to counterbalance spectral differences betweenphases of
the signal envelope of the original speech (see Materials andMethods; Fig. 2). Consequently, a
hypothetical phase entrainment to the constructed stimuli could not be due to amere “follow-
ing” of low-level stimulus properties as the global signal envelope of the constructed snippets
(and the underlying spectral content) did not show systematic fluctuations anymore (B, bot-
tom, black signal; Fig. 3). However, high-level features of the constructed snippets (B, bottom,
gray signal) still fluctuated with the rhythm of the original signal envelope. We were thus able
to disentangle phase entrainment to low-level (fluctuations in amplitude and spectral content)
and high-level (e.g., fluctuations in phonetic information) stimulus properties. Note that we
equalize original signal envelope with high-level features (A, bottom) for the sake of conve-
nience and illustrational purposes (as no quantitativemeasure is available in the literature). For
our paradigm, it is enough to assume that the two quantities are positively related.
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The experimental protocol was approved by the relevant ethical commit-
tee at Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique.
Stimulus construction. The detailed procedure of stimulus construc-
tion is shown in Figure 2 and is described step by step as follows (the
numbers correspond to those in Fig. 2): (1) The signal envelope env was
extracted for each individual original snippet s as the sum of the instan-
taneous energy e (or amplitude; extracted by wavelet transformation for
304 logarithmically spaced frequencies in the range between 0.59 and
21,345 Hz) at each time point t of the signal across frequencies F,
weighted by the cochlear sensitivity w (ISO 226 Equal-Loudness-Contour
Signal forMatlab, J. Tackett) to correct for differences in frequency sensitiv-
ity in the auditory system according to the following equation:
envs, t  1Ff	0F wf   es, f, t
The envelope was then bandpass filtered between 2 and 8 Hz (second-
order Butterworth filter). (2) A “target spectrum” (spectrumtarget) was
computed from all original snippets. Here, the average amplitude spec-
trum [spectrumspeech(, f )] was extracted separately for different phases
(divided into 12 nonoverlapping phase bins of width/6) of the original
signal envelope [i.e., for each envelope phase bin, spectra (spectruminst)
were averaged across all instances I of the respective phase bin and across
all snippets S] as follows:
spectrumspeech 
1
Ss	1S 1Ii	1I spectruminsti, s, 
For each frequency f, spectrumtarget was twice the maximal amplitude
across phase bins (this was necessary to leave enough “room” for
additional noise at all time points of the original speech snippets)
as expressed in the following equation: spectrumtarget (f ) 	
2  max spectrumspeech (, f ). (3) To build the experimental
stimuli, for each time point and each original snippet, the amplitude
spectrumof the noise (individually generated for s and t)was constructed
as the difference between spectrumtarget and spectrumspeech (i.e., the aver-
age amplitude spectrum across original snippets) for phase  of the in-
dividual signal envelope of snippet s at time point t. Note that this
difference depends on . This is thus a critical step to render spectral
content comparable across all instances of : spectrumnoise (s, t) 	
spectrumtarget spectrumspeech ((s, t)), where (s, t)	 angle(hilbert[env(s, t)]).
Note also that, for a given phase of the envelope, this difference is the same for
all snippets, whereas the individual spectra at different instances of this
phase might slightly differ from each other. This results in small random
signal fluctuations that remain with each snippet and differ between
individually constructed snippets (these random fluctuations can be
seen, for instance, in panel 4 of Fig. 2, showing 1 s of a single constructed
speech/noise snippet in the time–frequency domain). However, and im-
portantly, these “residues” do not systematically depend on the phase of
the original signal envelope, as they disappear upon averaging the spec-
tral content for different envelope phases across snippets (Fig. 3). Spec-
trally matched noises were constructed by multiplying, for each time
point, white noise (Fig. 2, rand) by spectrumnoise (s, t) in the wavelet
domain. (4) Original snippets and constructed noises were added in the
wavelet domain (note that the original speech remains intact, it is only
“hidden” by the noise in various degrees, depending on the instanta-
neous phase of the original signal envelope). (5) Finally, this sum of
original speech and constructed noise was transferred back into the real
domain by inverse wavelet transform. Due to the overcomplete nature of
our wavelet time–frequency decomposition (i.e., the fact that wavelets at
neighboring frequencies significantly overlap in the frequency domain),
this step produced residual errors: when expressed back into the wavelet
domain, the resulting stimuli differed slightly from the intended time–
frequency signal. However, this difference could beminimized by apply-
ing the desired wavelet amplitude to each wavelet coefficient and
transforming again into the real domain. We iterated this correction
procedure 100 times, yielding the final constructed snippets.
The result of our stimulus construction procedure is shown in Figure
3: here, for both original and constructed speech snippets, the average
amplitude spectrum is shown as a function of the envelope phase of the
original speech snippets. As is clearly visible in Figure 3, different phases
Figure 2. Construction of the speech/noise stimuli thatwere used in this study. Original speech snippets and complementary noise (based on the instantaneous envelope phase of the individual
snippet and theaverageoriginal spectral content at the respectivephase; seeMaterials andMethods for details)were added, yielding speech snippetswith conservedhigh-level features (fluctuating
in the frequency range of2–8 Hz) but comparable spectral content across envelope phases. Parts processed in the real domain are specified in blue and as a signal in time. Parts processed in the
wavelet domain are specified in red and are represented as a time–frequency signal.
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of the envelope differmarkedly in both their spectral content and energy,
as far as the original snippets are concerned. Yet, by processing the stim-
uli as described above, we were able to remove these fluctuations: both
spectral content and energy of the constructed snippets are now, on
average, comparable across phases of the original signal envelope. Thus,
although systematic spectral energy fluctuations are removed by our
stimulus processing (the circular correlation between envelope phases of
original and constructed snippets is r	0.042), speech sound is still intel-
ligible and high-level features (e.g., phonetic information) still fluctuate
rhythmically at 2–8 Hz, providing potential means for oscillatory phase
entrainment.
Samples of several stages of stimulus processing (original speech snip-
pet, constructed noise, final constructed speech snippet, reversed con-
structed speech snippet) are presented in Movie 1.
Experimental paradigm. Phase entrainment to our constructed stimuli
was assessed in three psychophysical experiments (tested on 3 separate
days). For all experiments, one trial consisted of the presentation of a 6 s
stimulus that was randomly chosen from all concatenated constructed
snippets (total length,10 min). Signals between concatenated snippets
were interpolated to avoid artificial clicks that could potentially have
influenced the subjects’ performance. In 90% of the trials, between one
and three (equal probability) tone pips were presented at threshold level
at random moments during our speech/noise snippets. The remaining
10% of the trials were catch trials, where no tone pips were presented. It
has been shown before that phase entrainment is frequency-specific:
neural oscillations were entrained to their high-excitability phase only in
those parts of monkey primary auditory cortex actually processing the
sound frequency of the entraining stimulus, whereas in remaining areas
oscillations were entrained to their low-excitability phase (O’Connell et
al., 2011; Lakatos et al., 2013). Thus, we “probed” entrainment at two
different sound frequencies. In Experiments 1 and 3, tone pips had a
duration of 2.9 ms and a carrier frequency of 2.4 kHz, which was beyond
the principal frequency range of our speech stimuli. In Experiment 2,
tone pips had a duration of 30 ms and a frequency of 100 Hz, which was
within the principal frequency range of our speech stimuli. The spectral
location of the tone pips with respect to the spectral content of the en-
training speech/noise stimuli is shown as
dashed lines in Figure 3. The minimum inter-
val between tone pips was 1 s. Subjects were
asked to press a button whenever they detected
such a tone pip. A tone pip was considered as
detected, and the response classified as a hit, if
the subjects pressed the response buttonwithin
1 s following tone-pip onset, otherwise as a
miss. The amplitude of the tone pip was
adapted constantly (based on the performance
of the preceding 100 trials) so that tone-pip
detection had a mean probability of 50%.
In Experiment 1, subjects were tested in two
experimental conditions. In one (“speech-
unattended”) condition, subjects were asked to
attend only the tone pips and to ignore the
speech sound. In the other (“speech-
attended”) condition, subjects were asked to
attend both tone pips and speech sound. In the
latter condition, attention to speech was tested
by an additional task in which subjects were
presented with a word after each trial. Subjects
had to indicate by a button press whether that
word was or was not present in the previous
trial (true on average in 63.7  3.8% of the
trials; mean and SD across subjects). The button
press had to occurwithin 1 s afterword presenta-
tion, increasing task difficulty. If subjects did not
press any button during a given trial, their re-
sponse was counted as a “word absent” press.
Subjects completed 300 trials (on average 552
tone pips in the speech-attended condition and
537 tone pips in the speech-unattended condi-
tion) for both conditions.
In Experiment 2, subjects were asked to press a button for each de-
tected tone pip, but to pay attention to both speech sound and tone pips.
As we did not find differences between the two experimental conditions
in the first experiment (data not shown), we did not include an atten-
tional manipulation in this experiment. Subjects completed 600 trials
(on average 1078 tone pips).
There is a current debate of whether intelligibility is important for
phase entrainment to speech sound (Peelle and Davis, 2012; Ding and
Simon, 2014), and there are studies supporting the view that speech
comprehension is relevant (Gross et al., 2013; Peelle et al., 2013) and
others indicating that it is not (Howard and Poeppel, 2010; Luo and
Poeppel, 2012). In Experiment 3, we tackled this question by presenting
our speech/noise snippets either forwards (“forward condition”) or
backwards (“backward condition”), randomly determined from trial to
trial. Only 2400 Hz tone pips were presented and subjects were asked to
press a button for each detected tone pip. Additionally, subjects were
asked to indicate by a button press after each trial whether the speech
sound was played forwards or backwards. This was done to ensure that
subjects indeed perceived themodulation in intelligibility. Subjects com-
pleted 300 trials for each condition (on average 531 and 546 tone pips for
forward and backward condition, respectively).
Stimuli were presented diotically via loudspeakers (Logitech Z130).
Subjects were seated 55 cm away from the loudspeakers, with their head
position fixed by a chin rest. Sound level was adjusted to 75 dB SPL at the
position of the chin rest for all subjects. The Psychophysics Toolbox for
Matlab (Brainard, 1997) was used for stimulus presentation.
Data analyses. To evaluate (perceptual) phase entrainment to our
stimuli, the probability of detecting a tone pip was analyzed as a function
of the phase of the original signal envelope of the snippets. Note that the
signal envelope of the original snippet (computed using low-level fea-
tures, i.e., instantaneous spectral energy) covaries with high-level fea-
tures of both the original and the constructed speech sounds (e.g.,
phonetic information is highest at the peak of the envelope and lowest at
its trough). The phase of the original signal envelope at each moment
before and after the tone pip was divided into 40 overlapping -wide
Figure 3. A,B, Amplitude spectra for original (A) and constructed snippets (B) as a function of different (binned) phases of the
original signal envelope. Amplitudes are shown either as the color of a phase–frequency plot or as a family of curves where each
trace represents the amplitude spectrum for one-phase bin. Note that amplitude spectra differ markedly across phase bins for the
original snippets (A) whereas amplitude spectra are similar across phase bins for the constructed snippets (B). The spectral
locations of the tone pips used in Experiments 1 (red) and 2 (gray) with respect to the entraining speech/noise stimuli are shown
as dashed lines.
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bins. We used overlapping bins to smooth the outcome of our analyses
without affecting the actual results (Fiebelkorn et al., 2013). Results were
similar with nonoverlapping bins and different bin widths, including
those used for stimulus construction (i.e., 12 non-overlapping bins; data
not shown).
If there were phase entrainment to our speech/noise stimuli, detection
of tone pips would depend on the phase of the original signal envelope.
Also, this dependence would not necessarily be restricted to the time of
the tone pip. Therefore, we fitted a sine wave to the average performance
(tone-pip detection as a function of phase) across subjects, separately for
each time point (downsampled to 100 Hz) in a time window of 1.6 s
centered on tone-pip onset. The amplitude of this fitted sinewave reflects
the magnitude of performance modulation by the phase of the original
signal envelope (or equivalently, by rhythmic fluctuations in high-level
information in the constructed speech/noise stimuli). For Experiments 1
and 2, as we found phase entrainment for both experiments (Fig. 4A), the
two amplitudes obtained for both experiments were averaged. To test
whether this modulation was significant for any time point around tone-
pip onset, we used a permutation test to construct surrogate distributions
for each time point. Here, hits and misses were shuffled for each subject
separately before recalculating the amplitude values described above.
This procedure was repeated 1,000,000 times. Thus, it was possible to
obtain a range of amplitude values that can be observed under the null
hypothesis that the original signal envelope does not affect detection of
tone pips. p values were obtained for the recorded data by comparing
“real” amplitude values with the surrogate distribution for each respec-
tive time point. p values were corrected for multiple comparisons using
the false discovery rate (FDR) procedure.Here, a significance threshold is
computed that sets the expected rate of falsely rejected null hypotheses at
5% (Benjamini and Hochberg, 1995).
A similar permutation procedure was used to compare effects for the
two (speech-attended and speech-unattended) conditions in Experi-
ment 1.Here, instead of shuffling hits andmisses, the assignment of trials
to both conditions was shuffled separately for each subject before recal-
culating the amplitude values described above. This procedure was re-
peated 100,000 times to obtain surrogate distributions for each time
point under the null hypothesis that sine fit amplitudes do not differ
across conditions.
All analyseswere performed inMatlab. TheCircular Statistics Toolbox
for Matlab (Berens, 2009) was used for circular statistics.
Results
We constructed speech/noise stimuli without systematic fluctu-
ations in sound amplitude and spectral content (Fig. 3) while
keeping high-level features (including phonetic information) in-
tact, fluctuating at 2–8 Hz (Fig. 1B, bottom). Stimuli were
constructed by summing original speech snippets and their
individually constructed, complementary noise, with the
noise spectrally matched (i.e., having a phase-specific spec-
trum) to counterbalance differences in spectral content across
phases of the original signal envelope (example sound files for
stimulus construction are presented inMovie 1; seeMaterials and
Methods). During certain phases of the original signal envelope
(e.g., at its peak; Fig. 3A), when spectral energy of the original
speech was already high, that of the added noise was low. Conse-
quently, the perception of speech predominated that of noise.
Vice versa, when spectral energy of the original speech was low
(e.g., at its trough), that of the added noise was high and the
perception of noise predominated that of speech (see Materials
andMethods; Fig. 2). Phase entrainment to the generated speech/
noise snippets was tested psychophysically by presenting tone
pips at auditory threshold at random moments during the pre-
sentation of these stimuli (N	 9 subjects in all experiments). A
dependence of tone-pip detection on the original signal envelope
(which in our constructed speech/noise stimuli reflects high-level
information)would indicate perceptual phase entrainment (note
that we call this entrainment “high-level,” as it cannot take place
on the lowest level of auditory processing, the cochlear level; see
Introduction, Materials and Methods, and Discussion). As pre-
vious studies showed frequency-specific entrainment (O’Connell
et al., 2011; Lakatos et al., 2013; see Materials and Methods), we
“probed” entrainment by tone pips at two different frequencies
(Fig. 3, dashed lines): one beyond the principal frequency range
of our speech/noise stimuli (tone pip at 2400 Hz; Experiment 1)
and one within the principal frequency range of our speech/noise
stimuli (tone pip at 100 Hz; Experiment 2). In Experiment 1,
the role of attention was tested in two experimental conditions (see
Materials and Methods): subjects were given an additional task
related to the content of the speech stimulus (after each trial,
subjects had to decide whether a given word was present in the
previous trial or not) or were told to ignore the speech sound. For
the analysis of phase entrainment, as results did not differ be-
tween conditions (data not shown), trials have been pooled
across conditions. In Experiment 2, subjects were told to attend
to both speech and tone pips, but no additional task was given. In
Experiment 3, the role of intelligibility was tested by presenting
speech/noise stimuli either forwards or backwards. As in the
other two experiments, subjects had to indicate tone-pip detec-
tion (only 2400 Hz) by a button press. In addition, to assure that
subjects indeed perceived the modulation in intelligibility, they
had to indicate after each trial whether the speech was played
backwards or not.
Movie 1. Speech/noise stimuli were constructed in this study by summing original speech
snippets and their individually constructed, complementary noise, with the noise spectrally
matched to counterbalance differences in spectral content across phases of the original signal
envelope. Samples of several stages of stimulus processing (original speech snippet, con-
structed noise, final constructed speech snippet, reversed constructed speech snippet) are pre-
sented in this movie.
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Behavioral results
As expected from our staircase procedure, subjects detected ap-
proximately half of the tone pips in all experiments (mean and
SD: 51.8  4.0% and 50.4  0.8% in the speech-attended and
speech-unattended conditions of Experiment 1, 50.7  2.1% in
Experiment 2, and 51.0 1.6% in Experiment 3). In Experiment
1, both mean adjusted amplitude of the tone pips and median
reaction time were slightly higher in the speech-attended (tone-
pip amplitude: 0.154 0.030 AU; reaction time: median, 0.53 s)
than in the speech-unattended condition (tone-pip amplitude:
0.146 0.029 AU; reaction time: median, 0.51 s), but not signif-
icantly different (tone-pip amplitude p 	 0.59, Student’s t test;
reaction time p 	 0.23, Kruskal-Wallis test). Median reaction
time was 0.57 s in Experiment 2 and 0.58 s in Experiment 3. The
adjusted tone-pip amplitudewas higher in Experiment 2 than the
mean of Experiments 1 and 3 (0.693  0.351 vs 0.144  0.034
AU; p 0.001, Student’s t test), most likely because the energy of
the speech/noise signal was higher at that frequency. In all exper-
iments, tone-pip amplitude did not differ between phase bins
used for further analyses (p 
 0.97; one-way ANOVA). False
alarm probability (as the percentage of button presses in all non-
overlapping 1 s windows not following a tone pip) was on average
4.3  2.1% and 3.5  2.1% in the speech-attended and speech-
unattended condition of Experiment 1, 3.8  1.6% in Experi-
ment 2, and 5.7 3.0% in Experiment 3. The additional speech
comprehension task in the speech-attended condition of Exper-
iment 1 (see Materials and Methods) was rather difficult, but
above chance level: on average, subjects completed the task with a
d (a measurement of sensitivity to the task, combining both hits
and false alarms; a d of 0 reflects performance at chance level) of
0.82 0.40, significantly above 0 (p 0.001). The performance
in the additional task of Experiment 3 (see Materials and Meth-
ods) indicated that subjects did perceive the modulation of intel-
ligibility: on average, the speech sound was correctly classified
(forwards vs backwards) in 81.5 13.1% of the cases.
Perception selectively entrains to speech rhythm in the
absence of spectral energy fluctuations
Mean probability of tone-pip detection as a function of the orig-
inal signal envelope at different time points around tone-pip on-
set is shown in Figure 4A for Experiments 1 and 2. In both cases,
a sinusoidal modulation of performance by the original signal
envelope is visible before tone-pip onset. Note that the same
phase bins were used in Figures 3 and 4A. Our modulatory effect
thus cannot be influenced by low-level features (i.e., amplitude
fluctuations in specific frequency bands) as they have been made
comparable across phase bins (Fig. 3B). However, higher-level
features were still present in the constructed snippets and still
fluctuated rhythmically as a function of the phase of the original
signal envelope (Fig. 1, bottom). Consequently, the dependence
of tone-pip detection probability on the phase of the original
signal envelope can only be explained by an entrainment to the
preserved rhythmic fluctuations in high-level features of the pre-
sented speech/noise sounds.
Strikingly, the actual phase of modulation clearly differed
between the two experiments: a peak of the original signal
envelope (phase 0; when the least amount of noise was added)
50 ms before tone-pip onset was favorable for detecting a
2400 Hz pip (Experiment 1), but, in stark contrast, was disad-
vantageous for detecting a 100 Hz pip (Experiment 2). A video
of this frequency-specific entrainment effect, unfolding over
time, is presented as Movie 2. To statistically evaluate phase
entrainment to our stimuli, for each experiment a sine wave
was fitted to the mean performance (detection of tone pip as a
function of original signal envelope, averaged across subjects)
at each time point around tone-pip onset, and its amplitude
(averaged across the two experiments) was compared with
surrogate distributions (see Materials and Methods). Results
of this statistical test are shown in Figure 4B. Perceptual phase
entrainment is significant between 250 and 30 ms with
respect to click onset.
Figure 4. Perception entrains to speech rhythm in the absence of spectral energy fluctuations. A, Tone-pip detection probability as a function of the original signal envelope at different time
points (offset in 2 rows). Note the sinusoidal modulation of performance for250 ms before tone-pip onset. This modulation differs in phase between the two tone-pip frequencies (black:
Experiment 1, tone-pip frequency 2400 Hz; gray: Experiment 2, tone-pip frequency 100 Hz), reflecting frequency-specific phase entrainment. Non-significant time windows of pooled data are
shaded gray. SEM is shown by contours around the lines. B, Statistical significance of the phase entrainment shown above, pooled across experiments. Significance threshold is FDR corrected and
shown as a dotted line.
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Asmentioned above, we found perceptual phase entrainment
in both experiments, but the actual phase of the modulatory ef-
fect seemed to depend on tone-pip frequency. Therefore, to
quantify this effect, for each time point, we compared the phases
of the sine waves that were fitted to the performance of single
subjects (thus obtaining nine phases for each time point and
tone-pip frequency; Watson-William test: tests whether two
phase distributions have a differentmean). The results of this test
are shown in Figure 5, indicating that the modulatory phases of
the two experiments significantly differed in a time window of
220 ms before tone-pip onset. The distribution of phase differ-
ences (Fig. 5, inset) at the time of maximal significance (at50
ms with respect to tone-pip onset) is strongly biased toward,
indicating a phase opposition of the modulatory effect at that
time (Fig. 4A, compare respective time panels).
Perceptual phase entrainment depends on
speech intelligibility
It is still under debate whether speech comprehension is critical
for phase entrainment to speech sound (Peelle and Davis, 2012;
Ding and Simon, 2014). Thus, we ran a third experiment in order
to test the role of intelligibility for the observed phase entrain-
ment. Again, subjects were asked to detect (2400 Hz) tone pips.
However, the entraining speech/noise sound was presented ei-
ther forwards or backwards. Obviously, if intelligibility played an
important role for phase entrainment, one would expect a mod-
ulation of tone-pip detection by the original envelope phase only
in the forward (but not in the backward) condition. Indeed, we
were able to replicate the perceptual modulation observed in Ex-
periment 1 (Fig. 6). Note that p values (corresponding to Fig. 4B)
are smaller for the forward condition of Experiment 3 (Fig. 6A,
blue line) than those for Experiment 1 (Fig. 6A, black line) due to
a higher number of tone pips in Experiment 1 (1089 vs 531).
However, both the magnitude and phase of the actual perceptual
modulation (as visible in Fig. 6B for the time point of 230 ms
with respect to tone-pip onset; corresponding to Fig. 4A) are very
similar. Importantly, the effect is abolished for the backward con-
dition (Fig. 6, red line), suggesting that the observed perceptual
phase entrainment depends on speech intelligibility.
In short, the presented findings demonstrate a frequency-
specific high-level phase entrainment to speech sound that is
tightly linked to intelligibility. These findings are as follows: (1)
whether a tone pip is detected or not depends on the timing of
high-level features before the tone pip is presented; (2) the direc-
tion of this dependence depends on the location of the tone pip
with respect to the frequency content of the entraining stimuli
(the detection of a tone pip located beyond or within the princi-
pal frequency range of the speech sound is modulated by preced-
ing high-level features in an opposite fashion); and (3) the effect
is abolished when speech/noise snippets are presented in reverse,
indicating an important role of intelligibility for perceptual phase
entrainment.
The observed effects are not due to small residual spectral
differences during stimulus construction
One might argue that small residual spectral differences across
original envelope phases in our stimuli could have been sufficient
to produce the results presented here. Indeed, our stimulus con-
struction method is based on iterative convergence toward a
phase-equalized spectrum (see Materials and Methods), and
small residual spectral differences can therefore not be totally
excluded. To control for this, we designed noise stimuli display-
ing the average spectral content of our constructed speech/noise
snippets either at the peak (Fig. 3B, phase 0) or the trough (Fig.
3B, phase) of the original signal envelope, without any rhyth-
mic modulation. We had seven subjects listen to these steady
noise stimuli. We asked them to report the detection of embed-
ded tone pips (same tone-pip frequencies as in Experiments 1/3
and 2) presented at randommoments. The amplitude of the tone
pips was determined in a pre-experiment such that50% of the
tone pips were detected when embedded in noise, presenting a
spectrum equal to the average of the two spectra. During the
control experiment, the tone-pip amplitude was kept constant.
Importantly, detection of the tone pips did not differ between the
Movie 2. Average performance (mean tone-pip detection probability as a function of phase
of the original signal envelope) in time (800 to800 ms with respect to tone-pip onset),
separately for the two tone-pip frequencies (2400 Hz, Experiment 1: black line and dark gray
contour as mean and SEM, respectively; 100 Hz, Experiment 2: dark gray line and light gray
contour). The contours change color (2400 Hz: red; 100 Hz: blue) during all significant time
points of the pooled data (Fig. 4B). Note the phase opposition of the modulatory effect shortly
before tone-pip onset, reflecting frequency-specific phase entrainment.
Figure 5. Statistical significance (Watson-William test) of the circular difference be-
tween modulatory phases for the two tone-pip frequencies. A significant test value would
indicate a modulation of tone-pip detection by the phase of the original signal envelope
whose direction (e.g., favorable or disadvantageous) depends on tone-pip frequency.
Note the similarity of the time window of significance to Figure 4B. The distribution of
phase differences across subjects is shown as an inset for the time point of maximal
significance. Note that this phase distribution is strongly biased toward, indicating a
phase opposition of the modulatory effect at that time. The FDR-corrected significance
threshold is shown by a dotted line.
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two types of noise [on average, 52.2 vs 53.4% (2400 Hz pips; Fig.
7A) and 44.0 vs 45.0% (100 Hz pips; Fig. 7B) for peak vs trough,
not significantly different: p	 0.79 (2400 Hz pips) and p	 0.81
(100Hz pips), Student’s t test]. This result suggests that our phase
entrainment results cannot be explained by small residual spec-
tral differences across original envelope phases. A related concern
is whether momentary remaining fluctuations in the envelope of
our constructed stimuli might influence perception as well (such
momentary fluctuations are due to the fact that it is only the
average spectral content that is comparable across original enve-
lope phases). To test for this, we computed the modulation of
tone-pip detection by the signal envelope of the constructed snip-
pets (corresponding to Fig. 4B, which shows results from the
same analysis, but with respect to the signal envelope of the orig-
inal snippets).However, p values did not reach significance (same
FDR-corrected significance threshold as for Fig. 4B), indicating
that those remaining random fluctuations did not affect tone-pip
detection (data not shown).
Discussion
Many studies showing phase entrainment to speech (Ahissar et
al., 2001; Luo and Poeppel, 2007; Nourski et al., 2009; Kerlin et
al., 2010;Horton et al., 2013;Millman et al., 2013; ZionGolumbic
et al., 2013a, 2013b) did not fully disentangle low-level effects of
fluctuations in sound amplitude or spectral content (correspond-
ing to information processed in the cochlea) and covarying high-
level effects (i.e., phase entrainment beyond the cochlear level).
Theoretically, their findings could thus involve a passive phase
locking of the auditory system to amplitude changes in the signal
envelope (VanRullen et al., 2014). In particular, peaks and
troughs in the signal envelope could systematically reset ongoing
oscillations (Gross et al., 2013; Doelling et al., 2014), possibly result-
ing in regular repetitions of evoked potentials (i.e., ASSR)—and an
apparent alignment between brain oscillations and speech sound.
A conclusive answer to the question whether phase entrainment
entails an active component was still lacking. Although the term
“envelope tracking” is commonly used in the literature to de-
scribe the adjustment of oscillations to the regularity of speech
sound (Giraud and Poeppel, 2012), the implied active mecha-
nism has never been directly shown. Potential evidence for an
active mechanism would be the demonstration that phase en-
trainment to speech entails a high-level process, such as phase
locking to speech sound in the absence of systematic low-level
fluctuations. Indeed, in this study, we provide evidence for an
active, high-level process in phase entrainment to speech sound.
We do so by controlling for differences in low-level properties
(fluctuations in sound amplitude and spectral content) in speech
soundwhile keeping both high-level information and intelligibil-
ity intact (Fig. 1B, bottom; Fig. 3).
An increasing number of recent studies have investigated the
phenomenon of phase entrainment to speech, some of them
highly relevant for the question mentioned above. In Doelling et
al. (2014), each peak in the signal envelopewas replaced by a peak
of uniform height and shape (i.e., a pulse train was centered at
envelope peaks, reflecting the stimulus rhythm), leaving only en-
velope cues but severely reducing high-level information. Al-
though they found a drastic reduction of intelligibility, phase
locking between brain oscillations and speech stimuli was not
abolished, clearly underlining the importance of low-level fea-
tures for phase entrainment. On the other hand, evidence for a
high-level influence in phase entrainment to speech was reported
by Peelle and colleagues (2013) and confirmed by Gross et al.
(2013). They showed that, although neural oscillations did en-
train to unintelligible sentences, phase locking was enhanced
when intelligibility of speech was restored (Luo and Poeppel,
2007, their Fig. S2). Complementary to our study, Ding et al.
(2013) reduced spectrotemporal fine structure of speech without
strongly affecting the signal envelope. Thismanipulation resulted
in an impaired phase locking to the signal envelope, indicating a
role of high-level features in phase entrainment to speech. How-
ever, these reports of a high-level component in phase entrain-
ment are still indirect, as they measure high-level modulations
(e.g., by attention: Peelle et al., 2013; Zion Golumbic et al.,
2013b; or intelligibility: Gross et al., 2013) of a phase entrain-
ment that may still be primarily driven by low-level features of
speech sound. Indeed, the existing literature remains compat-
ible with the notion that low-level fluctuations are necessary
for phase entrainment, and that this entrainment is merely
upregulated or downregulated by high-level factors, such as
Figure6. Perceptual phase entrainment depends on intelligibility.A, Statistical significance
of perceptual phase entrainment in Experiment 3, corresponding to Figure 4B (for ease of
comparison, results from Experiment 1 are also shown). The modulation of click detection by
original envelope phase is significant (between 280 and 200 ms before tone-pip onset) for the
forward condition (blue line; replicating the effect from Experiment 1, shown in black), but not
for the backward condition (red line), indicating that the observed perceptual phase entrain-
ment depends on intelligibility. Significance threshold is FDR-corrected and shown as a dotted
line.B, Tone-pip detection probability as a function of the original signal envelope at230ms
with respect to tone-pip onset. Note the sinusoidal modulation of performance for the forward
condition,which is absent for thebackward condition. Thismodulationhas a similar degree and
a similar phase as in Experiment 1, indicating that the effect could indeed be replicated. SEM is
shown by contours around the lines.
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attention or intelligibility. By contrast, the technique pre-
sented here allowed us, for the first time, to isolate high-level
fluctuations in speech sound: we could demonstrate that low-
level features of speech are not necessary to induce phase
entrainment, and thus that this entrainment truly entails a
high-level process.
Furthermore, the role of intelligibility in phase entrainment is
currently under debate: on the one hand, intelligibility is not
required for entrainment to speech sound (Howard and Poeppel,
2010; Luo and Poeppel, 2012; Peelle et al., 2013); on the other
hand, phase entrainment is enhanced in intelligible compared
with nonintelligible sentences (Gross et al., 2013; Peelle et al.,
2013). Here, we were able to show that high-level perceptual
phase entrainment depends on intelligibility (Fig. 6), indicating
that comprehension is indeed an important factor for the brain’s
adjustment to speech sound.
Again, we note that low-level and high-level features of speech
are not well defined in the literature. For instance, phonemes are
normally defined in terms of what is perceived than in terms of
acoustic patterns, and auditory processing beyond the cochlear
level is complex and not well understood (Moore, 2003; Nelken,
2008). Because all phases were equalized with respect to their
amplitude and spectral content, the underlying rhythm cannot
passively entrain the lowest (i.e., cochlear) level of auditory pro-
cessing, where every rhythmic phase should normally excite the
same cells to the same extent. We do not want to discount the
possibility, however, that part of the remaining auditory fluc-
tuations may entail “low-level” features, as this directly de-
pends on one’s specific definition of low-level versus high-
level speech information. What we can argue, nonetheless, is
that some of the most basic low-level properties of speech
(fluctuations in sound amplitude and spectral content) are not
strictly necessary for phase entrainment—something that had
not been shown before.
It was recently demonstrated that phase entrainment of neural
oscillations can be frequency specific: Lakatos et al. (2013) and
O’Connell et al. (2011) presented regular trains of clicks while
recording in different regions of monkey A1, whose response
properties either matched the frequency of the click [“best fre-
quency” (BF) regions] or did notmatch the frequency of the click
(non-BF regions). They found that only BF regions entrained
their high-excitability phase to the expected click onset whereas
entrainment of low-excitability phase was found in non-BF re-
gions, indicating a suppression of neuronal responses in regions
not tuned to the respective frequencies. This property of phase
entrainment can be described as a spectrotemporal amplifier–
attenuator system: important events are aligned with periodically
reoccurring “windows of opportunity” (Buzsa´ki and Draguhn,
2004) for stimulus processing, but only in brain regions process-
ing the concerned frequencies, resulting in an alignment of the
high-excitability phase with and an amplification of the expected
events. Critically, these “windows” are closed in brain regions
processing irrelevant frequencies, resulting in an alignment of
low-excitability phase with and an attenuation of unexpected or
irrelevant events (Lakatos et al., 2013). In our study, we show for
the first time that frequency-specific entrainment can also be
found in humans and that it directly affects perception. Whereas
we found perceptual phase entrainment in both experiments,
reflected by a modulation of tone-pip detection by the phase of
the original envelope, the actual phase of the modulatory effect
depended on the frequency of the tone pip and was different for
tone pips beyond and within the principal frequency content of
the speech stimuli, respectively.
Although a logical next step could be to combine these psy-
chophysical data with electrophysiological recordings, for in-
stance using electroencephalography (EEG), we argue that our
present demonstration of phase entrainment at the perceptual
(rather than the neural) level is, in this case, even more sensitive.
Figure7. Control experiments/analyses to rule out alternative explanations for the observed high-levelmodulation of click detection.A,B, Results of a control experiment inwhich subjectswere
asked to detect (A, 2400 Hz; B, 100 Hz) tone pips that were embedded in different noises. The noises were designed to have the average spectral content of the constructed speech/noise snippets
either at the peak (Fig. 3B, phase 0) or the trough (Fig. 3B, phase) of the original signal envelope (500 tone pips for each pip frequency and noise spectrum). As tone-pip detection probability
did not differ between the two spectra, our effect cannot be explained by small residual spectral differences across original envelope phases in our constructed speech/noise stimuli. SEM across
subjects is shown by error bars. C, Correlation of original envelope phases extracted as the sum of power across frequencies, either obtained by wavelet transformation (using 304 logarithmically
spaced frequencies in the range between 0.59 and 21,345 Hz) and weighted by the cochlear sensitivity (x-axis), or by gammatone filtering ( y-axis; 64 gammatone filters in the frequency range
between80and8020Hz). Note that phasesweredivided into bins. The color bar shows theproportion (in percentage) of phasepairs (i.e., thephase obtainedbywavelet transformation and cochlear
weights pairedwith the correspondingphase obtainedbygammatone filtering) falling into eachphasebin. The similarity between the twomethods for phase extraction is evident in that essentially
all phasepairs lie on thediagonal, indicating that ourmethod (wavelet transformationand cochlearweights) is essentially equivalent to that using cochlear (gammatone) filtering (seeMaterials and
Methods).
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Our results must imply that at least some neuronal population is
tracking the rhythm of high-level features. On the other hand,
this population’s activity may or may not be sufficiently high to
be visible in EEG. Further studies are necessary to clarify this
issue. Furthermore, in the present study, we constructed speech/
noise stimuli such that the average activity profile in the cochlea
does not differ across original signal envelope phases. However, it
is possible that for some phases the cochlear activity deviates
around themean (across different envelope cycles)more than for
others. Similarly, we did not equalize instantaneous spectral en-
tropy across original envelope phases. Thus, as a next step, it
would be interesting to use stimuli where not only the mean
spectral content is made comparable across envelope phases (a
first-order control), but also its temporal variability and/or spec-
tral entropy (a second-order control).
In this study, entrainment to speech sound lasted only one
cycle of the signal envelope (200–250 ms; Fig. 4). Based on pre-
vious reports in vision, this finding might seem surprising at first
glance: it has been shown that visual stimuli influence the visual
system for a much longer time (VanRullen and Macdonald,
2012). One reason for this discrepancy between visual and audi-
tory processing might originate from the need for flexible sam-
pling of the auditory system, which, in contrast to the visual
system, relies heavily on temporal, continuously changing in-
formation (Thorne and Debener, 2014). Whereas a visual
scene might be stable for a relatively long time, acoustic stim-
uli are fluctuating by nature. Consequently, temporal predic-
tions (reflected by phase entrainment) about the “auditory
world” might only be possible for the near future; predictions
that reach too far ahead might easily turn out to be wrong and
could even be disruptive for auditory processing (VanRullen
et al., 2014). In line with our finding, Lalor and Foxe (2010)
showed that the signal envelope of speech sound is reflected in
EEG data for a period corresponding to 1 envelope cycle
(200–250 ms).
In conclusion, as it was demonstrated here, perceptual phase en-
trainment in theauditory systemispossible in theabsenceof spectral
energy fluctuations. Our results indicate that, even in response to
nontrivially rhythmic stimuli (not containing any obvious rhythmic
fluctuations in their lowest-level features), the brain actively gener-
atespredictionsaboutupcoming inputbyusing stimulus featureson
a relatively high cognitive level (which is necessary when differenti-
ating speech fromnoise). These predictions dependon intelligibility
of the underlying speech sound and have frequency-specific conse-
quences on stimulus processing in the auditory system, opening
“windowsofopportunity” for relevant frequencies, but closing them
for others.
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Chapter 4: Selective perceptual phase entrainment to speech rhythm in the absence of spectral energy fluctuations 
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CHAPTER 5: EEG OSCILLATIONS ENTRAIN THEIR PHASE 
TO HIGH-LEVEL FEATURES OF SPEECH SOUND 
In the previous chapter, it was shown that perception can entrain to high-level features of 
speech sound even when not accompanied by fluctuations in amplitude or spectral content. 
However, it remained to be shown that this perceptual entrainment goes in line with neural 
entrainment. This is done in the following article, in which the EEG of human subjects was 
recorded while they listened to the constructed speech/noise stimuli. Neural phase 
entrainment was assessed by measuring the coherence of the phase of neural oscillations (as 
measured in the EEG) with the phase of the envelope of the presented speech sound. 
Indeed, we found that neural oscillations entrain to the rhythm of speech even when high-
level information is not accompanied by changes in sound amplitude or spectral content. 
Moreover, this entrainment was not quantitatively different from that in response to 
everyday speech and was not abolished when linguistic information was removed (by time-
reversing the stimuli). The latter result is in contrast to our perceptual findings (Chapter 4) 
and will be discussed in detail in Chapter 7. Additionally, cross-correlation analyses revealed 
two prominent time lags of coherence between original speech and neural signal at ~110 ms 
and 190 ms, whereas only the latter component was present for constructed speech/noise 
snippets. The former, earlier component reflects low-level processing, as it is only present in 
response to everyday speech (but not in response to the constructed speech/noise sound), 
and was found to be located in the gamma-band (~30-60 Hz). The latter, later component 
reflects high-level processing, as it is present in response to the constructed speech/noise 
sound as well, and was found to be located in the theta-band (~2-8 Hz). Finally, we found 
that, it is not the degree of entrainment (as mentioned above), but rather the entrained 
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phase that differs between entrainment in response to everyday speech (containing 
fluctuations in both low- and high-level features) and in response to the constructed 
speech/noise sound (containing fluctuations in high-level features only). 
Thus, in the following article, it is shown that the entrainment of neural oscillations might 
underlie the perceptual entrainment observed in the previous chapter. This neural 
entrainment is characterized in detail with respect to its spectrotemporal properties. 
However, it is also demonstrated that perceptual and neural entrainment do differ in some 
aspects (e.g., in their dependence on intelligibility), and reasons for this discrepancy are 
discussed. 
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IntelligibilityPhase entrainment of neural oscillations, the brain's adjustment to rhythmic stimulation, is a central component
in recent theories of speech comprehension: the alignment between brain oscillations and speech sound
improves speech intelligibility. However, phase entrainment to everyday speech sound could also be explained
by oscillations passively following the low-level periodicities (e.g., in sound amplitude and spectral content) of
auditory stimulation—and not by an adjustment to the speech rhythm per se. Recently, using novel speech/
noise mixture stimuli, we have shown that behavioral performance can entrain to speech sound even when
high-level features (including phonetic information) are not accompanied by ﬂuctuations in sound amplitude
and spectral content. In the present study,we report that neural phase entrainmentmight underlie our behavior-
al ﬁndings.We observed phase-locking between electroencephalogram (EEG) and speech sound in response not
only to original (unprocessed) speech but also to our constructed “high-level” speech/noise mixture stimuli.
Phase entrainment to original speech and speech/noise sound did not differ in the degree of entrainment, but
rather in the actual phase difference between EEG signal and sound. Phase entrainment was not abolished
when speech/noise stimuli were presented in reverse (which disrupts semantic processing), indicating that
acoustic (rather than linguistic) high-level features play a major role in the observed neural entrainment. Our
results provide further evidence for phase entrainment as a potential mechanism underlying speech processing
and segmentation, and for the involvement of high-level processes in the adjustment to the rhythm of speech.
© 2015 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.1 The deﬁnition of “low-level” and “high-level” features of speech sound is difﬁcult and
often vague. In this paper, “low-level” features are deﬁned as those equated in our stimuli:Introduction
The auditory environment is essentially rhythmic (e.g., music,
speech, animal calls), and relevant information (e.g., phonemes,
sounds) alternates with irrelevant input (such as silence in-between)
in a regular fashion. Based on these environmental rhythms, the brain
might have developed a clever tool for an efﬁcient way of stimulus
processing (Calderone et al., 2014; Schroeder and Lakatos, 2009):
Neural oscillations could align their high excitability (i.e., amplifying)
phase with regularly occurring important events, whereas their low
excitability (i.e., suppressive) phase could coincide with irrelevant
events.
This phenomenon has been called phase entrainment and has been
shown to improve speech intelligibility (Ahissar et al., 2001; Kerlin
et al., 2010; Luo and Poeppel, 2007). However, the presented stimuli
inmost experiments contain pronouncedﬂuctuations in (sound) ampli-
tude and may simply evoke a passive “amplitude following” of brain
oscillations (i.e., auditory steady-state potentials, ASSR; Galambosu et Cognition (CerCo), Pavillon
ance. Fax: +33 562 172 809.et al., 1981). In other words, past reports of phase entrainment to
speechmight reﬂect an adjustment to ﬂuctuations in low-level features
and/or to co-varying high-level features1 of speech sound. Critically, in
the former case, phase entrainment would only reﬂect the periodicity
of the auditory stimulation and could not be seen as an active “tool”
for efﬁcient stimulus processing (VanRullen et al., 2014). On the other
hand, were one able to observe phase adjustment to (hypothetical)
speech-like stimuli that retain a regular speech structure but that do
not evoke ASSR at a purely sensory level of auditory processing (such
as the cochlea), thiswould provide important evidence for the proposed
active mechanism of stimulus processing (Giraud and Poeppel, 2012;
Schroeder et al., 2010). Recently, we reported the construction of such
stimuli (Zoefel and VanRullen, 2015)—speech/noise snippets with
conserved patterns of high-level features, but without concomitant
changes in sound amplitude or spectral content. We could show thatsound amplitude and spectral content. Speech features are considered “high-level” if they
cannot passively entrain the lowest levels of auditory processing (such as the cochlea).
Necessarily, these high-level features include (but might not be restricted to) phonetic in-
formation, and it is difﬁcult to assign a particular level of auditory processing to them (see
Discussion). This issue is discussed extensively in Zoefel and VanRullen (2015).
17B. Zoefel, R. VanRullen / NeuroImage 124 (2016) 16–23auditory behavioral performance entrains to those stimuli, as detection
of a tone pip was modulated by the phase of the preserved high-level
rhythm. However, it remained to be tested whether this behavioral
modulation also entails neural phase entrainment.
In addition, we focus on a highly relevant question recently brought
up by Peelle and Davis (2012), based on the previously reported corre-
lation between phase entrainment and intelligibility (Ahissar et al.,
2001; Kerlin et al., 2010; Luo and Poeppel, 2007): Does speech intelligi-
bility enhance phase entrainment, or does phase entrainment enhance
speech intelligibility? If the latter is true, so they argue, phase entrain-
ment should occur based on acoustic (e.g., voice gender, identity) and
not linguistic (e.g., semantic) information. Still, so far, this question
remains unsolved: Although behavioral phase entrainment does depend
on linguistic cues (the observed phase adjustment for our speech/noise
mixture stimuli did not occur for time-reversed stimuli; Zoefel and
VanRullen, 2015), this does not have to be the case for the potentially
underlying neural phase entrainment. Thus, we compared entrainment
of EEG oscillations to original (unprocessed) speech snippets with that
to our constructed speech/noise mixture stimuli but also to reversed
speech/noise snippets (Fig. 1).
Materials and methods
Participants
Twelve participants volunteered after giving written informed con-
sent (7 female; mean age: 27.6 years). All participants reported normal
hearing and received compensation for their time. The experimental
protocol was approved by the relevant ethical committee at Centre Na-
tional de la Recherche Scientiﬁque (CNRS).
Experimental stimuli
A detailed description of stimulus construction was given by Zoefel
and VanRullen (2015). In short, phase-speciﬁc auditory noise was
added to original snippets such that sound amplitude and spectral con-
tent of our constructed speech/noise mixture stimuli were statisticallyFig. 1. The contribution of low- and high-level components of speech sound to phase en-
trainmentwas studied in three conditions (in the upper panel, for each condition, 1 s of an
exemplary stimulus is shown in black, with its signal envelope in gray). Original speech
snippets (A) were presented, entailing ﬂuctuations in low-level (here deﬁned as sound
amplitude and spectral content) and both acoustic and linguistic high-level features of
speech. Constructed speech/noise snippets (B; Zoefel and VanRullen, 2015) entailed
both acoustic and linguistic high-level, but no systematicﬂuctuations in low-level features
of speech. Finally, reversed constructed speech/noise snippets (C) were presented,
entailing only acoustic high-level, but no linguistic or low-level ﬂuctuations, designed in
order to investigate the impact of intelligibility (i.e., linguistic information) on high-level
phase entrainment.comparable at all phases of the original signal envelope, φenv. φenv was
ﬁrst extracted for each individual original snippet s (a male native
English speaker reading parts of a novel; sampling rate 44,100 Hz) as
the sum of the instantaneous energy e (or amplitude; extracted by
Wavelet Transformation for 304 logarithmicallyspaced frequencies in
the range between 0.59 Hz and 21,345 Hz) at each time point t of the
signal across frequencies F, weighted by the cochlear sensitivity w
(ISO 226 equal-loudness contour signal for MATLAB, J. Tackett) in
order to correct for differences in frequency sensitivity in the auditory
system:
φenv s; tð Þ ¼
1
F
XF
f¼0w fð Þe s; f ; tð Þ:
Then, speech/noise mixture stimuli were constructed by summing
original speech snippets with a complementary, individually construct-
ed noise: When spectral energy (the speciﬁc distribution of power
across sound frequencies) of the original speech was high, that of the
noise was low and vice versa. The spectral content of the noise was
speciﬁc for each phase of the original signal envelope, resulting in
constructed snippets whose mean spectral content did not differ across
original envelope phases. Thus, systematic spectral energy ﬂuctuations
were removed by our stimulus processing and entrainment based on
low-level properties of speech sound could thus be ruled out. However,
speech soundwas still intelligible and high-level features still ﬂuctuated
rhythmically at ~2–8 Hz (with the same timing as the original signal
envelope, as low- and high-level cues in normal speech co-vary),
providing potential means for oscillatory phase entrainment. Several
sound samples for the different levels of stimulus construction (original
speech snippet, constructed noise, ﬁnal constructed speech/noise
snippets) are available as Supplementary Material. Moreover, Supple-
mentary Fig. 1 shows spectral energy as a function of original envelope
phase for both original speech snippets and constructed speech/noise
stimuli (reproduced from Zoefel and VanRullen, 2015). It can be seen
that spectral energy is strongly concentrated at a certain envelope
phase (phase 0; i.e., at the peak) for the original speech snippets. This
imbalance of spectral energy can trivially and passively entrain the
auditory system already at the level of the cochlea. Note that we
corrected for this in our constructed speech/noise snippets: As spectral
energy (but not other high-level features, such as phonetic information)
is now equivalent across original envelope phases, neural entrainment
in response to these stimuli is not trivial anymore and can be considered
a high-level phenomenon.
Experimental paradigm
In this study, we were interested to determine low- and high-level
components of neural phase entrainment. We thus designed three
experimental conditions (Fig. 1) in order to dissociate the different
components. Here, we made the distinction between acoustic high-
level features of speech, cues that are speciﬁc to speech sound but are
unrelated to speech comprehension (i.e., they are conserved even
when the speech is reversed; for example, voice gender or identity),
and linguistic high-level features of speech, cues that are speciﬁc to
speech sound and important for speech comprehension (i.e., they are
destroyed when the speech is reversed). In one condition (“original”),
original speech snippets were presented, entailing rhythmic ﬂuctua-
tions in low-level and both acoustic and linguistic high-level features
of speech (Fig. 1A). In another condition (“constructed”), our construct-
ed speech/noise speech snippets (as described in the previous section)
were presented, entailing rhythmic ﬂuctuations in both acoustic and
linguistic high-level features of speech (Fig. 1B). Finally, in the last con-
dition (“constructed reversed”), we presented reversed constructed
speech/noise speech snippets, entailing rhythmic ﬂuctuations only in
acoustic high-level information of speech (Fig. 1C). Note that, although
intelligibility is removed by the reversal, some speech qualities are
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reversed speech (for instance, speakers can still be identiﬁed if speech
is reversed, and time-reversed sentences can be discriminated based
on neural phase information; Ding and Simon, 2014; Howard and
Poeppel, 2010; Sheffert et al., 2002). Also, the essential properties of
the signal envelope – i.e., the absence of systematic ﬂuctuations in
low-level features – remain unchanged compared to the constructed
condition. For all conditions, one trial consisted of the presentation of
a 10-s stimulus that was randomly chosen from all concatenated origi-
nal or constructed snippets (total length about 10 min). Signals be-
tween concatenated snippets were interpolated to avoid artiﬁcial
clicks that could potentially have inﬂuenced the subjects' EEG entrain-
ment. Subjects listened to the stimuli while their EEG was recorded
and completed 120 trials per conditions (in 3 blocks of 40 trials each;
the block order was randomized, but such that the number of blocks
per condition was always balanced during the experiment). In order
to keep subjects engagedwith the auditory stimulation, in each trial, be-
tween 3 and5 (equal probability) tone pipswere presented at threshold
level at randommoments during the trial. Tone pips had either a dura-
tion of 2.9 ms and a carrier frequency of 2.4 kHz, or a duration of 30 ms
and a frequency of 100 Hz. The minimum interval between tone pips
was 1 s. Subjects were asked to press a button whenever they detected
a tone pip, with separate buttons for the two pip frequencies. Both tone
pip frequencies could be presented in the same trial. The amplitude of
the tone pip was adapted constantly (based on the performance of the
preceding 100 trials) and separately for the two pip frequencies, so
that tone pip detection had a mean probability of 50%. In this study,
we did not focus on behavioral consequences of the entrainment (i.e.,
on a potential modulation of tone pip detection by the speech sound
or EEG phase), for two reasons. Firstly, a behavioral modulation of
tone pip detection by remaining high-level features of the constructed
speech/noise stimuli was already reported in a previous study (Zoefel
and VanRullen, 2015). Secondly, the number of tone pips per condition
(b125 detected tone pips per subject, condition and tone pip frequency)
was not sufﬁcient to reliably separate trials as a function of phase
(compared with ~500 detected tone pips per subject, condition and
tone pip frequency in our previous study; see Discussion).
Stimuli were presented diotically via loudspeakers (Logitech Z130,
Morges, Switzerland). The Psychophysics Toolbox for MATLAB
(Brainard, 1997) was used for stimulus presentation.
EEG recordings
EEG was recorded continuously using a 64-channel ActiveTwo
Biosemi system. Two additional electrodes (an active electrode, CMS,
common mode sense, and a passive electrode, DRL, driven right leg)
were used as reference and ground and to compose a feedback loop
for ampliﬁer reference. Horizontal and vertical electrooculograms
were recorded by three additional electrodes around the subjects'
eyes. Electrodes were placed according to the international 10–10
system. All signals were digitized at 1024 Hz, and highpass-ﬁltered
online above 0.16 Hz. Data were ﬁltered (notch ﬁlters between 47 and
53 Hz to remove 50 Hz line noise, and between 80 and 90 Hz to remove
electrical noise at the frequency of the screen's refresh rate, 85 Hz) and
downsampled ofﬂine to 256 Hz and converted to an average reference.
Trials were screened manually for eye or movement artifacts, and
contaminated trials were rejected.
Triggers associated with the onset of each trial were sent to the EEG
system via MATLAB using the parallel port as described in İlhan and
VanRullen (2012). In short, a loud pulse followed by a jittered silence
(0.75–1.25 s) was inserted before sound onset to serve as an analog
trigger. The auditory signal was split into two cables, one connected to
the speaker system (to be presented to the subject), and the other
into the parallel port interface of the EEG system to be registered as a
trigger along with the EEG stream. Correct detection of the trigger was
ensured by its high amplitude (at least four times as high as the auditorystimulation). The silent interval between trigger and stimulus ensured
that any ERP response to the click sound caused by the trigger had
vanished at the start of the trial. The remainder of the sound sequence
(10 s speech snippet in one of our 3 experimental conditions) never
produced an erroneous detection of the trigger.
Data analyses
In the following analyses, whenever whole-trial signals were used,
the ﬁrst 500 ms of each trial were discarded, in order to avoid artiﬁcial
phase-locking caused by evoked responses after sound onset.
All analyses were performed in MATLAB. The EEGLAB Toolbox
(Delorme and Makeig, 2004) was used for pre-processing of EEG data.
Phase entrainment
Phase entrainment can be deﬁned as the alignment between two
rhythmic structures—in our study, we thus analyzed neural phase
entrainment as the amount of phase-locking between EEG oscillations
and the presented speech features. Note that low- and high-level
features co-vary in normal speech sound: Slow amplitude ﬂuctuations
(here labeled as signal envelope) and the underlying ﬂuctuations in
spectral content (together deﬁned as low-level features in this study)
inevitably go alongwithﬂuctuations in high-level (acoustic and linguis-
tic) features in everyday speech. Using the same analysis for all 3 condi-
tions, we were thus able to evaluate phase entrainment to different
features of speech sound: Phase-locking between original signal enve-
lope and EEG reﬂects (1) both low- and high-level entrainment in the
original condition, (2) only high-level entrainment, but based on both
acoustic and linguistic information, in the constructed condition, and
(3) high-level entrainment, but restricted to acoustic information, in
the constructed reversed condition (Fig. 1).
According to Lachaux et al. (1999), the phase-locking value (PLV)
between signal envelope and EEG was calculated, for each channel ch,
as the norm of the difference between the phase of the ﬁltered (in the
theta-band, 2–8 Hz) original signal envelope (φenv) and the phase of
the correspondingly ﬁltered EEG (φeeg), averaged in the complex
domain across T time points, N trials, and S subjects:
PLV chð Þ ¼ 1
S
XS
s¼1
1
N
XN
n¼1
1
T
XT
t¼1
ei φenv n;tð Þ−φeeg n;ch;tð Þð Þ


φenv and φeeg are deﬁned as the phase angle of the Hilbert-transformed
ﬁltered original signal envelope and EEG, respectively. The PLV ranges
between 0 (no phase-locking) and 1 (maximal phase-locking). Note
that since our formula averages all phase vectors in the complex domain
before the norm of the result is taken, the resulting PLVwill bemaximal
when the phase angle difference between signal envelope and EEG is
consistent across time, across trials, and across subjects. If the phase
angle is computed instead of the norm, the phase difference between
EEG and speech signal can be determined. We tested the signiﬁcance
of our results by comparing the observed PLVs, averaged across EEG
channels, with surrogate distributions. Thus, wewere able to determine
(1) whether the PLV in any of the conditions signiﬁcantly differs from 0
(reﬂecting signiﬁcant phase entrainment to the speech or speech/noise
stimuli) and (2) whether PLVs signiﬁcantly differ across conditions. In
order to test the signiﬁcance of the obtained PLVs (1), a surrogate
distribution was constructed by calculating PLVs as before, but with
φenv and φeeg drawn from different trials. In order to test whether
the obtained PLVs differ across conditions (2), the difference in PLV
was calculated for each possible combination of conditions (i.e., original
vs. constructed, original vs. constructed reversed, constructed vs.
constructed reversed). For each combination, a surrogate distribution
was constructed by randomly assigning trials to the respective condi-
tions and re-calculating the PLV difference. Both procedures (1 and
2) were repeated 1,000,000 times in order to obtain a range of PLVs
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between signal envelope and EEG signal and no difference in phase-
locking between conditions, respectively. P-values were calculated for
the recorded data by comparing “real” PLVs and PLV differences against
the respective surrogate distributions. P-values were corrected for
multiple comparisons across three conditions using the false discovery
rate (FDR) procedure. Here, a signiﬁcance threshold is computed
which sets the expected rate of falsely rejected null hypotheses to 5%
(Benjamini and Hochberg, 1995).
The PLV only indicates overall phase-locking between signal
envelope and EEG, but no information can be obtained about its timing
or the different frequency components involved. As an additional step,
in order to evaluate spectro-temporal characteristics of the entrain-
ment, we thus calculated the cross-correlation between signal envelope
and EEG (Lalor et al., 2009; VanRullen andMacdonald, 2012), computed
for time lags between−1 and 1 s:
cross− correlation ch; tð Þ ¼
X
T
env Tð Þ:eeg ch; T þ tð Þ
where env(T) and eeg(T) denote the unﬁltered standardized (z-scored)
signal envelope and the corresponding standardized (z-scored) EEG
response at time T and channel ch, respectively, and t denotes the
time lag between envelope and EEG signal. Cross-correlations were
averaged across trials and subjects, but separately for each channel,
and time–frequency transforms of those cross-correlations were com-
puted (using Fast Fourier Transformation (FFT) and Hanning window
tapering; 128 linear-spaced frequencies from 1 Hz to 128 Hz; window
size 0.5 s, zero-padded to 1 s). These time–frequency representations
were then averaged across channels. Note that, due in part to the convo-
lution theorem, this time–frequency analysis of the cross-correlation
between signal envelope and EEG response is roughly equivalent to
the sum of cross-correlations between narrow-band ﬁltered versions
of the signal envelope and EEG response.
In order to test the obtained results for signiﬁcance (with the null
hypothesis of no correlation between speech signal and brain response),
EEG data from each trial were cross-correlated with the signal envelope
from another trial and cross-correlations and their time–frequency
representations were re-computed for this simulated set of data. By re-
peating this simulation (100,000 times), it was possible to obtain a
range of time–frequency values that can be observed under the null
hypothesis that speech and EEG signals are not correlated. P-values
were calculated by comparing surrogate distribution and real data for
each time–frequency point. P-values were again corrected for multiple
comparisons using FDR.
In order to contrast cross-correlation effects across the different
experimental conditions, a repeated-measurements one-way ANOVA
was performed with condition as the independent variable (original,
constructed, constructed reversed) and the standard deviation across
electrodes of the cross-correlation values for a given time point as the
dependent variable. Where necessary, p-values were corrected for
non-sphericity using the Greenhouse–Geisser correction. Post-hoc
tests were applied using paired t-tests and Bonferroni correction for
multiple comparisons (threshold p b 0.05).
Results
We presented 12 subjects with speech/noise stimuli without
systematic ﬂuctuations in low-level features (here deﬁned as sound
amplitude and spectral content; see Zoefel and VanRullen (2015) for a
detailed discussion of this deﬁnition), butwith intact high-level features
of speech sound, ﬂuctuating at ~2−8 Hz (“constructed condition”).
Additionally, those speech/noise snippets were presented in reverse
(“constructed reversed condition”), thus potentially disentangling
high-level features based on acoustic vs. linguistic information. We
compared phase entrainment in those two conditions to that obtainedin response to original speech snippets (“original condition”). Thus,
we were, for the ﬁrst time, able to dissociate 3 possible components of
neural phase entrainment: Whereas systematic low-level feature
changes were only present in the original condition, acoustic high-
level information (independent of intelligibility; Peelle and Davis,
2012) was available in all three conditions, and linguistic high-level
information was preserved in both the original and constructed condi-
tions, but not in the constructed reversed condition (Fig. 1). Therefore,
if neural phase entrainment were merely caused by ASSR to low-level
features, it would happen only in the original condition; if it depended
on the rhythmic structure of linguistic features, it should be seen in
the original and constructed conditions but not in the constructed re-
versed condition; ﬁnally, if neural EEG phase mainly followed rhythmic
ﬂuctuations of acoustic high-level features, entrainment should occur in
all three conditions. This latter result is what we observed, as detailed
below.
Fig. 2A shows, for all conditions, average phase-locking (shown as
bars) between the recorded EEG (ﬁltered between 2 and 8 Hz) and
the original signal envelope (ﬁltered likewise; note that the original sig-
nal envelope reﬂects rhythmic ﬂuctuations in both low- and high-level
features in the original condition, in both acoustic and linguistic high-
level features in the constructed condition, and only in acoustic high-
level features in the constructed reversed condition; Fig. 1): Signiﬁcant
phase-locking, reﬂecting phase entrainment, is visible in all conditions.
This phase entrainment does not signiﬁcantly differ across conditions
(original vs. constructed: p = 0.120; original vs. constructed reversed:
p = 0.199; constructed vs. constructed reversed: p = 0.052; all p-
values non-signiﬁcant after FDR-correction), as determined by permu-
tation tests (see Material and Methods). Topographies of PLVs are
shown in Fig. 2B. A dipolar conﬁguration appears in all conditions; this
dipole is slightly shifted toward the right hemisphere for the original
condition, in line with previous studies suggesting that slow amplitude
ﬂuctuations are preferentially processed in the right hemisphere
(Abrams et al., 2008; Gross et al., 2013; Poeppel, 2003). The actual
phase difference between EEG signal and original signal envelope is
shown, separately for each EEG channel, in the topographies in Fig. 2C.
Again, a dipolar conﬁguration appears in all conditions; the polarity of
this dipole seems to be inversed when comparing original and the two
constructed conditions. Thus, whereas high-level features of speech
sound can entrain EEG oscillations to a similar degree as unprocessed
speech sound, the removal of systematic ﬂuctuations in low-level
features seems to be reﬂected in a change of the entrained phase.
Whereas Fig. 2 represents the overall amount and (phase) topogra-
phies of phase entrainment in the three conditions, precise temporal
and spectral characteristics cannot be extracted. However, they might
be necessary to explain the observed phase differences for the entrain-
ment in the original and the two constructed conditions.We thus calcu-
lated the cross-correlation between EEG and original signal envelope, as
described for example in VanRullen and Macdonald (2012). The
outcome of this analysis (see Materials and Methods) provides an
estimate of when (i.e., at which time lags) the stimulus (unﬁltered orig-
inal signal envelope) and response (unﬁltered EEG signal) are related.
Cross-correlations, averaged across trials and subjects, are shown in
Fig. 3 (top panels) for all conditions, separately for all channels (black
lines). Note that there are time lags at which many channels simulta-
neously deviate from their baseline, but with different polarities: The
standard deviation across channels (shown in blue) can thus be used
to quantify the magnitude of cross-correlation between overall EEG
and the signal envelope at a given time lag. For the original condition,
this standard deviation shows two peaks, one earlier component at
~110ms, and another later component at ~190mswith inversed polar-
ity across the scalp (topographical maps for the peaks are shown as
insets). Interestingly, only the later component is present in the con-
structed and constructed reversed conditions, potentially reﬂecting
entrainment to (acoustic) high-level features of speech sound. Indeed,
a one-way ANOVA on standard deviation values of single subjects for
Fig. 2. Phase-locking between EEG signal and original signal envelope (i.e., phase entrainment) in the three conditions. A. The average phase-locking across channels is shown as bars. P-
values of phase-locking (obtained by a permutation procedure; seeMaterials andMethods) are shownas dashed lines, indicating signiﬁcant phase entrainment (p b 10−6) in all conditions
and thus amajor role for high-level acoustic cues as the underlying entraining feature of speech sound. (Note that the p-value thresholdswere obtained by independent permutation tests
for the 3 experimental conditions, yet turned out near-identical.) B. Topographies corresponding to A, showing phase-locking values at each electrode location. A dipolar structure of phase
entrainment is visible in all conditions. C. Topographies corresponding to A, representing the phase difference between EEG signal and original signal envelope at each electrode location.
Electrodes without signiﬁcant phase entrainment are shaded out. The dipolar structure of phase entrainment visible in B now shows an inversed polarity in the absence of low-level
features of speech sound (constructed and constructed reversed condition).
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time lag (F(2) = 14.62, p = 0.002), with post-hoc tests indicating a
stronger cross-correlation for the original condition than for the two
constructed conditions, but no signiﬁcant effect of condition for the
190 ms time lag (F(2) = 3.84, p = 0.057). The inversed polarity
between earlier low-level component (speciﬁc to the original condi-
tion) and later high-level component (present in all conditions) is
reminiscent of the dipoles that were observed for the analysis of
entrained phases (Fig. 2C) and showed an inversed polarity for the
original and the two constructed conditions. This might suggest that
the topography of entrainment phases is mainly driven by low-level
components in the original condition, and by high-level components
in the constructed conditions. Moreover, an early (~50 ms) cross-
correlation component seems to be present in some conditions.
Although a one-way ANOVA yields a main effect of condition at that
time lag (F(2) = 7.26, p = 0.004), post-hoc tests reveal no signiﬁcant
difference between original and constructed reversed condition, aFig. 3. Top panels: Cross-correlation between original signal envelope and EEG signal (both unﬁ
Only the original condition shows a peak in standard deviation at ~110ms (time lag between sp
seen in all conditions, and an earlier, slightlyweaker peak (~50ms) that ismost evident in the o
high-level cues. The insets show the topographical distribution of cross-correlation, with resp
condition. Bottom panels: Signiﬁcance values of the time–frequency transform of cross-correla
of cross-correlation involves signiﬁcant correlations at higher frequencies including the gamm
theta-range. FDR-corrected signiﬁcance threshold, alpha b 0.05, is shown as a red line in the coﬁnding that rules out low-level entrainment involved in this peak
(however, cross-correlation for both original and constructed reversed
condition is signiﬁcantly stronger than for the constructed condition
at that time lag). In order to characterize spectral properties of the
entrained responses, we computed a time–frequency transform of the
cross-correlation signals (averaged across channels). We obtained sig-
niﬁcance values for each time–frequency point by comparing our
cross-correlation results with surrogate distributions where EEG data
from each trial was cross-correlated with the signal envelope from an-
other trial (see Materials and Methods). Results are shown in the bot-
tom panels of Fig. 3: Whereas high-level information common to all
three conditions preferentially involves correlations in the theta-band,
the low-level component at ~110 ms additionally entails gamma-band
correlations (here ~20–50 Hz).
Thus, in summary, our results show (1) that phase entrainment of
EEG oscillations is possible evenwhen speech sound is not accompanied
by ﬂuctuations in low-level features, (2) that the removal of thoseltered) for all channels (black lines) and the standard deviation across channels (blue line).
eech and EEG), indicating an entrainment to low-level cues. A later peak (~190ms) can be
riginal and constructed reversed condition. Both peaks indicate an entrainment to acoustic
ect to the timing of the two most pronounced peaks (110 ms and 190 ms) in the original
tion functions (averaged across channels). Note that the 110-ms (low-level) component
a-range, whereas the other (high-level) components entail correlations restricted to the
lorbar.
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formation is not necessary for this high-level neural phase entrainment,
and (4) that the entrainment to low- and high-level features occurs at
different time lags between stimulus and EEG, with the entrainment
to low-level features occurring earlier and in the gamma-range, where-
as high-level entrainment occurs later (but with an additional, weaker
peak occurring earlier than the low-level component; see Discussion)
and in the theta-band.
Discussion
Phase entrainment of neural oscillations as a potential tool for efﬁ-
cient stimulus processing has been described repeatedly (Calderone
et al., 2014; Lakatos et al., 2005, 2013; Schroeder et al., 2010;
Schroeder and Lakatos, 2009) and is paramount in current theories of
speech comprehension (Doelling et al., 2014; Ghitza, 2011, 2012,
2013, 2014; Giraud and Poeppel, 2012; Zion Golumbic et al., 2013).
However, the underlying mechanisms are far from clear (Ding and
Simon, 2014). Here, we disentangled the inﬂuence of low-level (i.e.,
sound amplitude and spectral content) and higher-level features of
speech, by comparing neural entrainment to everyday speech sound
to entrainment based only on high-level speech cues. Our results
suggest that neural phase entrainment is not reduced when high-level
features of speech are not accompanied by ﬂuctuations in sound ampli-
tude or spectral content (a complementary study, reaching a similar
conclusion, has been presented by Ding et al., 2013). Instead, we
observed a change in the phase difference between the entrained EEG
oscillations and the speech sound. In line with a recent psychophysical
study (Zoefel and VanRullen, 2015), this effect cannot be explained by
a passive response to the periodic auditory stimulation at early stages
of auditory processing (e.g., in the cochlea), and thus provides impor-
tant evidence for phase entrainment as an active tool of efﬁcient stimu-
lus processing (e.g., Schroeder et al., 2010). Note a more elaborate
discussion of deﬁnitions of low-level and high-level features of speech
can be found in Zoefel and VanRullen (2015).
Based on the results obtained in our previous study, one would
expect the detection of a tone pip, presented at random moments dur-
ing stimulation, to depend on the phase of the entrained EEG oscilla-
tions (similar results have been reported in studies using non-speech
sound as entraining stimulus: Henry and Obleser, 2012; Ng et al.,
2012; note, however, that those results remain debated: Vanrullen
and McLelland, 2013; Zoefel and Heil, 2013). However, in the present
study, we did not attempt such behavioral analyses due to the reduced
statistical power (each condition counted about one fourth of tone pip
events compared to Zoefel and VanRullen, 2015; this was due to both
the time-consuming preparation of EEG recordings and an increased
number of experimental conditions). As expected, the examination of
a potential modulation of tone pip detection by pre-stimulus EEG
phase only showed negative results (data not shown). Thus, although
we could not demonstrate behavioral consequences of the entrained
EEG oscillations in the present study, we refer to our earlier psycho-
physical experiments where we could show (with sufﬁcient statistical
power) a modulation of perceptual behavior (i.e., tone pip detection)
by the “high-level rhythm” in the same type of constructed speech/
noise snippets (Zoefel and VanRullen, 2015). Further studies, using
similar stimuli but with improved signal-to-noise ratio, are necessary
in order to show simultaneous entrainment of behavior and electro-
physiological markers.
The role of intelligibility in phase entrainment is currently debated.
On the one hand, intelligibility is not required for entrainment to speech
sound or other, simpler stimuli such as pure tones (Besle et al., 2011;
Gross et al., 2013; Howard and Poeppel, 2010; Luo and Poeppel, 2012;
O'Connell et al., 2011; Peelle et al., 2013; Stefanics et al., 2010; Zoefel
and Heil, 2013); on the other hand, phase entrainment is sometimes
enhanced in intelligible compared to non-intelligible sentences (Gross
et al., 2013; Peelle et al., 2013). In our previous study, we found thatbehavioral phase entrainment to high-level speech cues is indeed
reduced if speech intelligibility is abolished by reversing the stimuli
(Zoefel and VanRullen, 2015), but this does not necessarily have to be
the case for neural phase entrainment. In the present study, we
compared entrainment to acoustic and linguistic high-level cues
(“constructed condition”) with that to acoustic high-level cues alone
(“constructed reversed condition”). We found that the amount of
phase entrainment did not differ between these two high-level condi-
tions, indicating a principal role of acoustic (and not linguistic) features
in the reported high-level phase entrainment of neural oscillations.
These acoustic high-level features of speech might be the characteristic
part of an intermediate step of speech analysis in the brain, prior to the
actual linguistic processing (Hickok and Poeppel, 2007). Similar results
(i.e., entrainment of neural oscillations by unintelligible speech) have
been obtained by other groups (Howard and Poeppel, 2010; Millman
et al., 2014). Furthermore, the observed results suggest an interesting
mechanism, although very speculative, for the interaction between en-
trainment and intelligibility:Whereaswe found neural (i.e., EEG) phase
entrainment to both forward and time-reversed speech/noise sound,
this neural entrainment only seemed to have perceptual consequences
in behavioral measurements when the speech/noise sound was played
forward (Zoefel and VanRullen, 2015). We can thus speculate that neu-
ral phase entrainment and “tone pip” stimulus detectionmight occur in
different areas of the brain. In a recent study by Steinschneider et al.
(2014), for instance, neuronal responses in temporal regions were
modulated by the semantic context of sound, but did not predict behav-
ioral outcome, which was only reﬂected in activity in prefrontal cortex.
Moreover, it has been reported that phase entrainment to both attended
and unattended speech can be observed in early cortical regions;
however, the entrainment to unattended (but not attended) speech is
“lost” in more frontal areas (Ding and Simon, 2012; Horton et al.,
2013; Zion Golumbic et al., 2013). A similar effect might underlie our
ﬁndings: Both intelligible and unintelligible speech might entrain
early cortical regions, but only intelligible speech might entrain more
frontal areas (and affect behavior). Thus, although intelligibility of
speech might not directly affect the neural entrainment in regions of
auditory processing, it might act as a crucial variable that determines
whether the entrained neural activity affects decisions in frontal areas
or not (or possibly, whether temporal and frontal areas are functionally
connected; Weisz et al., 2014). Finally, Ding and Simon (2014) recently
hypothesized that it might be necessary to differentiate entrainment
to speech in the delta-range (1–4 Hz) from that in the theta-range (4–
8 Hz), with the former adjusting to acoustic and the latter to phonetic
information. As our stimulus construction was based on a signal enve-
lope ﬁltered between 2 and 8 Hz (comprising both delta- and theta-
range), we were not able to separate our observed entrainment into
those two frequency bands. It is possible that only theta-entrainment
affected pip detection in our behavioral task and that this entrainment
is indeed larger in the constructed condition than in the constructed
reversed one. Clearly, further studies are necessary to determine
under what circumstances linguistic cues are important for phase
entrainment or not.
We acknowledge that, in the current study, we were only able to
equalize speech features on a very early level of auditory processing
(e.g., on the cochlear level), making it difﬁcult to assign the observed
entrainment to a particular level in the auditory pathway. Thus, we
can speculate only based on the current literature: We presume that
entrainment to low-level features of speech sound occurs relatively
early in the auditory pathway (i.e., somewhere between cochlea and
primary auditory cortex, including the latter; Davis and Johnsrude,
2003; Lakatos et al., 2005), whereas entrainment to high-level features
occurs beyond primary auditory cortex (Uppenkamp et al., 2006).
Important candidates are the supratemporal gyrus (more speciﬁcally,
mid- and parietal STG) and sulcus (STS), which seem to be primarily in-
volved in the analysis of phonetic features (Binder et al., 2000; DeWitt
and Rauschecker, 2012; Hickok and Poeppel, 2007; Mesgarani et al.,
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tions, itmay thus be interesting to present our constructed speech/noise
stimuli during intracranial recordings, which offer a spatial resolution
vastly superior to that of EEG (Buzsáki et al., 2012).
Using a cross-correlation procedure, we were able to extract
spectro-temporal characteristics of low- and high-level processing of
speech sounds. Here, we observed an earlier (~110 ms) component
reﬂecting low-level processing and involving the gamma-band, and a
later (~190 ms) component that was spectrally restricted to the theta-
band and potentially reﬂects high-level processing. Our results are con-
sistentwith the current literature, concerning both the observed timing,
topography, and separation into low- and high-level components. For
instance, Horton et al. (2013) reported very similar time lags and topog-
raphieswhen cross-correlating EEGwith the envelope of normal speech
sound. McMullan et al. (2013) presented subjects with ﬁrst-order
(change in energy) and higher-order (change in perceived pitch with-
out change in overall energy) boundaries in the auditory scene and
compared the responses measured in the EEG. Very similar to our
study, they observed an earlier gamma-component in the response to
ﬁrst-order boundaries which was absent for the high-order stimuli. A
later component in the theta-band was recorded for both types of
boundaries. Krumbholz et al. (2003) comparedmagnetoencephalogram
(MEG) responses to sound onsetwith those to a transition fromnoise to
a discrete pitchwithout accompanying energy changes, and reported an
earlier (~100 ms) component for the former, whereas perceived pitch
produced a later (~150ms) response. Finally, the frequencies of our ob-
served cross-correlation components are in line with the currently
emerging role of different oscillatory frequency bands (Bastos et al.,
2014; Buffalo et al., 2011; Fontolan et al., 2014): Although more work
needs to be done, there is accumulating evidence that faster frequency
bands (e.g., the gamma-band) might reﬂect bottom-up mechanisms
(i.e., processing of sensory information) whereas slower bands
(e.g., the alpha-band) might be responsible for top-down mechanisms
(i.e., processing of cognitive information, such as predictions about up-
coming events). The two different frequency components (earlier
“low-level gamma” and later “high-level theta”) in our cross-
correlation results support this idea and provide evidence for a similar
mechanism in the auditory system. Note that the theta-band might
have a similar role for the auditory system as the alpha-band for the vi-
sual system, as it seems to be related to higher-order cognitive func-
tions, such as temporal predictions (Arnal and Giraud, 2012; Luo et al.,
2013; Schroeder et al., 2010; Stefanics et al., 2010) or adjustment tomu-
sical rhythm (Nozaradan, 2014). Although not as easy to explain as the
other two components, it is worth mentioning that an additional com-
ponent of high-level processing appeared in our data: A peak around
50mswas visible, entailing activity in the theta-band, whose amplitude
did not statistically differ between original and constructed reversed
conditions, suggestive of a high-level effect (however, we note that
this peak was signiﬁcantly less pronounced for the constructed condi-
tion, a ﬁnding that is not necessarily expected). We also point out that
the seemingly early timing of the ﬁrst high-level effect (~50 ms) does
not contradict its being a high-level process. Indeed, the time lag of a
cross-correlation between two quasi-rhythmic signals (signal envelope
and brain activity) cannot be directly interpreted as the latency in re-
sponse to a stimulus. For example, perfect phase synchronization
(i.e., phase entrainment with no phase difference) between speech
stimulus and entrained brain responses would result in a cross-
correlation peak at time lag 0. Thus, a time lag of 50 ms does not neces-
sarilymean that the stimulus is processed at relatively early latencies—it
merely reﬂects the phase lag between stimulus and recorded signal.
In conclusion, by means of speech/noise stimuli without systematic
ﬂuctuations in sound amplitude or spectral content, we were able to
dissociate low- and high-level components of neural phase entrainment
to speech sound. We suggest that EEG phase entrainment includes an
adjustment to high-level acoustic features, as neural oscillations
phase-lock to these cues. We speculate that this entrainment to speechmight only affect behavior when speech is intelligible, potentially
mediated by an improved connectivity between temporal and frontal
regions. Finally, low-level cues (e.g., large changes in energy) induce
an additional response in the brain, differing from high-level EEG
entrainment with respect to spectro-temporal characteristics, the
entrained phase, and potentially anatomical location.Conﬂict of Interest
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CHAPTER 6: CHARACTERIZATION OF PHASE 
ENTRAINMENT TO LOW- AND HIGH-LEVEL FEATURES 
OF SPEECH SOUND IN LAMINAR RECORDINGS IN 
MONKEY A1 
In the previous chapter, it has been shown that EEG oscillations can entrain to high-level 
features of speech sound. However, as explained in the General Introduction, the spatial 
resolution of the EEG is relatively poor. The auditory system is organized tonotopically and 
oscillatory processes seem to depend on the cortical layer they are operating in, and on the 
interplay between layers. Thus, the precise mechanisms of the reported “high-level 
entrainment” might differ between cortical sites or even cortical layers, but this cannot be 
determined using EEG. A similar reasoning can be applied for the processing of everyday 
speech sound, which is extensively studies using superficial recordings, but not intracranially. 
For the following article, both everyday speech sound and speech/noise stimuli were 
presented to a monkey while neural oscillations were recorded in primary auditory cortex 
(A1). Phase entrainment has been shown repeatedly in monkey A1 (e.g., Lakatos et al., 
2008). Together with the close genetic relation between monkeys and humans, the 
characterization of phase entrainment to rhythmic stimulation (including speech) in non-
human primates is therefore a valid and valuable tool. Moreover, this setup made it possible 
to characterize neural mechanisms of phase entrainment with respect to the laminar profile 
in auditory cortex.  
During the experiment described in the following article, one monkey listened passively to 
both everyday sound and constructed speech/noise stimuli while intracortical (CSD) 
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oscillations and MUA activity (reflecting neuronal firing) were recorded. In line with our 
findings for EEG recordings in humans (Chapter 5), we found that neural activity in the 
primary auditory cortex of the monkey significantly entrained to stimuli in all conditions, 
including their time-reversed versions. Again, it was rather the entrained phase and not the 
degree of entrainment that changed in the absence of systematic fluctuations in low-level 
features of speech.  This finding demonstrates that not only humans, but also monkeys can 
entrain to high-level features of speech sound, and indicates that acoustic, but not 
necessarily linguistic features of speech sound play an important role. Finally, as we will see 
in the following article, neural oscillations entrain to speech sound in a clever way that 
processes the relevant information but prepares the system to the upcoming sound at the 
same time. This is possible because, due to its intrinsic structure, low- and high-frequency 
components of speech alternate. Thus, whenever low sound frequencies prevail in the input, 
tonotopic regions in A1 dominantly processing sound with these frequencies can reset other 
regions, responding primarily to high frequencies, to their low-excitability phase. This phase 
reset automatically results in a convergence of the high-excitability phase in these regions 
and their preferred stimulation (i.e. the dominance of higher sound frequencies in the 
input). This input then initiates the same mechanism again: This time, regions processing 
lower sound frequencies are set to their low-excitability phase. A similar mechanism has 
been shown before for non-speech stimuli (O’Connell et al., 2011) and discussed 
theoretically for human speech (O’Connell et al., submitted), but has never been 
demonstrated experimentally for human speech.  
Thus, the results described in this chapter argue for phase entrainment being a general 
mechanism for an efficient processing of rhythmic stimulation across species, potentially 
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centering “snapshots” (or perceptual cycles) on relevant stimuli or even preparing them for 
upcoming, important events. 
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Abstract 
Neural oscillations in the auditory system entrain to rhythmic stimulation, thereby aligning 
their phase of high excitability with relevant input. Of particular importance is the 
entrainment to speech sound: Correlated with speech comprehension, phase entrainment is 
omnipresent in current theories of speech processing. Nevertheless, the underlying neural 
mechanisms, in particular with respect to processing in cortical layers, are still largely 
unknown. This fact is possibly due to the (at first view, justified) assumption that 
entrainment to human speech can only be investigated in humans – and laminar recordings 
in human subjects are rare and problematic. However, rhythmic communication calls are not 
unique to humans, and phase entrainment has repeatedly been demonstrated in non-
human primates. Thus, it is possible that laminar recordings in these species provide us with 
important insight into neural mechanisms underlying phase entrainment to speech sound. 
We presented one monkey with everyday speech sound and recorded neural (as current-
source density, CSD) oscillations in different areas of primary auditory cortex (A1). We 
observed phase entrainment to the rhythm of speech in all areas; however, only those 
spectral components of speech corresponding to the “best frequency” (BF) of the recording 
site entrained neural oscillations to their high-excitability phase, whereas other components 
evoked an entrainment to the opposite, low-excitability phase.  Together with the fact that 
low- and high-frequency components in speech alternate, our findings confirm previous 
speculation that phase entrainment reflects a particularly efficient way of stimulus 
processing that includes the preparation of the relevant neuronal populations to the 
upcoming input. Moreover, presenting speech/noise sound without systematic fluctuations 
in low-level features of speech and the time-reversed version of all stimuli, we found 
significant phase entrainment in all conditions and all cortical layers. The entrainment in the 
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speech/noise conditions was characterized by a change in the entrained phase (compared to 
everyday speech), and this phase was dominantly coupled to activity in a lower gamma-band 
(in contrast to coupling to a gamma-band of higher frequency in response to everyday 
speech). These results show that (1) phase entrainment in A1 includes a high-level process 
with specific characteristics, (2) this process is not unique to humans and (3) potentially 
destroying “acoustic edges” by time-reversal of speech does not diminish phase 
entrainment, as previously argued. 
Introduction 
Many stimuli in the auditory environment – such as speech sound – are rhythmic and 
alternate between important and less relevant events. Brain activity is rhythmic as well: 
Neural oscillations reflect changes between high and low excitability phases of neuronal 
populations (Buzsáki and Draguhn, 2004). It has been proposed that these oscillations can be 
seen as alternations between open and closed “windows of opportunity” for input to be 
processed (Jensen et al., 2012). Thus, it is a reasonable assumption that the auditory system 
tries to align these two rhythms – brain oscillations and rhythmic input – a phenomenon 
called phase entrainment (Lakatos et al., 2008; Calderone et al., 2014). Indeed, it has been 
shown that phase entrainment to speech sound can improve speech comprehension 
(Ahissar et al., 2001; Luo and Poeppel, 2007; Park et al., 2015). 
Nevertheless, phase entrainment of neural oscillations to speech sound is a mechanism 
whose characterization is still incomplete: For instance, besides very few studies (Nourski et 
al., 2009; Fontolan et al., 2014), reports of phase entrainment are usually based on 
electrophysiological recordings with low spatial resolution (using, e.g., 
electroencephalogram, EEG). The characterization of phase entrainment to speech sound 
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with respect to laminar processing in auditory cortex would thus represent a step forward in 
our understanding of the brain’s processing of speech sound and, more generally, of 
rhythmic input. For this purpose, recordings in monkey auditory cortex are an important tool 
(Rauschecker and Scott, 2009): First, monkeys and humans are genetically closely related. 
Second, in contrast to humans, laminar profiles can be easily recorded in monkeys. Third, 
phase entrainment of neural oscillations has been demonstrated repeatedly in monkeys 
(Lakatos et al., 2005b, 2008, 2013a), indicating that humans and monkeys share a common 
mechanism of adaptation to rhythmicity.  
We are aware of only one other study showing neural responses in monkey A1 during the 
presentation of human speech (Steinschneider et al., 2013). However, this study was limited 
to the presentation of words and focused on neural responses to phonemes. In the current 
study, we presented long (five one-minute) sequences of everyday speech sound and 
measured the entrainment of neural oscillations in the different cortical layers of A1. A1 is 
tonotopically organized (Merzenich and Brugge, 1973) – we were therefore interested in 
how oscillations entrain to such a spectrally complex stimulus as speech sound. Two 
important points should be made here: First, it has been shown – using pure tones as stimuli 
– that only oscillations in the area of A1 tuned to the frequency of the stimulus (“best 
frequency”, BF, region) entrain their high-excitability phase to the stimulus – oscillations in 
the rest of auditory cortex are set to their low-excitability phase (O’Connell et al., 2011; 
Lakatos et al., 2013a). Second, certain spectral components – possibly vowels and some 
consonants, such as the fricative /s/ – seem to alternate in speech sound. It has recently 
been suggested that the counterphase entrainment described above could reflect an 
efficient way of stimulus processing: If one region, responsible for the processing of vowels, 
sets the oscillations in another region, responsible for the processing of fricatives, to their 
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low-excitability phase, their high-excitability phase “arrives in time” for the upcoming 
fricatives to be processed (O’Connell et al., submitted). For speech sound, this clever 
mechanism has so far only been hypothesized, but experimental data are still lacking – we 
thus analyzed our data based on this notion. 
Although everyday speech sound is an interesting stimulus, it contains large fluctuations in 
amplitude and spectral content (Fig. 1A, top; Fig. 1B, left) – any observed entrainment can 
thus be “biased”, as it cannot be ruled out that it entails a passive “following” of these low-
level fluctuations at very early levels of auditory processing (e.g., a “ringing” by the cochlea; 
VanRullen et al., 2014). Recently, we reported the construction of speech/noise stimuli 
without systematic fluctuations in amplitude and spectral content, but with conserved high-
level features, including phonetic information1 (Fig. 1A, bottom; Fig. 1B, right; Zoefel and 
VanRullen, 2015). Moreover, we reported that EEG oscillations entrain to this “high-level 
rhythm”, but that the entrainment does not depend on linguistic features, as it is not 
disrupted when the speech/noise sound is reversed (Zoefel and VanRullen, in press). Based 
on this finding, it is possible that we can find “high-level entrainment” in monkey A1 as well. 
Thus, in addition, we presented our speech/noise stimuli and measured the entrainment of 
neural oscillations to them. We were thus able to quantify phase entrainment to speech 
sound, both in response to concomitant low- and high-level features (i.e. to everyday speech 
sound) and to isolated high-level features (i.e. to our constructed speech/noise stimuli).  
 
                                                          
1
 The definition of low- and high-level features of speech sound is often vague. Here, we follow Zoefel and 
VanRullen (2015) in that we define low-level features as those that are equated (across envelope phases) in our 
stimuli: amplitude and spectral content. At the same time, these features are those processed at a very early 
level of auditory processing: at the cochlear level. Thus, the remaining features, here defined as high-level 
features and including, but not restricted to phonetic information, are processed at a level that can at least be 
assumed to be located beyond the earliest level of the auditory hierarchy. 
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Materials and Methods 
Subjects 
In the present study, we analyzed the electrophysiological data recorded during seven 
penetrations of area A1 of the auditory cortex of one female rhesus macaque weighing ~9 
kg, who had been prepared surgically for chronic awake electrophysiological recordings. 
Before surgery, the animal was adapted to a custom-fitted primate chair and to the 
recording chamber. All procedures were approved in advance by the Animal Care and Use 
Committee of the Nathan Kline Institute. 
Surgery 
Preparation of subjects for chronic awake intracortical recording was performed using 
aseptic techniques, under general anesthesia, as described previously (Schroeder et al., 
1998). The tissue overlying the calvarium was resected and appropriate portions of the 
cranium were removed. The neocortex and overlying dura were left intact. To provide access 
to the brain and to promote an orderly pattern of sampling across the surface of the 
auditory areas, plastic recording chambers (Crist Instrument) were positioned normal to the 
cortical surface of the superior temporal plane for orthogonal penetration of area A1, as 
determined by preimplant MRI. Together with socketed Plexiglas bars (to permit painless 
head restraint), they were secured to the skull with orthopedic screws and embedded in 
dental acrylic. A recovery time of 6 weeks was allowed before we began data collection. 
Electrophysiology 
During the experiments, the animal sat in a primate chair in a dark, isolated, electrically 
shielded, sound-attenuated chamber with head fixed in position, and was monitored with 
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infrared cameras. Neuroelectric activity was obtained using linear array multicontact 
electrodes (23 contacts, 100 um intercontact spacing, Plexon). The multielectrodes were 
inserted acutely through guide tube grid inserts, lowered through the dura into the brain, 
and positioned such that the electrode channels would span all layers of the cortex, which 
was determined by inspecting the laminar response profile to binaural broadband noise 
bursts. Neuroelectric signals were impedance matched with a preamplifier (10X gain, 
bandpass dc 10 kHz) situated on the electrode, and after further amplification (500X) they 
were recorded continuously with a 0.01–8000 Hz bandpass digitized with a sampling rate of 
20 kHz and precision of 16 bits using custom-made software in Labview. The signal was split 
into the local field potential (LFP; 0.1–300 Hz) and multiunit activity (MUA; 300–5000 Hz) 
range by zero phase shift digital filtering. Signals were downsampled to 2000 Hz and LFP 
data were notch-filtered between 59 and 61 Hz to remove electrical noise. MUA data were 
also rectified to improve the estimation of firing of the local neuronal ensemble (Legatt et 
al., 1980). One-dimensional CSD profiles were calculated from LFP profiles using a three-
point formula for the calculation of the second spatial derivative of voltage (Freeman and 
Nicholson, 1975). The advantage of CSD profiles is that they are not affected by volume 
conduction like the LFP, and they also provide a more direct index of the location, direction, 
and density of the net transmembrane current flow (Mitzdorf, 1985; Schroeder et al., 1998). 
At the beginning of each experimental session, after refining the electrode position in the 
neocortex, we established the “best frequency” (BF) of the recording site using a 
“suprathreshold” method (Steinschneider et al., 1995; Lakatos et al., 2005a). The method 
entails presentation of a stimulus train consisting of 100 random order occurrences of a 
broadband noise burst and pure tone stimuli with frequencies ranging from 353.5 Hz to 16 
kHz in half-octave steps (duration: 100 ms, r/f time: 5 ms; inter-stimulus interval, ISI: 624.5 
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ms). Auditory stimuli were produced using Matlab in-house scripts and delivered via 
Experiment Builder Software (SR Research Ltd., Mississauga, Ontario, Canada) at 50dB SPL 
coupled with MF-1 free-field speakers. 
 
Figure 1. A. Three-second excerpts from the stimuli used for the four conditions in this study. For all conditions, the actual 
stimulus is shown in black, and the corresponding envelope in gray. In the first condition (“original”), everyday speech sound 
was presented. These stimuli were time-reversed for the second condition (“original reversed”). Speech/noise stimuli were 
used for the other two conditions – again, played forwards (“constructed” condition) and backwards (‘‘constructed 
reversed” condition). The reasoning underlying the construction of these stimuli was described in detail in Zoefel and 
VanRullen (2015). In short, as shown in B, in everyday speech sound (left panel), the different phases of the speech envelope 
strongly differ in their spectral energy (color-coded in B) and might trivially entrain early levels (e.g., the cochlea) of the 
auditory system. We therefore constructed speech/noise stimuli (right panel) which do not exhibit these fluctuations in low-
level properties – amplitude and spectral content – anymore. Entrainment to these stimuli thus requires a rather high-level 
process (located beyond the cochlear level), as speech and noise have to be distinguished based on their high-level 
properties (i.e. other features than amplitude or spectral content). 
Experimental paradigm 
Stimuli of four experimental conditions (Fig. 1A) were presented to the monkey – all of them 
were based on five one-minute snippets of an English speaker reading parts of a classic 
novel. In the first condition (“original”), these everyday speech sound snippets were 
presented. In the second condition (“original reversed”), these snippets were presented in 
reverse, a common procedure to test the influence of intelligibility on the observed results 
(e.g., Gross et al., 2013; Park et al., 2015). Although this test is not necessarily meaningful in 
our case of non-human primates, we were nonetheless interested in the outcome: The issue 
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has been raised that the reversal of speech per se might destroy “acoustic edges”, leading to 
a decline in phase entrainment that has nothing to do with the decrease in intelligibility 
(Peelle and Davis, 2012; Millman et al., 2015). If this assumption were true, we should see a 
decrease in entrainment in this condition as well. In the third condition (“constructed”), we 
presented speech/noise sound in which systematic low-level fluctuations (i.e. fluctuations in 
amplitude and spectral content; those are shown in Fig. 1B, left) were removed. The detailed 
construction of these stimuli was described in Zoefel and VanRullen (2015). In short, the 
original speech sound was mixed with noise tailored to counterbalance fluctuations in 
amplitude and spectral content, so that – on average – the different phases of the speech 
envelope do not differ in these low-level properties anymore (Fig. 1B, right). Intelligibility – 
and therefore high-level features of speech, including phonetic information – was preserved; 
phase entrainment to these stimuli is thus possible, assuming that the distinct high-level 
features of speech and noise (which alternate rhythmically by construction) can be 
distinguished. Phase entrainment in this condition would thus indicate the involvement of a 
high-level process: Neural oscillations in monkey A1 could adjust their phase to high-level 
features of speech, a finding that has recently been reported for human subjects (Zoefel and 
VanRullen, 2015, in press). It is important to note that these remaining high-level 
fluctuations in the constructed speech/noise snippets are reflected in the original speech 
envelope (as in everyday speech, low- and high-level features co-vary). Finally, for 
completeness, in the fourth condition (“constructed reversed”), these constructed 
speech/noise snippets were presented in reverse. For each recording, the five one-minute 
snippets of all four conditions (i.e. 20 snippets) were presented in random order. The 
monkey listened passively to those stimuli. Snippets were separated by silence of 10 s. 
Data analyses  
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All analyses were done separately for supragranular, granular, and infragranular layers. For 
supragranular and infragranular layers, two channels (one sink and one source) were chosen 
based on the laminar profile obtained in the “suprathreshold method”. The latter normally 
results in clear sinks and sources that can readily be assigned to these layers (e.g., Lakatos et 
al., 2013a). Only one channel – the sink – was chosen for the granular layer, as the 
corresponding source is sometimes difficult to define. For each trial, CSD and MUA signals 
were baseline corrected by subtracting the average of the 1-s window recorded before the 
beginning of the respective trial. Moreover, the first and last 500 ms of each trial were 
rejected in order to avoid contamination by neural responses evoked by the onset or offset 
of the trial, respectively. 
Phase entrainment: cross-correlation 
Phase entrainment can be defined as an alignment between two oscillatory signals (here: 
speech or speech/noise sound and recorded signal). Note that, in order to investigate this 
alignment, the original speech envelope was used for all conditions – but it reflects 
fluctuations in both low- and high-level features of speech in the two original conditions 
(“original” and “original reversed”), and fluctuations in high-level features only in the two 
constructed conditions (as explained above; “constructed” and “constructed reversed”). In 
order to test phase entrainment to these features, the broadband speech envelope was 
used, and phase entrainment to this envelope was compared across conditions, as outlined 
below. However, an additional aim of this study was to investigate the entrainment of 
different tonotopically organized regions to the various spectral components of speech. 
Therefore, for the original condition (only), phase entrainment to the envelope of different 
filtered versions of the speech signal was also analyzed. As already mentioned above, we 
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expected differences in entrainment (e.g., in the phase relation between speech envelope 
and recorded signal) between regions whose BF correspond to different spectral 
components of speech (e.g., to vowels, whose spectral content is restricted to rather low 
frequencies, and to certain consonants, such as the fricative /s/, whose spectral content is 
restricted to rather high frequencies).  
For this purpose, we calculated the cross-correlation between speech envelope and 
CSD/MUA signal, computed for time lags between -1 and 1s (Lalor et al., 2009; VanRullen 
and Macdonald, 2012): 
𝑐𝑟𝑜𝑠𝑠 − 𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 (𝑐ℎ, 𝑡) =  ∑ 𝑒𝑛𝑣(𝑇). 𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛𝑎𝑙(𝑐ℎ, 𝑇 + 𝑡)
𝑇
 
where env(T) and signal(T) denote the standardized (z-scored) speech envelope and the 
corresponding standardized (z-scored) CSD or MUA response at time T and channel ch, 
respectively, and t denotes the time lag between envelope and recorded signal. Cross-
correlations were averaged across trials and recordings, but separately for each layer. Note 
that cross-correlation can also be used to determine the coherence between envelopes of 
different frequency bands of speech, if signal is replaced by env2 in the above formula, and 
env and env2 both represent envelopes of the speech signal, filtered into different frequency 
bands (cf. Fig. 4).   
Phase entrainment: phase-dependent responses 
We were able to use cross-correlation only to determine phase entrainment in response to 
the original speech sound: Although cross-correlation is an important tool for the estimation 
of phase entrainment, it was necessary to develop an additional analysis. This is because, 
during the construction of our speech/noise stimuli, amplitude and spectral content were 
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matched across binned phases of the original speech envelope. Cross-correlation analysis 
does not use phase bins, and might therefore be “contaminated” by spectral differences 
even in the case of the two constructed conditions (“constructed” and “constructed 
reversed”). We thus designed the following analysis: The original speech envelope 
(downsampled to 2000 Hz to match the sampling rate of the CSD/MUA signal and filtered 
between 2 and 8 Hz, the dominant frequency range of its spectrum) was divided into the 
same phase bins (i.e. 12 phase bins between –pi and pi) that were used for stimulus 
construction (Zoefel and VanRullen, 2015). Each data point of the speech envelope 
corresponded to one data point of CSD/MUA signal that was recorded at the same time: 
Thus, we were able to calculate the average CSD/MUA amplitude as a function of phase (bin) 
of the original speech envelope. The CSD signal was filtered between 2 and 8 Hz before this 
procedure in order to match the dominant frequency of the original speech envelope (a 
prerequisite for phase entrainment). If there were phase entrainment, the CSD/MUA signal 
should be influenced by the speech envelope – logically thus, it should fluctuate as a 
function of original envelope phase. In order to test this, we fitted a sine wave to the 
CSD/MUA amplitude as a function of envelope phase: The amplitude of this sine wave 
reflects the strength of entrainment and the phase of this sine wave reflects the phase 
relation between entrained signal and original speech envelope. Two different hypotheses 
could be tested based on the thus extracted amplitudes values: (1) whether there is 
significant overall phase entrainment in the different conditions and layers and (2) whether 
there are significant differences in phase entrainment across conditions or layers. For (1), 
significance of phase entrainment was tested by a permutation procedure. Here, the analysis 
was repeated 1,000,000 times, but speech envelope and recorded signal were drawn from 
different trials. Thus, it was possible to obtain a range (i.e. a surrogate distribution) of (sine 
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wave) amplitude values under the null hypothesis of no phase entrainment between original 
speech envelope and recorded signal. P-values were obtained for the recorded data by 
comparing “real” amplitude values (averaged across recordings and either across layers – to 
test entrainment in the different conditions – or across conditions – to test entrainment in 
the different layers) with the surrogate distribution (averaged likewise). P-values were 
corrected for multiple comparisons using FDR (Benjamini and Hochberg, 1995). Note that 
the obtained amplitude values are necessarily positive; therefore, even under the null 
hypothesis of no phase entrainment, amplitude values above 0 are likely. This results in the 
fact that a simple t-test (e.g., test whether the obtained amplitudes are significantly different 
from 0) would not represent a valid approach to test the null hypothesis and speak in favor 
of the permutation procedure as a more appropriate test for phase entrainment. For (2), the 
obtained amplitude values of the fitted sine waves were subjected to a two-factorial ANOVA 
(main factors condition and layer). We were also interested in whether the entrained 
phases, reflected by the phases of the fitted sine waves, differ across conditions. This 
question was analyzed on a single-trial level and the fitted phases from the original condition 
were used as a reference: For each trial, layer and recording, the circular difference between 
fitted phases in the original condition and any other condition was determined. Note that 
trials are independent from each other: Any possible combination of trials could thus be 
compared (e.g., trial 1 of the original condition with trial 1 of the constructed condition, trial 
1 of the original condition and trial 2 of the constructed condition etc.). For the original 
condition, phases of different trials could be compared as well – but, of course, phases of the 
same trials were excluded from the comparison. Phase differences were determined 
separately for each layer and recording and then pooled across layers and recordings, 
leading to 7 (recordings) * 5 (channels) * 5*5 (trial combinations) = 875 phase differences for 
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original reversed, constructed and constructed reversed condition, and to 7 (recordings) * 5 
(channels) * 5*4 (trial combination) = 700 phase differences for the original condition. For 
the original condition, this distribution of phase differences only serves control purposes and 
provides an estimation of the variability of the entrained phase across trials. For the other 
conditions, if there were a difference in entrained phase compared to the original condition, 
the mean phase difference would be different from 0. We analyzed these phase differences 
by means of two statistical tests. First, using Rayleigh’s Test, we tested whether phase 
differences are non-uniformly distributed – only in this case it would be appropriate to 
interpret the circular mean of the respective distribution of phase differences. Second, using 
a circular test equivalent to Student’s t-test with specified mean direction, we tested 
whether the circular mean of the respective distribution of phase differences is significantly 
different from 0. A significant value in this test would indicate a difference in entrained 
phase between the respective condition and the original condition.  
Phase-amplitude coupling (PAC) 
It has often been argued that the coupling of the phase of neural oscillations at frequencies 
corresponding to the dominant frequency range of the speech envelope (~2-8 Hz) with the 
amplitude of oscillations at higher frequencies (e.g., in the gamma-range, ~25-120 Hz) might 
play an important role for the “tracking” of speech sound, and rather theoretical 
argumentations (Poeppel, 2003; Ghitza, 2011, 2012; Giraud and Poeppel, 2012; Hyafil et al., 
2015) have been underlined by practical findings in response to non-speech (Luo and 
Poeppel, 2012) and speech stimuli (Gross et al., 2013; Zion Golumbic et al., 2013; Fontolan et 
al., 2014; Park et al., 2015). As the specific roles of low-and high-level cues for phase-
amplitude coupling (PAC) remained unclear, we were interested in differences in the 
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observed coupling for our experimental conditions. Moreover, it has been shown 
convincingly that artificial PAC can be produced for different reasons, such as imperfect 
sinusoidal shapes of the recorded signal (Dvorak and Fenton, 2014; Aru et al., 2015). 
However, this concern might be reduced somewhat if a coupling between phase and 
amplitude of different layers can be demonstrated, as it has been done before (Spaak et al., 
2012). Thus, as a modified version of the phase-locking value proposed in Lachaux et al. 
(1999), we calculated PAC as follows: 
𝑃𝐴𝐶(𝑙1, 𝑙2) =
1
𝑅
∑ |
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𝑁
∑
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𝑇
𝑁
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where T is the number of time points, N is the number of trials, R is the number of 
recordings, and l1 and l2 are the layers from which phase and amplitude were extracted (for 
the sake of simplification, only sinks were used for this analysis). PAC ranges between 0 (no 
coupling) and 1 (maximal coupling). 𝜑𝑐𝑠𝑑 corresponds to the phase of the CSD signal, filtered 
between 2 and 8 Hz. 𝜑𝑒𝑛𝑣_𝑐𝑠𝑑 corresponds to the phase of the Hilbert envelope (filtered 
likewise) of the CSD signal, filtered at different gamma frequency bands. For the latter, 
center frequencies between 25 and 118 Hz were used, with the width of the band increasing 
with increased center frequency (smallest bandwidth 10 Hz, largest bandwidth 42 Hz). Note 
that by averaging across time and trials in the complex domain, PAC is only high when the 
absolute phase difference between gamma envelope and the slower CSD oscillation does 
not vary across trials. PAC values could then be averaged across layers or conditions (for 
comparison across conditions, PAC values were also averaged across the two original and 
the two constructed conditions, respectively; see Results). Again, two different hypotheses 
could be tested based on these PAC values: (1) whether there is significant overall PAC in the 
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different conditions and layers and (2) whether there are significant differences in PAC 
across conditions or layers. For (1), as described above for the sine fit amplitude values, we 
tested significance of the obtained PAC by assigning  𝜑𝑐𝑠𝑑 and 𝜑𝑒𝑛𝑣_𝑐𝑠𝑑 of a given trial to 
different simulated trials and re-calculating PAC 1,000,000 times. This was done in order to 
obtain a range of PAC values under the null hypothesis of no PAC across layers or conditions. 
P-values were calculated for the recorded data by comparing “real” PAC values with the 
surrogate distribution. P-values were corrected for multiple comparisons using FDR. For (2), 
the obtained PAC values were subjected to a two-factorial ANOVA (main factors condition 
and layer). Here, in order to test potential interactions between main factors, for each 
gamma-frequency, the PAC difference between original and constructed conditions was 
tested for significance. This was done using another permutation test: A surrogate 
distribution was constructed for which the assignment “condition” was assigned randomly 
and, for each gamma-frequency, the PAC difference between (“pseudo”-)original and 
(“pseudo”-)constructed conditions was re-calculated 1,000,000 times. This was done in 
order to obtain a range of PAC difference values under the null hypothesis of no PAC 
difference between conditions for any given gamma-frequency. P-values were calculated for 
the recorded data by comparing “real” PAC difference values with the surrogate distribution. 
P-values were corrected for multiple comparisons using FDR. 
All analyses were performed in MATLAB, using the toolbox for circular statistics (Berens, 
2009) where appropriate. 
Results 
In this study, we characterized phase entrainment to human speech sound as observed in 
laminar recordings in primary auditory cortex (A1) of the monkey. As phase entrainment to 
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speech sound is an important phenomenon that is ubiquitous in current theories of speech 
comprehension (e.g., Ghitza, 2012; Giraud and Poeppel, 2012) but the detailed mechanisms 
with respect to processing in the different cortical layers are largely unknown, this study 
thus represents an important step forward towards our understanding of the brain’s 
adaptation to complex rhythmic stimuli such as speech. We presented one monkey (seven 
recordings) with four different experimental categories (Fig. 1A; five one-minute snippets 
per condition in each recording): Original (everyday) speech sound (“original” condition), 
speech/noise sound, for which the original speech was mixed with noise to counterbalance 
low-level fluctuations in amplitude and spectral content ("constructed" condition; Fig. 1B; 
Zoefel and VanRullen, 2015), and the time-reversed version of both conditions (“original 
reversed” and “constructed reversed” condition). Note that both low- and high-level 
features (the former are defined as amplitude and spectral content in this study, the latter as 
the remaining features, including phonetic information; for a detailed definition, see Zoefel 
and VanRullen, 2015) exhibit systematic fluctuations in the two original conditions. In 
contrast, only high-level features systematically vary in the two constructed conditions. 
Moreover, all these fluctuations are reflected in the original speech envelope (see Materials 
and Methods; Zoefel and VanRullen, 2015). The layer- and frequency-specific adjustment 
(i.e. phase entrainment) to sound in these four conditions is described in the following. 
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Figure 2. Layer-specific entrainment of CSD (top) and MUA (bottom) signals to the broadband envelope of speech sound in 
one exemplary recording (original condition). Using cross-correlation between speech envelope and recorded signals, a clear 
laminar pattern of entrainment can be revealed (B): The time lag and polarity of entrainment depends on the layer in which 
the signal is recorded (A). Choosing layers based on the laminar profile obtained in response to pure tones at the BF of the 
recording site (A) results in cross-correlations fluctuating at ~5 Hz (C, top), reflecting entrainment to the speech envelope 
(whose dominant frequency is in the same range). This phase entrainment goes along with a change in neural firing 
(reflected in MUA), as visible in C (bottom). Note that, for the MUA and to a smaller degree also for the CSD, during peaks 
and troughs of the cross-correlations, ripples at higher frequencies are visible that might reflect the phase-amplitude 
coupling of neural oscillations that is often described in the literature (cf. Fig. 6; e.g., Lakatos et al., 2005b). SG: 
supragranular, G: granular, IG: infragranular. 
Phase entrainment to speech sound in monkey A1 
 We used cross-correlation to characterize the alignment between everyday speech sound 
and the recorded CSD and MUA signals. Exemplary results from one recording in the original 
condition are shown in Fig. 2B: Prominent peaks of cross-correlation at different time lags 
and polarity are visible. Importantly, these peaks correspond to the different cortical layers 
(Fig. 2A), indicating that they entrain to the speech sound with specific delays and polarity. 
This finding can be seen again in Fig. 2C, in which cross-correlation signals are shown for the 
different layers as chosen based on the laminar profile (obtained in response to pure tones; 
see Materials and Methods) in Fig. 2A. For the CSD (Fig. 2, top), in all layers, one positive and 
one negative peak of cross-correlation can be seen. Rather trivially, the polarity of these 
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peaks is opposite when comparing sinks and sources of current flow. Interestingly though, 
one complete “cycle” of cross-correlation (i.e. one positive peak followed by one negative 
peak or vice versa) has a duration of ~200 ms, which corresponds to one cycle of the speech 
envelope. This result reflects entrainment of the CSD signal to the envelope of speech sound 
(and contradicts the notion of the observed cross-correlation being a mere reflection of 
evoked responses; see Discussion), as expected. Phase entrainment can be seen in all layers, 
but is strongest in supragranular layers. Importantly, the entrainment goes along with a 
change in neuronal firing (reflected in MUA; Fig. 2, bottom): A strong decrease, followed by 
an increase, in neuronal firing can be seen in response to speech sound, and this effect is 
strongest in granular and extragranular layers. Note, however, that this pattern can be 
reversed, depending on the BF of the recording site, as we will see in the following 
paragraph. 
It has been proposed before that phase entrainment is a remarkably efficient tool for the 
processing of speech sound (O’Connell et al., submitted), and this suggestion was based on 
two complementary facts: First, as shown by the use of pure tones (O’Connell et al., 2011; 
Lakatos et al., 2013a), regions tonotopically tuned to the frequency of the stimulus (BF 
regions) entrain the high-excitability phase of their oscillations to stimulus onset, but set 
oscillations in other (non-BF) regions to their low-excitability phase. Second, it is possible 
that phonemes with different spectral content (e.g., vowels and fricatives) alternate in 
speech sound. Combining these facts, non-BF stimuli for a given region would automatically 
prepare the oscillations for the arrival of BF stimuli half a cycle later – and vice versa. As this 
idea was presented mostly theoretically (O’Connell et al., submitted), we tried to show 
experimental evidence in this study. First, it has to be shown that speech sound (and not 
only pure tones) with a given spectral content can set brain oscillations to their high- and 
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low-excitability phase, depending on their BF. We thus filtered the speech signal into 
different frequency bands and cross-correlated their envelope and the recorded (unfiltered) 
signal in different tonotopical regions (only for the original condition). Cross-correlation 
results were compared (subtracted) between regions tuned to frequencies typical for the 
spectral content of vowels2 (<= 1000 Hz; 4 recordings) and those tuned to frequencies 
associated with the spectral content of consonants (e.g., fricatives, such as /s/; >= 8000 Hz; 2 
recordings). In Fig. 3, these differences are shown as a function of the frequency band of 
speech used for cross-correlation analysis. As it can be seen, there are pronounced 
differences in the phase (or “polarity”, color-coded) of CSD entrainment (Fig. 3A) which, as 
expected, depend both on the stimulus frequency and on the polarity of the layer of interest 
(i.e. sink vs. source). We made sure that these differences resulted from opposite patterns 
(and not from a similar pattern that is more pronounced in one case) between sites of 
different BF (not shown). Regardless of layer, the entrainment to stimulus frequencies 
corresponding to the BF of the recording site always goes along with an increase in MUA 
(assumedly reflecting neuronal firing) at a time lag close to 0, and a decrease otherwise (Fig. 
3B). This finding indicates that, indeed, oscillations entrain their high-excitability phase 
(associated with an increase in MUA) to speech sound only when the spectral content 
matches their BF, and their low-excitability phase otherwise. For sinks, the high-excitability 
phase corresponds to the trough of a CSD oscillation and the low-excitability phase 
corresponds to the peak, as it can be extracted from Fig. 3 (e.g., an increase in MUA, red in 
Fig. 3B, goes along with the oscillatory trough, blue in Fig. 3A). Second, it also has to be 
shown that phonemes of different spectral content alternate in speech sound. We therefore 
                                                          
2
 We acknowledge here that our spectral classification of vowels and consonants is oversimplified and probably 
insufficient for phonological purposes. However, we argue that it is sufficient for a demonstration of frequency-
specific entrainment to speech sound.  
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filtered the speech signal around its fundamental frequency (here ~100 Hz) and cross-
correlated its envelope with the envelopes of the speech signal filtered into other frequency 
bands. Results are shown in Fig. 4: Importantly, a negative cross-correlation at time lag 0 can 
be seen for all frequency bands above ~3000 Hz which becomes positive at a time lag of 
approximately ± one cycle of the broadband speech envelope (~±200 ms). This finding 
indicates that phonemes with lower frequencies (e.g., vowels) and phonemes with higher 
frequencies alternate in speech sound. Combining results shown in Figs. 3 and 4, these 
findings demonstrate what was already speculated by O’Connell et al. (submitted): Phase 
entrainment functions as a tool for an efficient processing of speech sound (Giraud and 
Poeppel, 2012), and can be considered as a spectrotemporal filter (Lakatos et al., 2013a).  
Figure 3. Difference of cross-correlation (recording sites tuned to frequencies <= 1000 Hz minus recording sites tuned to 
frequencies >= 8000 Hz) between CSD (A) or MUA (B) and the envelope of speech sound filtered into narrow frequency bands 
(original condition). Cross-correlation patterns – as those shown in Fig. 2 – are visible again. However, for CSD, their 
“polarity” (i.e. the entrained phase, reflected by the sign of cross-correlation) depends on both the BF of the recording site 
and on the polarity of the layer (i.e. sink vs. source). Regardless of the latter, entrainment in response to sound frequencies 
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corresponding to the BF/non-BF of the recording site always results in an increase/decrease (respectively) of MUA with a 
time lag close to 0. SG: supragranular, G: granular, IG: infragranular. 
 
Figure 4. The original speech sound, used in this study, was filtered into different frequency bands and the envelope of these 
bands was computed. The envelope of speech sound filtered around its fundamental frequency (here 100 Hz; thick black 
line) was used as a reference and its coherence (using cross-correlation) with the envelopes of other frequency bands is 
shown here. At time lag 0, this cross-correlation is positive for most frequency bands of relatively low frequency (up to 2.25 
kHz center frequency; black lines), including the broadband envelope (thick blue line). Importantly, this changes for higher 
frequencies, which are (at this time lag) negatively correlated with the envelope of speech sound around 100 Hz (red lines). 
Note also that these correlations change their sign at a time lag of ~±one cycle of the broadband speech envelope (~±200 
ms). This finding indicates that low- and high-frequency components in speech (e.g., vowels and certain fricatives) alternate.  
Phase entrainment to low- and high-level features of speech sound in monkey A1 
We developed an additional analysis in order to compare phase entrainment across the four 
experimental conditions and the different layers, respectively (see Materials and Methods). 
In short, CSD (filtered between 2 and 8 Hz in order to match the dominant frequency in the 
speech envelope) and MUA amplitudes were binned as a function of original envelope phase 
(reflecting low- and high-level features of speech in original and original reversed condition, 
but only high-level features in constructed and constructed reversed condition). A 
modulation of CSD and/or MUA amplitude by envelope phase would indicate phase 
entrainment, and the amplitude of a sine wave fitted to this function (CSD/MUA amplitude 
as a function of original envelope phase) represents the strength of entrainment. Moreover, 
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this amplitude can be averaged across layers (in order to compare entrainment across 
conditions) or across conditions (in order to compare entrainment across layers) and the 
outcome is shown in Fig. 5.  First, we tested whether there is significant overall phase 
entrainment in the different conditions and/or layers. This was done by means of a 
surrogate procedure. Here, the observed sine fit amplitude values were compared with a 
surrogate distribution, the latter obtained by repeating the extraction of those values 
multiple times, but with speech envelope and recorded signal drawn from different trials. 
For both CSD and MUA, we found that the amplitude values for all conditions (Fig. 5A) and 
layers (Fig. 5B) are significantly (p < 10−6) different from the surrogate distributions (the 
significance thresholds for alpha = 0.05, corrected for multiple comparisons, are shown as 
dashed lines); thus, there was significant phase entrainment for all conditions and layers, 
indicating that neural oscillations entrain to both low- and high-level features of speech 
sound. Second, we used a two-factorial ANOVA in order to compare phase entrainment 
across conditions and layers, respectively. For CSD, this test revealed a main effect of 
condition (F(3) = 3.37, p = 0.021), but no main effect of layer (F(4) = 1.49, p = 0.211) and no 
interaction (F(12) = 0.65, p = 0.795). Post-hoc tests resulted in a significant difference in CSD 
entrainment between original and constructed condition, as expected (indeed, in the 
original condition the sound entails both low- and high-level features that could potentially 
entrain oscillations, whereas the constructed speech/noise sound only entails high-level 
features). For MUA, the ANOVA revealed a main effect of layer (F(4) = 3.45, p = 0.010), but 
no main effect of condition (F(3) = 1.82, p = 0.147) and no interaction (F(12) = 0.49, p = 
0.918). Post-hoc tests resulted in a significant difference in MUA entrainment between 
granular layer and supragranular sink as well as infragranular source, as expected, due to the 
highest firing rates in the granular layer. Finally, for the CSD, we compared the phases of the 
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fitted sine waves (reflecting the phase relation between entrained CSD signal and original 
speech envelope) across conditions. This was done on a single-trial level by using phases 
from the original condition as a reference (see Materials and Methods) – in Fig. 5C, circular 
histograms show the observed phase differences between entrained phases in the original 
condition and entrained phases in any experimental condition (including those obtained in 
different trials for the original condition). All distributions of phase differences in Fig. 5C are 
significantly non-uniform (Rayleigh’s Test; p < 10−5); the mean direction of these 
distributions can thus be interpreted. As shown in Fig. 5C, phases were very consistent 
across trials in the original condition: The mean circular difference between phases from 
different trials is not significantly different from 0 and the confidence interval of the mean 
phase difference includes 0 ([-0.11 – 0.11]; shown in blue in Fig. 5C). Although the mean 
circular phase difference between original and original reversed condition is significantly 
different from 0, it is nevertheless obvious that phases are very similar between these 
conditions: The confidence interval of the mean phase difference, with the lower limit very 
close to 0 ([0.06 – 0.29]), suggests that they entrained to a very similar phase and that the 
observed phase difference might functionally not be relevant. In contrast, and interestingly, 
for both constructed conditions, there is a phase shift with respect to the original condition, 
indicating that the removal of systematic fluctuations in low-level features of speech also 
results in a change of the entrained phase of neural oscillations to the speech sound 
(confidence interval of mean phase difference, constructed condition: [-1.36 - -0.48], 
constructed reversed condition: [-2.14 - -1.28]. 
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Figure 5. Amplitude values of sine waves fitted to the CSD or MUA amplitude as a function of envelope phase (separately for 
each recording) – reflecting the strength of the measured phase entrainment – and averaged across recordings, layers (A) or 
conditions (B), respectively. All amplitude values shown here are significantly larger than those obtained in a surrogate 
distribution, reflecting phase entrainment in all conditions and layers (significance thresholds are shown as dashed lines). 
CSD entrainment significantly differs between original and constructed condition, and MUA entrainment significantly differs 
between granular and supragranular sink as well as infragranular source. Standard error of mean is shown as errorbars. The 
circular differences between phases of the fitted sine waves are shown in C. They are shown using the original condition as a 
reference; circular histograms thus show, on a single-trial level (see Materials and Methods), phase distributions of 
differences in the entrained phase between original and any experimental condition (differences in the entrained phase of 
different trials in the case of original vs. original condition, topmost plot). As it can be seen, fitted (i.e. entrained) phases are 
very similar between different trials in the original condition and between the two original conditions. However, there is a 
pronounced phase difference between original and the two constructed conditions. Phase differences falling into a given 
phase bin are shown in percent; the confidence interval of the mean phase difference is shown as blue lines. SG: 
supragranular, G: granular, IG: infragranular. 
Phase-amplitude coupling in response to low- and high-level features of speech sound in 
monkey A1 
The coupling between the phase of relatively slow oscillations and the amplitude of faster 
ones has often been described (PAC; e.g., Lakatos et al., 2005b; Fell and Axmacher, 2011; 
Spaak et al., 2012; Lisman and Jensen, 2013), and a particular importance of this mechanism 
has been suggested for speech sound (Poeppel, 2003; Giraud and Poeppel, 2012; Hyafil et 
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al., 2015), as the frequency of both slower (delta/theta; ~2-8 Hz) and faster (low gamma; 
e.g., 25-40 Hz) oscillations seems to match the intrinsic structure of speech (e.g., the rate of 
syllabic and phonetic fluctuations, respectively). However, PAC in response to speech/noise 
sound without systematic fluctuations in low-level features has not been tested yet; also, 
results for PAC in monkey A1 in response to everyday speech sound are still lacking. Thus, 
we quantified PAC in our study (see Materials and Methods; only sinks have been used here) 
and compared results across conditions (Fig. 6A; here, the two original and the two 
constructed conditions have been averaged, respectively) or across combination of layers 
(Fig. 6B; i.e. PAC was tested with the phase taken from one layer and the amplitude taken 
from another). For these analyses, the CSD phase was computed in a band between 2 and 8 
Hz, and the band for which the amplitude was extracted was varied between ~25 and 120 Hz 
(“gamma-frequencies”). For all conditions and gamma-frequencies, we found significant PAC 
(the significance threshold, corrected for multiple comparisons, is shown as dotted line in 
the respective color in Fig. 6A). However, even more interesting, for the original conditions, 
we found the strongest PAC between delta/theta phase (i.e. the phase that is entrained in 
this study; Fig. 5) and a band with a center frequency of ~90 Hz (Fig. 6A). This frequency 
(“high gamma”) is likely to be related more or less directly to neuronal firing (Lachaux et al., 
2012). For the constructed conditions, and in contrast to the original conditions, a strong 
coupling between delta/theta phase and a band with a center frequency of ~30 Hz can be 
seen, the latter close to the suggested rate of phonemes, and in line with current models of 
neural oscillations involved in speech processing (Poeppel, 2003; Ghitza, 2011; Giraud and 
Poeppel, 2012; Hyafil et al., 2015). A two-factorial ANOVA on these PAC values resulted in a 
main effect of gamma-frequency (F(40) = 43.86, p < 0.0001) but also in a significant 
interaction between condition and gamma-frequency (F(40) = 19.54, p < 0.0001). In order to 
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test this interaction, we determined, using a permutation test (see Materials and Methods), 
for which gamma-frequency there is a significant PAC difference between experimental 
conditions. We found a significantly higher PAC for the constructed than for the original 
conditions for gamma-frequencies in a range of ~31-35 Hz (area shaded red in Fig. 6A). 
When examining the laminar distribution of the observed PAC, similar peaks of PAC (at ~90 
Hz and ~30 Hz) are visible when the coupling between supragranular or infragranular phase 
and granular amplitude are concerned (thick lines in Fig. 6B). For other combinations of 
layers, no clear peaks in PAC are visible (thin lines). These findings are well in line with our 
assumption of the 90-Hz peak reflecting neuronal firing (as firing is strongest in granular 
layers) as well as with the existing literature, showing the most prominent activity of slower 
oscillations in supra- and infragranular layers, and a dominance of gamma oscillations in the 
granular layer (Lakatos et al., 2005b; O’Connell et al., 2014). Note that, for both 90-Hz and 
30-Hz peak, PAC is strongest for the combination of supragranular phase and granular 
amplitude. Thus, we selected this combination of layers; its PAC is also shown across 
conditions in Fig. 6A (dashed lines). A two-factorial ANOVA on PAC values for this 
combination of layers resulted in both a main effect of condition (F(1) = 15.06, p = 0.0001), a 
main effect of gamma-frequency (F(40) = 49.86, p < 0.001), and in a significant interaction 
between condition and gamma-frequency (F(40) = 19.89, p < 0.001). By means of another 
permutation test, we found a significantly higher PAC for the constructed than for the 
original conditions for gamma-frequencies in a range of ~31-35 Hz and ~115-118 Hz (areas 
shaded blue in Fig. 6A). Again, these results suggest a prominent role for PAC between 
delta/theta phase and a gamma frequency that might correspond to phonetic processing 
(~30 Hz) in the constructed conditions, whereas, although non-significant, PAC between 
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delta/theta phase and higher gamma (~90 Hz), potentially reflecting neuronal firing, seems 
to dominate in the original conditions. 
 
 
Figure 6. Phase-amplitude coupling (PAC) between the phase of slower CSD oscillations (delta/theta; filtered between 2 and 
8 Hz) and the amplitude of oscillations at higher (“gamma”) frequencies. Phase and amplitude are always taken from 
different layers (and only from sinks; resulting in six combinations of layers). A. Average PAC across layer combinations (and 
across the two original and constructed conditions, respectively) are shown as continuous lines. Significant PAC is found for 
all conditions and gamma-frequencies, the significance threshold (alpha = 0.05), corrected for multiple comparisons, is 
shown as dotted lines. The phase of delta/theta oscillations seems to be coupled most strongly to a frequency band around 
90 Hz for the original conditions, and to a frequency band around 30 Hz for the constructed conditions. This effect is even 
more pronounced when a specific combination of layers (supragranular phase, granular amplitude) is chosen (dashed lines). 
Significant differences in PAC between conditions are shown as shaded areas. B. Average PAC across conditions. The two 
peaks (30 and 90 Hz) visible in A can be observed again, most strongly for PAC between supragranular (SG) phase and 
granular (G) amplitude as well as infragranular (IG) phase and granular amplitude (both shown as think lines; the remaining 
combinations are shown as thin lines).  
Discussion 
Brain activity is essentially rhythmic, a phenomenon that can be observed across species 
(Buzsáki et al., 2013). Importantly, this rhythm – reflected in neural oscillations – is used by 
the brain to adapt to rhythms in the environment (e.g., Schroeder and Lakatos, 2009). 
Within the last decade, there was mounting evidence that this mechanism – called phase 
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entrainment – is critical for the brain’s functionality, as it is disturbed in many pathological 
conditions, such as schizophrenia or attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (Lakatos et al., 
2013b; Calderone et al., 2014). Moreover, phase entrainment to speech sound is correlated 
with intelligibility (Ahissar et al., 2001; Luo and Poeppel, 2007; Peelle et al., 2013; Park et al., 
2015). Based on these findings, it is all the more surprising that the detailed underlying 
mechanisms – in particular with respect to laminar processing and the tonopically organized 
structure of auditory cortex – are still unclear. In this study, we tried to fill this gap by 
presenting one monkey with speech or speech/noise sound entailing either both low- and 
high-level features of speech (in the form of everyday speech sound) or only high-level 
features (in the form of speech/noise sound without systematic fluctuations in sound 
amplitude or spectral content; Zoefel and VanRullen, 2015). In line with our previous study 
in humans (Zoefel and VanRullen, in press), we found that neural activity in the primary 
auditory cortex of the monkey significantly entrained to stimuli in all conditions, including 
their time-reversed versions. This finding has several implications, and they are discussed in 
the following paragraphs. 
We could show that neural oscillations in all layers of the primary auditory cortex of non-
human primates can entrain to speech sound even if it does not entail low-level features 
such as sound amplitude of spectral content. This result is interesting, because it shows that 
(1) phase entrainment to speech entails a high-level process and (2) that this process is not 
restricted to human subjects. Moreover, we were able to reveal specific characteristics of 
this “high-level entrainment”: First, we observed a change in the entrained phase as 
compared to everyday speech sound (Fig. 5C). Interestingly, a similar phase shift has been 
observed when the same stimuli were presented to human subjects (Zoefel and VanRullen, 
in press). In the latter study, differences in phase entrainment (as measured with EEG) 
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between original and constructed condition were not characterized by a change in the 
degree of entrainment, but rather in a change of the entrained phase. Second, the entrained 
phase (dominantly in supra- and infragranular layers) was coupled to the amplitude of 
higher-frequency gamma-oscillations (dominantly in granular layers) in all conditions, a 
finding that is well in line with a multitude of previous studies (e.g., Lakatos et al., 2005b; Fell 
and Axmacher, 2011; Spaak et al., 2012; Lisman and Jensen, 2013). However, whereas this 
phase was coupled most prominently to oscillatory amplitudes around 90 Hz for the original 
conditions, it was dominantly coupled to amplitudes around 30 Hz for the constructed 
conditions. It has been shown before that CSD high-gamma activity (~50-150 Hz) is 
correlated with neuronal firing (and MUA; for a review, see Lachaux et al., 2012). Thus, we 
assume that the observed 90-Hz effect might reflect the modulation of neuronal activity by 
the phase of slow neural oscillations, a finding that has been described before (Whittingstall 
and Logothetis, 2009). It has been argued that theta-gamma coupling of neural oscillations is 
of particular importance for the processing of speech sound, because the frequency of both 
theta- and gamma-bands correspond to important characteristics of speech (e.g., to the 
syllabic and phonetic rhythm, respectively; Poeppel, 2003). In most theoretical models 
(Poeppel, 2003; Poeppel et al., 2008; Giraud and Poeppel, 2012; Hyafil et al., 2015), the 
frequency of this gamma-band is usually set to 25-40 Hz (sometimes also called beta; Ghitza, 
2011). Thus, it is possible that the phase-amplitude coupling we observed in the constructed 
conditions is directly related to speech processing, and that it might be enhanced (as 
compared with the original conditions) due to an improved signal-to-noise ratio in the 
conditions where systematic fluctuations in low-level features of speech have been 
removed. Importantly, our findings are in line with two of the few studies examining phase 
entrainment to speech sound with high spatial resolution (by means of intracranial 
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recordings in humans; cortical layers could not be resolved in these data): Nourski et al. 
(2009) showed that high-gamma power (> 70 Hz) entrains to the envelope of speech sound 
in human auditory cortex and that this entrainment is not abolished when speech 
intelligibility is disrupted (by time-compression of the sound; see below). Fontolan et al. 
(2014) demonstrated phase entrainment and phase-amplitude coupling in response to 
speech sound and that it involves top-down and bottom-up processes at different neural 
frequencies. Strikingly, and partly in agreement with our assumptions made above (but see 
next paragraph), they observed peaks at 30 and 90 Hz as well and related them to top-down 
and bottom-up processes, respectively (cf. their Fig. 3). 
These top-down and bottom-up processes lead us to the next point: For the first time, it was 
possible to investigate the processing of long sequences of human speech with a spatial 
resolution corresponding to the different cortical layers. In line with previous studies on 
entrainment of neural oscillations to trains of pure tones (e.g., Lakatos et al., 2005b, 2013a), 
we found that the CSD in supragranular layers entrains most strongly to the envelope of 
speech sound, whereas entrainment of MUA to this envelope is most pronounced in 
granular layers (Fig. 2C, 5B). Moreover, the entrained phase of CSD oscillations in 
extragranular layers was coupled to faster (gamma) oscillations in granular layers. 
Importantly, slower oscillations (such as the alpha band in the visual system or the theta 
band in the auditory system) are often associated with top-down processing in extragranular 
layers whereas faster oscillations might reflect bottom-up processing in granular layers (van 
Kerkoerle et al., 2014; Bastos et al., 2015; Bonnefond and Jensen, 2015; Jensen et al., 2015). 
Phase entrainment reflects predictions about upcoming events (Schroeder and Lakatos, 
2009) and therefore top-down processes: Our findings are thus well in line with the current 
literature, in that they suggest that the entrainment of slower, supragranular CSD 
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oscillations is an important tool of the brain (in particular of the auditory system; VanRullen 
et al., 2014) to control (or “gate”) feedforward stimulus processing (reflected in gamma 
activity) via top-down mechanisms. Moreover, as already discussed above, our data suggest 
a differentiation into low-level (~90 Hz) and high-level (~30 Hz) feedforward processes that 
differ in their oscillatory characteristics. However, based on the similarity of these spectral 
components to those obtained in Fontolan et al. (2014), it needs to be determined in future 
experiments whether our high-level component in the lower gamma range (~30 Hz) really 
reflects feedforward processing (as suggested by its presence in granular layers and by its 
coupling to slower oscillations in extragranular layers) or rather a top-down component as in 
their study.  
Of note is the finding in our study that time-reversal of the stimuli (removing linguistic 
content that the monkey might have recognized due to its contact with humans and human 
speech) did not significantly decrease the entrainment. Again, this result supports the 
findings from our recent work on human subjects (Zoefel and VanRullen, in press). We found 
that reversing our constructed speech/noise stimuli did not disrupt the entrainment of EEG 
oscillations. Together with the results presented here, both studies reveal acoustic high-level 
features of speech (i.e. features that are specific to speech sound but are independent of 
linguistic content) as an important contributor to phase entrainment to speech sound. 
Nevertheless, it should be mentioned that some studies did report a decrease in phase 
entrainment when speech sound was rendered unintelligible by time-reversal (Gross et al., 
2013; Park et al., 2015) or noise-vocoding (Peelle et al., 2013). One important suggestion 
was that the time-reversal per se might have destroyed acoustic edges, important landmarks 
for neural entrainment (Doelling et al., 2014), leading to a decrease in both phase 
entrainment and intelligibility without a direct link between the two (Peelle and Davis, 2012; 
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Millman et al., 2015). Our study directly argues against this point, as, if this assumption were 
true, even in monkey A1, a decrease in entrainment should have been observed. 
Nevertheless, the question why some studies report a correlation between phase 
entrainment and speech intelligibility, and some do not, is still open and further studies are 
necessary for its answer.  
Steinschneider et al. (2013) recorded evoked neural responses to human speech in A1 of 
both humans and non-human primates and found similar neural patterns in response to 
changes in amplitude envelope, voice-onset time or fundamental frequency. Their 
conclusion is directly related to the one obtained in the current study: Neural processing of 
human speech in A1 of monkeys is similar to that in humans. Moreover, entrainment of 
neural activity in primary auditory cortex to animal vocalizations has been reported for 
several species (Wang et al., 1995; Schnupp et al., 2006; Grimsley et al., 2012). Also, the 
dominant frequency of the envelope of humans speech (~2-8 Hz) is similar to the rhythm of 
other animal calls (see, e.g., Fig. 1 in Wang et al., 1995), and A1 of different species 
(including humans) seems to be tuned to these relatively slow frequencies (Eggermont, 
1998; Oshurkova et al., 2008; Edwards and Chang, 2013). Thus, it is likely that the 
adjustment to human speech, as it has been observed frequently (Ding and Simon, 2012, 
2013; Peelle and Davis, 2012; Zion Golumbic et al., 2012, 2013; Gross et al., 2013; Peelle et 
al., 2013; Doelling et al., 2014; Park et al., 2015), is only one specific occurrence of phase 
entrainment to rhythmic stimuli (including vocalization calls) as a general mechanism of 
efficient stimulus processing across species. 
An additional aim of this study was a detailed characterization of how the different cortical 
layers and tonotopically organized regions entrain to such a complex stimulus as speech 
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sound. We found that all regions of A1 entrain to (everyday) speech sound, independent of 
their BF – but the latter influences the phase relation between speech envelope and (CSD) 
oscillation (Fig. 3): Whereas the spectral components of speech sound corresponding to the 
BF of a given region entrain oscillations to their high-excitability phase, oscillations in other 
(non-BF) regions are set to their low-excitability phase (as visible in the differences in MUA in 
Fig. 3B, assumedly reflecting differences in neuronal firing). In line with findings by O’Connell 
et al. (2011), using pure tones, and theoretical considerations of the same group (O’Connell 
et al., submitted), these results demonstrates that phase entrainment acts like a 
spectrotemporal filter that can be easily applied to speech sound: Due to its intrinsic 
structure, low- and high-frequency components of speech alternate (Fig. 4). Whenever low 
sound frequencies prevail in the input, tonotopic regions in A1 dominantly processing 
(speech) sound with these frequencies reset other regions, responding primarily to high 
frequencies, to their low-excitability phase. This phase reset automatically results in a 
convergence of the high-excitability phase in these regions and their preferred stimulation 
(i.e. the dominance of higher sound frequencies in the input). This input then initiates the 
same mechanism again: This time, regions processing lower sound frequencies are set to 
their low-excitability phase.   
It is currently still debated whether phase entrainment is more than a simple “regular 
repetition of evoked potentials” (Capilla et al., 2011; Lakatos et al., 2013a; Zoefel and Heil, 
2013; Keitel et al., 2014; VanRullen et al., 2014). We acknowledge that, although the 
removal of systematic fluctuations in amplitude and spectral content of the stimulus is 
certainly a first step towards an answer on this question, our “high-level stimuli” used here 
cannot fully resolve this issue. One reason is that different regions in auditory cortices can 
respond to different auditory features: There are regions that prefer noise to pure tones or 
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vice versa (Wessinger et al., 2001; Wang et al., 2005). Thus, it cannot be ruled out that the 
entrainment we observed in response to our speech/noise stimuli is not merely a succession 
of “high-level” evoked responses. However, two important points should be made here. 
First, there is evidence for entrainment being more than a reactive process: Entrained 
oscillations can be observed even after the offset of the entraining stimulus (Lakatos et al., 
2013a) and in response to auditory stimuli that are too weak to be perceived (and therefore 
do not evoke neural responses; Zoefel and Heil, 2013). In our results, cross-correlations 
revealed a periodicity that was related to the dominant frequency of the speech envelope 
and extended to negative time lags (i.e., an increment of stimulus amplitude was preceded 
by an increment of CSD signal, reflecting the predictable nature of speech envelopes and the 
predictive nature of neural entrainment; Fig. 2C, top); both findings would not be expected 
for a mere reflection of evoked responses. Second, even when assuming a fully reactive 
mechanism, in principal, the spectrotemporal filter mechanism as described in the previous 
paragraph would not be rendered unfeasible: It is likely that evoked responses entail a 
phase-reset of neural oscillations (Makeig et al., 2002; Sauseng et al., 2007). As this phase-
reset is the only prerequisite to “prepare” oscillations for the upcoming stimulation (e.g., 
their “preferred” spectral components of speech), even the absence of an active 
entrainment mechanism (although unlikely, see first point) would not contradict the 
mechanism of spectrotemporal filtering as described above.   
Of course, it needs to be mentioned that, so far, all results, as described in this study, hold 
true only for primary auditory cortex. In the auditory system, an extensive amount of 
stimulus processing is already done subcortically (e.g., Nelken, 2008). Thus, it might be no 
surprise that certain high-level processes (those necessary to distinguish speech and noise 
with identical spectral content, a pre-requisite to entrain to the constructed speech/noise 
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stimuli in our study) already take place in primary cortical regions. Nevertheless, it would be 
interesting to test entrainment in auditory regions beyond A1 which process more abstract, 
rather categorical representations of auditory input (Davis and Johnsrude, 2003). Humans 
and non-human primates share the division of the auditory pathway into two streams (the 
postero-dorsal “where” stream and the antero-ventral “what” stream; Rauschecker and 
Scott, 2009; Rauschecker, 2015). In both species, regions specifically processing 
communication sounds can be found in the “what” stream (Tian et al., 2001; Petkov et al., 
2008; Rauschecker and Scott, 2009). Thus, it is possible that our absence of differences 
between experimental conditions changes in these higher auditory regions. For instance, as 
auditory regions beyond A1 in both humans and non-human primates often prefer noise 
bursts to pure tones (Wessinger et al., 2001), it is possible that speech/noise sound has an 
advantage over everyday speech in these regions. Moreover, as long as both neural 
oscillations and tonotopical organization are prevalent on a given level of the auditory 
system, it is reasonable to assume the “spectrotemporal filter” mechanism as described in 
the previous paragraph. Whereas evidence of neural oscillations in the frequency range 
corresponding to the dominant rhythm of speech on subcortical levels remains sparse or 
even absent, the tonotopical organization beyond A1 becomes increasingly complex (e.g., 
less selective or broader in tuning bandwidth; Moerel et al., 2012). Thus, it might be that A1, 
as a hub between early and late auditory processing (Nelken, 2008), is indeed the most 
promising location for phase entrainment as “spectrotemporal filter”. Further studies are 
necessary, systematically comparing mechanisms of phase entrainment to speech sound at 
different levels of the auditory hierarchy. 
We conclude that phase entrainment of neural oscillations to rhythmic input is a highly 
efficient “filter” mechanism that is preserved across species and helps to reliably process 
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events of high relevance within a continuous stream of input. This mechanism includes but is 
not restricted to oscillations in the human brain as “filter” and human speech as the to-be-
filtered input. Did phase entrainment of neural oscillations evolve as an adaptation to the 
rhythmic structure of the auditory environment (including communication sounds) – or was 
it evolutionary successful to adapt communication sounds to the rhythmic structure of the 
brain (indeed, oscillations are present even in species that do not exhibit rhythmic calls; 
Buzsáki et al., 2013)? Although this study cannot answer this question, its exciting answer 
might help us understand the brain’ adjustment to rhythm and, ultimately, the origin of 
human speech. 
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CHAPTER 7: THE ROLE OF HIGH-LEVEL PROCESSES FOR 
OSCILLATORY PHASE ENTRAINMENT TO SPEECH 
SOUND 
In the previous chapters, it was demonstrated that phase entrainment of neural oscillations 
to speech sound entails a high-level component. This finding is important, as it shows that 
neural oscillations – or perceptual cycles – can be controlled in an active way by the auditory 
system. In the form of a review article, this chapter summarizes the results obtained in this 
thesis, showing that a high-level process is involved in the brain’s adjustment to speech 
sound, and embeds them in the current literature. 
In this article, we differentiate between (1) high-level modulations of phase entrainment and 
(2) high-level entrainment: In (1), phase entrainment can be produced as a following 
response to a low-level rhythmic stimulus sequence (potentially in early brain areas, as early 
as the cochlea; this notion has been brought up throughout previous chapters, see for 
instance the Introduction of Chapter 4); however, the entrainment is modulated by high-
level processes that include attention or predictions. In contrast to (1), high-level 
entrainment (2) represents phase entrainment that can be observed even in the absence of 
systematic fluctuations of low-level properties. In this case, a simple “following” of stimulus 
amplitude is not possible anymore: Thus, it is the process of phase entrainment itself that 
operates on a higher level, as a certain level of processing is required in order to adjust to 
the rhythm of high-level features. Promising results have been obtained for both types of 
high-level processes, and both are addressed in the following article.  
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Concerning (1), it has been shown repeatedly that phase entrainment to speech sound in a 
multi-speaker scenario depends on attention: Only the speech rhythm of the attended (but 
not that of the unattended) speaker is “tracked” (e.g., Ding and Simon, 2012a; Horton et al., 
2013; Zion Golumbic et al., 2013b). Moreover, visual information that usually precedes the 
auditory input in speech can adjust oscillations in auditory cortex so that they optimally align 
with the expected speech sound (e.g., Arnal et al., 2009, 2011; Zion Golumbic et al., 2013a; 
Perrodin et al., 2015). The latter finding shows that not only attention, but also predictions – 
both high-level processes – are involved in phase entrainment to speech sound. 
Most evidence for (2) has been obtained in this thesis: Phase entrainment to speech sound is 
not only a reflection of fluctuations in low-level features of speech sound, but entails an 
adjustment to phonetic (high-level) information – and thus a genuine high-level process. This 
result has been demonstrated on a perceptual (Chapter 4) and a neural level (Chapter 5) and 
confirmed in intracortical recordings in non-human primates (Chapter 6). The latter result is 
not discussed in the review article itself, but separately in the same chapter of this thesis. 
Two complementary studies have been conducted that are also discussed in the review 
article: Ding et al. (2013) showed that the reduction of spectro-temporal fine structure 
(which can be considered as high-level features) of speech results in a decline in phase 
entrainment as compared to that in response to natural speech sound. Rimmele et al. (2015) 
showed that this effect depends on attention and is therefore modulated by high-level 
processes. 
We conclude this review with a section dedicated to the role of intelligibility for phase 
entrainment to speech sound, as the influence of semantic information on the brain’s 
adjustment to speech is currently a strongly debated topic. This debate is based on 
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controversial findings: Some studies show an enhanced phase entrainment of neural 
oscillations in response to intelligible (as compared to unintelligible) speech sound (e.g., Luo 
and Poeppel, 2007; Ding et al., 2013; Doelling et al., 2014; Park et al., 2015) whereas others 
do not (Howard and Poeppel, 2010; Millman et al., 2015; Chapters 5 and 6). Moreover, 
phase entrainment can be observed even in response to simple stimuli such as pure tones 
(e.g., Besle et al., 2011; Gomez-Ramirez et al., 2011; Lakatos et al., 2005; Zoefel and Heil, 
2013). In the following article, we propose a model that can reconcile these findings: In 
short, we argue that intelligibility does not directly influence entrainment in temporal 
(auditory) regions of the brain; rather, it modulates the connectivity between temporal 
(entrained) and more frontal regions (important for behavioral outcome), synchronizing 
them in the case of intelligible speech (resulting in a periodic modulation of behavior by the 
entraining stimulus) and de-synchronizing them in the case of unintelligible speech (resulting 
in an independence of behavior from the entraining stimulus). Logically, intelligibility does 
not influence the connectivity between these regions if the input is not identified as speech 
sound. To sum up, the results summarized and discussed in this review show that the brain 
might constantly predict the timing of relevant and irrelevant events of speech sound, 
including high-level features, and actively align neural oscillations so that they efficiently 
boost the current locus of attention. Linguistic features, reflecting intelligibility, might play a 
modulatory, and speech-specific, role by determining the behavioral consequences of phase 
entrainment to speech sound. 
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Abstract 1 
Constantly bombarded with input, the brain has the need to filter out relevant information while 2 
ignoring the irrelevant rest. A powerful tool may be represented by neural oscillations which 3 
entrain their high-excitability phase to important input while their low-excitability phase attenuates 4 
irrelevant information. Indeed, the alignment between brain oscillations and speech improves 5 
intelligibility and helps dissociating speakers during a “cocktail party”. Although well-6 
investigated, the contribution of low- and high-level processes to phase entrainment to speech 7 
sound has only recently begun to be understood. Here, we review those findings, and concentrate 8 
on three main results: (1) Phase entrainment to speech sound is modulated by attention or 9 
predictions, likely supported by top-down signals from other brain regions and indicating higher-10 
level processes involved in the brain’s adjustment to speech. (2) As phase entrainment to speech 11 
can be observed without systematic fluctuations in sound amplitude or spectral content, it does not 12 
only reflect a passive steady-state “ringing” of the cochlea, but entails a higher-level process. (3) 13 
The role of intelligibility for phase entrainment is debated. Recent results suggest a modulatory 14 
role at the interface between entrainment and behavioral consequences. We conclude that phase 15 
entrainment to speech reflects a sophisticated mechanism: Several high-level processes interact to 16 
optimally align neural oscillations with predicted events of high relevance, even when they are 17 
hidden in a continuous stream of background noise.       18 
 19 
 20 
 21 
 22 
 23 
 24 
 25 
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 27 
 28 
 29 
 30 
 31 
 32 
 33 
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1. Phase entrainment as a tool for input gating 1 
In virtually every situation of our life, the brain has to cope with an enormous amount of incoming 2 
information, only a fraction of which is essential for the scene’s interpretation or resulting 3 
behavior. Clearly, the brain must have evolved strategies to deal with this vast influx, and both 4 
amplification of relevant input and suppression of irrelevant information will be critical for 5 
survival. Based on recent research, one prominent tool for the described purpose are neural 6 
oscillations, assumed to reflect cyclic changes in the excitability of groups of neurons (Mazzoni et 7 
al., 2010; Buzsáki and Draguhn, 2004; Rajkai et al., 2008). These endogenous fluctuations in 8 
neural excitability per se might seem useless at first glance, as long as they are passive and 9 
unrelated to the environment (Figure 1A). However, as previous studies showed, both on a 10 
theoretical (Schroeder et al., 2008; Schroeder and Lakatos, 2009; Schroeder et al., 2010; Ghitza, 11 
2011; Morillon et al., 2015) and experimental level (Lakatos et al., 2005; Besle et al., 2011; 12 
Lakatos et al., 2008, 2013; O’Connell et al., 2014; Stefanics et al., 2010; Henry et al., 2014; Henry 13 
and Obleser, 2012; Nozaradan, 2014; Arnal et al., 2014; Morillon et al., 2014; Park et al., 2015), 14 
these oscillations might become an interesting tool when introducing the possibility that they can 15 
be controlled by the brain. By using the low and high excitability phases of those oscillations, the 16 
brain might actively “decide” what part of the incoming information should be amplified (the 17 
information coinciding with the oscillation’s high excitability phase) and what part should be 18 
suppressed (the information coinciding with the oscillation’s low excitability phase) (Figure 1B). 19 
This phenomenon, the synchronization of an oscillatory system with external input has been 20 
termed phase entrainment (Calderone et al., 2014). Of course, this kind of “input gating” only 21 
makes sense if the input is (1) rhythmic (i.e. predictable), (2) has a frequency that the brain can 22 
cope with and is relatively stable and (3) alternates between low and high informational content. 23 
Interestingly, one of the most salient stimuli in everyday life fulfills these criteria: speech sound. 24 
Although only considered “pseudo-rhythmic” (Cummins, 2012; but see Ghitza, 2013), the 25 
frequency of the speech envelope (roughly defined as the sum of energy across sound frequencies 26 
at a given point in time; shown as gray line in Figure 1) is relatively stable between 2 and 8 Hz 27 
and phases of low phonetic information (e.g., the silence between syllables) rhythmically alternate 28 
with phases of high phonetic information.  29 
 Indeed, the number of studies reporting an adaptation of neural oscillations to the envelope of 30 
speech sound is increasing continuously (Ding and Simon, 2014; Ding et al., 2013; Ding and 31 
Simon, 2012b, 2013, 2012a; Zion Golumbic et al., 2013b, 2012; Peelle et al., 2013; Peelle and 32 
Davis, 2012; Horton et al., 2013; Steinschneider et al., 2013; Power et al., 2013; Gross et al., 2013; 33 
Doelling et al., 2014; Park et al., 2015; Millman et al., 2015). But not only speech sound is able to 34 
evoke an entrainment of neural oscillations, even simple stimuli, such as pure tones, have been 35 
found to produce phase entrainment (Besle et al., 2011; Gomez-Ramirez et al., 2011; Stefanics et 36 
al., 2010; Zoefel and Heil, 2013). Furthermore, rhythmic fluctuations in stimulus amplitude (which 37 
are present in both trains of pure tones and speech sound) introduce fluctuations at a level of 38 
auditory processing as low as the cochlea, a notion that is obviously not compatible with phase 39 
entrainment as an active or “high-level” process. Similar concerns have been raised by several 40 
authors in the last years (Obleser et al., 2012; Ding and Simon, 2014; Ding et al., 2013; Peelle et 41 
al., 2013; Zion Golumbic et al., 2012). Thus, the role of high-level processes for phase entrainment 42 
to speech sound is far from clear. Nevertheless, significant progress has been made within the last 43 
decade, and the aim of this review is to summarize the obtained results in a systematic way. The 44 
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scope of this review is not a summary of existing literature showing an alignment between brain 1 
oscillations and speech sound, as comprehensive reviews have been published recently (Peelle and 2 
Davis, 2012; Ding and Simon, 2014; Zion Golumbic et al., 2012). Rather, we will focus on high-3 
level processes that can modulate or even underlie this alignment. Critically, it is necessary to 4 
differentiate between (i) high-level modulations of phase entrainment in response to stimuli that 5 
comprise properties that evoke systematic fluctuations on a low level of auditory processing (such 6 
as the cochlea) and (ii) high-level entrainment, i.e. phase entrainment that can be observed even 7 
in the absence of systematic fluctuations of low-level properties. In this review, the latter are 8 
defined as stimulus amplitude and spectral content, as those two properties can passively entrain 9 
the lowest level of auditory processing and evoke steady-state-potential-like (ASSR; Galambos et 10 
al., 1981) fluctuations in the cochlea. Convincing results have been obtained in the last years for 11 
both types of high-level processes, and we will address them in separate sections. We conclude 12 
this review with a section dedicated to the role of intelligibility for phase entrainment to speech 13 
sound, as the influence of semantic information on the brain’s adjustment to speech is currently a 14 
strongly debated topic.        15 
2. High-level modulations of phase entrainment to speech sound 16 
Certain cognitive processes, such as attention, expectation or interpretation, are often considered 17 
“high-level” functions of the human brain, as they require, for instance, evaluation, selection, and 18 
the comparison of the actual stimulation with experience (Lamme and Spekreijse, 2000; Peelen 19 
and Kastner, 2014; Gilbert and Li, 2013). A modulation of phase entrainment to speech sound by 20 
those cognitive processes would argue for phase entrainment being a process that is not restricted 21 
to a purely sensory mechanism, but rather the active gating mechanism (or “active sensing”; 22 
Schroeder et al., 2010) that was explained above. Indeed, there is accumulating evidence for phase 23 
entrainment critically relying on attentional processes: One example is based on the so-called 24 
“cocktail party effect” (Cherry, 1953), describing a situation of several competing speakers, one 25 
of which has to be selected within the “noise” of the other, potentially distracting, speakers.  26 
Several recent studies have shown a relation between the “cocktail party effect” and phase 27 
entrainment (the theoretical background is shown in Figure 2A and underlined  by experimental 28 
results in Figure 2B): In Kerlin et al. (2010), two different speech streams were presented to the 29 
participants, one to each ear, and they were asked to selectively attend one of those two competing 30 
streams. They found that the representation of the attended speech stream in the delta/theta range 31 
(~2-8 Hz; the dominant frequency range of the speech envelope) of the electroencephalogram 32 
(EEG) signal was enhanced compared to that of the unattended stream. In other words, phase-33 
locking between the EEG signal and the speech envelope of the attended stream was stronger than 34 
that between the EEG signal and the unattended stream. A similar paradigm was used in the studies 35 
by Ding and Simon (2012a), Horton et al. (2013) and Zion Golumbic et al. (2013b) for 36 
magnetoencephalogram (MEG), EEG and intracranial recordings in human subjects, respectively. 37 
All studies confirmed the finding that the phase of delta/theta brain oscillations “tracks” the 38 
envelope of speech sound, and that this “tracking” is enhanced when the speech is attended in a 39 
multi-speaker scenario. Interestingly, all studies reported that even the unattended speech signal is 40 
still represented (albeit weakly) in lower-level auditory cortices (i.e. regions closely related to 41 
sensory processing). However, as shown in the work by Zion Golumbic et al. (2013b), this 42 
unattended signal is “lost” in higher-level regions (e.g., frontal regions). Ding and Simon (2012a) 43 
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demonstrated that only the representation of the attended (and not the unattended) speech envelope 1 
varies as a function of stimulus intensity. This finding is important, because it suggests that 2 
attended and unattended inputs are processed separately in the brain, and that the alignment 3 
between neural phase and speech rhythm is used to form individual “auditory objects” (for a review 4 
on this notion, see Simon, 2015). In line with the notion of phase entrainment as an “amplifier-5 
attenuator mechanism” (see first section), Horton et al. (2013) reported cross-correlations between 6 
speech envelope and EEG signal for both attended and unattended streams, but with opposite signs, 7 
suggesting that phase entrainment is indeed used to amplify one stream while the other is 8 
attenuated. Finally, it has been shown in several studies that the speech envelope can be 9 
reconstructed (i.e., it can be identified which stimulus the listener is attending) in multi-speaker 10 
(Ding and Simon, 2012a; Zion Golumbic et al., 2013b; O’Sullivan et al., 2015) or noisy 11 
environments (Ding and Simon, 2013) by using the delta/theta phase of neural oscillations (but 12 
also their gamma power; Mesgarani and Chang, 2012; Zion Golumbic et al., 2013b). It is possible 13 
that in those kind of situations, where one speech stream has to be actively extracted from a noisy 14 
environment, attention is of particular importance for phase entrainment to speech sound, whereas 15 
clear speech can be processed largely independently of attention (Wild et al., 2012).  16 
Not only attention can be considered a high-level process: Predictions reflect a comparison 17 
between present and previous experiences and its projection to the future and must therefore 18 
involve high-level functions of the brain (Friston, 2005; Arnal and Giraud, 2012). Indeed, it has 19 
been shown that predictions do influence phase entrainment to speech sound: For instance, in the 20 
“cocktail party” scenario described above, Zion Golumbic et al. (2013a) paired the auditory speech 21 
input with the speaker’s face and found that phase entrainment to the speech envelope was 22 
significantly enhanced by this visual input. Similar results were obtained by Arnal et al. (2011) 23 
using congruent and incongruent audiovisual stimuli (syllables) and by Luo et al. (2010) when 24 
subjects were watching audiovisual movies. A common interpretation of these findings is that, due 25 
to the slight delay between visual and auditory components of a conversation (the visual input 26 
preceding the auditory one), the former can be used to predict the timing of speech sound, thus 27 
enabling a better alignment between the oscillatory phase and speech envelope (Arnal et al., 2009, 28 
2011; Zion Golumbic et al., 2013a; Perrodin et al., 2015; for a review, summarizing several 29 
existing theories, see Peelle and Sommers, 2015). Recent research suggests that not only the visual, 30 
but also the motor system plays a critical role for an efficient adjustment of excitability fluctuations 31 
in auditory cortex to expected upcoming events (Arnal et al., 2014; Arnal and Giraud, 2012; 32 
Morillon et al., 2014, 2015; Fujioka et al., 2012; Morillon and Schroeder, 2015).  33 
Not an experimental, but rather an analytical proof of high-level processes involved in phase 34 
entrainment was provided by two recent studies  (Fontolan et al., 2014; Park et al., 2015). Fontolan 35 
et al. (2014) used Granger causality (Granger, 1969), applied on data recorded intracranially in 36 
human subjects, to demonstrate that information reflected in the phase of low-frequency 37 
oscillations in response to speech sound travels in top-down direction from higher-order auditory 38 
to primary auditory regions, where it modulates the power of (gamma) oscillations at higher 39 
frequencies. Park et al. (2015) analyzed their data, recorded with MEG, using transfer entropy 40 
measures (Schreiber, 2000). They were able to show that frontal and motor areas can modulate the 41 
phase of delta/theta oscillations in auditory cortex (note that the spatial resolution in this study was 42 
lower than for intracranial recordings. It is thus unclear whether these delta/theta oscillations 43 
correspond to those in higher-order auditory or primary auditory cortices described in Fontolan et 44 
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al., 2014). Importantly, these top-down signals were correlated with an enhanced phase 1 
entrainment to speech sound when tracking of forward vs. backward speech was compared, 2 
indicating that higher-level processes can directly control the alignment between neural 3 
oscillations and speech sound.  4 
The results described in this section strongly support the view that phase entrainment is a tool for 5 
attentional selection (Schroeder and Lakatos, 2009), filtering out irrelevant input and enhancing 6 
the representation of the attended stimulus in the brain. Predictions, potentially reflected by top-7 
down mechanisms, help “designing” this filter by providing the timing for the alignment of “good” 8 
and “bad” phases of the oscillation to predicted relevant and irrelevant stimuli, respectively. This 9 
mechanism would not only help selecting relevant input in a noisy background, but also parse the 10 
speech signal at the same time: Here, one cycle of the aligned oscillation would represent one 11 
segment of information (or “chunk”; Ghitza, 2011, 2014, 2013; Doelling et al., 2014) that is 12 
analyzed by means of faster oscillations (Giraud and Poeppel, 2012; Luo and Poeppel, 2012; for 13 
reviews, see Peelle and Davis, 2012; Ding and Simon, 2014). Thus, phase entrainment could 14 
function as a means of discretization (equivalent ideas are mentioned by Peelle and Davis, 2012; 15 
Zion Golumbic et al., 2012), similar to “perceptual cycles” commonly observed in vision 16 
(VanRullen et al., 2014). 17 
3. Phase entrainment to high-level features of speech sound 18 
In the previous section, we have seen that high-level mechanisms of the brain, related to attention 19 
or prediction, clearly contribute to phase entrainment to speech sound. However, it should be noted 20 
that this contribution may just be modulatory: high-level mechanisms could merely influence a 21 
process, namely phase entrainment, that itself might rely on purely low-level processes. Indeed, 22 
speech sound consists of large fluctuations in low-level properties (i.e. stimulus amplitude and 23 
spectral content) that might evoke systematic fluctuations in neural activity already at the earliest 24 
level of auditory processing: the cochlea. These fluctuations in neural activity accompanying 25 
changes in the speech envelope would be indistinguishable from an active entrainment response. 26 
It is therefore necessary to construct stimuli without systematic fluctuations in those low-level 27 
properties in order to prove genuine high-level entrainment. In a recent publication (Zoefel and 28 
VanRullen, 2015), we were able to construct such stimuli and we review the most important 29 
findings in this section. Figure 3 shows the idea underlying stimulus construction in this study: In 30 
everyday speech sound (Figure 3A), spectral energy (color-coded) clearly differs between different 31 
phases of the speech envelope. In the view of a single cochlear cell, this sound would periodically 32 
alternate between weak (e.g., at phase ± pi, which is the trough of the speech envelope) and strong 33 
excitation (e.g., at phase 0, which is the peak of the speech envelope). Consequently, at a larger 34 
scale, we would measure an oscillatory pattern of neural activity that strongly depends on envelope 35 
phase. This pattern, however, would only reflect the periodicity of the stimulation. Therefore, we 36 
constructed noise sound whose spectral energy was tailored to counterbalance spectral differences 37 
as a function of envelope phase of the original speech sound (for details of stimulus construction, 38 
see Zoefel and VanRullen, 2015). This noise was mixed with the original speech and resulted in 39 
speech/noise sound that did, on average, not show those systematic differences in spectral content 40 
anymore (Figure 3B). Critically, as those stimuli remain intelligible, high-level features of speech 41 
(such as, but not restricted to, phonetic information) are still present and enable the listener to 42 
entrain to the speech sound that is now “hidden” inside the noise (note that the degree to which the 43 
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speech is “hidden” in noise depends on the original envelope phase, with speech perceptually 1 
dominant at the original envelope peak, and noise perceptually dominant at the original envelope 2 
trough). We applied those stimuli in two studies: In the first (Zoefel and VanRullen, 2015), a 3 
psychophysical study, we found that the detection of a short tone pip was significantly modulated 4 
(p-values shown in Figure 4A) by the remaining high-level features: Performance (Figure 4B) 5 
depended on the original envelope phase and thus differed between periods of dominant speech 6 
and noise. Note that speech and noise were spectrally matched; differences in performance could 7 
thus not be due to spectral differences between speech and noise, but rather due to the remaining 8 
high-level features that enable the listener to differentiate speech and noise. In the second study 9 
(Zoefel and VanRullen, in press), those stimuli were presented to listeners while their EEG was 10 
recorded. We found that EEG oscillations phase-lock to those high-level features of speech sound 11 
(Figure 4C), and the degree of entrainment (but not the phase relation between speech and EEG 12 
signal; see insets in Figure 4C) was similar to when the original everyday speech was presented. 13 
These results suggest an entrainment of neural oscillations as the mechanism underlying our 14 
perceptual findings. 15 
It is not only interesting to investigate phase entrainment to speech stimuli without potentially 16 
entraining low-level features, but also to speech stimuli only containing the latter. This was done 17 
in a study by Ding et al. (2013) that might be seen as complementary to the other two described in 18 
this section. In their study, noise vocoding (Green et al., 2002) was used in order to design stimuli 19 
where spectro-temporal fine structure (which can be considered as high-level features) was 20 
strongly reduced, but the speech envelope was essentially unchanged. Those stimuli were 21 
presented either in noise or in quiet, and the MEG was recorded in parallel. Ding et al. (2013) 22 
showed that, indeed, reducing spectro-temporal fine structure also reduces the observed phase 23 
entrainment to speech sound. It is important to mention that the effect was only observed in noise 24 
(and not in quiet), underlining the idea that separating speech and noise might be one of the main 25 
functions of phase entrainment to speech sound (see sections 1 and 2). Rimmele et al. (2015) both 26 
extend the findings by Ding et al. (2013) and build a bridge to section 2 by showing that the 27 
enhanced “envelope tracking” for natural compared to noise-vocoded speech is only present when 28 
the speech is attended. They interpret their results as evidence for a high-level mechanism 29 
(“linguistic processing”) that is only possible when the speech is in the focus of the listener’s 30 
attention.  31 
Taken together, the results reported in this section suggest that phase entrainment to speech sound 32 
is not only a reflection of fluctuations in low-level features of speech sound, but entails an adaption 33 
to phonetic information – and thus a genuine high-level process. 34 
4. The role of intelligibility for phase entrainment to speech sound 35 
Of course, the ultimate goal of every conversation is to transmit information, and without 36 
intelligibility, this goal cannot be achieved. Thus, it is all the more surprising that the role of 37 
intelligibility for phase entrainment to speech is currently strongly debated. This controversy is 38 
due to seemingly contradictory results that have recently been published: On the one hand, both 39 
Ahissar et al. (2001) and Luo and Poeppel (2007) found a correlation between phase entrainment 40 
(i.e. alignment of delta/theta oscillations and speech envelope) and speech intelligibility, a finding 41 
that has been confirmed by recent studies (Doelling et al., 2014; Ding et al., 2013; Park et al., 42 
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2015). On the other hand, phase entrainment is not a phenomenon that is unique to speech sound 1 
and can also be found in response to much simpler stimuli, such as pure tones (Besle et al., 2011; 2 
Gomez-Ramirez et al., 2011; Stefanics et al., 2010; Zoefel and Heil, 2013; Lakatos et al., 2005, 3 
2008). Also, the manipulation of speech intelligibility might destroy acoustic (i.e. non-semantic) 4 
properties of the sound that the brain actually entrains to (such as acoustic “edges”; Doelling et al., 5 
2014), leading to a decline in phase entrainment and speech intelligibility at the same time, but 6 
without any relation between the two (Peelle and Davis, 2012; Millman et al., 2015). Moreover, 7 
several studies showed phase entrainment of neural oscillations to reversed (i.e. unintelligible) 8 
speech sound (Howard and Poeppel, 2010; Millman et al., 2015; Peelle et al., 2013) suggesting 9 
that phase entrainment does not necessarily depend on intelligibility. The whole picture gets even 10 
more complicated, as, although phase entrainment to speech sound is possible even when the 11 
speech is unintelligible, is seems to be enhanced by intelligible speech in some (but not all) studies 12 
(Peelle et al., 2013; Gross et al., 2013; Park et al., 2015) and attention seems to be important for 13 
this enhancement (Rimmele et al., 2015). Further evidence that the role of intelligibility for phase 14 
entrainment is not trivial was reported in two of the studies described in the previous section: In 15 
Zoefel and VanRullen (2015), it was found that perceptual entrainment to high-level features of 16 
speech sound is disrupted when the speech/noise sound is reversed (Figure 4A,B; red line) and this 17 
result was interpreted as a critical role of intelligibility for perceptual phase entrainment. On the 18 
other hand, in Zoefel and VanRullen (in press), using the same reversed speech/noise stimuli, the 19 
observed EEG phase entrainment was similar to that obtained in response to everyday speech and 20 
to (forward) speech/noise sound, seemingly in contradiction to the behavioral results obtained in 21 
Zoefel and VanRullen (2015).  22 
How can we reconcile these studies, some of them clearly arguing against, and some for an 23 
important role of intelligibility for phase entrainment? Based on the current state of research, it is 24 
important to avoid overhasty conclusions and our interpretations have to remain speculative. 25 
Overall, phase entrainment seems to be a necessary, but not sufficient condition for speech 26 
comprehension: Speech intelligibility might not be possible without phase-locking, as we are not 27 
aware of any study reporting intelligible stimuli without oscillations (or perception) aligned to 28 
critical (low- and high-level) features of the speech sound. On the other hand, neural oscillations 29 
entrain to rhythmic structures (including reversed speech) even in the absence of intelligibility. It 30 
is clear that phase entrainment is a much more general phenomenon, and the brain might 31 
continuously scan its input for rhythmic patterns (indeed, popularity for auditory rhythms can be 32 
found in all cultures across the world and synchronization with rhythms – e.g., by clapping or 33 
dancing – is a general reaction to them). Once a rhythmic pattern has been detected, neural 34 
oscillations will align their phase to it (operating in the “rhythmic mode” described in Schroeder 35 
and Lakatos, 2009; see also Zoefel and Heil, 2013). Based on this notion, neural oscillations might 36 
always align to sound, as long as a rhythmic pattern can be detected (note that even the reversed 37 
speech/noise sound used in Zoefel and VanRullen, 2015, in press, contains a rhythmic pattern, as 38 
speech and noise can perceptually be differentiated). But what is the role of intelligibility? It is 39 
important to find a model that is at the same time parsimonious and can explain most results 40 
described in the literature. These findings are shortly summarized in the following: 41 
1. Rhythmic non-speech stimuli, such as trains of pure tones, entrain neural oscillations 42 
(Besle et al., 2011; Gomez-Ramirez et al., 2011; Zoefel and Heil, 2013; Lakatos et al., 43 
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2005) and modulate behavior (Lakatos et al., 2008; Stefanics et al., 2010; Hickok et al., 1 
2015; Thut et al., 2012). 2 
2. Speech stimuli, both intelligible and unintelligible, entrain neural oscillations (Ahissar et 3 
al., 2001; Luo and Poeppel, 2007; Zoefel and VanRullen, in press; Doelling et al., 2014; 4 
Ding et al., 2013; Ding and Simon, 2012a; Park et al., 2015; Peelle et al., 2013; Rimmele 5 
et al., 2015; Howard and Poeppel, 2010; Millman et al., 2015; Zion Golumbic et al., 6 
2013b). 7 
3. The rhythm of speech only modulates behavior when speech is intelligible (Zoefel and 8 
VanRullen, 2015). 9 
4. Neural entrainment to intelligible speech might be increased when compared to 10 
unintelligible speech (Luo and Poeppel, 2007; Peelle et al., 2013; Rimmele et al., 2015; 11 
Park et al., 2015; Doelling et al., 2014). However, not all studies can confirm this result 12 
(Howard and Poeppel, 2010; Zoefel and VanRullen, in press; Millman et al., 2015). 13 
One model that can potentially reconcile these findings is presented in Figure 5, and the different 14 
parts and implications of this model are discussed in the following. However, we acknowledge 15 
that it is only one out of possibly several candidate models to explain the data available in the 16 
literature. Nevertheless, in our view, this model is currently the most parsimonious explanation for 17 
existing findings and we therefore focus our review on it. The first implication of our model is that 18 
different regions in the brain are “responsible” for different processes:  Phase entrainment might 19 
be found throughout the whole auditory system, but most studies emphasize primary auditory 20 
cortex (A1; Lakatos et al., 2005; O’Connell et al., 2014; Lakatos et al., 2013) or early temporal 21 
regions (Gomez-Ramirez et al., 2011; Ding and Simon, 2012b; Zion Golumbic et al., 2013b). An 22 
influence of intelligibility is commonly related to regions specifically processing speech sound 23 
(Binder et al., 2000; Scott et al., 2000; Mesgarani et al., 2014; Hickok and Poeppel, 2007; DeWitt 24 
and Rauschecker, 2012; Poeppel et al., 2012). Finally, frontal regions are a likely candidate for 25 
behavioral outcome (Krawczyk, 2002; Coutlee and Huettel, 2012; Rushworth et al., 2012; Romo 26 
and de Lafuente, 2013). In order to satisfy point (1), we assume that the entrainment in temporal 27 
regions can directly influence behavior as determined in frontal regions, as long as the entrainment 28 
is introduced by non-speech stimuli (Figure 5A). This results in a periodic modulation of 29 
performance as often described (Spaak et al., 2014; Landau and Fries, 2012; Vanrullen and Dubois, 30 
2011; Zoefel and Sokoliuk, 2014; Song et al., 2014; Hickok et al., 2015; Thut et al., 2012; 31 
Fiebelkorn et al., 2011). But not only non-speech stimuli can entrain temporal regions, the same is 32 
true for speech sound, irrespective of its intelligibility (point 2). However, speech intelligibility 33 
affects high-order auditory regions and they might directly influence the impact of temporal on 34 
frontal regions (Figure 5B). This notion is based on the increasing number of studies supporting 35 
the idea that the state of connectivity (or synchronization) between two (potentially distant) brain 36 
regions is crucial for perceptual outcome (Ruhnau et al., 2014; Weisz et al., 2014; Fries, 2005). 37 
Thus, speech intelligibility might modulate the state of connectivity between temporal and frontal 38 
regions. We hypothesize that speech-specific regions are only activated if the input contains 39 
acoustic high-level (i.e. speech-specific) features of speech; otherwise these regions remain 40 
inactive and do not exhibit any modulatory effect on other regions or their connectivity. However, 41 
once the input is identified as speech (based on these acoustic features), linguistic features 42 
determine whether the modulatory effect is negative (desynchronizing temporal and frontal 43 
regions, resulting in no behavioral effect of the entrainment; in case of unintelligible speech) or 44 
positive (synchronizing temporal and frontal regions, resulting in a behavioral effect of the 45 
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entrainment; in case of intelligible speech). This assumption satisfies point (3). In contrast to 1 
unintelligible speech, intelligible speech might result in an entrainment that also includes high-2 
order (speech-specific) auditory regions: They might have to entrain to the speech sound in order 3 
to be able to synchronize temporal and frontal regions. That might be the reason that some studies 4 
show an increased entrainment for intelligible as compared to unintelligible speech whereas others 5 
do not (point 4): They might have captured the entrainment in those higher-level auditory regions 6 
– something which, due to the low spatial resolution in most EEG/MEG studies, is difficult to 7 
determine but could be resolved in future studies.  More research is clearly needed: What are those 8 
behavioral variables that are differentially affected by intelligible and unintelligible speech? Where 9 
exactly are those brain regions hypothesized to be responsible for (or affected by) phase 10 
entrainment, for behavioral decisions and for the modulation of their relation by speech 11 
intelligibility? What are the mechanisms connecting these functional networks? Answering these 12 
questions has critical implications for our understanding of the brain’s processing of human speech 13 
and rhythmic input in general. 14 
5. Conclusions 15 
Recently, phase entrainment has attracted researchers’ attention as a potential reflection of the 16 
brain’s mechanism to efficiently allocate attentional resources in time. Nevertheless, the 17 
periodicity of the stimulation itself complicates this interpretation, as the brain might simply follow 18 
the rhythm of its input. In this review, we presented an increasing amount of evidence that speaks 19 
against a merely passive role of neural oscillations for phase entrainment to speech sound. Instead, 20 
the brain might constantly predict the timing of relevant and irrelevant events of speech sound, 21 
including acoustic high-level features, and actively align neural oscillations so that they efficiently 22 
boost the current locus of attention in a noisy background. Linguistic high-level features, reflecting 23 
intelligibility, might play a modulatory, and speech-specific, role by determining the behavioral 24 
consequences of phase entrainment to speech sound. 25 
 26 
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Figure captions 23 
 24 
Figure 1. Entrainment as a tool for input gating. A. Brain oscillations (red) are unrelated to the 25 
stimulus input, here a segment of speech sound. Note that both oscillation and speech sound are 26 
rhythmic (~ 4 Hz) and that the speech input consists of phases of high (*) and low (#) informational 27 
content. Both phase and frequency (the latter to a certain extent; Ghitza, 2013, 2014) of the 28 
oscillations can be adjusted to match the input rhythm (red arrow), a phenomenon called phase 29 
entrainment. B. Phase entrainment results in an alignment of the oscillation’s high and low 30 
excitability phases (blue) with the input’s high and low informational content. It can thus be used 31 
as a tool for input gating.  32 
Figure 2. Neural oscillations as a tool for attentional selection during a “cocktail party”. A. 33 
Theoretical background (modified with permission from Zion Golumbic et al., 2012). Recorded 34 
neural activity in the delta/theta band (right column) aligns with the speech envelope (left column) 35 
of the respective speaker (red and blue), when presented separately. In a multi-speaker scenario 36 
(“cocktail party”), the recorded data will reflect the attended, but not necessarily (or to a smaller 37 
degree) the unattended speech envelope. B. Actual data (modified with permission from Zion 38 
Golumbic et al., 2013b) confirms the theoretical background. The speech envelope reconstructed 39 
from the recorded data (grey: single subject; red: averaged across subjects) strongly resembles the 40 
speech envelope of the attended, but not the unattended speaker.  41 
Figure 3. Everyday speech sound (A) contains pronounced fluctuations in spectral energy (color-42 
coded or shown as a family of curves; one curve for each phase bin of the speech envelope) that 43 
depend on the phase of the speech envelope. These (low-level) rhythmic fluctuations in energy per 44 
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se might result in an apparent alignment between neural activity and speech envelope, as strong 1 
neural excitation (here at phase 0, due to high spectral energy) periodically alternates with weak 2 
neural excitation (here at phase ± pi, due to low spectral energy). Genuine high-level phase 3 
entrainment requires stimuli without those systematic fluctuations in spectral energy, as shown in 4 
B. The construction of those stimuli has recently been reported (Zoefel and VanRullen, 2015), and 5 
results obtained there are described in this review. Reproduced with permission from Zoefel and 6 
VanRullen (2015).   7 
Figure 4. Perception and neural oscillations entrain to high-level features of speech sound. 8 
Speech/noise stimuli without systematic fluctuations in amplitude or spectral content were 9 
constructed, whose high-level features are conserved and reflected by the original speech envelope 10 
(cf. Figure 3). In a psychophysical study (A,B), the detection of a tone pip was significantly 11 
modulated by those high-level features (black; in this plot, results obtained in the original 12 
experiment and a follow-up replication have been combined; both experiments are described in 13 
Zoefel and VanRullen, 2015). The significance of this modulation is shown in panel A for different 14 
time lags relative to target onset, whereas the actual performance (at the time lag indicated by the 15 
vertical arrow in A) is shown in panel B. This effect was abolished when the speech/noise sound 16 
was reversed (red), indicating an important role of linguistic features (i.e. intelligibility) for 17 
behavioral consequences of the entrainment. In A, the significance threshold is shown as a dashed 18 
line (corrected for multiple comparisons). In B, standard error of mean (SEM) is shown by 19 
contours around the lines. When the same stimuli (and their original version of everyday speech) 20 
were presented in an EEG experiment (C), significant phase-locking between original speech 21 
envelope and EEG signal could be observed in all conditions (original, speech/noise sound and 22 
reversed speech/noise sound), suggesting that high-level features can entrain the phase of EEG 23 
oscillations, and do so even if the speech is unintelligible (note that acoustic high-level features 24 
remain present in the speech/noise sound, even when it is reversed, as the listener can still 25 
differentiate speech and noise). Bars show the average phase-locking across EEG channels, 26 
whereas the actual phase differences between EEG signal and original speech envelope, separately 27 
for each channel, are shown as insets above the bars (channels without significant entrainment are 28 
shaded out). P-values of phase entrainment, obtained by permutation tests, are shown as dashed 29 
lines. Note that, in contrast to the degree of entrainment which is comparable in all 3 conditions, 30 
the entrained phase does differ between everyday speech sound (original condition) and 31 
speech/noise sound in which systematic fluctuations in low-level features have been removed 32 
(constructed and constructed reversed conditions). Modified with permission from Zoefel and 33 
VanRullen (2015) (A,B) and Zoefel and VanRullen (in press) (C).  34 
Figure 5. Intelligibility at the interface between phase entrainment and behavior. A. Non-speech 35 
stimuli do not activate speech-specific (“intelligibility”) regions. Thus, entrainment in temporal 36 
regions can directly influence behavior – determined in frontal regions – in a periodic fashion, 37 
without an additional modulation by speech-specific regions. B. Acoustic high-level (speech-38 
specific) features of speech activate speech-specific regions. This activation results in a modulation 39 
of the connectivity between temporal and frontal regions: If linguistic high-level features are 40 
present in the input (i.e. if the speech is intelligible), temporal and frontal regions are synchronized 41 
and entrainment in temporal regions can affect activity in frontal regions (and modulate behavior 42 
periodically, such as in A). If these features are not present (i.e. if the speech is unintelligible), 43 
temporal and frontal regions are desynchronized and entrainment in temporal regions cannot affect 44 
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frontal regions and behavior. Thus, (only) if the input is recognized as speech, intelligibility can 1 
act as a “switch”, determining the influence of entrained oscillations on behavioral outcome. 2 
 3 
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Chapter 7: The role of high-level processes for oscillatory phase entrainment to speech sound 
 
185 
In the preceding review article, it was argued that phase entrainment of neural oscillations 
to human speech sound does entail different high-level mechanisms: These include high-
level modulations of phase entrainment to speech, and entrainment to high-level features of 
speech per se. Two important additional findings should be mentioned here: 
First, the described high-level mechanisms are not restricted to human subjects. The 
attentional modulation of phase entrainment to rhythmic sequences has been shown 
repeatedly for non-human primates: Lakatos et al. (2013) demonstrated that phase 
entrainment only functions as a “spectrotemporal filter” (described extensively in Chapter 6) 
in monkey A1 if the rhythmic stream is attended (but not if unattended). Lakatos et al. 
(2008) reported that the entrained phase in primary visual cortex depends on the attended 
modality, with a reversal of phase when visual or auditory rhythmic streams are attended, 
respectively. Moreover, as demonstrated in Chapter 6, neural oscillations in primary 
auditory cortex of the monkey are able to entrain to high-level features of human speech: 
This was shown by presenting one monkey with speech/noise stimuli without systematic 
fluctuations in spectral content or amplitude (their construction was presented in Chapter 
4). We found that oscillations in monkey A1 significantly entrain to the remaining high-level 
features. Importantly, this “high-level entrainment” went along with a change in the 
entrained phase when compared with entrainment to regular speech sound, and this result 
was strikingly reminiscent of a similar change in the entrained phase measured in the human 
EEG (Chapter 5). The rhythm of human speech (~2-8 Hz, mainly reflecting the syllabic 
structure) is very similar to communication calls of other animals (Wang et al., 1995; Figure 
1), and perception of both human and non-human species seems to be tuned to these 
modulation frequencies (Eggermont, 1998; Oshurkova et al., 2008; Edwards and Chang, 
2013). Thus, it seems that, in describing these results, we might tap into a mechanism that is 
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much broader than previously thought and not restricted to human subjects, nor to human 
speech. Clearly, more work needs to be done: For instance, it would be interesting to apply 
our procedure of equalizing spectral content across different phases of the signal envelope 
to other communication calls and present those “high-level stimuli” to the respective 
species. By recording at different sites within the auditory stream, an even more thorough 
characterization of the brain’s adaptation to rhythmic communication sounds would thus be 
possible, and certainly an interesting topic for future studies.  
 
Figure 1. A. The call of a marmoset monkey (waveform: top; spectrum: bottom) is highly rhythmic. B. The amplitude 
spectrum of the envelope of this call (i.e. the repetition rate of “phrases”) is very similar to that for the human speech 
envelope, showing a dominant frequency range between 6 and 8 Hz. Modified from Wang et al., 1995. 
The second point again involves the constructed speech/noise snippets – but this time, we 
are going back to the beginning of this thesis, where perceptual cycles were introduced in 
Chapter 1.  In the latter chapter, it was shown that perceptual echoes, an oscillatory 
reverberation of information in the brain for up to one second, could be found for the visual, 
but not the auditory system (İlhan and VanRullen, 2012; VanRullen and Macdonald, 2012; 
VanRullen et al., 2014). Due to their periodic nature, perceptual echoes can be taken as 
evidence for perceptual cycles, and their absence in the auditory system can be interpreted 
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as a lack of perceptual cycles in the auditory domain. However, in a previous study (İlhan and 
VanRullen, 2012), perceptual echoes have been tested in the auditory system by the use of 
pure tones as stimuli: If perceptual cycles indeed operated on a relatively high level of 
processing, as it was argued in this thesis (Chapters 1-2), it might not be possible to reveal 
these echoes with such “low-level” stimuli – instead, speech sound as a stimulus that is 
processed on a relatively late stage within the auditory system (Davis and Johnsrude, 2003) 
might be more appropriate. Previously, though, it was not possible to test auditory 
perceptual echoes using speech sound: The spectral content of the stimulus must be stable 
over time, as otherwise “echoes” can be introduced simply by changes in the spectral 
properties of the stimulus. However, having constructed speech/noise sound without 
systematic changes in spectral content, these stimuli can now be used in order to test 
whether an auditory perceptual echo can be revealed in response to speech sound. This is a 
project for future studies, but a glimpse into potentially interesting preliminary results can 
be offered here. It should be mentioned that, if there were an auditory perceptual echo, it is 
expected to be much shorter than the visual one: As auditory stimuli fluctuate rapidly over 
time (in contrast to visual ones), the auditory system needs to remain flexible and process 
input as fast as possible in order to avoid losing track of the rapidly changing input stream. 
Indeed, the duration of the influence of a given moment of speech sound on neural 
oscillations or perception, as described in many chapters of this thesis, was consistently 
restricted to one cycle of the speech envelope (see, e.g., Figure 4 in the article of Chapter 4). 
Additionally, the autocorrelation of a common speech envelope (thick black line in Figure 4 
in the article of Chapter 6) revealed that speech sound is not correlated with sound of the 
same input stream if the latter precedes (or succeeds) the former by more than one cycle of 
the speech envelope. Based on this notion, it might not be optimal to compare a potential 
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auditory perceptual echo with the one observed in vision. Rather, it might be more 
appropriate to compare it with another auditory stimulus which is known not to introduce 
these echoes: pure tones. The reasoning underlying experiments of perceptual echoes is 
shortly summarized in the following: The brain can be seen as a filter that processes its input 
and generates its output (the latter measured, for instance, as an EEG signal), and our goal is 
to estimate this filter. However, if the input contains a dominant frequency in its power 
spectrum, the output is biased towards this frequency, independent of the characteristics of 
the filter. Similarly, if the input does not contain a specific frequency in its spectrum, it is 
impossible to find it in the output, even if the filter naturally operates in this frequency 
range. Thus, only when the input that is used for filter estimation contains equal power at all 
frequencies of interest, the “brain filter” can be reliably estimated. Thus, both a pure tone 
(440 Hz) and the constructed speech/noise stimuli were amplitude-modulated with 
amplitude value sequences which were constructed to have equal power at all frequencies 
up to 80 Hz.  The EEG in response to these stimuli (amplitude-modulated pure tone or 
amplitude-modulated speech/noise stimuli) was then cross-correlated with the amplitude 
values that were used for modulation (and not with the stimuli per se1). Therefore, the 
stimuli (sine tone vs. speech/noise) could not bias the estimated “brain filter” – rather, they 
provided a different “background” or “context” for stimulus processing. We were thus able 
to see whether the estimated “brain filter” – reflecting the perceptual echo – differs with 
respect to the provided stimulus context (low-level vs. high-level). Preliminary results are 
shown for one subject in Figure 2. The response in both conditions (pure tone and 
speech/noise) is shown as the standard deviation of cross-correlation across channels (as in 
                                                          
1
 Note that, even though the stimuli themselves were not used for cross-correlation, they nevertheless need to 
exhibit a stable spectral content over time, as otherwise the amplitude values used for modulation would be 
biased. 
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Figure 3 in the article of Chapter 5) in Figure 2A. Interestingly, a later peak is visible for the 
speech/noise condition that is completely absent for the pure tone condition – a difference 
between the two standard deviations is shown in Figure 2B. A time-frequency 
transformation of the difference of cross-correlation between the two conditions (Figure 
2C), averaged across channels, reveals that this peak is spectrally located in the theta-band 
(~4 Hz). The timing and frequency of this peak is strongly reminiscent of the “high-level 
component” of entrainment that we found in the EEG in response to the constructed 
speech/noise stimuli (Chapter 5). In that study, we found an early gamma-component that 
was restricted to everyday speech, and a later theta-component that was present for both 
everyday speech and speech/noise conditions in which systematic low-level features had 
been removed. Thus, although speculatively, first results are promising and might suggest 
that high-level stimuli are able to evoke a short auditory perceptual echo that is primarily 
located in the theta-band. In a future version of this study, several things need to be 
investigated: First, results shown in Figure 2 should be replicated using more subjects. 
Second, in Figure 2B,C, it is unclear whether an additional effect is present in the lower 
gamma-band (here ~25 Hz) – for instance, pure tones might have evoked only one “gamma-
cycle”, whereas speech/noise stimuli might have resulted in more than one cycle. Finally, it 
would also be interesting to use a stimulus that is even more comparable with the 
constructed speech/noise sound: For instance, an auditory perceptual echo could be tested 
in response to pure noise having the same spectral content (but not containing the high-
level features that are specific for speech) as the constructed speech/noise sound. 
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Figure 2. Cross-correlations between recorded EEG signal (separately for each channel) and random amplitude 
modulations of a sine tone (red) or speech/noise sound (blue) were calculated. A. The standard deviation across 
channels shows only an early peak for the sine tone condition, but an additional later peak for the speech/noise 
condition which is absent for the former. B. The difference between these standard deviations again reveals the 
later peak, but also suggests that the early peak could be longer for the speech/noise sound than for the pure 
tone. C. A time-frequency transformation of the difference of cross-correlations between conditions (averaged 
across channels) reveals a pronounced difference that is located in the theta-band (~4 Hz) and might reflect an 
auditory perceptual echo that can be introduced by a “high-level context”. Note that this time-frequency 
representation also shows a weak difference in the lower gamma band (~25 Hz, at time lag ~80 ms) that needs 
further investigation. 
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GENERAL DISCUSSION 
This thesis is concluded by a general view of oscillatory mechanisms of stimulus processing 
and selection. The following article combines all results obtained in this thesis and integrates 
them into existing literature and into a more global view. This chapter “closes the circle”: We 
are coming back to the question of similarities and differences between audition and vision, 
in particular in the view of periodicities in brain and behavior. Compared to the General 
Introduction, we will go one step further and formulate more general questions: 
 (a) What is the “default” frequency of stimulus processing (or: of perceptual cycles) in 
vision and audition?  
 (b) Can the two systems adapt to their environment – and what happens when the 
input is unpredictable?  
 (c) Does the mechanism of input selection (or: of subsampling) depend on the input 
itself or is it relatively inflexible or independent?  
 (d) Where in the hierarchical organization of the two systems is input selected, 
prioritized or suppressed? Where in the hierarchical organization do perceptual 
cycles operate?    
Based on results obtained in the first two chapters of this thesis, it is argued that oscillatory 
mechanisms in the auditory system should operate on a hierarchically elevated level of 
processing (d). Based on results obtained in Chapters 3 to 7, it is argued that the 
entrainment of neural oscillations (reflecting an adjustment of perceptual cycles) is a 
particularly fundamental mechanism of the auditory system (b). Answers to the other 
questions are partly based on the current literature and partly speculative. More precisely, it 
is argued that the alpha band (8-12 Hz), reflecting perceptual cycles in vision (Chapter 1), is 
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the dominant frequency of oscillatory processing for the visual system whereas that for the 
auditory system varies according to the rhythm of its input (a). If the input is unpredictable, 
the visual system can afford a “blind” subsampling of its input at a frequency corresponding 
to the alpha band (Chapter 1), whereas the auditory system might either operate in a 
continuous mode where oscillatory processes are suppressed or – speculatively – switch to a 
state of internal attention that operates at alpha frequency, but decoupled from stimulus 
input (Lakatos et al., submitted; b,c). In contrast to the auditory system (at least in the case 
of non-rhythmic input), the visual system could relatively easily afford oscillatory processing 
on a hierarchically low level, but results remain unclear (d). The following opinion article also 
provides experimental approaches for future studies that logically follow from both the 
questions asked above and from results obtained in this thesis. 
In sum, this chapter – and this thesis overall – should hopefully leave the reader with the 
impression of a particularly important role of neural oscillations for stimulus processing and 
selection, tightly linked to periodicities in our environment, behavior, and perception: 
perceptual cycles. 
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Introduction 
Imagine looking for someone in a crowd, trying to keep the person’s characteristics in mind 
while suppressing other, potentially distracting events: Constantly bombarded with a 
continuous stream of influx, our brain needs to select, filter and prioritize, and the use of top-
down processes for this task might be indispensable. Recent research suggests that neural 
oscillations, rhythmic fluctuations in the excitability of neural populations, are the brain’s key 
feature in this process: Events that coincide with the oscillation’s high excitability phase are 
amplified whereas events occurring during the low excitability phase are suppressed [1]. The 
possibility of the brain to control these oscillations, aligning high and low excitability phases 
with relevant and irrelevant events, respectively, makes them a powerful tool to gate and filter 
input [1]. This mechanism can also be seen as a way of environmental subsampling: 
“Snapshots” of the environment are taken at a rate that corresponds to the frequency of the 
respective oscillation and the moment of the “snapshot” might be optimized by an alignment of 
neural oscillations with external events (for a review, see [2]). Moreover, the oscillatory power 
can impact the overall responsiveness of a given brain region, a mechanism that has been 
associated with a modulation of the neural firing rate [3,4]. An important role of neural 
oscillations for attentional selection and stimulus processing has been shown across modalities: 
For the visual [5], auditory [6], somatosensory [3], motor [7] and olfactory system [8]. Whereas 
the basic mechanisms, common across modalities, are relatively well understood [1,9,10], only 
recently differences between modalities began to emerge [2,11]. In this opinion paper, we will 
focus on the two modalities that are arguably the most important ones for the human brain: 
vision and audition. We will summarize the most important findings of neural oscillations 
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involved in stimulus selection and processing, and highlight the differences between the two 
systems, probably arising from fundamental differences in the nature of the input that is 
sampled and processed in the two systems. We will concentrate on several questions and 
answer them in separate sections, in direct comparison of the two modalities: What is the 
“default” frequency of stimulus processing in vision and audition? Can the two systems adapt 
to their environment – and what happens when the input is unpredictable? Does the 
mechanism of input selection depend on the input itself or is it relatively inflexible or 
independent? Where in the hierarchical organization of the two systems is input selected, 
prioritized or suppressed? Answering these questions has critical implications for our 
understanding of neural oscillations involved in attention and stimulus selection. As we will see, 
significant progress has been made in the last years, but new questions arise with the increased 
knowledge. Those questions are also addressed in this paper. Several hypothetical answers are 
provided that are partly based on previous findings and partly, as we emphasize here, on 
speculation. Experimental approaches are discussed that are necessary to investigate the 
proposed hypotheses.  
Frequency of stimulus processing 
There is overwhelming evidence for the alpha band (7-13 Hz) as the principal frequency range 
of stimulus processing in the visual system (Fig. 1A). This observation was already published by 
Hans Berger in 1929 [12] who reported a dependence of alpha power on the visual input: Alpha 
power in the EEG increases when subjects close their eyes. Since then, both theoretical and 
experimental approaches provided convincing evidence that the alpha band is related to an 
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inhibition (or disengagement) of brain regions [13–16]: For instance, alpha power increases in 
the hemisphere that is ipsilateral to an attended stimulus [17,18], or in brain regions not 
involved in the current task [19]. Moreover, it has been shown that visual perception is directly 
related to the alpha band: Both detection of a visual target and the likelihood of the perception 
of a phosphene during transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) depend on the EEG alpha phase 
[20–22] (Fig. 1Ab) and power [23,24] (Fig. 1Aa) and random visual input seems to reverberate in 
the brain at a frequency corresponding to the alpha band [25] (Fig. 1Ac). Similarly, the strongest 
neural resonance in response to stimulation by both rhythmic visual input [26,27] and electric 
current [28,29] is observed in the alpha band, indicating that the intrinsic frequency of neurons 
[30] in the visual system is indeed located predominantly in the alpha band. Finally, both the 
probability of detecting a visual stimulus after a cue (Fig. 1Ad) and the following reaction time 
fluctuate periodically [31,32]. These fluctuations have been found at a frequency of 4 Hz per 
visual hemifield, indicating an overall rhythmicity of 8 Hz, thus lying within the alpha band [33]. 
Although neural activity in the gamma band (~30-70 Hz) has often been reported in the visual 
system, gamma-band activity might be tightly linked (“coupled”) to the alpha band, with the 
phase of the latter controlling the instantaneous amount of gamma power [34–36]. One 
important distinction should be made here: Whereas some studies report effects in the alpha 
band around 10 Hz, linked to a topographical distribution that is centered on the occipital lobe 
(e.g., Fig. 1Aa,c), the peak frequency of the effect described in other studies seems to be 
somewhat lower and located in more frontal regions (7-8 Hz; e.g., Fig. 1Ab,d). It is not unlikely 
that the two types of effects stem from different generators of oscillatory processing, and they 
will play a role in the following paragraphs. Also, it is unclear whether a frequency of 7-8 Hz can 
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be assumed to reflect “textbook alpha” (or whether it is rather part of the theta band) – 
nevertheless, for the sake of simplicity, in the following, we will designate both bands as 
“alpha”, but differentiate between an “occipital alpha” (~10 Hz) and “frontal alpha” (~7-8 Hz). 
The dominant frequency of stimulus processing in the auditory system is less clear than in the 
visual one: On the one hand, many studies describe an alignment between neural oscillations in 
the delta/theta band  (~1-8 Hz) and rhythmic stimulation [1,5,6] (Fig. 1Bb) and this alignment 
can decrease reaction time [6], increase efficiency of stimulus processing [37] and seems to be 
present even after stimulus offset [38,39] (or when subjects do not consciously perceive the 
stimulus, ruling out contamination by evoked potentials; [40]; Fig. 1Bb). On the other hand, the 
alpha band seems to be important as well [41–43]: Alpha power can be modulated by auditory 
attention [44,45], similar as in the visual system, speech intelligibility co-varies with alpha 
power [46,47], and the phase of the alpha band modulates auditory stimulus detection if 
entrained by transcranial alternating current stimulation (tACS; [48]). Moreover, the power of 
the gamma band can be coupled to any of these bands [49,50]. Although the auditory system 
seems to “resonate” most strongly in the 40-Hz (i.e. gamma) range [51], several studies suggest 
that similar phenomena can be found in lower frequency bands as well [e.g., 48] and human 
auditory perception is most sensitive to amplitude fluctuations and frequency modulations at a 
frequency of ~4 Hz [53]. Thus, it is difficult to determine a distinct frequency of stimulus 
processing in the auditory system. Instead, the auditory system might utilize different 
frequencies for different purposes, and the reported results have to be seen in relation with the 
respective stimulation protocol, as argued in the following section.  
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Figure 1. Overview of some fundamental results underlying the proposed role of neural oscillations for stimulus selection and 
processing. The alpha band seems to be the oscillation for vision (A). The difference in EEG power (color-coded) around target 
onset is shown between subjects that did not perceive near-threshold visual targets and those that did (Aa; from [24]). Results 
indicate that visual detection depends on alpha power, with lower power leading to an improved detection. The detection of a 
weak visual target also depends on the phase of the alpha band, as measured in the EEG (Ab; from [2], the original data is 
presented in [20]). The strength of modulation of target detection by the EEG phase in the respective frequency band is color-
coded; the significance threshold is marked on the colorbar. When a random luminance sequence is presented to human 
subjects and their EEG is recorded in parallel, a reverberation (“perceptual echo”) of this visual information can be found in the 
electrophysiological signal for up to one second (using cross-correlation between luminance sequence and EEG), but only in the 
alpha band (Ac; from [2], the original data is presented in [25]). Moreover, after a visual stimulus cues attention to one visual 
hemifield, the probability of detecting a succeeding target fluctuates rhythmically, and in counterphase depending on whether 
the target occurred in the same or opposite hemifield (Ad, left; from [31]). This “visual rhythm” fluctuates at 4 Hz per visual 
hemifield (Ad, right), indicating an overall sampling rhythm of 8 Hz, thus lying within the alpha band. Note that some effects 
(a,c) seem to have a somewhat lower frequency than others (b,d), leading to the distinction between an “occipital alpha” (~10 
Hz) and a “frontal alpha” (~7-8 Hz) in this paper. In audition (B), detection of a near-threshold target is independent of the EEG 
phase when presented in quiet (Ba; from [2]; the color-code corresponds to that in Ab). However, it is a widespread phenomenon 
that oscillations entrain to rhythmic stimulation. Shown exemplarily is the data from a study in which a train of pure tones, with 
a repetition rate of 0.5 Hz, has been presented to human subjects, and the EEG was recorded in parallel  (Bb; from [40]). The 
amplitude of the tones was set to a near-threshold level and subjects had to press a button whenever a tone was detected; the 
plot shows EEG data, averaged across subjects, in response to three subsequently missed targets (denoted “S”). An oscillatory 
signal, entrained to the rhythmic stimulation, is apparent – as subjects did not consciously perceive the stimulation, a potential 
contamination by evoked potentials introduced by the stimulation can be ruled out. When subjects have to detect targets (gaps) 
that are embedded in an entraining stimulus (here: simultaneously modulated in frequency and amplitude), detection depends 
on the phase of the thus entrained oscillations (Bc; from [54]). Detection probability of the target is color-coded, whereas the 
outer and inner circles of the toroid represent the neural phases at the two entrained frequencies. As it can be seen, there is a 
combination of neural phases where detection is best, and one where detection is worst. Moreover, the auditory system seems 
to be able to switch between a “rhythmic mode”, in which processing is determined by oscillations corresponding to the input 
rate of the entraining stimulus, and an “alpha mode”, in which alpha oscillations dominate the processing. During rhythmic 
stimulation, large fluctuations in the amount of phase entrainment (indicated by the amount of phase-locking across trials, 
shown in black) and alpha power (light blue) exist (Bd; from [55]). Importantly, periods of pronounced entrainment and of high 
alpha power alternate (Be; from [55]), suggested by a phase opposition between the two functions shown in Bd. This finding was 
interpreted as alternating periods of external and internal attention. During periods of high phase-locking across trials, 
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performance in a target detection task is improved compared to periods of low-phase locking (Bf; from [55]), indicating an 
important role of the two “modes” (“entrainment mode” and “alpha mode”) for stimulus processing. However, note that this 
effect has only been shown for rhythmic stimulation: In this paper, we hypothesize that processing in the “alpha mode” might be 
generalized to input in which no regular structure can be detected, and this speculation requires further experiments (cf. box 1).   
Relation to the system’s input 
It has recently been shown that a discrete sampling of the visual environment might not be 
disruptive to stimulus processing even when it is done independently of the input: “Blindly” 
subsampling (i.e. “snapshots” are taken independently of the input’s content) videos of sign 
language on a level that corresponds to the very input of the visual system (i.e. on a frame 
level) is not particularly harmful to visual recognition performance, even at low subsampling 
frequencies (< 10 Hz), and much less disruptive for performance than a corresponding 
subsampling procedure for the auditory system [2]. Thus, the visual system might maintain its 
rhythm of stimulus processing even when it cannot be adjusted, such as during an 
unpredictable sequence of events. The alpha band seems to be the dominant frequency of 
stimulus processing in the visual system both in the presence [26,27] and absence [12,20,25] of 
rhythmicity in the environment. Alpha oscillations in the visual system have been found to 
adjust when the onset or spatial location of expected upcoming events is known, but no 
external rhythm is present: For instance, the alpha lateralization effect described above is 
influenced by the predictability of the spatial location of the target, indicating an active 
adjustment of alpha power based on anticipatory spatial attention [56–58]. Moreover, 
Bonnefond and Jensen [59] showed an adjustment of both alpha power and phase prior to the 
expected onset of a distractor in a visual working memory task, and Samaha and colleagues [60] 
demonstrated an improvement in performance in a visual discrimination task when the alpha 
phase was adjusted to the expected target onset. In the absence of regular stimulus timing 
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(indeed, stimulus timing was predictable, but not rhythmic1 in [56–60]), there is not much 
evidence of other frequency bands adjusted to expected events or location, indicating that the 
alpha band is indeed the preferred frequency of stimulus processing for the visual system. It is 
of note that – of course – rhythmic stimuli (such as visual flicker) introduce a rhythmic 
component in the recorded signal whose frequency corresponds to the stimulation frequency 
(i.e. steady-state evoked potentials; [27]) and phase entrainment has been demonstrated for 
the visual system [5,61,62]. However, evidence for phase entrainment at frequencies beyond 
the alpha band remains sparse – for instance, steady-state potentials obtained in response to 
flicker show a prominent peak at 10 Hz [27] – and is often paired with auditory stimulation. 
Moreover, in contrast to the auditory system, visual events are rarely cyclic (indeed, flickering 
stimuli are rare in a natural visual environment), but rather restricted to a specific moment in 
time. Based on this notion, we suggest that, instead of entraining, the visual system mostly 
adjusts its oscillations to upcoming events. We acknowledge that this notion is speculative; it is 
therefore discussed in more detail in box 1 and in the final section of this article. A phase-reset 
prior to or at the moment of the expected event might be an important tool for this adjustment 
[63]. Another possibility is that the visual system does not prioritize adaptation to stimulation in 
time, but rather in the spatial domain. It might thus be more important for the visual system to 
precisely localize its oscillations (for instance by changing the speed of a traveling alpha wave; 
[35]) rather than to change their frequency, as the latter is, by definition, a temporal 
                                                          
1
 Note that this differentiation is kept up throughout the manuscript: Whereas adjustment to a stimulus is defined 
as an adaption of oscillatory parameters to the timing of anticipated event, entrainment involves an (additional) 
inherent regularity of the stimulus to which the oscillation can be aligned. 
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parameter. Thus, whereas phase entrainment might be an important and highly developed tool 
for the auditory system (as outlined below), this might not be the case for the visual one.  
In contrast to the visual system, time is one of the most important features for the auditory 
system [2,64]. The need of the auditory system to adapt to the temporal structure of its input 
might thus be greater than for the visual one2. As shown in psychophysical experiments [2], 
“blind” subsampling of the environment might not be possible for the auditory system, as the 
temporal structure of the input might be destroyed. Due to this increased demand of temporal 
flexibility, the auditory system might make use of the different temporal scales provided by the 
brain: Neural oscillations cover a wide temporal range [66,67], cycling at intervals between 
seconds (infraslow, 0.1 Hz) and several milliseconds (high gamma range, > 60 Hz). Moreover, 
auditory stimuli are often rhythmic, making neural oscillations a valuable and convenient tool 
for synchronization with the environment [1]. This notion might explain the variety of findings 
described in the previous section: In contrast to the visual system, the frequency of operation 
might strongly depend on the input to the system in the auditory case. Many environmental 
sounds, including speech sound, contain amplitude fluctuations in the range of the delta/theta 
band. It is possible that one of the “preferred” rhythms of the auditory system includes this 
                                                          
2
 We note here that, for the visual system, saccades introduce “chunks” of input arriving at a frequency of ~2-3 Hz 
[65] that could be considered “snapshots” of the environment and result in a temporal structuring of the visual 
input as well. However, we emphasize that saccades are initiated by the brain: The timing of incoming information 
is thus known in advance – e.g., via feedback from the motor system. Therefore, we argue that, in the visual 
system, it might not be necessary to adapt stimulus processing to the input per se, but rather to the (rather 
irregular) scanning of the environment introduced by eye movements. Moreover, as the visual input “changes” 
every ~300-500 ms (induced by a saccade) but is rather stable within this time interval, it is not essential to process 
(or sample) the input at the moment of the saccade (it can be processed anytime within the ~300-500 ms interval). 
At the same time, this might be a reason why the visual “sampling rhythm” (assumed here as ~10 Hz), is faster 
than the saccadic rate: In this case, even “blind” sampling would not result in a loss of information (i.e. in the loss 
of one of the 300-500-ms “chunks”). Finally, we note that discrete sampling (via neural oscillations) in the visual 
system might even have evolved as a “shortcut” to generate “snapshots” of the environment without the 
metabolic costs of eye movements. 
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frequency range [53], explaining the multitude of studies reporting an alignment of delta/theta 
oscillations with environmental rhythms. In a multi-speaker scenario or when speech sound is 
mixed with noise, the alignment between these oscillations and the envelope of speech sound 
is increased for attended speech, suggesting a mechanism of auditory stream selection [68,69]. 
Thus, phase entrainment might be one of the key features of stimulus selection in the auditory 
system. If phase entrainment is impossible, due to a non-rhythmic stimulation (or due to an 
absence of attention, see below), it is possible that the auditory system switches to a “mode” 
where low-frequency oscillations, important for the adaptation to rhythmic stimulation, are 
suppressed [1,45]. Instead, alpha oscillations might become the dominant frequency of 
stimulus processing: Evidence for this was reported by Lakatos and colleagues [55], showing 
that in monkey primary auditory cortex, periods of phase entrainment alternate with periods of 
high alpha power (Fig. 1Bd,e). Both gamma-power and multi-unit activity (an index of neuronal 
firing) were coupled to the dominant oscillation: To the entrained phase when phase 
entrainment was strong, and to the alpha phase when alpha power was high, but entrainment 
was weak. Detection of deviants in an auditory sequence was significantly better in the state of 
strong phase entrainment than in an assumed “alpha-mode” (Fig. 1Bf), indicating that the 
auditory system might be “decoupled” from external input whenever alpha power is high. 
Indeed, in contrast to the visual system, where target detection depends on the alpha phase 
[20], auditory detection is independent of the oscillatory phase in quiet [40] (Fig. 1Ba), but this 
effect can be introduced when the auditory background or electrical stimulation is rhythmic 
[47,67,68] (Fig. 1Bc). If no regular temporal structure is present but the onset of an expected 
auditory target is known, some studies reported an adjustment of alpha power to this target 
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[41,72,73], such as described for the visual system, although evidence remains sparse and most 
paradigms focused on multimodal or (audio)spatial attention (reviewed in [15]) (the adjustment 
of phase has not been shown for the auditory system yet). Moreover, a change in alpha power 
in the auditory system can lead to illusionary phenomena, such as tinnitus [74]. Thus, the 
auditory system might be able to “switch” between a “mode” of processing that is tuned to the 
temporal structure of the input (with a bias for lower frequencies, due to their dominance in 
the auditory environment) and another, more internally oriented “mode” where alpha 
oscillations represent the dominant processing frequency. Interestingly, these two “modes” 
resemble two cortical states of primary auditory cortex that have recently been described [75]: 
A “synchronized state” that is relatively independent of sensory input (corresponding to the 
described “alpha-mode”) and a “desynchronized state”, where the processing of input sounds is 
precise and reliable (corresponding to the “entrainment” or “rhythmic mode”).  
Is this duality of oscillatory stimulus processing “modes” unique to the auditory system? Here, 
we argue that this is not the case, a notion that leads us back to the differentiation between 
“occipital alpha” and “frontal alpha” for the visual system. It has been argued before that the 
“classical” (occipital 10-Hz) alpha might serve the purpose of “saliency detection” [4]: The 
higher the alpha amplitude, the lower overall neuronal excitability, and the more difficult for a 
stimulus to reach consciousness. Thus, in an unattended visual scene (which leads to an 
increased alpha amplitude, as outlined above), occipital alpha might at the same time enable 
functional deactivation, but, given that an unattended stimulus is salient enough, also enable 
the system to switch attention to a potentially important event. This “occipital alpha” mode 
might be similar to the auditory “alpha mode” described in the previous paragraph: In the 
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absence of attention, both systems might switch to a mode that is relatively independent from 
stimulation, and this switch can be reversed by an event that is salient enough to overcome the 
inhibitory effect of an increased alpha amplitude. In contrast, attention seems to be a 
prerequisite for a modulation of performance by “frontal alpha” in vision: Visual detection only 
depends on the EEG phase at 7 Hz (Fig. 1Ab) if the stimulus is attended [76], and the observed 
periodicity in reaction time after a cue (Fig. 1Ad) depends on the attended visual hemifield [31]. 
Therefore, only stimuli that are located in the focus of visual attention seem to be sampled at a 
frequency of 7-8 Hz, and this sampling frequency is independent of stimulus input. As 
developed in the preceding section, this is a clear contrast to the auditory system, where – in 
the presence of attention – the adaption (i.e. phase entrainment) to the frequency of 
stimulation seems to be a prerequisite for an efficient stimulus processing. In the case of the 
auditory system, it is unclear how the dominant frequency of stimulus processing changes if no 
regular structure is present in the input but attention is focused on the auditory environment. 
We emphasize that the switch between “entrainment-mode” and “alpha-mode”, as described 
above [55], has so far only been demonstrated during rhythmic stimulation. It was speculated 
that the “alpha-mode” can be activated – despite the regular stimulation – due to lapses in 
attention to external stimuli, leading to an increase of internal attention. However, in principle, 
a dominance of the alpha band when external input is (supposedly) ignored – and therefore 
virtually “absent” for the brain – might also mean that the alpha band dominates in the “true” 
absence of regular input. Thus, one possibility would be that, in the auditory system, the switch 
from “entrainment-mode” to “alpha-mode” can be generalized to a larger scheme and 
corresponds to a switch in processing mode for regular vs. irregular stimulation. Another 
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possibility would that the auditory system changes to a mode of continuous processing in which 
sampling mechanisms of neural oscillations are suppressed. We acknowledge that this notion is 
speculative and therefore discuss it in more detail in box 1. 
Hierarchical level of processing 
Subsampling the visual stream at a rhythm that corresponds to the alpha band would not result 
in a significant loss of information even when it is done at the earliest level of visual processing 
[2]. Thus, in principle, the visual system could afford oscillatory processes at low levels of the 
visual hierarchy. Recent research associated the alpha rhythm with top-down (“high-level”) 
processing [13]; however, it is unclear which stages of visual processing are affected by this top-
down control. There is accumulating evidence for feedback from second-order visual areas to 
primary visual cortex that is transmitted in the alpha band [77,78]. It remains to be shown 
whether subcortical areas, such as the thalamus [79], are also affected. Moreover, it has been 
hypothesized that the pulvinar plays an important role in synchronizing cortical regions at the 
alpha frequency [80]. The detailed interplay between these regions has yet to be investigated.  
As mentioned above, the alpha band might be the dominant frequency of stimulus processing 
for the auditory system in the absence of attention (or in the absence of rhythmic stimulation), 
but “blind” subsampling of the environment might be destructive for the system. Thus, it is 
possible that auditory input is processed in the alpha band only after reaching a certain 
hierarchical stage of the auditory system. Whereas early auditory representations seem to 
entail all acoustic details, later representations are categorical [81], thus more stable, and might 
be more robust against harmful effects of “alpha-subsampling”. Indeed, it has been shown that 
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recognition of subsampled speech sound is improved when the subsampling is done on the 
level of auditory features (i.e. on a cortical representation) and not on the very input to the 
system (i.e. on a cochlear level) [82]. The anterior temporal cortex seems to be a likely 
candidate for processing in the “alpha-mode”, due to its relatively long window of temporal 
integration, achieving greater abstraction (i.e. independence) from the acoustic input than 
other auditory regions [81]. However, we note that it has been speculated that alpha might 
already play an important role at the level of primary auditory cortex [41]. If the auditory 
stimulation is rhythmic and predictable (and attended), environmental subsampling is not 
“blind” anymore: Neural oscillations are aligned to the rhythmicity, efficiently selecting relevant 
moments (which are aligned with the high excitability phase) whereas irrelevant information 
(aligned with the low excitability phase) is suppressed [1]. This mechanism avoids a loss of 
relevant information and could therefore take place on a hierarchically lower level of stimulus 
processing [2]. Indeed, subcortical regions, such as cerebellum and basal ganglia, seem to be 
involved in the synchronization between brain activity and rhythmic input [83,84]. However, 
the described “bias” for slow frequencies during entrainment might be restricted to non-
primary cortical areas, whereas lower areas might process stimuli at a fast rate [53]. Moreover, 
it has been shown that neural oscillations can entrain their phase to high-level features of 
speech sound, indicating that phase entrainment does entail a component of high-level 
processing [85–87]. Clearly, more studies are necessary to determine the respective levels of 
oscillatory processing in the auditory system.   
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Table 1. Summary of mechanisms of stimulus selection and processing in the visual and auditory systems, including the 
hypotheses made in this article. 
 
 
 
 
 
 VISUAL SYSTEM AUDITORY SYSTEM 
Dominant frequency 
of processing 
 Alpha band (7-13 Hz): 
Differentiation into occipital 
alpha (~10 Hz) and frontal alpha 
(~7-8 Hz) is likely. 
 
 If stimulation is rhythmic and 
attended: Frequency of 
stimulation, but bias for occipital 
alpha 
 
 HYPOTHESIS: If attention is 
absent or directed internally: 
Occipital alpha 
 
 HYPOTHESIS:  If stimulation is 
non-rhythmic and attended: 
Frontal alpha 
 Changes with respect to 
stimulation 
 
 If stimulation is rhythmic and 
attended: Frequency of 
stimulation, but bias for slower 
frequencies (~1-8 Hz), as they 
are most prominent in natural 
stimuli 
  
 HYPOTHESIS: If attention is 
absent or directed internally: 
Alpha band 
 
 HYPOTHESIS:  If stimulation is 
non-rhythmic and attended: 
Alpha band or non-oscillatory 
(“continuous”) processing 
Adjustment to 
environment 
 HYPOTHESIS: Yes, but might be 
adjustment rather than 
entrainment 
 Yes, alignment of oscillatory 
phase with the rhythmic 
stimulus (phase entrainment) 
 
 Unclear whether oscillations 
adjust if stimuli are predictable 
but non-rhythmic 
Level of processing 
on which oscillatory 
mechanisms take 
place 
 Oscillatory sampling on a low 
hierarchical level is affordable, 
but has not been demonstrated 
yet 
 If stimulation is rhythmic: 
Oscillatory sampling on a low 
hierarchical level is affordable, 
but has not been demonstrated 
yet 
 
 If stimulation is non-rhythmic: 
Oscillatory sampling on a 
relatively high hierarchical level 
is necessary, as otherwise 
important information might be 
lost 
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Summary and Conclusion 
 
In table 1, the oscillatory mechanisms involved in stimulus processing and selection are directly 
compared between the visual and auditory system, as proposed in this opinion paper. Some 
properties might be common across all systems: Neural oscillations can be used as a 
mechanism of attentional selection, and both oscillatory power and phase can be used to gate 
stimulus input. Changes in power might reflect a rather tonic suppression of processing (e.g., in 
a region that is currently not involved in stimulus processing) and/or change the effectiveness 
of the phase of an oscillation, cycling between moments of amplification and suppression. In 
the absence of attention, an “alpha-mode” (“occipital alpha” in the visual system) seems to be 
present in both systems, and is associated with a state that is decoupled from external 
stimulation and in which only very salient events can overcome the increased alpha amplitude 
and reach consciousness. However, there are differences between the visual and auditory 
system: In the presence of attention, stimulus processing in the visual system might be focused 
on the (“frontal”) alpha band, irrespective of the stimulation, whereas the dominant frequency 
of processing adapts to that of the environment in the auditory system. Speculatively, if 
stimulation is non-rhythmic, the auditory system might operate in the alpha rhythm as well, but 
– in contrast to the visual system – this mechanism would have to operate independently of the 
input to the system, as otherwise important information might be lost. An alternative would be 
a “continuous mode” of stimulus processing in which most oscillatory sampling mechanisms are 
suppressed. The oscillatory entrainment to rhythmic stimulation seems to be a fundamental 
feature of the auditory system, probably evolved due the rhythmic nature of the auditory 
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environment. Indeed, the tendency to synchronize with auditory rhythms is ubiquitous: We 
sing, we dance, we clap in response to music or even a simple beat [88]. Importantly, this 
phenomenon is much less pronounced for the visual system: We rarely synchronize with 
another person's walking rhythm and the urge to dance is significantly lowered when watching 
someone dancing without the corresponding sound. Thus, although in principle the visual 
system seems to be able to entrain as well, the adjustment of power and phase might be a 
more important feature in this system – visual stimuli are often predictable, but rarely 
rhythmic. Interestingly, and in line with this notion, it has been shown that the auditory system 
is superior to the visual one when movement has to be synchronized with a rhythmic sequence 
in either or both modalities [83,89,90] and auditory rhythmicity can influence the perceived 
flicker rate of a visual stimulus but not vice versa [91,92]. Task-irrelevant information in the 
auditory system impairs visual processing more strongly than vice versa if this information is of 
temporal nature [93]. Thus, although visual stimuli can in principle influence auditory 
processing and perception (potentially using alpha oscillations [94,95]) and do so even more 
prominently if rhythm is involved [96], a multitude of findings indicates that, indeed, the 
auditory system dominates the visual one in the time domain (an extensive summary of the 
literature on this conclusion is provided in [97]). Finally, a simple cue (without rhythmic 
component involved) is sufficient to introduce the mentioned periodic fluctuations in visual 
performance [31–33] – similar results have been reported for the auditory system, but so far 
only after the offset of a rhythmic stimulus [38]. For both vision and audition, it is relatively 
unclear on which level of the hierarchical system the oscillatory mechanisms operate. The 
visual system could afford sampling its input on a relatively low level, as it is relatively robust 
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against loss of information. The same is true for the auditory system as long as stimulation is 
rhythmic and important events are predictable; otherwise, the level of oscillatory selection 
must be relatively high in order to prevent a significant loss of information. The auditory alpha 
band might reflect internal processes [55], underlining the notion that oscillatory processes in 
the auditory system are confined to a hierarchically higher level of processing and potentially 
even “decoupled” from its input if the latter is unpredictable.   
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BOX 1: OPEN QUESTIONS, HYPOTHESES, AND EXPERIMENTAL APPROACHES 
 
 Adjustment vs. Entrainment:  
 
o Phase entrainment has been demonstrated in both visual and auditory 
system, but adjustment might be a more important mechanism for the 
visual system, whereas entrainment might be more important for the 
auditory one. This suggestion remains mostly speculative and should be 
supported by experimental evidence. Here, it is critical to find a way to 
differentiate “true” entrainment (i.e. an oscillatory mechanism that 
includes predictions about the rhythm of the upcoming stimulation), 
“adjustment” (also including predictions, but rather about a single event 
without inherent rhythm) and a mere regular repetition of evoked neural 
activity by the rhythmic stimulation. One way to disentangle entrainment 
from the other two variations would be a demonstration of the alignment 
of neural oscillations to (or a modulation of behavior by) the expected 
rhythm after stimulus offset. Indeed, some studies already provided first 
promising results [38,62]. However, it needs to be shown additionally that 
oscillatory signals or behavior measured after stimulus onset are not 
simply a reverberation introduced by a phase-reset of brain oscillations by 
the last stimulus: Indeed, in particular in the visual domain, periodic 
fluctuations of performance can already be observed in response to a 
simple cue [31,32]. 
 
o  Findings suggesting that the auditory system is able to adjust to upcoming 
stimuli in the absence of rhythmic stimulation remain sparse, although 
alpha power seems to be the most promising candidate. Studies are 
necessary that systematically test the impact on neural oscillations in the 
two systems when rhythmic stimuli (evoking entrainment) or non-
rhythmic, but predictable stimuli (evoking adjustment) are presented, 
potentially combining electrophysiological and behavioral measurements. 
It would also be interesting to see the outcome when visual and auditory 
stimuli are combined.  
 
o Although beyond the scope of this paper, auditory stimuli affect activity in 
the visual system, and vice versa [93-95,98,99]. Indeed, visual stimulation 
improves phase entrainment to speech sound [100] – interestingly, it has 
not been shown yet that speech sound can entrain visual cortices in turn. 
The oscillatory mechanisms involved in these cross-modal processes 
represent another exciting field of research – for instance, it needs to be 
determined whether stimuli of another modality can merely phase-reset 
(i.e. adjust) oscillations in primary cortical regions of a given modality, or 
whether “true” phase entrainment is involved. 
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BOX 1: OPEN QUESTIONS, HYPOTHESES, AND EXPERIMENTAL APPROACHES 
 
  “Occipital Alpha vs. Frontal Alpha” in the visual system: 
 
o As described throughout this article, there is relatively clear evidence of a 
distinction between a faster occipital, and a slower frontal alpha. However, 
both their functional role and their origins are poorly understood. It needs to 
be determined (1) whether these rhythms can co-exist, (2) how and where 
they are generated, (3) whether the term “frontal alpha” is justified or 
whether “frontal theta” would be more appropriate (and if yes, why). 
Experimental paradigms are needed in which the subjects’ attentional 
resources can be modulated in a controlled way: According to our 
hypothesis, occipital alpha would play a most pronounced role in regions or 
tasks in which external attention is weak, and frontal theta would affect 
behavior most strongly in tasks on which visual attention is focused. 
  
 “Entrainment vs. Alpha” in the auditory system: 
 
o  The alternation between dominant moments of entrainment and those 
where alpha dominates has so far only been shown during rhythmic 
stimulation [55]. It is a plausible suggestion that the “alpha-mode” in the 
auditory system might represent lapses of external alertness and represent – 
similar to the “occipital alpha” in the visual system – the “default mode” of 
stimulus processing the absence of attention. However, it is possible that the 
“alpha-mode” might be reflection of a more general mode of processing that 
is always activated when no rhythm can be detected in the auditory 
environment. Another alternative would be a suppression of most oscillatory 
sampling mechanisms when auditory attention is focused on a non-rhythmic 
stimulation. Both speculations must be underlined with experimental 
evidence. For instance, similar analyses as in Lakatos et al. [55] might be 
applied in an experimental paradigm in which no regular structure is present 
at the input level. Intracranial recordings might be appropriate in this case, as 
activity in auditory cortices is, due to their nestled structure in the lateral 
sulcus, difficult to measure using superficial methods, such as EEG. An 
increase in alpha or entrained activity for irregular vs. regular stimulation, 
respectively, might be taken as evidence for the “alpha vs. entrainment” 
hypothesis described here. Another interesting approach would be the 
replication of previous experiments on the dependence of auditory stimulus 
detection in quiet on the phase of neural oscillations that so far resulted in 
negative results [2,40] (Fig. 1Ba), combined with an independent visual task 
on which the attention of the subjects is focused. The latter experimental 
manipulation would result in an absence of attention for the auditory 
stimulation. According to the hypothesis presented here, this lack of 
attention might provoke an increase of alpha activity in the auditory system, 
and result in a dependence of auditory detection on the phase of the alpha 
band. 
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BOX 1: OPEN QUESTIONS, HYPOTHESES, AND EXPERIMENTAL APPROACHES 
 
 
o  As mentioned above, the brain seems to be able to switch into its “alpha-
mode” even though rhythmic stimulation is present. It has been speculated 
that this switch might reflect a change from external to internal attention 
[55], but evidence for this suggestion is lacking. It needs to be determined 
why this is the case, and what might be a trigger for this switch. 
Furthermore, it needs to be clarified whether the two “modes” operate on 
different hierarchical levels of processing (see next point). 
 
 Hierarchical level of processing:  
 
o Both the visual and auditory system (the latter in the case of rhythmic 
stimulation) could theoretically afford oscillatory mechanisms of stimulus 
selection at a relatively low hierarchical stage of processing. However, this 
has not been demonstrated yet. Studies are necessary that systematically 
test the involvement of different brain regions in these processes, their 
preferred frequency of stimulus processing, and their interplay.  
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Review of Song et al.
There is increasing evidence that the hu-
man brain does not continuously sample
the environment; instead, perception is
inherently rhythmic, alternating between
phases of high and low receptiveness for
stimulus input (Schroeder and Lakatos,
2009). This periodicmodulation of neural
processing might be seen as a rhythmic
opening and closing of “windows of op-
portunity” for a stimulus to be perceived
or processed (Buzsa´ki and Draguhn,
2004). Since perception and attention are
tightly linked phenomena, these findings
naturally raise the question whether at-
tention is an inherently cyclic process as
well. In addition to the fact that most evi-
dence suggests that the periodic nature of
perception relies on attentional processes
(Schroeder and Lakatos, 2009), Landau
and Fries (2012) directly demonstrated
that attention indeed entails a rhythmic
process. In their study, attention was cued
to one of two possible positions and sub-
jects had to detect a visual target that was
presented at either of the two locations.
Interestingly, detection probability was
found to oscillate (at 4 Hz) at both loca-
tions, but, critically, in an antiphasic fash-
ion: when the “window of opportunity”
was open for one location, it was closed
for the other, and vice versa, indicating
that attention shifted at a frequency of 8
Hz (4 Hz per location).
In a recent publication in The Journal
of Neuroscience, Song et al. (2014) used a
paradigm similar to the one described in
Landau and Fries (2012) and provided
further evidence for a rhythmic compo-
nent in visual attention. Again, subjects
were presentedwith a cue that drew atten-
tion to one of two possible locations, then
a visual target presented at one of the two
locations had to be detected as fast as pos-
sible. Critically, the time between cue and
target onset (SOA) was variable—thus,
under the hypotheses of (1) rhythmic
attentional sampling and (2) a reset of
this sampling by the presented cue, the
difficulty of target detection should not
be constant with respect to time, but de-
pend on—or covary with—the respec-
tive SOA.
The study of Song et al. (2014) is of
particular interest, because it differs from
the study by Landau and Fries (2012) in
two points. First, instead of using the
probability of target detection to investi-
gate attention as a function of time, the
relation between SOA and reaction time
(RT) was examined here. Second, and
most importantly, the authors present
an elegant approach to characterize the
rhythmicity of attention: by using time–
frequency analyses, the authors were
able to detect much finer changes in os-
cillatory variables than when using con-
ventional analyses in the frequency
domain [such as fast Fourier transforma-
tion (FFT)] that assume stationary oscil-
latory signals. Thus, Song et al. (2014)
might have been able to detect properties
of attentional sampling that remained
hidden in earlier studies.
Indeed, not only did the authors cor-
roborate the rhythmic sampling of atten-
tion, originally demonstrated by Landau
and Fries (2012), they also reported an ad-
ditional effect that directly depended on
the phase of the sampling rhythm: the RT
distribution showed an oscillatory pattern
(again, around 4Hz) that was in antiphase
at cued and uncued locations and, strik-
ingly, the power of theRTdistribution in a
broad frequency band (around 5–25 Hz)
was phase-locked to this rhythm (i.e., RT
power was highest at a certain phase and
lowest at the opposite phase). The authors
interpret their findings as an attentional
sampling in the theta-band (3–5 Hz) that
is coupled to changes in alpha-power
(5–25 Hz), in line with phase-amplitude
coupling of neural oscillations that is
commonly found in electrophysiological
recordings (Tort et al., 2010).
Althoughwe share the excitement with
which Song et al. (2014) present their
work, we would like to raise two impor-
tant points. First, the rhythmic fluctua-
tions of RT were found for both cued and
uncued locations, but in an antiphasic
fashion. Thus, when a given SOA was fa-
vorable for detecting a target at one loca-
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tion (reflected by a relatively low RT), it
was disadvantageous for the other. Conse-
quently, and similar to the conclusion
drawn by Landau and Fries (2012), an at-
tentional sampling of 4 Hz at one of the
two locations would indicate an overall
sampling rhythm at a frequency of 8 Hz.
This finding is in accordance with an in-
creasing amount of evidence for periodic-
ity in perception that is tightly linked to
brain rhythms in this frequency range for
the visual system (Thut et al., 2012; Romei
et al., 2012). Second, the power effect de-
scribed by Song et al. (2014) covers a wide
frequency range (5–25 Hz). Since, by def-
inition, an oscillation is restricted to a
narrow frequency range (Luck, 2005), we
consider it problematic to assume an os-
cillatory component to underlie this find-
ing, in particular because only one
behavioral variable is investigated and
conclusions about neural oscillations are
indirect.
We propose a different scenario that
could explain the data shown in Song et al.
(2014). Assuming a “true” underlying at-
tentional sampling at 4 Hz per location, it
might be possible that the instantaneous
state of this sampling affects the variability
of responses (reflected in RT) in a cyclic
manner. For instance, variabilitymight be
low when participants were attentive (i.e.,
at a phase of high receptiveness for vi-
sual input) and focused on the task, re-
sulting in systematic responses with a
low amount of RT fluctuations across
trials. Conversely, variability might be
high when participants were inattentive
(i.e., at a phase of low receptiveness for
visual input), resulting in unsystematic
responses and a high amount of RT fluc-
tuations across trials.
We illustrate our speculation with a
(admittedly simplistic) simulation: four
random signals (corresponding to the
number of trials for all but one SOA in
Song et al., 2014) were averaged before
being transformed into the time–fre-
quency domain. Critically, the signals
were constructed such that their variance
covaried with the phase of a hypothetical
underlying 4 Hz wave (Fig. 1A) and thus,
by construction, alternated between states
of high and low variance. Two sets (i.e.,
2  4) of signals were constructed, with
the underlying 4 Hz wave in antiphase be-
tween the two sets, reflecting the two con-
ditions (“valid” and “invalid”) in Song et
al. (2014). The average RT time courses
(across “subjects”; see below) for both
“conditions” (corresponding to Fig. 1B,
top, in Song et al., 2014) are displayed in
Figure 1B. Other properties of the simu-
lated signals (e.g., the average) did not dif-
fer between states of high and low
variance and the detailed parameters of
the time–frequency analysis were as de-
scribed in Song et al. (2014) (continuous
complex Gaussian wavelet of order 4 for
frequencies between 1 and 25 Hz in steps
of 2 Hz, sampling rate 50 Hz). This proce-
dure was repeated 49 times (correspond-
ing to the number of subjects in Song et
al., 2014) and the time–frequency trans-
forms were averaged across “subjects,”
separately for each “condition.” This anal-
ysis yields the RT power profiles corre-
sponding to Figure 2B in Song et al.
(2014). The result of our simulation is
shown in Figure 1C, representing the dif-
ference of the simulated power profiles
between the two conditions (correspond-
ing to Fig. 2A in Song et al., 2014). Strik-
ingly, this power difference exhibits
regular fluctuations between positive and
negative values at many frequencies, sim-
ilar to the spectrotemporal profile shown
by Song and colleagues (2014, their Fig.
2A). Thus, rhythmic changes in a broad
frequency range of a given spectrotempo-
ral profile can theoretically be explained
by regular fluctuations in the variability of
the underlying signals.
In short, we believe that the study by
Song et al. (2014) nicely underlines al-
ready reported evidence for perception
and attention as cyclic processes, in line
with electrophysiological results (Thut et
al., 2012; Romei et al., 2012). However,
the frequency range of the described
alpha-power effect is too broad to reflect
an oscillatory component and might re-
flect mere changes in RT variability that
depend on the instantaneous state of in-
Figure 1. Rhythmic power changes can be explained by regular fluctuations in variance of a signal. A, Simulated signals (2
4; “valid” and “invalid” condition in red and black, respectively) were constructed whose variance depends on the phase of an
underlying 4 Hz oscillation (highest variance at the peak of the 4 Hz oscillation, lowest variance at the trough). Note that the 4 Hz
oscillations underlying the two conditions are in antiphase and are assumed to be reset at time 0. B, This reset results in states of
highand lowvariance that are consistent across signals and thereforedonot cancel eachother out after averaging the four signals.
However, these states are in opposition between the two conditions (when variance is high in one condition, it is low in the other,
and vice versa). C, Due to those rhythmic changes in variance, both the individual power profile of the two averaged signals (data
not shown) and the average spectrotemporal profile of their difference show rhythmic changes in power (difference; color-
coded). Note the similarity of B and the raw RT shown in Song et al. (2014; their Fig. 1B, top), and the similarity of C and the
spectrotemporal profiles shown in Song et al. (2014; Fig. 2A).
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put gating (i.e., high and low behavioral
variability when attention is low and high,
respectively).
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